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Articles

"Bishop Avitus of Vienne and the
Burgundian Kingdom, A. D. 494-518"*
by

Harry Rosenberg
Colorado State University

Late antiquity provides the matrix for the complex historical development of early medieval church-state relations. Old values and social structures were eroded and replaced by new ones in the Germanic kingdoms
established within the fragments of the western Roman Empire.
Relations between church and state were of vital importance in these
new kingdoms, and the difficulties inherent in such relations were aggravated by the fact that the new rulers and their people had been converted
to Arian, not icene, Christianity. Harmonious relations between the indigenous Catholic population led by the ecclesiastical hierarchy and the
heretical rulers and their retainers seemed impossible to achieve without
the conversion of one group or another. The well-known exception to this
pattern is that of the rule in Italy of Theordoric, which dissolved finally
into suspicion, despair, and violence. Less well known is the pattern of
church-state relations which emerged between the Arian King of Burgundy, Gundobad, and his leading Catholic bishop, Avitus of Vienne.
The Burgundian Kingdom at the end of the fifth century was at a
significant stage in its historical development. King Gundobad had
reached a military standoff with Clovis, the King of the Franks who was
soon to be acclaimed the "new Constantine" because of his baptism into
Catholic Christianity. But the political future of Gaul belonged, of course,
to Clovis's heirs. In the distinctive words of C. E. Stevens, "Gallo-Roman
society would be underwritten not by the relatively Romanized Visigoths
•1 wish to thank the Faculty Research Grant Committee of Colorado State Diversity, the
Colorado State University Foundation, and the Institute for Ad,•anced Christian Studies in
Downers Grove, Illinois, for grants in aid of my research. An earler version of this study was
presented at the annual meeting of the Ecclesiastical History Society of Great Britain at the
University of Sheffield in July, 1978. I have benefited greatly from the comments of Professor
Robert J. Brentano of the University of California, Berkeley, and those of Dr. Janet L. elson
of King's College in the University of London. I remain, of course, responsible for any errors
from which these kind scholars sought to save me.
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and Burgundians, but by lovis and hi Frank . . ."' While the futur of
GauJ belonged inde d to th
ero ingian Franks, the metropolitan of th
Burgundian hurch, Bi hop Avitus of Vienne helped to hap that future.
B fore Frankish arms would o erwh Im Gundobad's heir , th Burgundian Catholic Church would contribute significantly to the dynamic a similation proces which gave to GauJ a relative religious homog neity.
The late 6fth century was a time of a fundamental hift in attitud
toward the invading German by the traclitionaJ ruling elite of Late Roman Gaul,2 and it is among the newe t ruling elite of that area, th atholic bi hops, that the shift i mo t di ccrnible. This new and vital ctor of
the Gallo-Roman establishment led the way from an attitude of fear and
opposition to one of
king to harne th nei German ruler to the
destiny of the Catholic church.
It remains a great hi torical irony of the Later Roman Empir that it
to a large d gree bred it own uccessors, each of whom at the rune time
and in it own way contribut cl to the demise of the pagan state. 3 iftbcentury Gaul was a politicaJ cauJdron in which th
v ral Germanic
peopl challenged the Gallo-Roman ruling establishment while they vi d
with ach other. The Visigoths, Burgundian , and Franks each shared in
the Roman legacy. J.M. WaJlace-HadriU ha concisely de cribed Franki h
Gaul, midway between Roman Gaul and France, a "sub-Roman Gaul."
He furth er notes that the pene trating inAuence of Roman administration
affected all of these major Germanic group . " All three are ub-Roman and
the dilfercnces be twe n them have more to do with degrees of Romanization than of barbarization."•
'Courteny E. Ste vens, "'Roman Caul;· in France: Covemme11/ a11d Society, ed. John M.
Wallace-Had rill and John McManners (Lendon: Methue n, J 957), p. 31. for concise revie ws
of th hi tory of Roman Caul and the Callie hurch with amp! bibliographical referen ces
see E. Oemougeot, .. Gallia I," ReallexikanfiirA11tike u11d Cl,riste11/um\llll (1973): 22-927;
J. H. Palanque, " France. II. I "Caul Romnine," Diclio1111aire d ' /tistoire et de gecgrapl,ie
ecclesioslique l :1 (1973) 1- 12 (Hereafter DHCE); and A d 'Harhans, Moye11 Age. l. L "epoque m rovingienne," ibid., 13-23."
'Gerhard 8 . Ladner, "On Roman Attitudc.f toward Barbarians in Late Antiquity," Viator 7
(1976), 1- 16.
' from Lh xt · nsive bibliography that this subject has produced, I take special note of Jean
Caudemet, La f omwlio11 du droil seculier et du droit de l 'egli c aux IV' ct V' siecles (Paris:
irey, 1957); th monumental study of Arnold H. M. Jones, Tl,e Later Roman Empire,
284-602: a Social, F.ctmomic, and Admi11istrative Survey, 2 vols. ( 'orman: niver ity of
Oklahoma Press, 1964); and Karl L. Noethlichs, "Zur Ein0Ussnahmo des Staates auf die
Entwicklung eines chri tlichen Klerike rstandes: Schichls und berufsspezi6sche Bestimmungen filr den Klerus im 4. und 5.Jahrhundcrts in den piitanliken Rechtsquellen," injal,rbucl,
fiir A11tikc ,md Cl,rislentum 15 (1972), 136-53.
•John M. Wallace-llndrill , Lc11g-haired Kings a11d other t11dies in Frankisl, Hi tonJ ( 1 w
York: Dames and Noble, 19 2), p. 36. Olde r studie which Lill m rit nll cntion includ T.
Scolt llolmes, Tl,e Origins a11d Developme11/ of //,e Cl,ristian Cl,urr;I, in Caul during tl,e
first ix Ce11 turies of tl,c Ch ristion Era (London: :O.lacmillan Co., (1911); ir amu I Dill,
Roman Society irl Caul in the Mcro11i11g ia11 Age (London: Macmillan Co., 1926); O.M.
Dalton 's introductory volume to his translation of The Iii tory of tl,e Franks by CregonJ of
Tours (Oxford: larendon Pr s, 1927);and ourt nay E. tevens, ido11i11s Apollinarisa11d
I/is Age (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1933).
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The Gallo-Roman Church and its episcopacy was at the core of this
"sub-Roman" era because of the bishop's political role in the civitas and
the Germanic kingdoms carved out of Roman Gaul. The Church and its
bishops were then vital agents who facilitated the transition from pagan
Roman Gaul to Christian Germanic Gaul. Bishops were politicians as well
as churchmen, and it is obviously important to know who these men were.
The social origins of Gallo-Roman bishops has been a matter of interest to
nearly all historians of the topic, starting with Gregory of Tours. Prosopographical studies, however, have greatly aided scholarship since World
War II. Thanks especially to the masterful study of Karl F. Stroheker on
the senatorial aristocracy of fifth century Gaul, we can recognize the close
association between the Catholic episcopacy and the senatorial aristocracy. 5 Before Stroheker's work, studies were concerned with the bishop,
the aristocracy, and the civitas, but the intensive interest in prosopography and administrative-legal history, as well as a review of the evidence
concerning the development of the city in late antiquity and the early
middle ages, have yielded a bountiful harvest of new evidence and revisionist interpretation.• Quantillcation analysis is a matter of increasing
'See Der senatorische Adel irn ~/a ntiken Gallien (fUbingen: Alma Mater Verlag, 1948),
especially pp. 23, 41, 58, 71-2 for his comments on bishops and senatorial aristocracy. One
must also note the pioneering and still noteworthy contribution of Helene Wieruszowski,
"Die Zusammensetzung des gallischen und frankischen Episkopats bis zum Vertrag von
Verdun (843) rnit besonderen BerUcksichtung der Nationalitlit wn des Standes," Bonner
Jahrb11ch 127 (1922), 1-83, especially pp. 5-12, 14-16, and 44. The classic contributions of
Codefroid Kurth are still pertinent, including "De la ationalit6 des comtes Francs au
VJ• siecle," in his £111des Franques, 2 vols. (Paris: H. Champion, 1919), 1:169-81; Stevens's
chapter on the bishopric, pp. 108-29, remains a masterful treatment of the Callo- Roman
episcopacy in the mid-fifth century. Ferdinand Vercauteren, £111de sur /es civitates de la
Belgique Second. Contribution ii l'histoire urbairie du Nord de la Fronce de la fin du Ill' d
lo Jin de XI' siecle (Brussels: Acadernie royale de Belgique, 1934), pp. 400-1, has good
information on thls earlier era and can be supplemented by his talk given at Trier in 1962
and printed as "Die splitantike Civitas im frUhen Mittelalter," in Bliitter for Deutsche Laridesgeschichte, Neue Folge 98 (1962), 22-25. Peter Brown's disclaimer does not seem to apply
to the age of Avitus. See his Relics and Social Status in the Age of Gregory of Toun (Reading,
1977), p. 17: "we tend to exaggerate the certainty with which the bishops established their
position in the Caul of the sixth century ... In the creation of status, public opinion counted
for as much as family wealth, genealogy, and an entry in Karl Stroheker's Senatorischer [sic]
Adel in Spiitontiken Gallien."
'The historiography of the subject is re0ected in Holmes, p. 511; Dill, pp. 115, 137, 329, and
455; Dalton, 1:159--60; Hans von Schubert, Geschichte derchristlichen Kirche ;,n Mittelalter
(1921; reprint ed., Hildesheim: Georg Olms, 1962), pp. 41-42; &louard Salin, La civilisation
merovlngiem,ed'apres /es sepultures, /es textes et la laboratories, 2 vols. (Paris: Picard, 1949),
1:75; Olwen Brogan, Raman Gaul (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1955), pp. 210-11;
Nora K. Chadwick, Poetry and Letters in Early Christion Gaul (London: Bowes and Bowes,
1955), p. 289. A comprehensive yet concise review of the development of the monarchical
episcopacy during the patristic era is to be found in Jean Caudemet, L 'lgiise dons /'Empire
Romaine (IV' - V' siecles) (Paris: Sirey, 1958), pp. 322-68. See also Jones, 2:92~; Rudolph
Sprandel, " Dux und comes in der Merowingerzeit," Zeilschrift der Savigny-Stiftung fiir
Rechtsgescl1ichte, Gennanische Able/lung 74 (1957): 67-8 (hereafter ZRG); Dietrich
Claude, "Die Bestellung der Bischofe im mero,vingiscben Reiche," ZRG, Ka,wnislische
Abteilung 49 (1963): 10-16, and his "Untersuchungen zum frUhfrankischen Cornitat," ZRG,
Cem,an. Abt. 81 (1964): 5-6; Jean J. Hatt, Histoire de la Gaule Romaille (120 avant Jesus
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interest and has been applied to the episcopacy in the era with which we
are concerned. An analysis of Stroheker's prosopography shows that for

the fifth and early sixth century there were seventy-three bishops among
the four hundred and eleven persons that he includes.' One must be
cautious in the use of episcopal arithmetic. It does appear that the bishops
of the Burgundian Church reflect the general social conditions of the
Gallo-Roman episcopacy at large in that a number were from the senatorial aristocracy, and in that inadequate information exists for the majority.•
It is against the background of this review of the broader Gallo-Roman
historical context that we can now turn to Burgundians and Bishop Avitus.
They were established in the area around Worms by Emperor Honorius
between 413 and 436 and were relocated north of Lake Geneva after the
disastrous attack by Attila's Huns. A second kingdom came into being in
443. Under Gundobad (474-516), the second ruler of the renewed kingdom, the Burgundian state reached its greatest geographical extent,
reaching from the Durance on the south to the Jura Mountains in the
Christ · 451 apres]esus Christ). Calcmisallon ou colonialisme? 3 ed. (Paris: Payot, 1970), pp.
329-39, 344--45; Elie GriJFe, "'L'episcopat Gaulois et les royautes barbares de 482 a 507,"
Bulletin de litteratureecclesiaslique 76 (1975): 261-84 ; and Ian Wood, "Kings, Kingdoms and
Consent," in Early Medieval Kingship, ed. Philip H. Sawyer and Ian N. Wood (Leeds: School
of History, University of Leeds, 1977), pp. 24-25. Paul-A. Fevrier, 'Towns in the Western
Mediterranean," in European Towns. Their Archaelogy and Early History, ed. Maurice W.
Barley (London: Academic Press, 1977), pp. 303-52, is a timely review of the topic. The 1974
Colloquy organized at anterre by Pierre Riche on the christianization of the area between
the Loire and Rhine is an important demonstration of the state of current scholarship. Nearly
all of the papers presented at the Colloquy appear in Revue d 'histolre de l'eglise de France
62 (1976) (hereafter RHEF). In addition see Martin Heinzelmann's significant monograph
Bischofshernchaft in Gallien. Zur Konllnuiliil romischer Fiihrongs.rchichten oom 4. bis
zum 7. jahrhundert. Soziale, prosopographische und bildungs-geschichtliche Mpekle (Munich: Artemis Verlag, 1976); Henry G. J. Beck, The Pastoral Care of Souls in South-East
France during the Sixth Century (Rome: Apud aedis Universitas Gregoriana. 1950), pp. 7-8;
Friedrich Prinz, Kleros und Krieg im friiheren Mittelalter. Untersuchungen zur Rolle der
Kirche beim Aujbau der Konigsherrschaft (Stuttgart: Anton Hiersemann, 1971).
'Heinzelmann's computation in RHEF, pp. 75-76.
'H. B. Beck's observations are of interest in this context, for he hazarded the view (on p. 9)
that in the sixth century the proportion of aristocrats in the e piscopacy declined while the
proportion of bishops who had been civil officials increased. While Beck said he was only
guessing, it is a judgment that still appears reasonable in view of the role of bishops in
Merovingian society. See also Dalton, 1:200, n. 1, which calls attention to the promotion of
referendarii (royal administrative officials) to bishoprics as reported by Gregory of Tours
during the sixth century. The most recent accounting of this kind of administrative-episcopal
re.lationship is to be found in Karin selle-Hosback, Prosopographie merowingischer Amtatra'ger i,i der Zeit 0011 511 bi• 613 (Inaugural-Dissertation, Bonn, 1974), pp. 11- 12, 34-5
where she identifies seven referendarii who became bishops; the succeeding century of
Merovingian history saw another six such appointments. The anterre Colloquy has several
studies germaine to this point. See also Eugen Ewig, "Kirche und Civitas in der Merowingerzeit," La Chiesa nel reg11i dell'Europa occidentale e i loro rapporli ccn Roma sino al/'800
(Spoleto, 1959) In the series "Centro Italiano di Stud/ su/l' alto Medioeoo," Vol. 7 (1960).
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north, east to the Alps and west to the Rhone and upper Loire.• Within
this area were located the dioceses which made up the province of Lyons
as well as Vienne, and while Lyons had a nominal claim to be "the head
of the Church in the Merovingian kingdom of Burgundy ... " 10 this was
not actually the case during the episcopal career of Avitus.
At the time when Gundobad's kingdom reached its apogee, Avitus
succeeded his father Hesychius as Bishop of Vienne.11 His election was in
keeping with the configuration of the fifth century Gallo-Roman episcopacy because Avitus was a member of a distinguished senatorial family
and because of the characteristic nepotism of the time. While Avitus's
social status contributed directly to his elevation, he apparently was prepared spiritually for this pastoral responsibility. His extant writings demonstrate a well-developed theological orientation from the start of his
ecclesiastical career and his role in the development of a Christian literary
•Among the several late nineteenth century standard accounts is Karl Binding, Das burgundisch-romanische Kiitlig reich (von 433 bis 532 n. Chr.} (1868; reprint Aalen: Scientia Verlag,
1969); Albert Jahn, Die Ceschichte der Burgundlo11en und Burg undiens bis zum Ende der
/. Dynaslle, 2 vols. (Halle: Waisenhauses, 187 4); Auguste Longnon , Clographie de la Caule
au VI' siecle (Paris: Hachette, 1833), and Atlas historique de la Fronce depuis Cesar Jusqu'd
nos Jou rs (Paris: Hache tte, 1885) and Planches (1885). Two modern studies important for the
historical development of the Burgundian state are Alfred Coville, Recherches sur l 'histo/re
de Lyon au I," aux IX• slecle (450-800) (Paris: A. Picard, 1928) and Odet Perrin, Les Burgo ,uies. Leur Histoire, des origines ·a la fin du premier Royaume (534) (Neuchate l, Switzerland: Baconniere, 1968).
10
Dalton, 1:261 ; for the province of Vienne see Louis Duchesne, Fastes l pisoopau;c de l'ancien 11e Caule, 2' rev. ed., 3 vols. (Paris: Fontemoing, 1907), especially 1:146-211 "L'histoire
episcopale a Vienne," and 1:212-42 "Les sulfragants de Vienne."
''Stroheker (pp. 100-4, 154-5) is now to be supplemented by J. R. Martindale, The Prosopogrophy of the Later Roman Empire, Vol. II: A. D. 395--527 (Cambridge, 1980), pp. 194-5 for
Avitus, pp. 554-5 for his father Hesychius, p. 185 for his mother Audentia, p. 115 for his
brother Apolliniaris, Bishop of Valence, p. 489 for his sister Fuscina, and p . 1320 for a stemma
of the family. It is only from later sources such as the Vita of Avitus and Bishop Ado of
Vienne's chronicle of about 867 that we learn that Avitus's father preceeded him as bishop
of Vienne (Duchesne, Fastes lpisoopau:c, 1:153). Stroheker relies on the important study of
Max Burckhard!, Die Briefsammlung des Blschofs Auitus von Vienne (ob. 5/8) (Berlin:
Verlag f. Staatswissenschaften u. Ceschichte, 1938) for the previous literature on Avitus.
While Rudolph Peiper's critical edition of Avitus's Opera in Monume11ta Cermaniae Historica, Auctores A ntiquissimi, 6:2 (1886; reprint ed., Berlin: We idmann, 1961) is the de&nilive one, that of Ulysse Chevalier, Oeuvres completes de Saint Auit lueque de Vienne (Lyon:
Libririe Cenerale Catholique et Classique, 1890) should not be ignored. The most recent
comprehensive bibliographical review is in the " new Potthast" Reperlorium fo11Hum hlstoriae medii aeui (Rome: Institut Storico Italiano per ii Medio Evo, 1967), 2:427-30, and
Lucien Mussel, The Germanic lnuasions: The Making of Europe A. D. 4oo-&JO, translated
by Edward and Columba James (University Park, PA.: Pe nnsylvania State University Press,
1975), See also Elie Criffe, La Caule Chretie,me a l'l poque Romaine, fl L 'tt,lise des Coules
au i,> siecle, nouv. ed. (Paris: Letouzey et Ane, 1966), and Mgr. Criffe's article cited inn. 6
above. To the standard handbooks on patristics and medieval literature listed by Stroheker
one must now add Pierre Riche, EducaHon a11d Culture 111 the Barbarian West, Si:cth
through the Eighth Centuries, Translated by John J. Contreni (Columbia. S.C.: University of
South Carolina Press, 1976).
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culture was a major one. Gregory of Tours' a
ment demon trate the
high regard the Merovingian Church had for th Bishop of i nn a
c ntury after his death:
The bles d A itu was at thi time of great
loquence; for he re y pringing up in onstantinople, both that taught by Euryche and that
of Sab llius, to the effect that our Lord Jesu
Christ had in Him nothing of the divine nature,
at the reque t of King Gundobad he wrote
again t them. Th re are extant among us his
admirable le tters, which, as they once quelled
heresy, so now they dify the hurch of God.
He wrote a book of Homilies, six m trical books
on the creation of the world and on variou
other subjects, and nine books of L tters ... 12
Avitus's reputation as a zealou combatter of her y was based on his
Contra Eutychia11am Haeresim Libri Duo and the Dialogi cum G1111dobado Rege vel Librorum contra Aria11os reliquiae. In addition, his lit rary-theological corpus includes ninety- ight letters and a collection of
poetry in which Avitus "eleven centuries before the time of Milton . . .
chose for the theme of his verses the Fall of Man ." '" Avitu repre ent the
successful fusion of classical literary cu1tu.re with Chri tianity in Sfth century Roman Gaul. Drawing upon the rhetorical tradition that still flourished in ienne, a city which cultivated its Roman legacy, Avitu utilized
secular literature exten ively, and his knowledge of patristic author and
the Bible enabled him to produce a collection of religiou po try that
would subsequently influence the major western lite rary re ivals of the
ninth and twelfth centurie . •• In addition, by the tenth c ntury his letters
were included in formularies, the reby helping to hape early m dieval
rhetoric."
Avitu as a late Sfth century cultured, senatorial bishop stands in dramatic contrast not only to the uncouth, heretical Arian Germans, but e en
to his far better known predeces or, idonius Apollinaris, who e pr ciou
11
/iislorio Froncomm 11:34, ed. in MGH, Scrip/ores remm Merovingicarum, 1:1 rev. ed.
(Hanover: 1961). I cite the translation by Dalton, 11:73--4.
" Augusta T. Drane, Chrislio11 Schools 011d cha/ors, n w ed. by W lter Cumbley (London:
1924), p. 29.
"Riche, pp. 9!H3; see also Beck, p. 13 and Ernest tein , Histoire du Empire. 2. De lo
disporlilion de /'empire d 'occident a lo morl jus li11ien, ed. Jean Palanque (Paris: D clee d
Brouwer, 1949), p. 186. For a description of Carolingian manuscripts of vitus's works, see
Peiper, pp. xiv-xvi.
up_ Riche, Les eco/es el l 'e11seig 11e111e11t don L 'Occide111 c/i, lien de lo fin du 1'" iecle au
milieu du XI' sieclc (Paris: 1979), p. 256.
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cache of letters tells us so much about mid-fifth century Gallo-Roman
Church and society. This aristocrat of the Auvergne was repelled by the
crude Burgundians who crowded into his villa, and when he was made
Bishop of Clermont by popular demand, there was no program for evangelizing these Arians. But in Bishop Avitus we see a churchman who
realized that the destiny of the western part of the empire was to be
decided within Gaul and not at Constantinople.
The transformation of Roman Gaul into Catholic and Germanic Gaul
is generally credited to Clovis, his Frankish warriors, his Burgundian Catholic Queen Clotild, and Bishop Remigius of Rheims. Gregory of Tours
described the military and religious dimensions of this great struggle for
land and souls.•• Gregory's classic account dramatically contrasts Gundobad, the hesitant and heretical Arian, with Clovis, the triumphant convert from paganism to the Catholic faith. There is no need to revise or
diminish the importance of Clovis as so depicted, but Avitus's episcopal
career directly contributed to the building of this Catholic and Germanic
Gaul because of his relationship with Gundobad and the Burgundian royal
family and because of his role in the development of Catholicism in that
kingdom. The fusion of the Burgundian kingdom with the rest of Frankish
Gaul was facilitated by the fact that it had already been Catholicized
under Avitus's leadership. While religious sentiment never stood in the
way of Merovingian political maneuvering, as Gregory of Tour's famed
chronicle so vividly demonstrates, the relationship between these two
Germanic societies as well as their assimilation of the indigenous GalloRoman establishment was built on a common religious foundation. Catholic Church and Catholic bishops had then a vital social function in the
political and socio-economic transformation of the western Roman Empire. Avitus was one such bishop whose impact on the secular domain
paralleled his ecclesiastical in.Buence. As political adviser, diplomat, transmitter and preserver of Latin Christian literary culture, a diligent expounder of the Catholic faith, and a pastor, Avitus's in.Buence in each of
these roles reached beyond the limits of the Burgundian kingdom.
Avitus's relationship with Gundobad (and I would add Clovis) was, in
the words of Palanque, "a truly political role" 11 for all of the fact that his
prime concern was for their souls because of the Arianism of the Burgundian and the paganism of the Frank. Gregory and modem authors have
been sympathetic to Avitus's campaign to win over Gundobad and the
Burgundians, in which his success made the religious unity of Frankish
Caul possible at less cost than might otherwise have been the case. Gun"In addition to the older literature, one must now begin with John M. Wallace-Hadrill, 'The
Work of Gregory of Tours in the Light of Modern Research," in his /.,qng-hoired Kings, pp.
49-70. See also Gregory's "Prologue" for his purpose in writing Ten Books of Histo,y, the
so-called Histo,y of the Fronlcs.
"Jean Palanque, "15. Avit," DHCE, col. 1206.
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do bad did not yield in spite of two decades of entreaty, discussion, debates,
and, no doubt, prayers. Yet even though he invoked political necessity in
his refusal to accept Catholicism, telling his episcopal protagonist that he
feared the reaction of the Burgundians, the king still allowed Avitus a
remarkable degree of latitude in his propagation of Catholic doctrine at
the expense of Arianism. Gundobad's tolerance and seeming indifference
to any objections from his warrior aristocracy may have been a reHection
of the fact that this Arian ruler perceived that the future was a Catholic
one. His policy allowed Avitus to convert Gundobad's son and heir, Sigismund. As a consequence, the transition from Arian to Catholic Burgundy
was in fact greatly facilitated by this cordial relationship the orthodox
bishop enjoyed with his Arian king, a relationship which is unique for the
era. o other Arian Germanic ruler before the late sixth century allowed
his heir to be converted.18
While Avitus's political relationship with Gundobad merits favorable or
at least neutral comment, his position in regard to Clovis is a different
story. Some scholars have seen Avitus's letter to Clovis on the occasion of
his baptism as evidence of a great Catholic episcopal conspiracy to bring
about Clovis's conversion and his military domination of all of Gaul. ' 9
Others find Avitus a little too enthusiastic in laying on such praise.2 0 He
has even been charged with questionable loyalty to Gundobad. 21 H . von
Schubert credits Avitus's letter with a grand prophetic view of the future
of Catholic Christianity,•• and another appraisal is that Avitus "had one
"The relevant sources here are Gregory's Ten Books of History, ll:34, pp. 81-3; Binding,
pp. 127, 147-54; Richard Weyl, DasfriJ°nkische Staatskirchenrecht z ur Zelt der Merowinger
(Breslau: W. Koebner, 1888), p. 3; Hans von Schubert, Stoat und Kirche in den arianischen
Konigsreichen und im Reiche Chlodwigs (Munich: R. Oldenbourg, 1912), pp. 25-31 ; Dill, p.
83; Burckhardt, p. 6l; Jones, 2.:262-3; Griffe, "L'episcopat gauloise," pp. 275-9. C. Perrat and
A. Audin, "Alcimi Ecdicii Aviti Viennensis episcopi hornilia dicta in dedicatione superioris
basilicae, (MS. sur papyrus, Paris, Bibi. nat. lat. 8912-14)," in Studi in onore di Aristide
Calderini e Roberto Paribeni, ed. Edoardo Arslan, 2 vols. (Milian: A. Nicola, 1956), 2:433-51
attests to Cundobad's participation in the activities of his bishop.
'"Ep. 46, Peiper p. 75f; Stroheker, p. 155; Dill, p. 88. Charles Pfister, "Caul under the
Merovingian Franks: arrative of Events," in The Cambridge Medieval History, ed. John
Bury, 8 vols. (Cambridge: At the University Press, 1957), 2:112, speaks of "secre t support of
the orthodox clergy" for Clovis but provides no evidence for the allegation. Edward A.
Thompson, The Goths in Spain (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1969), p. 126 n. l and p. 127 n.
2, and Wallace-Hadrill, Long-haired Kings, p. 173, discuss the questions of Callo-Roman
attitudes and Burgundian Catholic loyalty.
"'This view is shared by the late-eighteen centur y antiquarian, the Baron D. Roger de
Belloguet, " Questions Bourguignonnes," in Description Generale et particu/iere Duche de
Bou rgogne, ed. Abbe Claude Courtepee e t Beguillet, 3• ed. aug. p. Gras and Jean Richard
(1847; reprint ed., Paris: Avallon, 1967), p. 173, and by a mid-twentieth century scholar,
Palanque, col. 1206.
"Binding, p. 141 and n. 495. He is generally cynical about Avitus's motives.
"Schubert, Christ/ichen Kirche, p. 96. Karl Hauck, " Von einer sp!itantiken Randkultur zum
karolingischen Europa," Friihmittelalterliche Studien l (1967): 28, n. 65, describes Avitus's
letter to Clovis as containing an "imperial-expansiven Wunsch."
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eye on his own Arian master, Gundobad .... " 23 An alternate interpretation could be that like any missionary, episcopal or otherwise, Avitus was
delighted with a convert, particularly one so extraordinary. The letter
about Clovis's baptism and victory over the Alemenni does not point to
a conspiracy or to disloyalty. We would expect political sensitivity from a
member of the Gallo-Roman senatorial aristocracy, which had had plenty
of experience at survival by the fifth century. And Avitus's participation
in the general episcopal joy over an extraordinary convert does not appear
to have prejudiced his status with Gundobad. A possibility that should not
be ignored is that Avitus's letter to Clovis may well have been with the
full prior knowledge of Gundobad, who could benefit from any smoothing
over of relations with such a protagonist as Clovis.••
The transition from Roman to Germanic Gaul was concerned with
more than just conquest and occupation; it also involved the fusion of
peoples and institutions. This assimilation was accomplished incrementally and often incidentally, however, and the process was expedited by
the kind ofleadership provided by a churchman like Avitus and by rulers
such as Gundobad and Sigismund. The Burgundian kingdom is an excellent example of the efforts made by bishop and king to fuse and accommodate the legal and religious institutions of the indigenous population with
those of the conqueror. The social process would produce a new aristocracy to replace the senatorial elite of Roman Gaul. Gundobad stands out
for his efforts to accommodate the needs of the Gallo-Romans in his kingdom who were long accustomed to Roman law. In addition, his administration is distinguished for the codification of Burgundian law, a development which attests to the impact of the Pax Romana and the &clesia
Catholica. •• Bishop Avitus represents this significant combination which
shaped the nascent Germanic governments. Through his political and
ecclesiastical roles, Avitus furthered the Gallo-Burgundian fusion. That
the independent Burgundian kingdom would soon be overwhelmed by
the Franks does not mitigate against the significance of Avitus's contribution through his diplomatic and synodical roles.
" Wallace-Hadrill, Lang-Haired Kings, p. 171.
"Pierre Courcelle has charged Avitus with "sheer opportunism" because of his fulsome
praise of Clovis in terms usually reserved for an emperor, when the bishop sought an alliance
with the Frank for the new king, Sigismund. It may we ll have been shee.r realism for both
the king and his metropolitan-diplomat in the face of Clovis's design on the Burgundian
kingdom. See CourceUe's Les lettres grecque en Occident de Macrobe a Cassiodore 2d ed.
(Paris, 1948), p. 247 and the English translation by H. E. Wedeck entitled Late Latin Writers
and Their Greek Sources (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1969), p. 263.
" The extensive bibliography on the legal and economic aspects of the acculturation of the
Germanic tribes in their Gallo-Roman setting has had a significant and illuminating addition·
with Walter Gofl'art, Barbarians and Romans, A. D. 418-584: The Tech niques of Accommodation (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1980).
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Jt is instructive to compare the Gallo-Burgundian experience with that
of the better known Romano-Ostrogothic experience under Theodoric in
Italy. The Arian Ostrogothic king made noble attempts at fusing his people and government with the indigenous Catholic population and leadership. The effort collapsed when Theodoric became convinced of disloyalty
on the part of the Catholic-Roman establishment, but Avitus's role prevented such a social disaster from occurring in Burgundy. He rendered
important diplomatic services to his king. Between 516 and 518, for example,' he wrote to the Emperor Anastasius in Constantinople to announce
Sigismund's sole rule and to request that the emperor designate the Burgundian king as the imperial representative to Gaul.•• But the most signi.6.cant political role of Avitus is in the development of the Frankish kingship.
In the baptismal letter to Clovis, he had told the king that as a result of
his baptism, he had a "salvation-giving helmet of holy anointing." With
this kind of christianizing political rhetoric and his use of specilic imperial
Roman titles, Avitus contributed to the preliminary stage in the melding
of Roman, Christian, and Germanic concepts of rulership. 27
The device of holding a synod, wherein long-lasting pervasive legislation could be promulgated, served as the climax to Avitus's role in shaping
the religious and social configuration of Burgundian and Frankish Gaul.
The Council of Epao, 15 September 517, was one of many such early
medieval convocations of churchmen whose deliberations and enactments helped to reshape the social as well as the religious institutions of
European civilization. The first Burgundian council of the Catholic
Church completed the triad of national councils that began with Agde in
506 for the Visigothic domain and Orleans in 511 for Clovis's kingdom.
While all the subsequent national councils in Gaul would meet under
Frankish auspices, the importance of the Burgundian synod and its 40
decrees should not be minirnized.2 8 Avitus and his fellow Metropolitan,
"Ep. 78, Peiper, p. 93; Perrin, Les Burgondes, p. 513. F. Lot, Les invasions germa niques.
La penitration mutuelle du mande barbare et du monde romaine (Paris: Payot, 1935), pp.
173-4 sees Sigismund's correspondence as a desperate appeal for assistance against the
Franks. For Stein, p. 188, the Byzantine connection represents Avitus's fear of an Arian
reaction to the Catholic triumph with the accession of Sigismund. See also John B. Bury,
History of the Later Roman Empire from the Death of Theodosius I to the Death ofJustinian
(A. D. 395-565) 2 vols. (New York: Dover, 1958), 1:463, who ignores religious factors and
stresses spheres of influence.
" Janet L. Nelson, "Inauguration Rituals," in £Arly Medieval Kingship, ed. P. H. Sawyer and
I. Wood (Leeds, 1977), p. 56. In the same collection of essays, see Ian Wood, "Kings, Kingdoms and Consent."
" The decrees of Epao are in Mansi, Socrorum conciUonsm, VIIl:555; F. Maassen, Concilio
Aevi Merovingici (Hanover: 1893), I:15--31 [MGH, Legum section III); and in Carlo de
Clercq, Concilio Galliae. A. 5JJ-A. 695 (Turnholt: 1963), pp. 20-37. Still valuable are the
comments and extensive bibliographical data by Henri Leclercq in Hefele-Leclereq, Histoire
des Conciles (Paris: 1907), Il:2, pp. 1031-42; Jean Gaudement provides the most recent and
thorough analysis of the council, "Epaone (Concile d')," DHCE 15 (1963): 524-45.
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Viventiolus of Lyon, dispatched the letters which convened the suffragans
of the provinces of Vienne and Lyon. 29 While Sigismund did not convene
the Epaon synod, the accession of the first Catholic Burgundian ruler
certainly provided an auspicious occasion for a great convocation of Catholic prelates who could regularize the religious life of the formerly Arian
kingdom. Furthermore, the council met when the Burgundian state had
reached the furthest limits of its geographical expansion.3 ° Certainly the
political and religious timing was propitious. Avitus, realistically it would
seem, called for only one annual provincial synod and not the two required by the canonical tradition. It is noteworthy too, that this Burgundian synod came two years after Pope Hormisdas had chided Avitus for
not convening his suffragans. The confluence of political and religious
circumstances described above made it possible for the Metropolitan to
respond to the papal exhortation.
The thirty-four bishops and one prebyter who met at Epao, midway
between Vienne and Valence, did so under the presidency of the Metropolitan of Vienne. These prelates represented the whole of the Catholic
hierarchy in the kingdom, and under Avitus's leadership they provided
their "national" Church with a "complete ecclesiastical code," 31 which the
council of Agde and Orleans failed to do. While Avitus and his episcopal
colleagues drew upon the common canonical tradition of the Church,
theirs was the urgent task of regularizing the religious discipline for their
own clergy and laity. Lines of authority were delineated, the relationship
beh11een the clergy and secular courts was dealt with, and prohibitions
against the alienation of church properties were promulgated. Avitus's
"authoritarianism" (Palanque) is credited with extending the jurisdiction
of the metropolitan into the relationship between a bishop and his monastic foundations when the issue of alienation of property arose. Avitus's
influence is seen too in the decrees dealing with penance, where his policy
was pragmatic and sensible in a society in transition. 32 But on the sticky
issue of the right kind of marriage relationships, Avitus's conciliar
colleagues in some instances suggested more moderate positions than
he had in prior years. His role at Epao thus demonstrates his ability to
adjust to social reality, a consistent trait in Avitus's episcopal career.
This was re8ected, too, in the policy adopted at Epao with reference to
Arian church buildings: Avitus's tactic was not to arouse opposition by
desecrating these churches, and in an oblique way this was adopted by
the council. The 40 decrees of Epao influenced the synodical legisla19

Text of one of the convening letters is in Peiper, p. 98.
'°Caudement, p. 525.
" Caudement, p. 526.
" Io addition to Beck, Pastoral Care, see C. Vogel, La disc,"p/i11e pt!nitentielle on Gau le des
origines <i la fi11 du VI' siecle (Paris: Letouzey et Ane, I 952).
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tion of the Frankish church and other churches during the early middle ages. 33
The triumphs of Clovis's sons over Gundobad's by 534 must not obscure
the importance of the era of Burgundian church history when it was led
by Avitus of Vienne, who surely has a claim to Ennodius's epitaph: Praestantissiumus inter Gallos episcopos. 34 This outstanding churchman
helped to create the environment in which a profound reordering of
western society was initiated. Avitus exemplifies the vital social function
of the bishop and the ecclesiastical apparatus in facilitating the acculturation of the Germanic peoples. In so doing, he contributed to the eventual
"victory of the Christian society," which is to say, the Middle Ages.30

"Carlo de Oercq, Lo Mgislation religieuse franque. I: De Clovis a Charlemagne (507-814),
(Louvain: Sirey, 1936). To this standard monograph there must now be added Hubert Mordek, Kirchenrecht und Reform in Frankreich, Die Collect/a Vetus Callica, die iilteste systematische Kanonessammlung des friinkische,, Callietl. Studier, und Edition (Berlin: de
Cruyter, 1975). Palanque: Epao's role in history of canonical coUections prior to Gratian was
a "modest" one but 12 of its 40 decrees appear in the Decretum (p. 545). Walter Ullman,
"Public Welfare and Social Legislation in the Early Medie val Councils," Studies in Church
History 1 (1971): 1-39, provides instances of the effects of Epao's decrees.
"Stroheker, p. 154 (from Ennodius, Vita Epiphanius).
"F. Edward Cranz, "De Civitate Dei, XV,l, and Augustine's Idea of the Christian Society,"
in Augustine: A Collection of Critical Essays, ed. Robert A. Markus (Carden City, N.Y.:
Doubleday & Co. Inc., 1972), p. 413; Cranz is concerned only with Augustine's theories and
the manner in which these were generally translated into "the story not of two cities but of
one. From this new approach we can date the beginning of the 'Middle Ages' . . .. " In my
judgm~nt, Avitus implicitly contributed to this very signi6cant intelJectual and social development.

The Zodiac Man in Medieval Medical Astrology
by

Charles Clark
University of Colorado

A naked male figure was a familiar illustration in many medieval and
Renaissance manuscripts. Standing with his legs and arms slightly spread,
the twelve images or names of the zodiac were superimposed on his body,
from his head (Aries) to his feet (Pisces). Used as a quick reference by
physicians, barber-surgeons, and even laymen, the figure indicated the
part of the body which was "ruled" by a specific sign of the zodiac. Once
the correct sign was determined for the particular part of the body, the
proper time for surgery, bloodletting, administration of medication, or
even the cutting of hair and nails could be found. This depended, above
all, upon the position of the moon in the heavens, since it was a medieval
commonplace attributed to the astronomer Ptolemy (ca. 150 A.D.) that
one touched neither with iron nor with medication the part of the body
in whose zodical sign the moon was at that particular moment. 1
This illustration (known variously as the Zodiac Man, Man of Signs
[Homo sig11orum], 2 Lord of the Signs [Domi11us sig11orum], 3 Anatomical
Man,' Microcosmic Man," or the zodiacal melothesia,)" was not the prod'Claudius Ptolemy, Centiloquium sive centum sentenliae in Julii Firmici Materni lvnioris
Sicvli V.C., Ad Ma vortium Lcllianum Astronomicon (Basel: loannis Hervagii, 1533), p . 75
(hereinafter cited as Firmicus Maternus, Astronomicon,
'See, e.g., London, British Museum, Egerton MS 2572 (xvlh cent.) fol. 50.
'See e.g., Bern, Stadtbibliothek, Cod. Ii. 524 {xvth cent.), fol. 2, and Milan, Ambrosiana, Cod.
N 55 sup. {xivth cent.), fol. 12, as cited in Harry Bober, "The Zodiacal Miniature of the Tres
Riches Heu res of the Duke of Berry-Its Sources and Meaning," Jou ma/ of the Warburg and
Courtauld lllslilute 11 (1948): pl.4e&Sd respectively (hereinafter cited as Bober " Tres Riches
Heu res') Cambridge Trinity College MS 1422 (0.9. 10) (xvth cent.), fol. 76 and Munich,
Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, MS CLM 19414 (xiii-xivth cent.), fol. 188v.
'See, e.g., Paul Lacombe, L ivres d 'Heu res imprimes au X? et XVI' siecle conserves dons /es
bibliotheques publiques de Paris, Catalogue (Pa ris: lmprimerie Nationale, 1907), who lists
over twenty-five Anatomical Men.
'See, e.g., Munich, Bayerischc Staatsbibliothek, MS CLM 10268 (xivth cent.), fol. 94v; Bober,
" Tri!s Riches lieu res, " 15 notes microcosmic men occasionally are found in the same manuscript as Zodiac Men but separate from them. See also Fritz Sax!, "Macrocosm and Microcosm in Medieval Pictures," Lectures, Vol. I (London: The Warburg Institute, 1957),
58-110.
"That is, "The assignm ent of the parts of the body to the tutelage of the signs." See Henry
George Liddell, A Greek-English Lexicon, A ew Edition Revised and Augmented by
Henry Stuart Jones (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1925--1940), 11, p. 1099. Liddell notes its use
by Porphyry (late third century A.O.); cf., Viktor Stegemann, "Eine Beobachtung zum Text
der lsagoge eis tan apoteles matikan tou Ptolemaion des Porphyrios," Wiener Studien 69
(1942): 37-42, who assumes Porphry took his section on the melothesia from astrologer
Antiochus (late second century A.O.)
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uct of the medieval imagination but had its roots in remote antiquity. The
purpose of this paper is to examine some of those ancient roots and offer
some explanations for the successful adaptation of the Zodiac Man for use
in medical astrology, especially in the Middle Ages, without dwelling on
its use in daily medical astrological practice.
The ultimate origin of the Zodiac Man may be sought in the ancient
animistic conception of the close connections of all things above with those
which are below that formed the basis of magic and astrology alike. Even
more specifically, the Zodiac Man developed out of the idea of the correspondence between the universe, or macrocosm, and man, the microcosm, first glimpsed in the time of the Assyro-Babylonians and
Egyptians and later among the Greeks. Babylonian priests noted the obvious correspondences such as those between Summer and growth or Winter and decay, and made further comparisons connecting above with
below by collecting data on meteorological and political events which
occurred during special configurations of the planets and stars.• A reflection of similar ideas may be seen in the Babylonian creation myth in which
Marduk fashions the universe out of the two halv.:s of the slain monster
Tiamat. • Correspondence of above with below may also be found in Egyptian cosmology and cosmogony.
Later, within the field of Greek philosophical speculation, and expanded more generally in the area of Greek medicine, the intimate connections between the universe and man were explored more fully, which
sometimes resulted in the conception of the universe as a giant human
figure, "macanthropos." In Orphic literature, for example, the sky is Zeus's
head, the sun and moon his eyes, the aether his intellect, the air his
shoulders, chest, and back, the earth his belly, the sea his legs, the roots
of the soil or Tartarus his feet.• More frequently, however, man was described in terms of his likeness to the cosmos. In the Hippocratic treatise,
On Regimen, written around the end of the fifth or the beginning of the
fourth century B.C., the author says:
In a word, all things were arranged in a body,
in a fashion, comfortable to itself, by fire, a copy
of the whole, the small after the manner of the
'The most complete English version of these "omen" texts is that of Reginald Campbell
Thompson, The Reports of the Magicians and Astrologers of Nineveh and Babylon, 2 vols.
(London: Luzac, 1900).
8
Jack Lindsay, Origins ofAstrology ( ew York: Barnes and Noble, Inc. 1971), pp. 6-7; Henry
and Mrs. H. A. Frankfort, John A. Wilson, and Thorkild Jacobsen, Befo re Philosophy: The
111tellectual Adventure ofAncie11t Mo11 (Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1971), pp. 71-72, 78-79.
'The fragment is quoted in Andre Jean Festugiere, La Revelation d'Hermls Trismegiste. I.:
L 'Astrologie et /es sciences occultes (Paris: Libraire Lecolfre, 1950), pp. 92-93. Other examples of this type have been collected by Martin Litchfield West, "The Cosmology of "Hippocrates,' De Hebdomodibus, " Classical Quarterly 21 (1971):386.
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great and the great after the manner of the
small. (I.X).
The comparison continues with the stomach likened to the sea, and the
area around it to the earth. Later, in Regimen IV.LXXXIV, the author
describes the relation between the motions of the heavenly bodies and
certain illnesses in man. A dark and dull heavenly body which seems to
rise will cause fluxes in the head, while one which descends will cause
bowel problems.1°Further, the authors of the Hippocratic treatises On the
Nature of Man and Airs, Waters and Places describe man as constituted
of the same elements as the cosmos arranged in the body as the four
humors, blood, phlegm, black bile, and yellow bile. In the same way as the
elements of the cosmos, the humors are characterized by a pair of qualities, hot or cold, wet or dry, and the predominance of one set of qualities,
or one humor, depends upon the particular season of the year. In Regimen
I.II., the physician is advised to study the risings and settings of the stars
to understand the variations brought about by the changes in the seasons.
Comparing man's organs and functions with the various parts of the external world served as one means of understanding both. As Werner Jaeger
has expressed it, "Diagnosis is inseparable from gnosis-the understanding
of the nature of the universe.""
The macrocosmic-microcosmic analogy was not as familiar to the people of the Middle Ages through the Hippocratic Corpus as it was through
the Timaeus of Plato, thanks especially to the number of commentaries
on it which have been preserved. In this dialogue on cosmology, Plato
compares "The divinest part of us," that is the head, with the cosmos. Both
are spherical in shape, and "lord over all the rest" {44d). Plato continues
by comparing the motion of the body to the motion of intelligence and
motion of the universe, and adds that man should learn to recognize the
"harmonies and the revolutions of the world" in order to imitate them
through the divine part of man, the soul (89A-90D). The idea expressed
here is that man should become, as nearly as possible, the reflection of the
universe.
The use of the microcosmic analogy in medicine and philosophy was
picked up by later philosophers, especially those belonging to the Stoic
school. Over and over again in the writings of Zeno and his successors,
especially Posidonius in the first century B.C., the universe was described
as a living thing with a soul that functions in the same way as man's body,
"T he macrocosmic-microcosmic relations in this treatise have been discussed fully by Robert
Joly in his Recherches sur le lroite pseudo-Hippocrotique De Regime (Paris: Societe d'Edition
"'Les Belles Lettres," 1960), 37-51. Joly found similarities between On Regimen and the
pseudo-Hippocratic treatise 011 SevellS as well as Babylonian dream books i.e., books which
interpret dreams according to the meteorological phenomena contained in them.
" Werner Jaeger, Poideio: The Ideals of Creek Culture. III: The C,mj{lct of Cultural Ideals
ir, the Age of P/011), trans. Gilbert Highe t 'ew York: Oxford University Press, 1944), p. 34.
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just as man's body operates in the same way as the universe.12 The most
durable argument about the validity of astrology was also ascribed to
Posidonius, who based it upon the observable influence of the sun on the
changing seasons and the influence of the moon on rivers, seas, plants, and
animals. 13 When the ideas of Posidonius and other Stoics were combined
with an astrological theory that posited analogies between heavenly and
earthly regions and between celestial events and human fortunes, the
microcosmic analogy was accepted and transformed to different ends.
It is not surprising, then, first to find a Stoically-inspired poet, Manilius,
writing his Astronomicon around A.O. 14, twice expounding the relations
between the signs of the zodiac and the members of the human body in'
a way that indicated a long familiarity with the subject. 14 Each of the lists
of correspondences reHects a different tradition by which the Zodiac Man
was developed and transmitted. In the first instance, in Book II (453-365),
the description of the Zodiac Man occurs amid a general discussion of the
geometrical relationships of the signs, followed by a list of the gods and
goddesses who serve as guardians of the various signs. The signs themselves share the divinity of the gods and each rules over a part of the body.
In this context, the Zodiac Man represents the culmination of a tradition
which dates back to early Assyro-Babylonian and Egyptian medical and
magical treatises in which a particular deity or demon protected or at"Diogenes Laertius, vii.139, vii. 142-2, vii.148, vii,157; Macrobius Saturnalia I. 23.7, in
Posidonius, I. The Fragments, ed. Ludwig Edelstein and I. G. Kidd (Cambridge: University
Press, 1972), pp. 46, 47; 103, 133. See also Ludwig Edelstein, "The Philosophical System of
Posidonius," American journal of Philology 57 (1936): 97-98.
"Strabo, Cecgraphy, XVII.3.10, IIl.5.8; Cicero, De Divinatiane, 11.33--35; Diogenes Laer·
tius, vii, 151- 153, It was an ancient commonplace that the moon influenced the growth of
shellfish, especiall)• oysters; see Horace, Serm. ii, 4.30; Aulus Gellius, Nactes Alticae XX.VIII;
Pliny, Nat. Hist. Il.XLI.108; Ambrose, Hexameron, IV.Vl.11.29-30; Basil, Exegetic Homilies,
VI, p. 10; Augustine, Civ. Del, V.VI.
"Marcus Manilius, Astronamican, recensuit et enarravit Alfred Edward Housman (Hildesheim and ew York: George Olms Verlag, 1972 (1903-19161). A recent edition and English
translation of the poem has appeared in the Loeb series under the title Manilius, Astronomlca, trans. G. P. Goold (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1977). The two
relevant passages in the Astronomlco11 are as follows:
Accipe diuisas hominis per sidera partes singulaque in propriis parentia membra 6guris, in
quis praecipuas toto de corpore vires exercent. Aries caput est ante omnia princeps sortitus
censusque sui pulcherrima colla Taurus, et in Geminis aequali bracchia sorte scribuntur
conexa umeris, pectusque locatum sub Cancro est, laterum regnum scapulaeque Leonis,
Virginis in propriam descendunt ilia sortem, Libra regit clunes, et Scorpios inguine gaudet,
Centauro femina accedunt, Capricornus utrisque imperitat genibus, crurum fundentis
Aquari arbitrium est, Piscesque pedum sibi iura reposcunt (II 453-65).
Narnque Aries capiti, Taurus ceruicibus haeret, bracchia sub Geminis censentur, pectora
Cancro, te scapulae, emeaee, uocant teque ilia, Virgo, Libra colit clunes e t Scorpius inguine
regnat, et fernina Arquitenens, genua et Capricornus amauit, cruraque defendit luuenis,
uestigia Pisces (IV 704-709).
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tacked a specific part of the body.16 In Greece an echo of this tradition may
be found in a fragment of a work attributed to Metrodorus of Lampsakos,
an author of the late fifth century B.C. and follower of Anaxagoras. Metrodorus compared Demeter to the liver, Dionys1,15 to the spleen, and
Apollo to the gall.•• 1n neither the Near Eastern nor the Greek traditions
was one deity always connected with a particular body member or disease
though, nor were these deities or members equated with specific constellations or planets. Over the centuries, however, as a late Akkadian medical
astrological treatise dating from the Seleucid period (ca. 300 B.C.) shows,
the various planetary deities were placed in connection with both a particular constellation "along the path of the moon" and with a particular
disease which a!Bicted certain areas of the body.'' Certainly the process
represented by this early treatise was neither complete nor identical with
Manilius' list of correspondences, but the tendency was in that direction.
The poet's second list of correspondences appears in Book IV (704-709)
in a context which, even more clearly than the first, reflects its debt to the
macrocosmic-microcosrnic tradition. Here, the equation between the
signs and the body members follows a rambling geographical discussion
and a statement that just as every part of the world has a certain guardian
power and zodiacal sign to rule over it, so does man's body have a sign
ruling over each of its members. The list is followed by a description of
the racial characteristics of diverse peoples based on their homelands and
the influence of the constellations and planets they are under. This rather
elaborate discussion is the culmination of the long tradition well represented in those earlier Hippocratic medical treatises and other philosophical and mythological works. Interestingly enough, however, in this and
the former contexts the figure has a very specific macrocosmic-microcosmic association, but its possible medical application is nowhere mentioned.
The first dateable reference to the medical prognostic use of the correspondences between the signs of the zodiac and the human body comes
from the middle of the first century A.D. in an astrological work on botany.
In this short work each sign of the zodiac has a particular herb, mineral,
and member of the body in sympathy with it. The author of the treatise
may have been the physician Thessalus of Tralles, who appended a letter
"Rene Labat, Traite Akkadien de diagnostics et prognostics medfcaux. I: Transcription et
traductio11 (Leiden: Brill, 1951), pp. xxii-xxiii: The Egyptia11 Book of the Dead. Documents
irl the Orie11tal b1stitule Museum at the U11iversity of Chicago, Oriental Institute Publications, LXXXU (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1960), p. 102; cf., Warren R. Dawson,
Magician and Leech, A Study in the Begi11nings of Medicitle with Special Reference to
Ancie11I Egypt (London, Metheun, 1929), 60 n., pp. 2-7, for a bibliography of the most
important lists in which the parts of the body are equated with various divinities.
"Metrodorus von Lampsakos, 61.4 in Hermann Diels, Die Fragmente der Vorsakratiker, ed.
Walther Kranz. Vol. II (Berlin: Weidmann, 1972), p. 49.
"Marcel Leibovici, "Sur l 'astrologie medicale," Journal Aslatfque 244 (1956):275-280.
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to the Emperor (either Claudius or ero) explaining how the god Asklepios had revealed medical secrets to him. Thessalus complained that he
had found a book by Nechepso containing "Twenty-four cures for each
and every pain of the body through minerals and herbs according to each
sign of the Zodiac," but that he could-not understand the meaning until
Asklepios revealed it to him.18 Significant here is the earliest known reference to the legendary Egyptian ruler Nechepso, to whom and to his priest
Petosiris was accorded the honor of teaching medicine, astrology, and the
rest of the sciences to the Egyptians. In fact, the works attributed to
Nechepso-Petosiris are the products of Graeco-Egyptian authors dating
from the second century B.C. and later. 19 Another work detailing the
zodiacal melothesia, the Prognostica de decubitu, is often attributed to
Galen or Imbrasios of Ephesus but may be dated from the first century
also. It shows the inffuence of the echepso-Petosiris traditions, as does a
third-century papyrus purporting to be a revelation of Petosiris ("Peteesis") to Plato. This last, however, does not mention the medical use of the
attributions of the signs to the body.20
Only a vague understanding of the medical use of the astrology is
reHected in Pliny's Natural History. Nowhere in the thirty-seven volumes
does he mention the Zodiac man specifically, but notes that the physician
Crinas of Marseilles calculated meal times according to the position of the
planets (Nat. Hist. XXIX.9). Pliny rejects the practice of certain magicians
who cure illnesses by noting the signs of the zodiac and who prescribe
certain remedies depending upon whether the sun or the moon is in a
particular sign at the time (Nat. Hist. XXX.XXXIX.95-96). He is willing
"Catalogus Codicum Astrologorum Graecorum, Franz Cumont (Brussels: Henrici Lamertin,
189S-1953), VIII.IV, 253 ff; cf. Franz Cumont, "Ecrits Hermetiques: 11. Le medecin Thes•
salus e t les Plantes Astrales d'Hermes Trismegiste," Revue de Philologie, d'Histoire et de
Litterature Anciennes 42 (1918): 85-108 (hereinafter cited Cumont, "Le medecin Toes•
salus").
"Cumont, " Le medecin Thessalus," pp. 102-3, Cumont has found parallels in the astrologi·
cal works attributed to Nechepso•Petorisis and those attributed to Hermes Trismegistus. ln
this particular astrological botany, not only the form of revelation, but also the appearance .
of Asklepios, who is usually the recipient of Hermes' Wisdom, points to similarities in the
sources of those traditions.
'°Frant Cumont, "Les 'Prognostica de decubitu' attributes a Galien," Bulletin de la Institute
historique Beige du Rome 15 (1935): 119-131; Stephen Weinstock, "The Author of Ps.
Galen 's Prognostica de decubitu," Classical Quarterly 42 (1948}: 41-43. Both Cumont and
Weinstock point out the obvious correspondences between this work and various Hermetic
medical astrological treatises, e.g., the lotromathematika, see n .25. On the third-century
papyrus, see Catalogue of the Greek and Latin Papyri in the John Rylands Library, Man chester, ed. Arthur S. Hunt (Manchester: University Press, 1915), II, n. 63, pp. 2-3. Peetesis
tells Plato that 'The sun is the right eye, the moon the left, the tongue, smeU and hearing
belong to Mercury, the visce.ra to Jupiter, the chest to Mars, the spleen to Venus, the kidneys
to Saturn, the head to Aries, the neck to Cancer [faurus is missing], the belly to Leo,
the cheeks and loins to Virgo, the buttocks to Libra, the seat [cathedra) to Scorpio, the
. .. to Sagittarius, the nails to Capricorn, the calf of the leg of Aquarius, the extremities to
Pisces."
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to accept, however, the assertion of Hipparchus that man was related to
the stars and that men's souls were part of heaven (Nat. Hist. XXXIV.95).
Finally, Pliny admits that the consteHations affect not only rainfall and
storms but also things that happen within the body, such as paralysis,
stomach troubles, and disturbances of the mind, and he also uses the
analogy of the moon's effect on oysters, cockles, shrew mice, and ants (Nat.
Hist. II.XLI.108).
.,.
Writing about a century after Pliny, Sextus Empiricus (fl. ca. A.D. 150)
described in a very general way the "Chaldean" belief that the various
parts of the body "sympathize" with their respective zodiacal signs so that
"if any of the stars [i.e. planets] which are malilicent at the time of nativity
is in any of these signs it produces an imperfection in the part which bears
the same name." 21 In the fourth century, the Christian astrologer Julius
Firmicus Maternus, who wrote the longest extant Latin treatise on astrology, the Ma thesis, added to the mere mention of the correspondences
only that the system was "very useful for forecasting from the stars, especially when you wish to Gnd the house of health or defects (l.24)." 22
In the East a century earlier, the Christian writer Origen has described
a variation of the Zodiac Man in which its medical application was more
obvious. Celsus, Origen's pagan opponent, was accused of believing in a
system based upon the division of the zodiacal circle into thirty-six sections
of 10° each. Every one of these divisions, called decans, corresponded to
a speci6c part of the body, and each decan in turn was controlled by a
particular demon. Any part of the body which was diseased could be cured
through the invocation of the particular demon responsible for that member. 23 From the second century comes also a variation of the decanic
melothesia in a letter addressed from He rmes to Asklepios. After giving
a list of harmonies between the zodiac and the members of the body,
Hermes advises Asklepios that each sign may be divided further and that
an amulet carved with one of the three decanic rulers alloted to each sign
may cure problems in the related area of the body when used in conjunc"Sextus Empiricus, Adversus Mathemalicos, V. 22, trans. R. C. Bury (Cambridge, Mass. :
Harvard University Press, 1933), IV, pp. 331--333.
"Julius Firmicus Matemus, Mathesis, ed. Wilhelm Kroll and Franz Skutsch (Stuttgart: B. C.
Teubner, 1968), II. 24; see also, Jean Rhys Bram, trans. Ancient Astrology, Theory and
Practice: The Mathesls of Firmicus Ma/em us, oyes Classical Studies (Park Ridge, ew
Jersey: oyes Press, 1975), p. 56. Bram, p. 309, calls this section a reference to the doctrine
of melotheia [sic], and this incorrect term is cited three times. Firmicus's work, which
became popular in the West after the eleventh century, has a somewhat dill'erent version
of the Zodiac Man than Manilius's. Cancer, for example, rules just the heart according to
Firmicus, not the whole chest. Rather, the chest and stomach are Leo's, Firmicus tells us,
not the back and sides as Manilius has it. Libra rules the kidneys and vertebrae for Firmicus,
the buttocks for Manilius. The remainder of the signs and body parts are the same, and it
should be noted that the dill'e rences between these two sources are typical of the variations
found when comparing almost any two authors on the subject of the Zodiac Man.
" Origen, Contra Ce/sum, trans. with and introduction and notes by Henry Chadwick
(Cambridge: University Press, 1965), VIII, 58--00, pp. 496-498.
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tion with the appropriate herb.•• Similar anonymous variations on the
Zodiac Man are found in other astrological sources, especially among the
various works attributed to Hermes Trismegistus so that, although it may
be fair to characterize the most ancient references to the Zodiac Man as
speci.6c instances of the macrocosmic-microcosmic analogy, the medical
applications of the figure were known as well.2°
Yet, the only speci.6c citation of the doctrine of the correspondences
between the signs and members of the body extant from the late fourth
through the eleventh century in the West again places it in a non-medical
context. The doctrine is found in an accusation made against the Spanish
bishop Priscillian (d. ca. 386) and his followers by Orosius, and it is repeated by Augustine, Pope Leo I, Isidore of Seville, and others. According
to these sources, Priscillian taught that the body was apportioned among
the signs of the zodiac and that the soul was divided among the twelve
patriarchs. He was supposed to have learned these heretical beliefs from
the astrologers [mathematici]. Priscillianism was anathematized at the
Councils of Toledo in A.D. 400 and at Braga in A.D. 563. In the latter case
the two appropriate paragraphs condemned the heresy thus:
IX. If anyone believes that the souls and bodies of men are subjected by destiny to certain stars, as the heathen and Priscillian
taught, let him be anathema.
X. If anyone believes that the twelve signs
[the zodiac], which the mathematici are
want to observe, are distributed over the
particular members of the body and assigned to the names of the patriarchs, as
Priscillian taught, let him be anathema.28
14

An edition of the Greek text and French translation of The Sacred Book of Hermes to
Asklepios (on the Decons) by C. E. Ruelle may be found in Revue de Phi/ologiede Litterature
et d'Historie Anciennes 32 (1908):247- 277.
"See, for example, the latromathematika attributed to Hermes Trismegistus in Julius Ludwig Ideler, Physici et Medici Graeci Minores (Amsterdam: A. M. Hakkert, 1963 [reprint of
the 1841- 2 edition)), p. 387; cf., Hennetis centum aphorismorum, esp. os. 74, 79, 87, in
Firmicus Maternus, Astro1Jomicon, 1533, p . 88.
"Pauli Orosii, Commonitorium, II, ed. Georg Schepss Corpus Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum
Latinorum XVIII, 153; Augustine, De haereslbus, LXX. I, CS.E.L. XLVI, pp. 333-334; Leo,
Epistola, XV, XI, XII, Patrologiae Latina: Johannes Dominicus Mansi, Sacrorum Consiliorum Nova et Amplissimo Collectio (Craz: Akademische Druck, 1960), IX, p. 775, in English
translation in Karl Joseph Hefele, A History of the Councils of the Church from the Original
Docume1lfs, trans. William R. Clark (Edinburgh: T. Ix T. Clark, 1883-1896), rv, p. 383;
Isidore of Seville, Etymologiae lII. XXVll, P.L. LXXXIl, 1970. One other description of the
Priscillianist beliefs from an eleventh-century chronicler, Sigbert Cemblacensis, who wrote
that Priscillian had heretically taught " that our bodies are composed according to the twelve
heavenly signs ... ," M G.H , Scriptores Vi.303. The editor of the chronicle, G. H. Pertz, gave
Augustine as a source for this section. The chronicle, however, gives a complete list of the
twelve correspondences, while Augustine lists the signs from Aries through Cancer.
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Even while two Church councils and various Christian authors officially
condemned the Zodiac Man in the form of the Priscillianist heresy, the
assumption underlying the doctrine, namely the macrocosmic-microcosmic analogy, remained virtually unchallenged among the Church Fathers
and others.27 InHuenced by Stoic and Platonic sources, the early Christian
authors again and again call man a "small world" (mundus breuis) because
he is composed of the same elements as the universe and because of the
innate sympathy which exists between the heavens and the earth. Among
the later ancient authors passing the microcosmic analogy to the Middle
Ages must be included Chalcidius, commenting on Plato's Timaeus, who
called each man a mundus breuis because he contained the same four
elements as the universe and because both share matter and spirit in
common.28 Macrobius too, in his encyclopedic Commentary on the Dream
of Scipio, attributes to the philosophers the idea that "the universe [was]
a huge man and man a miniature universe" because the soul rules the
body in the same way as God rules the universe.2 9
Christian authors who shared views similar to those of Chalcidius and
Macrobius inlcude Clement of Alexandria (ca. A.D. 150-215) who calls
man a little universe and uses the familiar analogy of the inBuence of the
moon on the growth of oysters to emphasize the innate sympathy existing
between heaven and earth, and Basil (ca. A.D. 330-379), who understood
man as a microcosm in the sense that the elements which composed man
also were present in the universe.30 The same idea is expressed by the
other Cappadocians.3 ' In the work of Athanasius (ca. A.D. 299-373) De
incarnatione, the traditional argument is reversed and the world is called
a "great body" which is S.tting, he says, because we perceive it and its parts
"The literature on the theme of man as a microcosm in medieval thought is growing ve.r y
large. Some of the more important studies include George Perrier Conger, Theories of
Macrocosms and Microcosms in the History of Philosophy (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1922); Rudolf Allers, .. Microcosmos from Anaximander to Paracelsus," Traditw 2
(1944):319-408; Fritz Sax!, .. Macrocosm and Microcosm in Mediaeval Pictures, in Lectures
(London: Warburg Institute, 1957), I: 58--110; Francisco Rico, El Pequeno Mundo de/ Hombrr: Vario Fortuna de Una Idea en los Lettras Espafiolas (Madrid: Editorial Castalia, 1970);
Edouard Jeauneau, trans. and comm. Jean Scot, Hom4lie sur le Prologue de jean (Paris: Les
&litions du Cerf, 1969), Appendix VII, pp. 291-297; Marie-The.r ese D'Alvemy, "L 'Homme
conune symbole le microcosme," in Simboli e Simbologia nell' alto Medioevo (Settimane di
Studio del Centro Italiano di Studi sull'alto Medioevo XXIII) (Spole.t o: Presso la Sede del
Centro, 1976): 123-195.
"[Calcidius), Platonis Timaeus interprete Chalcldto cum eiusdem cornmentario .. . Johannes
Wrobel (Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1876), CCXLVII and VII. CCII, pp. 281,243.
" Macrobius, Commentary on the Dream of Scipio, trans. William Harris Stahl (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1952), 11.XII,II, p . 224; cf., pp. 32, 46, 50.
"'Clement of Alexandria, Cohort ad Gentes I; P.G. I, 60 and Protreptic 51.5; cf. Stromata
1.166, l ; Vl.143,l ; VII, 57; II, 74.l Basil, Homilia in illud, Attende tibi ipSi, 7; P.G. XXXI,
2138-216B; cf. Ambrose, Hexameron, VI, IX, 55; P.L. XN, 265.
"Cf., Gregory of Nyssa, On the Saul and the Resurrt1etion in Ascettcal Works, trans. Virginia
Woods Callahan (Washington, D.C.: Catholic University of America Press, 1967), pp. 204205; cf, La Creation de l 'homme, trans. Jean Laplace (Paris: Editions du Cerf, 1944), pp. 151
and n. 2; Gregory Naziazan, De Pasch. Oral. LXV, VII; P.G. XXXVI, 632.
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affecting our senses. In his Contra gentes, however, Athanasius decries
those who have deified the heavens and the elements and even the principles of the composition of bodies, that is the warm and cold, dry and wet.
Further, he chastises those who have distinguished various parts of the
body and have worshipped them, as gods, "as if they were not satisfied,"
he adds sarcastically, "with the worship of the body as a whole." 32
The idea of the worship of body members is carried to absurd limits in
the heresy of the followers of the Gnostic Basilides, ridiculed by Epiphanius (d. A.D. 403), who taught that "Abraxos," or the source of emanations, had produced 365 numbers corresponding to the number of days in
the year and the alleged number of members of the human body.33 A
more reasonable number of bodily members to be compared with the
parts of the world is offered by Tertullian (ca. A.D. 160-ca. 225). In a list
similar to the pseudo-Hippocratic treatise Sevens, man's flesh is likened to
the ·earth, his blood to water, muscles to the soil, bones to the rocks, and
so forth.3 ~ This alternative to the Zodiac Man is found throughout the
Middle Ages, especially in the works which described the first man Adam.
Ultimately, the medieval works, and perhaps Tertullian's, were derived
from the Book of the Secrets of Enoch, II, 30, 8, a product of Hellenistic
Judaism, dating from around 30 B.C.-A.D. 70. With few variations, the
seven substances which comprise Adam are found in medieval works as
early as the tenth century.••
Besides preserving various forms of the microcosmic analogy, many
early Christian works also contain overtly astrological and medical astro,.Athenasius, De incarnatione XLI; Contra genies, IX, 1-33, both translated by Robert W.
Thompson (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1971), pp. 105, 23-25 .
.. Ephiphanius, Adversus haeresibus, I, ii, 7; P.C. XLI, 316; cf. Cyprian, Confessions, where
he tells oflearning the 365 varieties of ailments, and in Chaldea, learning the qualities of the
stars as well as herbs, and being taught the house and the relationship of each star and its
appropriate food and drink. He learned the 365 demons who divide up the ether among
themselves and the appropriate sacrilices, lihations,and words for each, cited in Lynn Thorndike, History of Magic and E:rperimental Science during the First Thirteen Centuries of Our
Ero ( ew York: Columbia University Press, 1964), 1:430-431 (hereinafter cited as Thomdilce,
Magic and E:rperimental Science) .
..Tertullian, De came Christi IX, CS.E.L. LXX, 215, 5-17. He also deduced the existence
of God from the parallelism between the macrocosm and microcosm through the recognition
by the soul ofits Malcer,Apologeticusad Gentes, XVII, 1-6, CS.E.L., 69, 44-46; cf., Amobius,
Adversus Celltes II. XXV., P.L. V., 851; Lactantius, Divinae lnstitutiones, IIJCII, CS.E.L., 19,
.155-160.
"John Matin Evans, "Microcosmic Adam," Medium Aevum 35 (1966): 38-42. Georg Karl
Bauer, Sternkunde und Sterndeutung der Deutschen im 9.-U. Jahrhundert (Berlin: 1937,
Lubeck: Kraus Reprint, 1967), pp. 122-3, cites a poem by Ezzo, in German, written ca. 1063,
in which the eight parts of the body are described, ultimately based als9 on the Book of
Enoch; cf., Honorius Augustodunensis, Elucidarium, I.II.; P.L. CLXXI, 116; and the beautiful illustration of this type of microcosmic figure, Prllfening MS Clm. 13002, A.D. 1165, fol.
7V. Another likely source is Isidore of Seville's Differentiarum II, 17, 48-49, P.L. LXXXIII,
77-78; and Herrade of Landsberg, Hortus Deliciarum.
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logical ideas, usually in the guise of the seemingly innocuous meteorological medicine sanctioned by Hippocrates and Galen. Isidore of Seville, in
the seventh century, provides in his various works a convenient swnmary
of these astrological and medical astrological ideas. Although he condemns
the Priscillianist belief in the disposition of the members of the body and
the soul among the signs, Isidore nevertheless explains the harmony of the
universe in terms of the seventy years of a man's life, and compares the
seven openings in the head with the seven planets, the seven internal
organs, the seven days of the week, and the phases of the moon [Lib. num.
VIII, 44-5).3" He also compares the four seasons with the four elements,
four humors, and four temperaments [Etymol. IV.5.3]. Because of these
associations, Isidore urges physicians to "study the motions of the stars and
the changes of the seasons, for as a certain physician said, our bodies are
also changed with their courses" [Etymol. IV, 13,4]. Lynn Thorndike
believed this passage encouraged the later development of astrological
medicine, and it is at least certain that Isidore's ideas later found widespread support, since they were repeated by Bede, Hrabanus Maurus, and
others.37
Numerous illustrations of the microcosmic schemes of Isidore, Bede,
and Hrabanus Maurus exist, and the most elaborate of these is the Handbook or Manual of Byrhtferth of Ramsey, written in A.D. 1011 from notes
taken on Abbo of Fleury's lectures given at Ramsey in England. Together
with the typical comparisons of the "physical and physiological fours"
are the two solstices and equinoxes, the twelve signs of the zodiac, the
twelve months, the four letters of Adam's name, and the four cardinal
points.
Other less complicated and more overtly medical sources for the microcosmic analogy can be found in two anonymous ninth- or early tenthcentury works on humeral medicine, Disputatio Platonis et Aristotelis
and Sapientia artis medicinae. Both compare the four humors to the
seasons, ages of man, four major parts of the body, and the elements. The
latter adds the four winds and the four corners of the earth to the list, and
the former includes directions for blood-letting, or rather a warning
against letting blood during the so-called "cinocaumatice," "Canicular,"
or "Dog-Days," that is, forty-five days from the middle of July to the
"It is within the context of explaining the harmony which exists between the circles of the
universe and the same harmony in man that Isidore uses the Creek term, microcosm, in
Latin for the first time: "Haec ratione quernadmodwn in mundo est ex volubilitate circulorum, ita et in microcosmo in tantwn, praeter vocem valet, ut sine ipsius perfectione
etiam homo symphoniis carens non constat" (Etymol 11.23,2) cf., Sent., 1,8, 1, P.L. LXXXIll,
549, "minor mundus," De natura rerum, IX, 2.
''Thorndike, Magic and Experimental Science, l,p.633. Bede calls a man a "microcosmos,
id est minor mundus," in De tempore ratione, XXV, in Bedae, Opera de Temporibus, ed.
Charles W. Jones (Cambridge: Mediaeval Academy of America, 1943), pp. 246-247; cf.,
Hrabanus Maurus, De universo, X, XIV; P.L. CXI, 306; Ps-Bede, De mundi coelestis terrestrisque constitutione, P.L., XC, 881, 907.
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beginning of September, during which time the sun is in the highest
quarter of the heavens and is very hot.•• Later, when illustrations of the
Zodiac Man become common, they frequently are accompanied by texts
very similar in a number of respects to those mentioned above.
It is not surprising, therefore, that the first extant illustration of the
Zodiac Man, dating from the eleventh century, is found in a manuscript
which contains excerpts from Isidore's works as well as from some medical
texts. The illustration is comprised of a circular zodiacal scheme surrounding a central bust representing Helios with his right arm upraised from the
elbow in an imperial gesture. The head of the figure is surrounded by
twelve rays and on the sides of the head appear stars. The clothing is
antique in appearance and the whole motif, including the busts of the four
seasons which appear in the corners, suggests some ancient mosaics and
Mithraic reliefs.•0 The legends under the signs, however, do not correspond to any of the usual ancient descriptions of the Zodiac Man. The first
five signs, Aries through Leo, correspond only to the parts of the head,
while the other signs are distributed over the rest of the body. That the
illustrator was not entirely pleased with his production is evidenced by the
superscription: "According to the ravings of the philosophers, the signs are
denoted thus." I have found no other Western Zodiac Man which is similar
in iconography or content, although two Byzantine examples, from the
eleventh and fifteenth centuries respectively, do equate the first five signs
with the parts of the head and the remainder with the rest of the body;
but they do not agree on the specific attributions." Another Byzantine
,.Herbert ormann, ·• Disputatio Pia ton ls et A ristotelis: Ein Apokrapher Dialog aus dem
frOhen Mittelalter,"' Sudhoffs Archiv 23 (1930): 68-70; M. Wlaschky, ed., '"Sapien tia Artis
Medicinae. Ein frilhmittelalterliches Kompendium der Medizin,"' Kyklos,Jahrbuch for der
Ceschichte und Philosophle der Medlzln l (1928): 104-110. Cf. Bede, De mlnutione sa11g uinis, sitJe de phlebotomla, P.L. XC, 959--962. On the '"Dog Days'" tradition see the Hippocratic Aphorisms IV.5 and Galen's commentary on them XVII, 2; KUhn, p. 664, Airs, Waters,
and Places, II, 44, 50; Epidemics, I, 7f.; Pliny, Nat. Hist. II, 107, IX, 59; Seneca, Quaest. Nat.,
V, 10, 3.
0
• Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale, MS lat. 7028 (xith cent.), fol. 154•. The contents of the
manusc.r ipt are described in Augusto Beccaria, / codici medlcina de/ periodo pre-salemi/ano
(secoli IX, X, e XI) {Rome: Edizioni di Storia e Litteratura, 1956), pp. 152-155. A number of
scholars who have studied this manuscript have incorrectly identified the central figure as
Christ, especially Wickersheimer, "Figures medico-astrologique," p. 164, and those who
followed him, e.g. Charles Singer, From Magic to Science (New York: Dover Publications,
Inc., 1958), p. 221; ibid., ed., Studies in the History and Method ofScience (London: William
Dawson and Sons, Ltd., 1955), I:38-30; Thorndike, Magic and Experimentol Science, I: 674;
and even Beccaria. On similarities with antique models see Harry Bober, 'The Zodiacal
Miniature of the Tres Riches Heu res of the Duke of Berry, its Sources and Meaning,"' Journal
of the Warburg and Courtauld Institute II (1948); 14. A Spanish tapestry executed at around
the same time as this manuscript has a bust almost identical to the central figure, and on the
tapestry it is labelled Sol; see Pedro de Palo!, Early Medieval Art in Spain (New York:
Abrams, 1967), fig. XXXV, opposite p. 136.
0
The Byzantine manuscripts are discussed in Othmar Schissel, "Eine kosmische Ausdeutung
des menschlichen Korpers," Wiener Studien 61-62 (1943-1947): 90, 92, 95.
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example, preserved in the Bibliotheque ationale (MS Gr. 2419 [ca. 1450]
fol. 1) has a circular zodiacal scheme similar to the Western Zodiac Man,
but in this Greek example the central figure is a naked male figure holding
the attributes of Heracles, a club and an animal skin. Fritz Sax! considered
this type of Zodiac Man to be the earliest type, similar to ancient representations of various cosmic gods surrounded by zodiacal signs symbolic of the
heavens.•• Likewise, Wilhelm Gundel assumed that Manillus must have
had an illustration of the circular scheme of the signs surrounding the
human figure when he composed his poem since Manilius says Aries (and
Taurus) "hangs" (haeret) over man's head.4 3
Certainly there is a lot of evidence that circular representations of the
signs of the zodiac surrounding a central figure existed in antiquity in a
variety of forms, and it is equally true that in none of these illustrations
is there any hint that the signs correspond to the parts of the body. Nor,
for that matter, is there any evidence for the correspondence between the
signs and body members apparent in the ancient representations of figures with the signs directly on the body. Examples such as the Egyptian
sky goddess ut, who appears in tombs with signs of the zodiac on her
body, or the god Jupiter Heliopolitanus similarly attired, or even the
so-called "lion-headed" god who often has zodiacal signs between the coils
of the serpent wrapped around his body, only demonstrate the same type
of cosmic symbolism found in the circular representations. Only indirectly, then, could any of these ancient representations have served as
models for the medieval Zodiac Man. Instead, I would suggest that the
illustrations in which the signs were written or drawn on the body developed as a consequence of their adoption for medical astrological use and
the need of the physician to know at a glance which sign ruled which
member. Obviously the circular form would not be as convenient in that
case.
The earliest extant Zodiac Man suggests, then, a closer relationship to
the macrocosmic-microcosmic tradition than later ones would. o indication of its possible medical use is given, and the seasons in the corners
emphasize its kinship with older microcosmic analogies. Since the manuscript which contains it does include a number of medical works, it may
be conjectured that its use was similar to previous illustrations comparing
the four seasons, temperaments, and humors. The Zodiac Man was not yet,
at this stage, the useful tool for medical diagnosis and prognosis which it
would become in the later Middle Ages, and this transformation from
" Sax!, "Macrocosm and Microcosm," p. 59. Karl Sudhoff also calls the circular form of the
Zodiac Man the earliest, in The Fasciculus Medici11ae of Johannes de Ketham Alemanus,
trans. Charles Singer (Milan, R. Lier and Co., 1924), p. 50.
"Franz Boll and Wilhelm Cundel, Sterng laube und Sterndeutu11g. Die Geschichte und das
IVesen der Astrologie (flfth ed., Stuttgart: B. C . Teubner, 1966), p. 137. Hans-Georg Cundel
and Robert Bocke r believe Manilius's model was one in which the signs were represented
on the body, in "Zodiakos," R.E , VoLXA, col. 580.
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macrocosmic-microcosmic figure to a primarily medical-astrological one is
directly attributable to the influence of the translations of medical and
astrological works from the Arabic, which began in the late eleventh
century.
Prior to the middle of the-twelfth-century, as mentioned above, the
evidence for the existence of the Zodiac Man in the West is meager. It was
limited to the one pictorial example from the eleventh century and a few
written descriptions usually associated with the Priscillianists. Those
manuscripts which contain the works of Firmicus Matemus and Manilius
are exceptions. From the middle of the twelfth century on, however,
numerous descriptions of the Zodiac Man exist, as do numerous illustrations from the thirteenth century on.
The descriptions of the Zodiac Man which come from the early twelfth
century, prior to the Hood of translations from the Arabic, are found in
manuscripts which were descendants of Latin translations of late antique
Greek manuals for practicing astrologers. As such they offer practical
advice of all kinds, usually medical. They discuss types and characters of
children born under a specific sign of the Zodiac, interpretations of
dreams, predictions of the fate of an escaped slave, meteorological predictions, and so on. Most manuscripts repeat the astrological cliche neither
to bleed a patient nor to give medication when the moon is in the sign
governing that particular member of the body. An example of this type
of literature may be found in a thirteenth-century manuscript which
shows no Arabic inHuence and also gives a Christian interpretation of the
zodiac. The following is a brief paraphrase of some of its contents:••
Aries is the sign of Abraam the patriarch, and
under this sign it is good to write, build, use lire,
etc. It is bad to give medicine for the head when
the moon is in Aries.
Virgo is the sign of Christ and St. Mary.•• It is
a good time to take a wife, and a bad time to
medicate the belly and intestines.
Scorpio is the sign of the pharaoh who was
drowned in the sea. It is a bad time to begin
work and a bad time for all things when the
.. Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale, Nouv. Acq. MS lat. 299 (xiiith cent.), fols. 23'-24• in Lunaria
et :zodiolo8ia Latina, ed. and comm. Emmanuel Svenberg (Stockholm: Almqvist and Wilcsell, 1963), pp. 80-87 .
.. For an illustration of Virgo as Madonna and Child on a Zodiac Man see, Oxford, Bodleian
Lib., MS Ashmole 391v (xivth ce nt.), fol . 9.
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moon 1s m this sign. It is also a bad time to
medicate the penis, anus, to clysterize, to give
medication for the bladder and buttocks, and
the vulva of a woman.
Not as elaborate or as exclusively medical as later astrological treatises,
these zodiologia nevertheless show an awareness of the medical application of the signs of the zodiac to the parts of the body and the importance
of the moon in the iatromathematical scheme. Only their limited dilfusion
and lack of philosophical justilication for their practice argues against the
impact of these types of treatises on the later development of the Zodiac
Man when interest in it really began to develop.
Part of the reason for the veritable explosion of interest in astrology and
astrological medicine must be attributed to the reawakened interest in the
macrocosmic-microcosrnic analogy itself among twelfth-century theologians and physicians. They constructed a hierarchical universe based on
a continuity between man and the cosmos which one recent scholar has
described as a belief equivalent to the "scientilic mythos of evolution in
the nineteenth century."• 0 In theology, the macrocosrnic-rnicrocosrnic
concept was useful for "scientilically" explaining God's creation of the
universe and man, as can be found in the writings of such authors as
Hildegard of Bingen, William of Conches, Bernard Silvester, Godfrey of
St. Victor, and William of St. Thierry.
Hildegard of Bingen (1098-1179), the famous abbess and mystic, does
not properly belong in the same category as the rest of the authors just
mentioned since there is little, if any, indication in her writings that she
knew of any Latin translations of Arabic medical, philosophical, or astrological works. Yet, she did make extensive use of the microcosmic analogy,
without using the specific term, in her descriptions of her revelations and
in her medical works. Thirty-one of the thirty-three pages of the first book
of her Causae et Curae are devoted to a consideration of cosmological
medicine, to the understanding of the elfects of the four elements, winds,
stars, and planets on man. In part relying on Isidore and on Stoic cosmology transmitted through Pliny, Seneca, the Church Fathers, and Bede,
Hildegard also expressed her own deeply held scientilic and religious
feeling .0
"Marie-DominiqueChenu, Nature, Mon, and Society in the Twelfth Century: Essays on ew
Th,owgicol Perspectioes in the Latin West, ed. and trans. Jerome Taylor and Lester K. Little
(Oiicago: niversity of Chicago Press, 1968), p. 23.
"On Hildegard's sources and motives see Gertrude Engbring, "Saint Hildegard, Twe lfth
Century Physician," Bulletin of the History of Medicine 8 (1940): 778; Hans LiebeschUtz,
Dtu A/legorische \Veltbfld der Helligen Hildegard von B/11ge11 (Darmstadt: Wissenschafilicbe Buchgesellschaft, 1930), pp. 64-68, 88-89, 187-188. LeibeschUtz denies Hildegard
believed in the planetary mclothesia since all her descriptions of planetary influences on man
ue 1·ague and il is appar nt the planets work only indirectly on man, pp. 83-85; cf. Thorndike, Magic and Experimental Science, II, pp. 150-151.
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A scientific and religious spirit of a dilferent kind was developed among
those associated with the school of Chartres, and this spirit was based in
part upon the re-examination of ancient sources, such as Plato's Timaeus.
This dialogue was given new life through a series of commentaries written
on it, and it provided a framework around which the commentators constructed their own systems translated from the Arabic. William of Coaches
(ca. 1080-1154), for example, developed a theory of the four elements, in
part borrowed from Plato and part from Constantine the African, which
he used to explain not only the composition of heavenly and earthly
bodies, but also to describe the things which seem to be real but which
may or may not correspond to realities ("quae videntur in superioribus, sive ita sint vel non'), and the realities which may or may not be
grasped by the senses ("quae sunt de illis dicere, sive ita videatur, vel
non"). The first distinction William describes as astrological, the second
as astronomical. The latter he attributes to Julius Firmicus [Maternus]
and Ptolemy.•• William believed that the human body and the stars
were created from the same elements and that the stars, planets, and
seasons had a profound effect on the earth in general and man in particular.49
William of Coaches had relied on the Timaeus for many of his ideas and
he may have been familiar with the work of Firmicus Maternus as well.
These two works were also part of the material which helped to shape the
Cosmographia, a poem written by Bernard Silvester (H. 1136) in the middle of the twelfth century. Two of the poem's chief characters, Physis,
symbolic of medicine and natural philosophy, and Urania, symbolic of
astronomy and astrology, collaborate to create man. This cooperation signifies, historically, the process of union between medicine and astrology
which was taking place at this time. It also signifies the relationship between the macrocosm or megacosmos and the microcosm which forms the
heart of Bernard's poem. Man was created of the same elements as the
universe in the image of God as "the second universe ... a spark drawn
from the heavens . .. [and] the product of both art and intellect."•• Further, these same elements "were governed by the stars and the fl.r mament
41
William of Conches, De philosphia mundi, II.5, P.L. CLXXII, 59; see also Ric.hard McKeon,
"Medicine and Philosophy in the Eleventh and Twelfth Centuries: The Problem of Ele•
ments," The Thomist 24 (1961): 243. On the astrology in William's works, see Thomdilce,
Magic and Erperimental Science, II: pp. 50-65 .
..,bid., I.XX!.; P.L. CLXXII, 48-55; n.xxvrr, P.L. XLXXII, 68--70.
.. The Cosmographia ofBernardus Siluestris, trans. with intro. and notes by Winthrop Wetherbee ew York: Columbia University Press, 1973), "Microcosmos" 11-12, pp. 114-118. As
early as the third century A.O., Nemesius of Emessa had attempted to reconcile the inherent
tension between man the microcosm and man the image of God in his On the Nature ofMan,
I:10. Nemesius, in turn, greatly influenced Maximus the Confessor (d. 662) who was one of
the most popular Eastern authors in the medieval West, cf., Lars Thunberg, Mi=m and
Mediawr, The Theolcgical Anthropology of Mar/mus the Confessor (Copenhagen: Enjar
Munksgaard, 1965), pp. 144-149.
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and inlluenced by the changing state of the powerful moon." 51 Later,
Physis, in carrying out the process of man's creation, "knew that she would
not go astray in creating the lesser universe of man if she took as her
example the pattern of the greater universe," and Bernard adds the notion
borrowed from Timaeus (44D) that the head was created in a spherical
form to imitate the firmament and spheres of the heavens.••
Bernard had alluded to the theological importance of the microcosmic
analogy but was more interested in it as a way in which man could understand nature. Godfrey of St. Victor (b. ca. 1125-1130) proclaims the same
theme in his Microcosmos but with a more overtly theological tone. Godfrey exalts man as a microcosm precisely because man is the image of God.
The microcosmic analogy also is useful to explain, allegorically, the first
chapters of Genesis.•• Hildegard of Bingen previously had done much the
same thing, and the point must be stressed that, regardless of the speci.6.c
use to which the microcosmic analogy was put, the authors who used it
helped to foster a renewed interest in nature herself.
When this interest in nature was combined with the more scienti.6.c
spirit of men such as Bernard Silvester, whose interest in astrology was
manifest, and William of St. Thierry (1085-1148), who evinced a new
awareness of the interaction of the elements and humors within the macrocosm and microcosm, because of his knowledge of the Arabic sources,
the result was clearly favorable for the development of a medicine based
upon the close examination of man's nature and the natural laws which
were believed to rule the universe.•• Among the medical works themselves, the translations of various Arabic works by Constantine the African
[d. 1087] provided a clearer presentation of the relationship between the
elements of the cosmos and the humors of the human body. On these
foundations was built a system of astrological medicine.
The most important of the theoretical Arabic astrological works was the
lntroductorium in astronomiam by Abu Ma'shar or Albumasar [d. A.D.
887] . An indication of the popularity and usefulness of the treatise is that
it was translated into Latin in the twelfth century both by John of Seville
"Ibid., p. 118, Wetherbee notes the connection between these ideas and F. Matemus,
Mathesis 3. Proem. 2--3, and De se,: rerum prlnciplis 447, p. 289, As Wetherbee emphasi.zes,
Bernard believed self-knowledge depended upon a knowledge of the Universe and this idea
is inseparable from the conviction that man may, in part, control his own life through the
knowledge residing in the stars, and learning what to do and what to avoid, p. 9. Cf. Brian
Stock, Myth and Science In the Twelfth Century: A Study of Bernard Silvester (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1972), p. 275.
"Ibid., p. 121. Cf., Honorius of Autun, Elucidarlum, l.U. P.L., CLXII, 1116; Hugh of St.
Victor, De medlcina anlmae, P.L. CLXXVI, 1183--1184.
"Phillipe Delhaye, ed., Le Microcosmos de Godefroy de Saint· Victor: Elude Theclogique
(Lille, Facultes Catholique, 1951), pp. 32, 62-65. Cf., Alanus d"e Insulis, Dlslincliones dictionum theclogiae, P.L., CCX, 866-867, who uses the analogy to explain the operation of
man·s reason. The motion of man·s mind in contemplation of the divine is compared to the
motion of the planets, also, see Complaint of Nature, Prose III, pp. 27-29, trans. Douglas M.
Moffat ( ew York: Henry Holt and Company, 1908).
"William of St. Thierry, De natura corporls el an/mae, P.L., CLXXX, 695-700.
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and by Hermann of Carinthia. In addition to these two versions, an lsagoge
Minor was translated by Adelard of Bath around 1120. It is a summary of
the lntroductorium, written by Abu Ma'shar himself, giving basic astrological rules without explaining their scientific (usually Aristotelian)
bases ... In the thirteenth century, Abu Ma'shar rivalled Aristotle as a
source of astronomical and astrological science, and it is the opinion of one
recent scholar that Abu Ma'shar's work was primarily responsible for the
dilfusion of Aristotelian logic and cosmology prior to the recovery of the
Aristotelian corpus itself.••
Abu Ma'shar had tried to justify astrology on the basis of Aristotelian
natural philosophy, and this attempt had separated his work from the
majority of translations from the Arabic which were more practically
oriented and contained little or no theory. In general, his defense of
astrology rested upon the Aristotelian idea that every motion in the physical universe depends upon the motions of the superior bodies and that
there is an innate disposition in inferior bodies to receive such influences
which then cause their own motions."' Further, based on "common experience" of observation of the effects of the stars on the changes of seasons,
the motions of the elements, the power of the sun's heat and the moon's
moisture, astrologers are able to predict activities in the mundane world.08
Sailors, shepherds, and farmers also make use of the experience of observation of the heavens in their professions. This experience gives them the
same kind of foreknowledge as the astrologer concerning what to expect
on earth (1.V.). The physician, especially, must rely on his observations in
order to practice his profession. In fact, the physician is second only to the
astrologer in this regard, limited only by the narrowness of his interests,
that is the individual patient. The astrologer, on the other hand, has a
nobler calling because he deals not with the elements and their effects on
the humors of the body, but the causes and variations of the elements
themselves.•• Later, it is said that the physician who recognizes the contribution of the astrologer, who recognizes the importance of the course of
the moon for critical days, and who knows the virtues of the stars rule
supreme in medicine, would know, like Hippocrates, Galen, and almost all
other philosophers did, "that astrology clearly holds command of physis,
"At least thirty manuscripts exist ofJohn of Seville's literal translation, and only about eleven
of Hermann's abridged translation. It was only the latter which was printed, however,
beginning with an edition in 1489 from the Augsburg printer Ratdolt. For Adelard's lsagoge
minor, Lynn Thorndike and Pearl Kibre list only hvo manuscripts in lncipits of Mediaeval
Scientific Writings in LAiin, rev. and aug. ed. (Cambridge: Mediaeval Academy of America,
1963), cols. 224, 1238.
"Richard Lemay, Abu Ma'shar and LAiin Aristotellanlsm in the Twelfth Century: The
Recovery of Aristotle's Natural Philosophy through Arabic Astrology (Beirut: American
University of Beirut, 1962), p. :rriv and passim (he.reinafter cited as Lemay, Abu Ma'shai).
"Ibid., p . 49.
"Albumasar, Introduclorium in astronomiam (Augsburg: Ratdolt, 1489), I.I.
"Ibid., I.I.
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so that those who condemn astrology necessarily destroy physical
science."80
The lntroductorium served not only as a source for an Aristotelian
justification for the rulership of the stars over the body, but also for explanations of the relationships of the heavens to man's free will. Abu Ma'shar's
interpretation of Aristotelian cosmology was responsible for the favorable
attitude of a number of twelfth and thirteenth century theologians toward
astrology and this attitude led, in turn, to a compromise on their part
between Christian free will and astrological fatalism. This is not to say that
Abu Ma'shar himself held a consistent opinion on the subject, because he
did not, and the situation is further complicated because his translators
differed too in the very sections which explained Abu Ma'shar's doctrines.
In several instances Hermann omitted the more deterministic sections of
the text.81 Abu Ma'shar's position seems to be that the stars do rule sublunary events, both contingent and necessary, just as the human soul rules
the body through deliberation and choice. The stars, however, through
their animate and reasoning souls, may modify the harmony existing between man's soul and body. Because the stars rule all elements they also
rule everything composed of those elements, including the body. The
human soul, however, not being composed of the four elements, introduces a principle of uncertainty into the deterministic system. The soul,
however, usually acts in harmony with the body as do the bodies and souls
of the planets and, therefore, is under stellar control at most times. Abu
Ma'shar concludes, "Since the planets signify the contingent in nature as
well as in deliberation and choice proper to man, they indicate that man
will choose but what is implied in planetary motion." 82
Abu Ma'shar's position on fatalism was too uncompromising for most
Western theologians, but the introduction of arguments based upon Aristotle's views on necessary and contingent actions provided a means of
averting strict fatalism. In this respect Abu Ma'shar's own indecision and
confusion concerning fatalism, aided undoubtedly by Hermann's editorial
practices, was actually helpful. It allowed Western commentators and
translators some leeway in treating the prickly problems of determinism.
In the work of Raymond of Marseilles, for example, who wrote the S.rst
Christian apologetic for astrology in the middle of the twelfth century, the
Liber cursuum planetarum, Abu Ma'shar's inBuence is evident, and Raymond made special use of Abu Ma'shar's phrase "si Deus voluerit." This
allowed Raymond to increase the role of Divine Providence while removing one obstacle concerning the determinism of the stars. To enemies of
,.Ibid., I.IV.
" On the whole subject of Abu Ma'shar's views on fatalism or determinism, see Lemay, Abu
Ma 'shor, pp. 113-132.
" Ibid., p. 128. This passage is entirely lacking in Hermann's translation. Hermann merely
stated that the stars regulated the harmony between the body and the soul, LeMay, AbuMa 'shor, p. 130.
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astrology, who attacked the notion of planetary influence on man, Raymond i:eplied that God ordained the course of the planets. 63
In the thirteenth century, Thomas Aquinas interpreted Aristotle's doctrines to allow for the control of the heavenly bodies over the human body,
while the soul remained free. It was only because so many people allowed
their passions to rule their souls that astrological determinism was possible.
Demons, superior beings who used their powers through the heavenly
bodies to rule men, were also given a place. God, of course, is the ultimate
source of causality, but He allows demons and heavenly bodies to exercise
their influence. He also uses angels to work His will. 64
Many theologians and natural philosophers were willing to grant the
power of the planets and stars over the body, if not the soul, and this aided
the acceptance of astrological medicine in the West. Even when certain
astrological beliefs were attacked as, for example, they were within the
general condemnation of 219 articles attributed to Siger of Brabant in
1277 at Paris, very few related to astrological medicine at all. Condemned,
for instance, are the following:65
132. That the sky is the cause of the physician's
will, that he cures.
143. That from diverse signs of the sky are signi.6ed diverse conditions in men, as well of
spiritual gifts as of temporal things.
206. That he attributes health, infirmity, life
and death to the position of the stars and
the aspects of fortune, saying that if fortune regard him, he will live; if not, he will
die.
None of these condemnations struck at any of the major tenets of astrological medicine outlined by Abu Ma'shar or those who followed him.68 Much
"Raymond of Marseilles, Liber cursuum plane/arum, Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale, MS lat.
1470 4, fol. 112 va., "Nichil enim aliud planete nisi quod Deus previderit aut predestinaverit
signi6cant." He only warns his readers to avoid the errors of the Priscillianists, fol. 112 rb.
''Thomas Aqwnas, The Letter of SI. Thomas Aquinas De Occultis Operlbus Naturae and
Quemdam Mi/item Ultramontanum, trans. Joseph Bernard McAllister (Washington, D.C.:
Catholic University Press, 1939), pp. 152-153, 159-161; cf., Augustine, City of Cod, v. 7, who
also blames demons for causing men to believe their destinies are ruled by the stars. For
other references to Aquinas' astrological beliefs, see Thorndike, Magic and Experimental
Science, II, 608-615 .
.. H. DeniBe et Chatelain, Chartularlum Universilatls Parlsiensis (Paris, 1889-1891), I: 543553, as cited in Thorndike, Magic and Experimental Science, II: 710-712.
•• or was astrology banned even at Paris, at least for any length of time. ln 1358 Robert the
orman asked for, and received, permission to lecture on Ptolemy's Tetrabiblas and Centiloquium. Further, a college of astrology and medicine appears to have been established
at Paris between 1362 and 1370 by Maistre Cretien Gervais, endowed by Charles V, and
under the protection of Pope Urban V at Avignon; in Richard Lemay, "The Teaching of
Astronomy in Medieval Universities, principally Paris in the Fourteenth Century," Manuscrlpta 20 (1976): 199-202.
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of Arabic astrology was non-fatalistic; it emphasized "elective" astrology,
of which medical astrology was an important part. Unlike Ptolemy or
Firmicus Matemus, who had written especially on the interpretation of
the natal horoscope in fatalistic terms, many Arabic astrologers produced
treatises on elections, the determination of the most propitious movement
for beginning any act of daily life. It was argued in the non-fatalistic
treatises that if all man's actions were pre-ordained by fate, then no preventive medicine learned by observation of the stars would be effective.
If, on the other hand, certain human conditions could be altered from
their fated courses by foreknowledge, then medical astrology was not only
a desirable but also a necessary science. This was the conclusion drawn by
the majority of Arabic-speaking astrologers and shared by their Western
translators.61 Electional astrology allowed the physician to prescribe medicine at a certain time, to look for signs of crises or remissions of diseases
and, in general, to practice medicine based upon consultation of the stars.
A modem historian of medieval English medicine, Stanley Rubin, has
said without too much exaggeration that it was Arabic inHuences which
introduced astrology into medicine, taught that the signs controlled the
parts of the body, and combined the Galenic doctrines of the four humors,
elements, and qualities, to make it indispensible for the physician. 88 And
it was probably Abu Ma'shar's lntroductorium again that was primarily
responsible for the increased popularity of the use of the Zodiac Man in
the West, this time in a specific medical context. 0 • The text, quoted from
Hermann's translation, is as follows: 70
" On fatalism in Ptolemy, see Tetrobiblos 1.3. Even Ptolemy said foreknowledge of an
accident or illness could allow one to mitigate or even avoid misfortune altogether even if
the stars generally ruled over earthly affairs by fate. Ptolemy avoided discussing electional
astrology since it was essentially incompatible with judicial astrology. Cf., Finnicus Matemus,
Mathes/$ 1.9, where everthing is said to be in the power of fate. On electional astrology, see
Theodore Otto Wedel, The Mediaeval Altitude Toward Astrology, Particularly in England
'ew Haven: Yale University Press, 1920), pp. 53-55, 58-59.
.,Stanley Rubin, Medieval English Medicine (New York: Barnes and oble Books, 1974), p.

190.
''1be other most popular twelfth-century translations from the Arabic, Ptolemy's Tetrabiblos and Ps.-Ptolemy's Cenliloquium, do not contain the zodiacal melothesia although the
latter work pre-supposes a knowledge of it in aphorism 20. The /sagoge Minor, while giving
the relations of the signs and the parts of the body, does so only within the context of a
general discussion of each sign, and no particular medical information is included, see,
Oxford, Ms Digby 68 (xivth cent.), fols. 116..- 117'". Zabel ben Bischr's (Sahl ben Bisr, Zael)
(d. A.D. 823), Liber de electionibus, in Ptolemy's Quadripartitum with other tracts (Venice:
Bonus Locatellus, 1493), fol. 139• contains a section concerning the zodiacal melothesia
within a discussion of the sixth house (which rules over the health of the body, etc.). Here,
Zabel quotes Messahala to the effect that when the moon is in Aries, Taurus or Gemini, one
may cure diseases from the head to the chest, when in the next three signs from the chest
to the belly, when in the next three signs from "parte inferiori in ano," and finally, when in
the last three signs from the knees to the feet. This unusual melothesia also is found in an
anonymous mid-twelfth century "Hermetic" work, Liber Hermelisde vi rerum principis, ed.
Theodore Silverstein, Archives d'Histoire Doclrinale et Lillerature du Moyen Age 22 (1955).
0
' Jntroductorium, VI.II.
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ow the body of man itself has the rulership of
the signs distributed over the body of man. Aries has the head with the face and both pupils
of the eyes and their misfortunes with the misfortunes of the ears and_eyes. Taurus: the neck
and throat with their misfortunes of which are
tumors and 6.stulae, tumors of the back, eye
pains and polyps and bad breath. Gemini have
[lit. "are"] the shoulder blades with the upper
and lower arms and the hands and their misfortunes. Cancer: the chest, lungs, esophagus,
spleen with 'necks,' spots of the eyes, and opthalmia and whatever injures the chest internally. Leo: the mouth of the stomach which
they call the superior, the heart, liver, nerves,
muscles, backbone and their misfortunes.
Virgo: the belly with the intestines and the
spleen down to the anus and their problems.
Libra: thighs and from the umbilicus to the buttocks with the loins and kidneys and small kidneys and their misfortunes. Scorpio: buttocks,
groin, spinal marrow, with the anus and also
bladder and their misfortunes such as difficulty
in elimination, such as are groin tenesmus,
strangury, then haemorroids., calculi, abcesses,
cancer, and ulcers of the eyes. Sagittarius: hips,
then blemishes and superfluities of members
and then lesions on the bones, cutting, falling,
imprecations of wild beasts and snake bites or
any lesions whatsoever. Capricorn: knees with
their tendons as well as inflammation of the
eyes. Aquarius: calves to the ankles, then blockages of the veins, jaundice, also the misfortune
of melancholy [Saturn is, of course, the Goat's
ruling planet]. Pisces: the feet with their tendons as well as nerve blockages, podagra, and
tumors.
Latin writers, such as Daniel of Morley, borrowed much from Abu Ma'shar, including the Zodiac Man, which is found in modified form in his
Liber de naturis inferiorum et superiorum, written after 1175. Daniel
adds that the Isogage Minor was used by Gerard of Cremona in his public
lectures on astrology at Toledo. Daniel did not consider a scientific etiology of disease possible without consideration of astrological aspects, especially the influence of the stars on the humoral constitution of man.
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Neither were diagnosis nor prognosis possible without consideration of
both macrocosm and microcosm.71
Daniel's belief in the power of the stars over the humoral constitution
was shared by many others and, although his work may have done little
directly to popularize medical astrology, the extremely popular Secreto
Secretorum must have done so. This work, for which over two hundred
manuscripts survive, was alleged to have been written by Aristotle for
Alexander. The teacher advises his pupil to have a good leech who knows
astronomy, that is, the course of the planets, the seasons, the elements, and
complexions, because astronomers can discover through this the dilferent
causes of illnesses. In this seventh- or eighth-century Arabic work, translated directly into Latin in the twelfth century by John of Spain (and by
Philip of Paris in the thirteenth) man also is called a microcosm because
of the miracle that every solemn creature is found in him. 72
From the twelfth century on, medical astrology spread throughout
Europe and eventually became a part of the general medical curriculum
at a number of universities, especially in Italy.73 Peter of Abano (ca. 12501318) at Padua in Italy, and Arnald of Villanova (1235-1312), who taught
medicine at Montpellier, both were convinced of the efficacy of astrology
in medicine, and both gave their versions of the Zodiac Man. Peter further
had translated the Liber prognosticationes secundum lunam, attributed
to Hippocrates, in which a separate chapter is devoted to each of the signs,
including the member each rules, and diseases and remedies appropriate
to each sign.74 Arnald, rather than being content with the usual formulation of the correspondences between the signs and the members, actually
attempts to explain why those attributions were made: 75
"Karl Sudholf, ed. and comm., "Daniel von Morley. Liber de naturls inferiorum et superiorum, "Archiv fiir Ceschichte der Mathematick, der Naturwisse11scl,aft und der Teclmik 8
(1917): 38, 39-40. Daniel calls the work used by Gerard the ysagogls zophiris; cf., Digby 68,
fol. 116' where the work is attributed to Jafar.
"Th ree Prose Vemons of the Secreto Secretorum, ed. Robert Steele, Early English Text
Society, 74 (London: Kegan Paul, 1898), ch. 78, pp. 86-87.
"Hastings Rashdall, The Universities of Europe in the Middle Ages, new ed. in three volumes, ed. Frederick Maurice Powicke, Vol. I: Salemo-Bolog11a-Paris (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1936), pp. 238, 242-243; Vern L. Bullough, "Medieval Bologna and the Development
of Medical Education," Bulletin of the History ofMedicine 32 (1958): 212; Lynn Thorndike,
Univemty Records and Life in the Middle Ages (New York: Columbia University Press,
1944), pp. 281-282, 336; Richard Lemay, "The Teaching of Astronomy in Medieval Universities, Principally Paris in the Fourteenth Century,"' Manuscripta 20 (1976): 199-202; ancy
G. Siraisi, Arts and Sciences at Padua and the Studium of Padua before 1350 (Leiden: E. J.
Brill, 1973), pp. 67-68, 77-94, on especially Peter of Abano.
"Peter of Abano, Consiliator differentiarum philosophorum et medicorum (Venice: Herbort, 1483), Differentia X. The Liber prognosticiationes appears in a collection under the
title Razes, Liber Almansoris (Venice: Locatellus 1497 [actually 1500]). Peter also translated
The Beginning of Wisdom by the Jewish astrologer Abraham Ibn Ezra which has an extensive treatment of the Zodiac Man and a variation of it in which the rulership of the planets
over a particular part of the body varies as each planet enters a dilferent sign.
"Amald of Villanova, Astrologlae de iudiciis infirmatatum secundum motum planetarum,
in Opera (Lyon: F. Fraden, 1504), fol. 293•.
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Aries is the principle and head of the signs and
its proper aspect is to the head because the entire virtue of the ram is in its head. Taurus regards the neck and throat and shoulders
because the bull is most robust in these parts.
Gemini regards the arms and hands and elbows
and armpits because the twins are pictured intertwined and the virtue of the intertwining is
in those parts. Cancer regards the chest and the
parts around it because the Crab itself is especially robust in its middle part. Leo regards the
heart and the mouth of the stomach and the
lungs and the liver and the humors of those
members because the entire strength of the
lion is in the heart and the humors of the members. Virgo regards the intestines and the base
of the stomach and the umbilicus because the
success of the virgin descends to these parts.
Libra regards the kidneys and the buttocks and
the spleen and the area around those parts and
the humors and the anus and the neighboring
parts. Scorpio regards the genital members,
that is the vulva and womb and peritoneum,
testicles, scrotum and penis because the entire
virtue of the scorpion is in the tail and these are
the tail parts (privy members) of man. Sagit·
tarius regards the hips and their muscles and
humors. Capricorn regards the knees, Aquarius
calves and shines. Pisces regards the feet. . ..
Although Peter and Arnald taught at universities, astrological medicine
also was taught and practiced by non-university trained medical men. A
number of brief pocket-sized manuscripts from the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries, in Latin or the vernacular, which contain a Zodiac
Man, lunar and planetary tables, tables of eclipses, and a figure marked
with points for bloodletting, attest to the application of astrological medical procedures by those involved in daily medical practice.18 More evidence for the practical nature of medical astrology was supplied by Roger
Bacon, who believed that experience proved daily the aphorism, found in
Pseudo-Ptolemy's Centiloquium, that one should not operate on a mem"A description of one such manuscript can be found in Charles H. Talbot, "A Medieval
Physician's Vade Mecum," Journal of the History of Medicine and Allied Sciences 16 (July
1961): 213--233; cf., Yem L. Bullough, 'Training of the on-University Educated Medical
Practitioners in the Later Middle Ages," Journal of the History of Medicine and Allied
Sciences 14 (1959): 446, 457-458.
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ber in whose sign the moon was in at the time, because the moon causes
the humors to How together in that member, and this could result in a
dangerous situation if surgery were performed. He illustrated this by a
case-history in which a surgeon operated on the tibia of a patient in spite
of the objections of a skilled astronomer who noted the moon's position in
Aquarius, and the result, of course, was the death of the unfortunate
patient." On the other hand, another experimenter, Bernard Gordon,
bled himself in the arm when the moon was in Gemini with no ill effects.
In spite of this seemingly anti-astrological experiment, however, he continued to write about medical astrology, and the benefits of its practice,
in his later medical works.'"
Two examples of the use of the Zodiac Man in medieval medical practice especially illustrate its practical nature. First the Zodiac Man occasionally appeared in the bath houses in the monasteries where bleeding,
cupping, and hair-cutting took place, where it served as a memory-aide
for the barber-surgeon, indicating both the ruling sign of each member of
the body and the various bloodletting points.7 9 This use of the figure
apparently did not attract the ire of the physicians, but the second example I offer did-that is, the later printing of the "Anatomical Man," as it
was called, in the popular almanacs of the late fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries. 80 Astrological almanacs were written by those who styled themselves physicians and astrologers. The physicians of France complained to
Parlement that their functions were being usurped and, especially, their
fees! 81
Although it is certain that the doctrine of the Zodiac Man, both in
manuscript and printed form was spread throughout the West initially
through the impetus of the translations of Arabic medical astrological
works, it is equally certain that the usual illustration of the figure, with the
signs written or drawn on the body, was a uniquely Western product. No
Arabic or Byzantine Greek examples of this type have been found, and the
typical iconography of the signs, as well as the form of the human figure
itself, further argue for a Western origin. The signs show many affinities
with the illustrations accompanying the various manuscripts of the astronomical poem, the Phenomena of Aratus, those which later illustrated
the works oflsidore and Bede, and those which also appeared in numerous
"Roger Bacon, The Opus Ma/us of Roger Bacon, trans. Robert Belle Burke ew York:
Russell and Russell, Inc., 1962), I, p. 397.
"Thorndike, Magic and Experimental Science, 11, pp. 856-857; cf., Bernard Gordon, Tractatus de prognosticiu, in Practica, seu /ilium medic/nae (Ferrara: Belfortes, 18 May 1486),
Pt. V, Ch. VIII. Gordon wrote this work ca. 1307.
"A Manuscript of this type is described in John William Schibby Johnsson, "Zur Geschichte
des Rothaarigen Mannes," Janus 31 (1927): 304-317.
'°A recent study of the alarnancs can be found in Bernard Capp, English Almanacs 1 ~
/8()(): Astrology and the Popular Press (Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1979),
esp. pp. 204-214.
"P. Sainteves [Emile Nourry], "L'enseignment des almanacs du xv• siecles sur l'inJluence
de la Lune," HipfX'C"(Jte 4 (1936): 260-261.
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calendars. The signs on the Zodiac Man which followed these traditions
represent a moving away from the classical representation of astronomically and mythologically correct constellations in favor of more fanciful
illustrations re6ecting the artist's own interpretation of the descriptions of
the signs. 82 The human figure, too, indicates a Western origin of the illustration of the Zodiac Man. In both the representation of the human figure,
and especially the fully nude form, the Western Zodiac Man differs considerably from both the Arabic and Byzantine traditions, which do not usually display the genitals. 83
The illustrations of the Zodiac Man carried over from the manuscript
tradition into the early printed medical and astrological works, such as the
Versehung des Leibs, a series of rhymed rules for hygienic living, and the
Fasciculus medicinae of Johann de Ketham, one of the earliest illustrated
medical texts. Both of these works were printed in 1491, and they must
be added to the numerous illustrations of the Zodiac Man that appeared
in the medical calendars in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries as the
primary sources of knowledge of the figure during and after the Renaissance.
Although the number of Zodiac Men might be increasing during these
centuries, astrological medicine itself, of which the figure was a convenient summary, was being undermined by the general attack on humoral
medicine led, ironically, by Paracelsus and his successors who did believe
in a type of astrological medicine. Because of their work, the permanent
union between chemistry and medicine was achieved. This union gradually replaced the Galenic theory of disease as the result of humoral unbalance with that of a theory of disease based on internal chemically-caused
imbalances which could be cured through properly applied chemical substances. Bloodletting, one of the chief treatments for humoral imbalance,
and a treatment which had relied heavily on the position of the stars in
astrological medical systems, was rejected as unacceptable by the Paracelsians. Also rejected were theories of the complexions based on the humors,
and this served to undermine further astrological medicine in the sixteenth century.•• Nevertheless, the Zodiac Man, although eventually removed from the "orthodox" medical textbooks at most universities,
continued to be found in popular astrological calendars and may even be
seen in "Farmer's Almanacks" and popular astrological works to this day.
"'See Erwin Panofsky and Fritz Sax!, "Classical Mythology in Mediaeval Art," Metropolitan
Museum Studies 4 (1932-1933): 237, who discuss this trend for early medieval astronomical
illustrations in general.
"Loren Carey MacK.inney, Medical /1/wtrations In Medieval ManU$Crlpts (London: Wellcome Historical Medical Library, 1965), p. 57.
04
See the excellent discussion of Paracelsus and his successors in Allen G. Debus, The Chemical Philosophy. Paracelsian Science and Medicine in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries (New York: Science History Publications, 1977), I, pp. 46-59, 109. An interesting area
for future study is the specific role the Paracelsians played in destroying credibility in
astrological medicine by denying a superior inBuence of the macrocosm over the microcosm,
at the same time the Copemicans were attacking astrology on other grounds.

On the Syntax of the Provenc;al Possessives
by

Frede Jensen
University of Colorado

It is wel.1-known to anyone involved in the pursuit of foreign language
study that possessive adjectives serve to express a variety of relationships
which are often far removed from the basic notion of possession. A
Frenchman calls "his" not only the things he owns (ma maison, ma voiture, mes livres, 111011 argent) and the ingredients that constitute the physical, mental or moral make-up of his personality (ma vigueur, ma bo11te,
mo11 intelligence, mo11 calme, e tc.), but he also extends his ownership, as
it were, to the circle of people he comes into contact with and to a variety
of concepts that toge ther form "his world." Whether he displays an immoderate desire to own when using a possessive mon would be a choice
topic for a psychologist to unravel. It wiJI suffice at this point to merely hint
at the numerous shades of meaning implied in such statements as ma
f emme, ma maitresse, mes amis, mes collegues, mon general, not to mention ma maladie where the roles of possessor vs. possessed seem to have
been inverted. These semantic variables need not command our attention, as they are part and parcel of each person's intuitive Sprachgefuhl.
Instead, it is my intention to devote these few lines to the examination of
the syntax of the possessives in the language of the troubadours. By delimiting the problem in this manner, I hope to be able to achieve two goals:
to show how truly versatile the possessives are and to throw light on a few
selected passages in the earliest poetry of Europe.
The possessive may serve to express a subjective as wel.l as an objective
genitive, nostr' amor 'our love' being either the love we feel for someone
or the love someone feels for us: la nostr' amor vai enaissi (Guillaume IX
X 13) 'our love fares like this' vs. lo sant paes on venc per nostr' amor morir
(P. Vidal XLII 4) 'the holy land where he came to die because of his love
for us.' In other instances, the possessive expresses relationships that may
be equated with the indirect object: aquel que fai so qu'a Dieu plai e si
garda de son pezar (P. Cardenal LXV 160) 'he who does what pleases God
and watches out for what offends him. ' The possessive adjective son plays
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the same role here as the dative a Dieu: son pezar is 'what causes him
sorrow or displeasure.' In most cases, it is characteristic of the possessive
that carries the value of either a direct or an indirect object that it modifies
an abstract noun, and that it serves to designate the person who is affected
by the action or sentiment expressed. A third and more complex group is
made up of cases where the possessive is best translated by a prepositional
phrase as in the locution well-known from Old French romances: demander so bataille 'ask for a battle with him.' It goes without saying that
these categories are based on the syntactical behavior of the verb that
corresponds to the abstract noun introduced by the possessive.
The value defined above as that of an objective genitive is found with
abstracts such as amor 'love,' vista 'sight,' Lau 'praise,' or with substantival
infinitives such as vezer 'the act of seeing, sight,• lauzar 'the act of praising,
praise,' since these nouns correspond to transitive verbs: amar 'to love,'
vezer 'to see,' lauzar ' to praise,' etc. The objective genitive is particularly
common with vista and vezer: am mais la sua vista (G. de Biars: Prov.
Inedita 128, 45) 'I prefer seeing her'; tan Lor a sos vezers sabor (B. de Born
30, 28) 'so much does it delight them to see her'; ses sa vist' (G. Ademar
II 32) 'without seeing her'; si mos vezers Ii fos co11trarios (G. lo Ros: Riquer
126, 20) 'if seeing me were unpleasant to her.' It is encountered with a
wide variety of other abstract nouns as well: sos amars mes prezius (G.
Riquier IV 38) 'loving her is precious to me'; de son te11er ai par/at
(Flamenco, v. 4712) 'I have talked about holding her'; tanh sos lauzars?
(G. de Bornelh 5, 43) 'is it proper to praise her?'; toletz vos de son qerer
(Janufre, v. 909) 'give up looking for him'; qu 'eu sui iratz de vostre Lau et
aijoi de vostre blasmar (P. Vidal XLVIII 26) 'for I am sad when hearing
people praise you and happy when hearing them blame you. ' An objective
genitive is found with the substantival present participle of a transitive
verb; in Proven~al, this occurs specifically with mon conoissen 'he who
knows me,' i.e., 'my acquaintance': mas ayudar puosc a mos conoissens (B.
de Born 19, 15) 'but I can help my acquaintances.'
The possessive is the equivalent of a dative construction with expressions for 'to please, to displease, to cause grief to, to hurt,' etc.: vauc
penssan cum ieu sos plazers fezes (Uc de Saint Circ I 43) 'I am thinking
of how I could do things that would please her'; one no·y fi ad home son
pezar (R. de Vaqueiras: Epic Letter III 110) 'I never caused grief to anyone'; ere far son pro e-l mieu dan (Uc de Saint Circ III 4) 'I believe that
I do what is good for her and bad for me'; neus amaray . . . mos nozedors
(A. de Maruelh VII 35) 'I shall even love those who hurt me.' With servir
'to serve,' it cannot be determined whether the possessive represents a
direct or an indirect object, as this verb admits of either construction in
Proven~al: car m 'aventura gran perdiei al sieu servir (G. Faidit 40, 29) 'for
I lost my great happiness by serving her.' Paralleling the transitive mos
conoissens 'my acquaintances,' we find the dative constructions mos benvolens 'my friends' and the contrasting mos malvolens 'my enemies,' for
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which no simple verb form has survived; they are based on the locutions
ooler ben/ mal a alcu 'to want to help / hurt someone': per Los mieus maloo/ens (Uc de Saint Circ V 47) 'by my enemies'; mentre Jui lur be volens
(R. de Miraval IX 21) 'while I was their friend '; eu sui vostre benvolenz (R.
de Vaqueiras III 41) 'I am your friend .'
From the expression of a dative relationship, the possessive may move
on to become the approximate equivalent of various prepositional locutions. This is perhaps the most interesting category be cause of the important implications it holds for the proper understanding of the passages in
which this construction occurs. While son plag normally translates in a
straightforward manner as 'her pact,' it may in certain contexts correspond to 'the pact with her': qui no vol prendre son plait o sa mercei
(Guillaume rx II 14) 'if one does not want to e nter into a pact or a compromise 11~th her'; pueis n 'ai vista manta que·m fora grans honors !or plais
(G. Ademar V 10) 'afterwards I have seen many a lady with whom a pact
would have been a great honor for me. ' The Old French locution mentioned above (demander sa bataille 'to request a battle with him') is not
completely unknown in the South as seen from this variation on the
theme: co11tra la soa batailla non quier ja repaus aver (Peirol XVIII 35)
'!do not wish to have any delay in my struggle against it,' i.e ., against love.
Awell-known Modern French example of this syntax is: avoir de ses nourelles, which does not refer to news related by him, but about him. Occurrences of this construction are not exactly infrequent: quar vostra onto mi
oofon (Marcabru I 19) lit. 'for your shame confounds me.' What is meant
by'your (i.e., God's) shame' is 'the outrage done to you' or 'the outrage you
have been a victim of.' Perque m 'er Lor solatz estranhs (G. de Bornelh 52,
25) means 'therefore communication with them will be disagreeable to
me,' and it is not to be interpreted as a more general and almost sadistic
statement to the effect that their pleasure is disagreeable to me. At times,
the value of the possessive is intricately interwoven in the context: si-tn
fai voler ta/ amia que de mil tans m '011res solo so sospeissos (G. de Bornelh
29, 34) 'and she makes me want such a friend that alone the hope of loving
her would honor me a thousandfold.' So(n) ma11 lit. 'its call' is commonly
used with the meaning of 'the call for it,' referring to the call for participation in a crusade: pos rictatz ni valers no s'en pot poiar tan, qu 'eu treaspasses so ma11 (G. de Bornelh 51, 73) 'for neither rank nor worth can
increase to the point where I would not heed the call for it.' Ab sa patz
(G. de Bornelh 24, 74) lit. 'with her peace' means 'on condition that she
makes peace with me.' Failure to understand the true nature of this usage
may lead to erroneous interpretations. As an example, we may consider
lhefollowing passage: quar ben paretz que pessetz d'al pos del mieu pensamen no·11s cal (B. de Dia Ill 49). Since pensame11 may mean not only
'thought' in Provencal, but also 'worry, grief, sorrow,' the editor translates
'puisque ma peine ne vous importe pas.' This translation fails, however, to
bring out the exact idea which must have been uppermost in the mind of
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our famous trohairitz as she suffers the woes of an unrequited love, the
idea of a sharp contrast: her faithless lover is thinking of another woman
and not of her. I interpret this passage to mean: 'for you do seem to be
thinking of another woman, since it is of no importance to you to think of
me.' Common in troubadour love poetry is the use of neuters like al(s)
'something else' or of adverbs of place such as a/hors 'elsewhere' as veiled
references to the lady: dona, aissi m 'auretz Leya! queja mais non pensarai
d'al (B. de Dia III 59) 'lady, I shall be so faithful to you that I shall never
think of another woman'; ja no cujetz qu'alhor me vir (A. de Peguilhan
XX.III 37) 'do not ever think that I shall tum to another woman.' In the
light of this syntactical usage, it becomes clear that the context in the
passage we are examining calls for an opposition between pessetz d 'al and
de/ mieu pensamen, an opposition between 'to be thinking of another
woman' and 'to be thinking of me.' The use of a possessive with nouns
belonging to the sphere of pensamen is still quite common in French:
votre pensee ne me quittait pas; je me rechauffe d ton idee comme un
vieillard au soleil. On the other hand, knowledge of this syntax may lead
scholars astray in their efforts to unravel obscure passages. This fate seems
to have befallen E. Hoeplfner in his attempt to interpret the concluding
line of the Sainte Foi d'Agen: de /Lor can tar jam pren nualla (Sainte Foi,
v. 593) 'I am getting bored with singing about them.' I believe that, with
a different word order, we would have had: de cantor de I/or jam pren
nualla. Llor, in other words, appears to me to be a personal pronoun while
de cumulates two separate functions. It is not uncommon for two contiguous de's to be simplified in this manner; here are a couple of Old French
examples of this structure: ne fine de vous mesdire 'ii ne cesse pas de
medire de vous'; Dieu me vuelle garder de l'eglise ma/ dire 'que Dieu
veuille me preserver de dire du mal de l'eglise.' In the final analysis then,
we do not seem to have an instance of a possessive /or cantor 'singing
about them' here.
A possessive is found in expressions that establish a comparison between
two persons as in French mon egal, 111011 a111e. Among Proven~al equivalents of such locutions, we find par, e(n)gal and se111hla11: el 111011 non a,
mas vos, fur par (R. d'Aurenga XX.JV 32) 'in the world there is not, except
for you, their equal'; ni mais 11011 er nulls hom de/ sieu semhlan (C. Faidit
50, 12) 'and there will never be any man similar to him.' It is not an easy
matter, as Nyrop rightly points out, to decide on the precise role of the
possessive in these constructions.' In some instances at least, the possessive
may play the role of a dative, as suggested by passages where a personal
pronoun is used: puois 110·11s puosc trohar engal (B. de Born 32, 11) 'since
I cannot find anybody equal to you.'
I have already mentioned the construction of a possessive assuming the
'Kristoffer Nyrop, Grommaire historiquede la langue fmnftJise, V (Copenhagen: Cyldendal,
1925), sec. 242.
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role of a direct or an indirect object with a present participle: mos conoissens and mos henvolens. The past participle may in the same manner be
preceded by a possessive which, in this case, has the value of a prepositional phrase, being the semantic equivalent of an agent noun with a
prepositional marker. In French, we find: mon bani 'celui qui a ete banni
par moi'; mon norri 'celui qui a ete eleve par moi.' In Girart de Rossillon,
a text which is heavily influenced by French, I have encountered noiri
used in this manner: per tes nuiriz 'by those who are raised by you,' i.e.,
'by your faithful servants,' but there are a few more genuinely southern
occurrences of this as well such as lo sieu vencut 'who has been defeated
by him.'
Far from being esoteric, observations like the ones I have outlined here
have their place in any detailed description of Old Provern;al syntax, but
unfortunately, what the orwegian scholar A.-J. Henrichsen had to say in
1955, "une syntaxe de l'ancien occitan n'existe pas," is still true today.•
Distinterest in the syntax of the language in which the troubadours wrote
the first truly European lyrics may have been fostered by scholars who
held the erroneous view that Provern;:al syntax was identical with that of
French. othing, however, could be further from the truth; not a single
Proven9al poem could be turned into Old French through a simple substitution of words. This belief, rejected by Mr. Henrichsen as a superstition,
is most appropriately refuted, within the framework of my chosen topic,
by concluding my overview of the Proven9al possessives with a brief
description of one usage which is only sparingly represented in the orth
of France: pleonastic pronoun use.
In the South, possession is quite frequently marked pleonastically in the
third person through the combined use of a possessive adjective and a
weak dative pronoun or a noun introduced by a: alz pagans lur faitz
pejura (Sainte Foi), v. 424) ' the situation gets worse for the Pagans'; tost
li/011 sos afars camjatz (Marcabru I 14) 'soon her attitude was changed';
mas camjatz /'es sos coratges (R. de Vaqueiras XVI 6) 'but her heart has
changed.' There are even occurrences of this redundancy outside of the
third person: per vos mi creys ma grans dolors (Marcabru I 18) 'because
of you my great sadness grows'; en ira·m son mudat mey plazer (M. de
Caersi: Prov. lnedita 193, 9) 'my pleasures have turned into grier; siey
' Arne-Johan Henrichsen, Le., phrases hypalheliques e11 011cien occitan {Bergen;John Criegs,
1955), p. 7. There is as yet no comprehensive study of Provencal syntax available. A brief
presentation is offered by Oskar Schultz-Cora in his Altprovenzalisches Elementarbuch
(Heidelberg: Winter, 1906). pp. 113-139, while the works of Ch. Camproux, Etude synta:riquedes parlers gevaudanais (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1958) and Jules Ronjat,
Crammaire iston·que des parlers praven~ ux modemes (Montpelller; Societe des langues
romanes, 1930-41), deal exclusively with conditions in the modern, spoken dialects. Glanville
Price has assembled a " Bibliographic de la syntaxe occitane," Studio neophi/ologica, 37
(1965). 279-300, and I am currently in the process of putting together a general study of
The Syr1tax of Old Proven~/.
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huelh m'a11 emblat 111011 sen (A. de Peguilhan 2, 14) 'her eyes have stolen
my sense away.'
Coupled with cui, de cui or don, the possessive is equally pleonastic;
de cui vos vuelh comtar sa via (SaiTlte Enimie), v. 20) 'whose life I want
to tell you about'; com eel cui son comp/it tuit sei dezir (A. de Peguilhan
28, 13) 'like the man whose desires are all fulfilled'; un dart . .. dun on non
pot son colp veser (]au/re), v. 7266) 'a dart whose blow you cannot see.'
The same holds true of constructions with de in general which, by themselves, constitute a sufficient indication of possession: de la gleya es agut
son siroent (Bartsch: Denkmiiler 56, 2) 'he has been the servant of the
church'; quar d 'Amor es sos folz usages (Flamenco, v. 3342) 'for the irrational custom of love is'; mas so es d'Amor sa dreitura (Flamenco, v. 3195)
'but this is the custom of love'; quan vei son bel cors avinen de la be/la en
cui 111 'enten (E. de Marjols VII 18) 'when I see the beautiful, charming
body of the fair lady I am in love with'; cil que vai de son aman querren
sa mort (Sordel XVIII 33) 'the lady who seeks the death of her lover.'

From Medieval to Renaissance:
Paradigm Shifts and Artistic Problems
in English Renaissance Drama
by

John Boni
Colorado State University

In describing the change from Medieval to Renaissance, Theodore
Spencer writes:
There finally came a time when realism, at first
connected inextricably with religion, was used
for its own sake. What we call the Renaissance
began at that moment. 1
For Spencer, "realism" denotes an increased concern with depicting the
actual world itself. As an illustration, one may cite the exclamation attributed to Paolo Uccello, "What a wonderful thing is this perspective!",
an exclamation over a technique which aided him in more accurate representation of the world as he had begun to perceive it.
This shift toward a closer depiction of the world as perceived (a somewhat circular expression, I realize) is commented upon by Harry E.
Berger, Jr.:
To the medieval artist, E. H . Gombrich writes
in Art and Illusion, "the schema is the image;
to the post-medieval artist, it is the starting
point for corrections, adjustments, adaptations,
the means to probe reality and to wrestle with
the particular." And he suggests that the schematic style of the former is due not simply to
technical inadequacy but to a belief in the superior reality of generic over specific forms.
Where the post-medieval artist asks, "How shall
'Theodore Spencer, Death and Elizabethan Tragedy (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press,
1936; rpt. New York: Pageant Books, 1960), p. 16.
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I render this lion as I see it, or have seen it, in
nature?," the medieval artist corrects the particular image to approximate the schema, and
so far as the practical result is concerned the
motive may be indilferently stylistic or symbolic.•
Elaborating on this point, Berger describes Villard de Honnecourt's drawing of a lion (ca. 1235) which, though copied from life, "is sti.11 sufficiently
schematic to represent a lion rather than to resemble this lion. " 3 That is,
Honnecourt, in spite of the fact that he was using a real lion as a model,
was unable to particularize. Honnecourt's perception and therefore his
practice remained restricted by certain givens, factors which extend far
beyond the narrow meaning of the term "style." To use Gombrich's valuable pairing, at this point the generic dominated the specific.
Such givens as those which dominated Honnecourt, such controlling
concepts, are difficult to throw off. Gombrich notes "the tenacity of conventions ... the enormous pull in man to repeat what he has learned," and
he quotes Vasari on Stefano's early attempts at perspective:

I

Although the foreshortenings which he made
are faulty in manner . . . yet, as the first investigator of these difficulties, he deserves much
greater fame than do those who follow after
him with a more orderly and regulated style.•

Vasari understood the problems of a forerunner, an artist or thinker who,
as we put it, attempts a breakthrough. From another field of thoughts, we
have Einstein's gracious tribute to ewton:
ewton forgive me; you found the only way
which, in your age, was just about possible for
a man of highest thought and creative power.
The concepts which you created are even today
still guiding our thinking in physics, although
we now know that they wi.11 have to be replaced
by others ... •
'Harry E. Berger, Jr., .. Ecology of the Medieval Imagination: An Introductory Overview,"'
Centennial Review, 12 (1968), 30S--9. The quotation from Combrich can be found in Arland
Illusion (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1969), p. 173.
'Berger, "Ecology," p. 308.
'Art and Illusion, pp. 24-5, 11.
•Quoted in Max Jamme r, Concepts of Space (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 1954), p. 171.
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Einstein's perception complements Vasari's; both illustrate Gombrich's
remark on our tendency to follow that which has been established.
The shift from Medieval to Renaissance, the increased concern for
realism noted by Sp ncer, involved this move from the generic to the
specific. Gombrich asserts that the Renaissance artist's aim was to achieve
"the unique and unrepeatable experience the artist wishes to seize and
hold." H asser ts, "It is this constant search, this sacred discontent, which
constitutes the leaven of the Western mind since the Renaissance and
pervades our art no less than our science. " 0 Erwin Panofsky notes that
Renaissance theory served to "aid the artist in observation; Medieval theory consisted of rules to save the artist the trouble of direct observation." 7
Frederick Hartt comments on Pietro Lorenzetti's imperfect perspective
in his Birth of the Virgin (1342) and concludes, " onetheless the Sienese
Trecento painters, recklessly plunging into the hitherto unexplored realm
of the rational formulation of visible space, went a long way toward the
art of the Renaissance." 8 Hartt's colorful spatial metaphors, "recklessly
plunging," "hitherto unexplored realm," "a long way toward" imply several elements: the sense of an uncharted gap-a terra incognita of the
mind-between perception and practice in the two periods, and the sense
of leaving, breaking out of, light for darkness in the search for new light.
ow we know that it is not quite like that. No dark tunnel passes
between Medieval and Renaissance, nor, as we know equally well, does a
day define when the former ends and the latter begins (despite Spencer's
statement). umerous changes do occur, some small some great, some
successes and some failures, which finally cohere to a point at which we
decide a diJferent label becomes necessary to describe the characteristics
of human life and thought. A new period has begun, we decide. A useful
conceptualization of this problem basic to change-the pull of convention,
the difficulty of breaking away-is Thomas Kuhn's notion of the paradigm,
as enunciated in The Structure of Scientific Revolutions.• Kuhn argues
that the paradigm is the epistemological entity which shapes scientific
thought and, consequently, scientific practice. He labels the occupation of
scientists "normal science," an attempt at problem or puzzle solving according to certain rules or givens. In Kuhn's terms these rules that govern
normal science within a scientific community constitute a paradigm. OnJy
at a point when the process of normal science begins to break down, to
fail at problem solving, and, by producing crises or anomalies, to call
attention to its shortcomings, will a paradigm be challenged. In short, it
'Art and ///usio11, p. 173.
'ENinPanofsky, '" Albrecht Oure r and Classical Antiquity," in Meo11i11ga11d the Visual Arts
, ' ' York: Doubleday Anchor, 1955), p. 278, n. 19.
'Frederick Hartt , History of lto/iar, Renaissance Ari (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
l!ll◄~ p. .
' Oiicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 1962; 2nd ed ., 1970).
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is no longer doing its job. At a subsequent stage the older paradigm may
be discarded in favor of a new one, and a new way of seeing in this area
will have evolved. One notices that Kuhn's "paradigm" is a many-sided
concept. It represents an organizing principle which governs perception,
a way of seeing, new as well as old, a source of discoveries. Thus it is both
constriction and in its newer forms (or, in Kuhn's terms, its "revolutionary" aspects) possibility.10
ow Kuhn has claimed that the paradigm applies to the perceptions of
scientists but not to those of artists. 11 My disagreement on this point
requires some comment on Kuhn's restrictions, and implies the necessity
for a reevaluation of the historical approach to art, especially literary art.
It is useful to begin with Kuhn's own caution, "The proponents of
competing paradigms are always at least slightly at cross purposes," 12 for
it applies to our area of disagreement. Correlations between science and
art, always difficult to make, in recent years have seemed increasingly so.
Kuhn's dismissal of any science-art nexus reHects his own scientific valueparadigm. For instance, he writes, "Unlike art, science destroys its past,"
and "How can an artist accept Rembrandt (say) but feel his tradition, his
method, style is dead?" He further asserts that although Ingres' Odalisque
is only another (after that of Matisse) "one does not stop looking."'" What
one must first perceive here is the value-base of Kuhn's assertion: quantity
and utility represent the keys. After all, given one Odalisque why paint
another? Or, if Rembrandt's style is now out-of-date (is it?) why study it?
By a strained analogy Kuhn has a point. One may study the work of
early scientists (as he has) but not in order to produce new science; one
need not replicate an experiment, product, or discovery as an end-in-itself.
Were the ends of art only or even primarily utilitarian, quantitative, we
would cede Kuhn his victory. On the other hand, one admits that certain
artists, with good reason, are labelled derivative, unoriginal, and relegated
to the second or third rank. These men have produced only another
Odalisque. Having admitted that, one must also acknowledge that several
paintings, plays, etc. on the same subject or theme are not of necessity
merely replicative. Their authors need not be ipso facto, mere derivative
imitators. While the combination of chlorine and water must always produce hydrochloric acid, artistic meditation on the issue of evil need not
produce only or always an Othello. In short, Kuhn may be right, but his
conclusions are terribly limited.
Kuhn's other major objection concerns process as much as product:
1
•1n her essay, "The ature of a Paradigm," Margaret Masterman defines twenty-one separate meanings in Kuhn's uses of the term. See Criticism and the Growth of Knowledge, ed.
lmre Lakatos and Alan Musgrave (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1970), pp. 59-89.
''Thomas Kuhn, "Comment [on the Relation of Science and Art)," Comparative Studies In
Society and lli$10ry, 11 (1969), 403-412.
"Structure of Scientific Revolutions, p. 148.
""Comment [on the Relation of Science and Art]," pp. 407, 408, 409.
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Whatever the term "aesthetic" may mean, the
artist's goal is the production of aesthetic objects; technical puzzles are what he must resolve in order to produce such objects. For the
scientist, on the other hand, the solved technical puzzle is the goal, and the aesthetic is a tool
for its attainment. Whether in the realm of
products or of activities, what are ends for the
artist are means for the scientist, and vice
versa."
Annunciation of so precise a relationship should put us on guard immediately. Must an aesthetic object (whatever that is) be different from a technical puzzle? In Kuhn 's categories, yes. However, one might argue that a
finished work of art also exists as a solved technical puzzle-with, as we
said before, far different ends from those intended by a scientist. That is,
though the results are aesthetic-pleasing and stimulating to mind,imagination, senses-rather than utilitarian-performing a speci6.c functionthe artist's solution of technical puzzles of form and structure represents
part of his success.
The discrepancy in ends-aesthetic as opposed to utilitarian-brings us
to what may be the underlying issue: the problem of veri6.cation, or, if you
will, judgement. Given the ends of science, verifiability becomes almost
a matter of course: does it work (i.e. perform the predicted operation)? Is
its work useful, according to agreed upon criteria? Is it replicable? The
process of science is man working directly on nature, and its ends material
(or positivistic) conclusions.
o such fixed criteria govern in art. Schools based on differing value
systems may exist contemporaneously; new critics become old critics, so
that not all achievements are judged alike. One, for example, cannot
pronounce a representational sculpture better than a nonrepresentational
one on the grounds that the former more accurately depicts human
anatomy. or does reference to outmoded governmental theories vitiate
the worth of Shakespeare's history plays. On the other band, one must
allow ~be basis for Kuhn's argument. Where lies the verifiability of art?
And as a consequence, if such does not exist, how does an artist perceive
crises, anomalies, and realize that the paradigm he works with may be
incomplete? Given the orientation of Kuhn's system, we cannot easily
shrug off his assertions.
At this point, then, let us take a closer look at some of Kuhn's assertions.
Margaret Masterman's analysis of the many meanings of "paradigm" in
Kuhn's work has been cited previously. One can, at the least, identify
Kuhnian paradigm sub-a and Kuhnian paradigm sub-b (though I will drop
these cumbersome labels). The former is paradigm as a metaphysical per" '" Comment," p. 405.
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ceptual base. The latter is paradigm as scientific tool, basis for normal
science. Kuhn tries to focus on the latter; he is concerned with the uniqueness of the scientific process and product, with the existence of scientific
communities, conducting normal science from a common paradigm or
paradigms.
onetheless, he mentions the former category of paradigm in ways
strikingly germane to the problems of artistic perception, or, if you will,
of human perception at large. He says:
What I have been opposing in this book is therefore the attempt, traditional since Descartes
but not before, to analyze perception as an interpretive process, an unconscious version of
what we do after we have perceived.15
In the above lines Kuhn 's perspective embraces issues wider than scientific endeavor. ot surprisingly, in another passage Kuhn makes analogies
with well-known experiments in perception. "The duck-rabbit experiment shows that two men with the same retinal impressions can see
different things." (fhis figure is a favorite of Gombrich also.) In speaking
of attempts to develop "an actual language of observation," Kuhn concludes, " o language thus restricted to reporting a world fully known in
advance can produce mere neutral and objective reports on 'the
given. ' "'•The implications of this interesting comment go far beyond the
operations of normal science. Kuhn's speculations on language remain
tentative, perhaps in part because he feels uncomfortable with the subject, and more certainly because of his tacit desire to separate scientific
epistemology from what he wishes to see as "other kinds." However, as
the preceding quotations reflect, accepting Kuhn's basic assertions (his
paradigm?), a greater homogeneity exists than he will allow.
If we acknowledge Kuhn's truism about language as vehicle of thought,
and the impossibility of a value-free language, we then accept the notion
of paradigms limiting expressive possibilities for many artists ,is they do for
many scientists. At this point, we have arrived at a formula for historical
paralysis, since no allowance has been made for change. Having admitted
the lack of verifiability in art, we cannot cite crises or anomalies as the basis
for change. evertheless, we realize there is change-some would say
progress-in the arts. We may, with some confidence, assert a dialectical
relationship between artist and paradigm in the matter of form and of
content. Those whom we do not label "derivative," though they may be
painting another Odalisque or writing another play exploring human evil,
are those who take a form, an idea, to more revealing levels of expression.
"Structure p. 195.
"Structure pp. 126-7.
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Consequently, we begin to see the problems involved with paradigm
shifts, the problems artists encounter when they "plunge recklessly into
unexplored realms," in Frederick Hartt's terms. It is, in one case, the
problem of moving from Medieval to Renaissance, from generic to specific. Renaissance playwrights in England re8ected such an attempted
shift as they became more concerned with the interior processes of their
characters-what we today label as psychological motivation.
As the drama became more secular in England, the emphasis on a
character's inner life intensified. A key shift in perspective from the classical to the Christian lay in the new emphasis on a character's ability (and
responsibility) to control his fate. 17 As the Christian concern with free will
and conscience had its effect on the drama, character became a major
determinant: A man's acts, the results of his moral choice, controlled his
destiny. Thus in medieval English morality plays the focus is on the soul
in con8ict between the demands of good and evil. The sketch of the set
for The Castle of Perseverance depicting the soul or castle besieged by
various sins provides a striking visual instance of this particular schema.
Looked at closely, this conllict constitutes a meeting of external and
internal forces. While it re8ected the soul under pressure of choice, that
pressure came from evil. Despite the Augustinian concept of evil as privative, the absence of good, evil was expressed-both dramatically and
homiletically-as active. Although the Christian outlook emphasized
moral responsibility by focusing on the consequences of one's moral
choice, Medieval drama still tended to depict character as a given, rarely
concerning itself with change in character. orman Rabkin points out that
the classical view of character as a fixed entity caused time to be a central
measure of action in classical drama. In the drama of the Renaissance, time
became less central as character assumed greater importance.
This contrast becomes clearer once we recall the theory and practice
of Ben Jonson, who stands out because of his strongly classical bent. This
base guided Jonson in drawing fixed characters, bound by humours into
narrowly psychological patterns, narrow ranges of possible choice. Such
characters, victims of their blindness, become butts of Jonson's satire because they violate their human intelligence. 18 Those characters who triumph in the scheme of Jonson's plays possess open, developed minds, or,
as Lovewit's name implies (in The Alchemist), a keen wit. Thus, in Jonson's
comedies, character is. We see little emphasis on change or on develop·
ment of character. Given this orientation of Jonson's vision, one may
speculate on the failure of his tragedies; he failed to develop the exploration of character necessary to tragedy in the period.
"See the Appendix, "Shakespearean Mimesis, English Drama, and the Unity of time." in
Norman Rabkin,Shakespearea11d theCQmmo11 Understandi11g New York: Free Press, 1967).
"Larry S. Champion, Ben Jonso11 s 'Dotages' (Lexington: Univ. of Kentucky Press, 1967), p.
14.
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onetheless, Jonson does not reflect the norm. To define portrayal of
character and motive we might begin with Marlowe's Faustus. As we
recall, the progress of Faustus' decision to conjure is evoked, in part, by
the embodiments of the Good and Bad Angels. ow, in one sense, both
are emanations of Faustus' inner debate. They do resemble the psychomachia, that medieval depiction of the soul in confiict. However, two
points require consideration. First, Marlowe is attempting to depict the
mind in action, even if through traditional medieval devices. To show
Faustus approaching the decision to conjure, Marlowe employs soilloquy.
To represent the internal confiict, Marlowe employs externalized embodiments of Faustus' mental debate. Second, the theological and the psychological remain unintegrated. In his egotism, Faustus urges Mephistopheles
to admit that it was Faustus' own power which summoned him. But Mephistopheles responds, "Only per accidens, ... when we hear one rack the
name of God, we Hy to get his soul. " '" Good theology, perhaps, but a point
which emphasizes the power of the external-evil-over that of man's
decisions. Thus at the end Mephistopheles gloats with justification that he
tripped up Faustus.
In order to put Marlowe's attempt with Dr. Faustus in clearer perspective, we might consider some of his other characters. From the opening
of his play, Tamburlaine is fully developed, paralleling himself with Jove
and with monarchy in an early speech to Zenocrate. Until Act two, scene
five, Tamburlaine proclaims his greatness in public speeches meant to
convince a Zenocrate or a Theridamas of his worth. However, when the
minor ruler Cosroe and his aide Meander are leaving Tamburlaine, after
having secured his loyalty, Meander assures Cosroe:
Your majesty shall shortly have your wish,
And ride in triumph through Persepolis.
(11.5.48-49)

This casual statement motivates revelation ofTamburlaine's inner self; he
reacts thus:
And ride in triumph through Persepolis!ls it not brave to be a king, Techellesl
Usumcasane and Theridamas,
ls it not passing brave to be a king,
And ride in triumph through Persepolis?
(11.5.50-54)

The speech achieves a poignant revelation of the inner self of Tamburlaine, though not the inner processes. His reaction has been evoked by an
"All Marlowe references are to The Complete Works of Christopher Marlowe, ed.
Steane (Baltimore: Penguin, I 969).
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external stimulus, Meander's line, which becomes a psychological refrain
for Tamburlaine. The Good Angel and Bad Angel, we may conclude,
represent an advance toward complexity and depth on Marlow's part over
this in Tamb11rlai11e.
In The Jew of Malta, Barabas presents himself at the start in soliloquy
(as Shakespeare's Richard III does). The character dimensions announced
here are never stretched further; Barabas does not change. In terms of
character, his fall occurs because he has violated the solitary and somewhat loving self he is. He demonstrates little in expanded awareness.
In Edward II, it is not Edward or his lover Gaveston who undergo
change. Rather Mortimer, initially the hothead, comes to understand the
demands of power. On the continent, after his escape from prison, Mortimer projects a new view of himself:
. . . Mortimer, reserv'd for better hap,
Has shaken off the thralldom of the Tower
(IV.2.43-44)
Shortly, he instructs the Queen:
ay, Madam, if you be a warrior,
You must not grow so passionate in speeches.
(IV.4.15-16)
Though he never seems terribly intelligent-his speeches at the end of the
play bear a textbookish quality- Mortimer has cunning enough to recognize necessity and to conform to its burdens. What reveals Marlowe's
limitations, though, is the fact that we see an early Mortimer and a later
Mortimer but never glimpse the change taking place. Somewhere, somehow, the character has undergone alteration, but the playwright does not
explain.
To be sure, Marlowe has developed beyond the depiction of simply
fixed, unchanging characters. To be more precise, he has progressed
beyond the dead end technique (or lack of technique) reflected in John
Pickeryng's Horestes (pub. 1567), in which the title character is faced with
the burden of revenge upon his mother. To express this internal conflict,
Pickeryng has his character say nothing but includes the direction to his
actor, "Here Horestes sigheth hard." 20 Unable to find language to express
the inner turmoil, Pickeryng relies upon gesture and an actor's resourcefulness to evoke a sense of internal conflict by external signs. Though
Marlowe's attempt went beyond directed muteness, he, too, remained
uncertain in the depiction of a character's inner self.
••John Pickeryng, Horestes, ed. Daniel Seltzer (Oxford: Malone Society, 1962), ll.891-93
(Sig. O.i., verso ).
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English Renaissance drama, like so many ndeavors of the age, represents a break with what preceded it. arlowe's work, especially when
juxtaposed with Pickeryng's, displays an attempt to move beyond the
medieval schema; more accurately, perhaps, it reflects an attempt at the
replacement of one paradigm with another.
With this sketch as background, it is appropriate to focus on two instances of artistic problems in the attempt to render the inner life of
dramatic characters. Both problems exist in plays written at approximately the same time (ca. 1603}-Shakespeare's Angelo in Measure for
Measure and Heywood's Master Wendoll in A Woman Killed with Killd11ess. Each problem occurs when the dramatist attempts to render the
character's process of self-analy is. In each case, a basicaUy good man is
drawn to evil and unable to analyze (or the playwright to express) what
emotions govern him.
The portrayal of Angelo as an innocent in every sense of the word-in
terms both of experience and self-knowledge-tempted and overcome,
exists nowhere else in the Shakespeare canon. In the comedies, the major
or successful characters achieve fuller self-awareness. However, the
growth process involves no anguished introspection. In accord with the
nature of comedy, events and interaction with other characters tend to be
the primary causes of such development. Benedick's overhearing Beatrice's expression of real feeling for him allows his own admission-first to
himse lf then publicaUy-of his emotion. Antonio, in The Merchant, having
experienced others' concern for his welfare, arrives at an enlarged sense
of humanity. Though Shylock utters self-revelatory speeches, he feels no
internal conflict. Thus, while self-revelation might have gained him tragic
stature, his singleness of mind marks him as only a comic blocking character.
Though Othello may, like Angelo, see the devil as active in the person
of Desdemona, it remain~ true that he does not suffer the anguish of
self-doubt until the very end of the play. Only after Emilia reveals Iago's
treachery does Othello focus on himself. Earlier in the play he had
managed to suppress any sense of personal faults, his age, his race, as
causes for Desdemona's infidelity. Most important, Shake peare uses an
external source-Iago's rhetoric- to work Othello. One might see Iago as
another half of Othello's mind, his Bad Angel, but such a reading becomes,
of course, symbolic.
Although this is not the place to settle Leontes' motivation in the opening of The Winter's Tale, his mental processes are clear enough. We hear
of the youthful friendsh ip of Polixenes and Leontes. But they are no longer
youths. Leontes' sudden anger underscores that point. He thinks he sees
very clearly what is happening. As with OthelJo, w in the audience know
-or feel-different. One point connects the depiction of Leontes with
"AU Shakespeare references are to The Riverside Shakespeare, ed. C. B. Evans et al. (Boston:
Houghton-Mifflin, 1974).
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that of Angelo: At the inception of this emotion, Leontes says"} have
tremor cordis on me; my heart dances,/But not for joy; not joy"
( WF.2.110--111).2' That i , his recognition of this onset of emotion is intense and sudden. Having noted this, we should become aware of the
contrast: because he is convinced of the accuracy of his feelings, Leontes
suffers no self-doubt.
Perhaps the characters closest to Angelo in terms of inner turmoil are
Hamlet and Macbeth. Hamlet not only questions those around him but
himself on the basis of his own inaction. The key difference between
Hamlet and Angelo rests on the former's interaction with a number of
other characters and in the greater intellect Shakespeare creates in him.
Perhaps in part because Angelo is not the major character in the play, he
tends to be more isolated; in addition, his scope of thought is narrower. As
the play moves to an end, Hamlet forcefuJly proclaims a self-justifying
faith
in the external entity, Providence. Angelo's proclamation of faith in the
devil, "Let's write good angel on the devil's horn," does him no
good.
What then of Macbeth? At the point of the witches' prophecy Banquo
notes Macbeth's reaction, "Good si r, why do you start, and seem to
fear/Things that do sound so fair?" (Mac. I.3.51-52). One might assume
that in contrast to Banquo Macbeth is startled by the witches themselves.
Or one might assume that the prophecy has touched an ambitious chord
in the man. When, shortly after, Macbeth reveals his "horrible imaginings" of the future to include murder, we see that the witches indeed had
struck at his heart. Unlike Hamlet, Macbeth has a corporeal assistant in his
action. Lady Macbeth simplifies the act and its consequences sufficiently
to convince him to act. Unlike Angelo, Macbeth worries about the act
primarily in terms of its consequences: to oversimplify only somewhat,
when considering the act he fears the lack of tidiness regicide may effect
in his existence. Angelo is shocked, on the contrary, at the change which
has overtaken him during his temptation. This is an important distinction
of character focus. Set in what we call a problem play, Angelo has the
potential for tragedy in his search for self-knowledge; but, as I shall try to
demonstrate, given what was available to him, Shakespeare could deve lop
Angelo no further.
In contrast, one ground on which dramatists were sure of themselves
lay in the power of rhetoric to move or change character. Iago's transformation of Othello does not require summary here. At the end of King
Lear, after hearing Edgar's emotional description of their father's death,
Edmund, himself near death, says, "This speech of yours hath mov'd me /
And shall perchance do good" (Lr. V.3.199-200). In Cyril Tourneur's Revenger's Tragedy (1607), Vindice the revenger is sent by the Duke, whom
he means ultimately to kill, on a pander's mission. The object of his mission
is Vindice's own sister. (He is disguised.) Though their mother, Gratiana,
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turns away his initial proposition, after a long speech in which he extols
wealth, power, and luxury, the following takes place.
Gratiana: Oh, heavens, this overcomes me!
Vindice: [Aside] ot, I hope, already?
Gratiana: [Aside] It is too strong for me. Men
know, that know us,
We are so weak their words can over throw us.
(Il.l.104-107) 22

While character change has occured here, the causal element is rhetoric,
an external force (along with the imputed weaker nature of woman). The
artistic problem lay with the expression of passions when they worked
contrary to a character's concept of himself.
ln Measure for Measure, Angelo, the man who seemed stone, feels
himself moved to lust. Angelo's soliloquies represent some of Shakespeare's most intensely written dramatic speeches. With a staccato frenzy,
Angelo searches for cause:
What's this? What's this? Is this her fault, or mine?
and then he realizes:
ot she; nor does she tempt; but it is I.
Yet, still puzzled, he wonders:
Can it be
That modesty may more betray our sense
Than woman's lightness?
After this, he blames himself:
0 fie, fie, fie!
What dost thou? or what art thou, Angelo?
Dost thou desire her foully for those things
That make her good?
At last, Angelo concludes upon an external cause, the devil:
0 cunning enemy, that to catch a saint,
With saints dost bait thy hook!
(MM 11.2.162--181)

The pattern of Angelo's attempt at self-analysis progresses from shock at
"From The Reve11ger's Tragedy in Russell A. Fraser and Norman Rabkin, eds., Drama of the
E11glish Re11aissa11ce. (New York: Macmillan, 1976), Vol. Il.
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his own arousal, to an awareness that he is attracted to innocence rather
than impudence, and, finally, back to a traditional placing of fault on
external evil, the devil. The argument that this lame conclusion represents
a defense mechanism triggered by Angelo's pride: his arousal is not his
fault, or even necessarily that of Isabella, but a trick of a superior force,
collapses in his next soliloquy: a repetition of puzzled shock at his inability
to pray because of his recurring desire for Isabella. In addition, he confesses awareness of his pride.
yea, my gravity,
Wherein (let no man hear me) I talce pride,
Could I, with boot, change for
idle plume.

an

Angelo concludes acceptance of his lust:
Blood, thou ar t blood .
Le t"s write "good angel" on the devil's horn,
'Tis not the devil 's crest.
(MM 11.4.9-11, 15-17)
Shakespeare's aim is complex: the attempt to show the change in out-

look of a good (though inexperienced) man as a result of his attraction to
a good woman. Language reveals both the stone-cold Angelo and the
hot-blooded Angelo. However, the final process of change occurs offstage.
Although one might arraign Angelo with an inability to see into himself,
in all honesty, one must conclude that Shalcespeare was unable to analyze,
and therefor unable to recreate, the passions working within Angelo.
Shakespear was unable to do so because his age provided him with no
paradigm for such analysis. The portrayal of a man who goes counter to
his sense of himself was an impossibility. Shalcespeare invests a good deal
of poetic capital with very little return.
There does exist a verba l consistency in Angelo's reaction when he
learns of the Duke's imminent return. The man "pregnant" with learning,
"stamped" and "coined" as the Duke's deputy, now says:
This deed unshapes me quite, malces me
unpregnant
And dull to all proceedings.
After summarizing his dilemma, Angelo can conclude with little more
than one more recapitulation of his paralysis:
Alack, when once our grace we have forgot,
1othing goes right- we would, and we would
not.
(MM IV.4.20-21 , 33-34)
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To point out that Angelo's paralysis res mbles that of Claudius in the
prayer scene of Hamlet remains insufficient unless one also notes
Claudius' clear balancing of the rewards for his sin- the Qu n, the crown
-against eternal values. That is, Claudius' evaluative processes are clearly
developed and his passions !es central; additionalJy, Claudius focuses on
a primarily external situation. In contrast, Angelo's processes combine
moral value and passions; not simply intellective in nature, they a.re less
easy for Shakespeare to create. Though Angelo's " unmanning" in Act four
provides a verbal structure for his downfall, his begging for death in the
final ac t only repeats his inability to see the possibility for change, for
repentance (V.l.479--82). In contrast, Shakespeare's purely villainous
characte rs such as Iago and Edmund would undergo no tension here;
having no conscience they recognize only the efficiency of reason divorced from ethics. Each accepts himself as what he is. In this attempt at
depicting the complex dilemma of an ethically mixed character, Shakespeare failed to solve a technical and esthetic problem.
Consider the parallel example, Mas ter Wendoll of Heywood's A
Woma11 Killed with Ki11d11ess. Against his inclinations, Wendoll attempts
to seduce Anne Frankford, the wife of his host and benefactor.
As he enters, "melancholy" 23 (a stage direction that must have denoted
a conventional acting pose), Wendoll attempts first to drive away his lust
with a song, to pray, to deny himself the sight of Anne Frankford. All fails.
WendolJ describes himself as "hurried to my own destruction" (vi, 18-19),
and as a traitor to his friend Frankford; nonetheless, he concludes:
And yet I must. Then, Wendoll, be content;
Thus, villains, when they would, cannot repent
(vi, 52-53)

Wendoll himself is unable to articulate a reason for what is occurring.
Though he may be less eloquent than Angelo, both lack self-explanation.
Shakespeare's greater poetic ability does not carry him much further than
Heywood in exploring this mental state. either playwright had available
the psychological paradigm to construct the mental processes of a character who saw himself acting in a manner contradictory to his self-image.
The available paradigm, the humours theory of human behavior, failed
in this case. As J. P. Barn borough states, the humours theory collapsed by
the mid-seventeenth century, shortly after the writing of these two
plays.2 • Though Thomas Hobbes retained some elements of it, his exposition of human psychology in Leviatha11 (Book I, chapter iv) bears a different tack, one much more operative and analytic.
" Fraser and Rabkin, eds., Drama of the E 11g lish Re11aissa11ce, I. No act divisions appear in
the text.
"J. P. Bamborough, The Li/Ile World of Ma11 (London: Longmans, Green, 1952).
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Like Machiavelli, in that his work avoided conventional moral judgments, and perhaps working from the latter's generalizations about human nature as a fixed entity, Hobbes attempted to examine man's
behavior. In a very real sense, Hobbes represents one answer to the
Renaissance drive of man to know himself. Hobbes' transformation of the
primary thrust of this classical dictum b ears importance to the case at
hand. o longer need one strive to know oneself in relation to a set of
external ethical truth . "How do I measure up" becomes less important.
"How do I operate" is closer to the central question for Hobbes. This new
focus, this new paradigm, developed too late to serve Shakespeare or
Heywood, though one might assume that their attempts do suggest a
grasping after what Hobbes formulated. Their failure lies with the operative element.
Kuhn's notion of the pararugm assumes that scientific thinking, and
indeed-taking the theory at its fullest-the majority of our thinking, is
essentially inductive in nature. I have tried to suggest that artistic thinking
and development, too, is primarily inductive in nature. At certain times
an artist " plunging recklessly ahead," as Hartt put it, will fail because the
necessary raw material, the necessary paradigm, is lacking.
Let me cite, briefly, three other examples of what I believe to be similar
instances in English Renaissance drama. Thomas Dekker's The Shoemaker's Holiday (1599), a very succes ful comedy, expresses a curious ambivalence about money, love, and social class. One may assume that Dekker
regarded wealth as such, often acquired through trade, with or without
attendant hard work, as liable to und rmine the ordered hierarchy of
social class. Interestingly, Dekker straddles both sides. Class is at once
important and not important; money at once gauche and a key to happiness. This ambivalence may reflect Dekker's state of arrest resulting from
his awareness of social paradigm change. Dekker perceived the new
wealth and consequently new power in what had been the lower classes.
Though he supported the existing system, he supported these virtuous,
hard-working, and clever new rich as well. This ambivalence in attitudes
toward social class in 11ie Shoemaker's Holiday serves to illustrate my
point.
Another example is A rde11 of Feversham (anon. , 1592), the very popular
domestic tragedy. The play contains a numb r of what seem to us hilarious
scenes depicting the misadven ture of Black Will and Shakebag, two murderers hired to kill Arden. Even taking into account the conventional
interplay of comic and serious, these scenes seem at odds with the overall
serious tone of the play. Yet in an epilogu the author writes:
Gentlemen, we hope you'll pardon this naked
tragedy,
Wherein no filed points are foisted in
To make it gracious to the ear or eye;
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For simple truth is gracious enough,
And needs no other points of glozing stuff.••
Taken at face value, as they ask to be, these lines suggest the author's
guiding principle should be categorized as realism--0r perhaps ethical
realism. Yet realism did not mature until centuries later. If we view the
problems of Arden in terms of a nascent paradigm, we may understand
them more clearly.
A last brief example exists in the plays of John Ford. In the 1620s and
1630s Ford produced a number of tragedies (The Broken Heart, Perkin
Warbeck, Tis Pity She's a Whore) which examine the ends of men and
women who violate the norms of society by acts of incest, adultery, political rebellion. However, Ford's attempt to examine the motives and bearing of his characters seems shackled by conventional concepts and,
therefore, conventional language. Might not Ford, too, have been a writer
lacking a paradigm? That is, Ford seems objective or even at times seems
to favor his characters, lawbreakers though they are. Yet the language and
concepts available suggest condemnation.
A contrast to the incomplete development of Angelo and Wendoll exists
in Milton's Satan. Paradise Lost may be an epic, but no one would deny
its dramatic qualities. Dialogue not only informs it, but also develops
character. Sollioquy, too, develops character and values. In the dialogue
in Hell, we view Satan the political manipulator. In Books IV and IX we
see Satan the introspective, troubled being.
In the case of Angelo and Wendoll, agony arises from an essentially
good nature drawn to evil. In Satan's case, the vestiges of his angelic self,
attracted to beauty and goodness, produce his agony. The important element in Milton's depiction of Satan lies in Satan's recognition of his own
guilt and his simultaneous conviction that God is, nonetheless, to blame.
Thus he admits:
. . . Pride and worse Ambition threw me down
Warring in Heav'n against Heav'n's matchless
King:

Ah wherefore! he
return From me.••

deserved

no

such

Then Satan adds, "Be then his Love accurst, since love or hate,/ To me
alike, it deals eternal woe." But the Ironic limitations of Milton's doctrinal
values force Satan to admit reality. Echoing Marlowe's Faustus (" ay,
Faustus, curse thyself."), Satan adds," ay curs'd be thou; since against his
thy will/ Chose freely what it now so justly rues" (IV: 69-70; 71-72). Once
,.Drama of the English Renaissance, I.
"John Milton, Paradise Last, in The Stude11t 's Milton, ed. F. A. Patterson ( ew York: Crofts,
1946), IV:40-43. Subsequent references will be parenthetical by book and line numbers.
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he has accepted his own fault, Satan faces the choice of repentance or
continued defiance. His torment defines him, "my self am hell." To repeat:
Satan's con8ict is of the same type as that of Angelo and Wendoll. It arises
in each case from a sense of guilt.
Though one must acknowledge the conceptual difference between Satan's spiritual essence and the human nature of Angelo and Wendoll, at
the same time, the resources of the poetic creators are the same. This is
an important point. Milton may be creating the divine persons of the
Trinity, angels (both maculate and unfallen), and the first humans. Even
so, though he is guided by Biblical doctrine, Milton's embodiment of these
entities is undeniably human . He has no alternative. In the widest application of Kuhn's concept, the human paradigm governs, is, the reality of our
sense of being, in the widest implications of that term. It follows, then, that
the depiction of Satan's process of self-analysis is comparable to the depiction of Angelo and Wendoll.
That comparison reveals Milton's superior development of the inner
dynamics and complexities of character. Angelo's capitulation ("Let's
write good angel on the devil's horn.') is an easy descent into hypocrisy.
Wendoll's surrender ("And yet I must.') seems hapless, willy-nilly. Satan
balances guilt with defiance, turns pain into strength, and concludes, "Evil
be thou my good" (IV:110). One must acknowledge the thematic reality
Milton expresses: fundamentally Satan must admit God's superiority, must
accept that reality. Milton's success lies in his embodiment of that reality
within Satan's consciousness. This unconquerable will characterized as
"neither joy nor love, but fierce desire" (IV:509) motivates Satan despite
the pain of loss. As a consequence, Satan is able to say in Book IX:
. . . the more I see
Pleasures about me, so much more I feel
Torment within me, as from the hateful siege
Of contraries; all good to me becomes
Bane
(IX:119-23)

The balanced conRict between knowledge of loss of good and deprived
acceptance of evil is portrayed convincingly. or can one contrast Satan
with Angelo (and Wendoll) in terms of essential goodness. For, although
Satan has arrived at the conclusion that evil is his good, his inextinguishable angelic essence keeps alive in him an awe of God, an attraction to
beauty-that of Eden, of Adam and Eve-an awareness, that is, of the
overriding scheme of things. Thus Milton's problem does resemble that of
Shakespeare and Heywood.
Let me suggest, then, that the post-Hobbesian paradigm fostered more
complex expression of human nature. Milton, the last of the Renaissance
poets, writing the last great Renaissance poem, was participating in this
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post-Renaissance paradigm of the human mind. My point includes the
assertion that the identification of individual talent as a primary cause of
artistic excellence oversimplifies the situation. One cannot ignore talent
(even writing this seems fatuous); all poets are not created equal. Nonetheless, the writer intersects with his age, becomes part of the emerging
world view. Change in art (note I did not say progress) occurs as a result
of this sort of dynamic interplay.
I see two conclusions from all this. The first, accepting the notion of the
paradigm as relevant to artistic creation as well as scientific, posits an
evolutionary and dialectic situation. The greater artists (the more reckless
perhaps?) react against the dominant paradigm- test it, probe it, attempt
to extend it, to find its limits-any or all of these relations may exist at a
given time, though not necessarily entirely consciously. For an artist the
problem of an exhausted paradigm without an adequate alternative may
lead to the sorts of inchoate results I have described above. Though we
may choose to label art evolutionary, in doing so we must bear in mind
the total significance of that metaphor. Evolution is fraught with dead
ends, failures, extinctions; the dinosaurs exist only in museums. Some
artistic efforts are extinct; some exist only in museums.
The second conclusion has to do with the historical sense of period. All
too often in dealing with literature, the historical approach has followed
roughly the following pattern of thought: This is what the age believed;
therefore, this is what such and such a work means. Such abstracting
achieves a certain efficient clarity; the mess of everyday existence
becomes simplified for us. But such a way of thinking denies, or at least
weakens, a sense of the dynamic of history. And, as Wilbur Sanders asserts,
the fallacy of "the orthodoxy of an age .. . commits one too deeply to the
statistico-factual [sic] criterion, and neglects the interpretative dimension."27 An example of my point appears in a line from Ben Jonson's
Everyman i11 His Humour (revised version, ca. 1610). Young Edward
Knowell refers to "Drake's old ship at Deptford" (1.2.103-4).28 This line,
written roughly thirty years after Drake's circumnavigation of the globe
(1578), reflects a changed attitude. To us, Drake's voyage signifies a "typical" Renaissance triumph. To young Knowell, Drake's "old ship" represents at best nostalgia, at worst something close to a tourist attractiona curio. A line such as this reminds us that even within what we define as
a discrete historical period, the dynamic of human thought and events
continued.
Artists participate in this dynamic, often at the forefront, plunging
recklessly ahead. At times, they occupy an interstitial-not transitional"Wilbur Sanders, The Dramatist a11d the Received Idea (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press,
1968), p. 10.
"Ben Jonson, Everyma11 i11 His Humour, ed. J. W. Lever (Lincoln: Univ. of Nebraska Press,
1967).
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position. Having discarded certain paradigms, but not operating within
any replacement paradigms, these artists remain fixed, as it were, in an
inchoate state . So it was at the start of the seventeenth century. Dramatic
artists were at the end of the Aristoteliru;i paradigm of drama as " the
actions of men" and were attempting to portray the inner self of " m en
in action." At this point, the old pattern of the mind proved inadequate.
Hobbes· new mechanistic pattern which stressed operation would provide
the analytic basis for more complex artistic expression of the human mind.

Observations on Pulci's Reworking of the
Anonymous Orlando
by

Madison U. Sowell
Brigham Young University

As a preface to the observations which follow on Luigi Pulci's treatment
of the anonymous Orlando in the composition of his chief work, IL Morgante, it should be noted that in the past four decades several scholars in
Italy have published significant books on Pulci's chivalric poem.' Giovanni
Getto published the first edition of his renowned Studio sul "Morgante"
in 1944; 2 Gaetano Mariani produced his long comparative essay on ll
Morgante e i cantari trecenteschi in 1953; 3 Domenico De Robertis had his
lengthy tome, Storia del Morgante, printed in 1958;4 in 1967, the year of
the second edition of Getto's study, Angelo Gianni gave us his interpretation of the Morgante's two moments of composition in Pulci uno e due;•
five years later Salvatore igro authored an overview of Pulci e la cultura
'Portions of this paper were presented in " otes on the First Ca11tare of Pulci's Morgante
and the First Two Cantos of the Anonymous Orlando, ·· read on ovember 1, 1979, at the
Annual Convention of the South Atlantic Modern Language Association in Atlanta, Georgia,
and in " Pulci's Treatment of the Anonymous Orlando, " read on May 8, 1981, at the Six•
teenth International Congress on Medieval Studies, sponsored by the Medieval Institute,
Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Michigan.
' Giovanni Getto, Studio su/ "Morgante" (Milano: Marzorati, 1944). The second edition, with
a brief foreword containing updated bibliographical information, appeared more than two
decades later: Firenze: Olschki, I 967.
'Caetano Mariani, II Morgante e i contarl trecenteschi (Firenze: Le Monnier, 1953). The
author states his purpose as follows: "mi propongo di individuare i rapporti de! Morgante con
la tradizione canterina e chiarire quindi ii momento basilare deUa formazione d el poema che
nasce dal mondo dei cantari. . . . lnfatti tutto cio che e ra nei cantari torna nel Pulci: ii
paesaggio stereotipato, ii disegno della bellezza femminile, certi paragoni, l'iperbolizzazione,
certi modi stilistici, alcuni motivi esterni ma indicativi : de! casteUo 6abesco, de! sepolcro; ii
gusto de) proverbio, della sentenza a fondo moraleggiante. La stessa manie ra di veder la vita,
gli uomini, i valori dell'esistenza, accomuna i cantastorie e ii Pulci, anche se naturalmente
nel Morgante tutto quel mondo e rivissuto da uno Spirito geniale" (pp. 2-5).
'Domenico De Robertis, Storla de/ Morgante (Firenze: Le Monnier, 1958). De Robertis
describes his study as " una ricerca ... sullo studio dei rapporti fra l"Orlando e ii Morgante " (p. 25).
'Angelo Gianni, Pulci uno e due (Firenze: La uova Italia, 1967). Gianni explains the title
and direction of his book in his opening remarks: "Un altro punto fe rmo stato acquisito nel
corso degLi ultimi decenni, vogliamo dire l'accettazione quasi indiscussa de! poema come un
prima ed un dopo, un poema numero uno dal I al XXIII cantare, ed un poema numero due
dal XXIV al XXVUI. Che gli ultimi cinque canti appartenessero ad un secondo momento,
ad un aecrescimento dell'opera, s'era sempre saputo ... ma non s'era ben maturata la coscienza di cio che l'accrescimento comportava in sede poetica, cioe la differenza dell'ispirazione, de! tono" (pp. 2-3).
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medicea;• and, most recently, Paolo Orvieto, in 1978, published his very
detailed and comprehensive Pulci medievale. 1
ln vivid contrast, book-length studies written in English and dedicated
to an analysis of the Morgante are not only rare but also antiquated. To
prove this point, we need only refer to the recently published Dictionary
of Italian Literature.• A work which caters primarily to an English-sp aking audience, the Dictionary nevertheless lists only two book titles in
English in its Pulci bibliography: Leigh Hunt's Stories from the Italian
Poets, printed in 1846, and John Owen's The Skeptics of the Italian
Renaissance, 6rst published in 1893. either of these volumes, however,
focuses solely on Pulci, and neither provides a truly critical analysis of any
aspect of the Morgante. The former merely outlines the poet's personality
traits-we learn, for instance, that Pulci was "gay," in the nineteenthcentury sense of the word." Hunt then presents the major events in the
author's life and recounts the exploits of the paladin Orlando, as found in
the Morgante. Owen, in a similar vein, refers repeatedly to Hunt and
summarizes, in his brief thirteen-page section devoted to Pulci, more or
less the same stories. Finally he concludes, poetically and somewhat
pompously, that the Medicean poet's "true character can indeed only be
arrived at by placing the Bowers of his wit, the aromatic and bitter herbs
of his jest and satire, in the alembic of critical and scrutinizing research. " 10
What is lacking, alas, in both Owen and Hunt is just that: the "critical and
scrutinizing research." But one scholarly book in English on Pulci does
exist: Lewis Einstein's Luigi Pulci and the Morgante Maggiore, published
in 1902 and reprinted by Kraus in 1977.11 That Kraus would reissue a book
that precedes and does not take into account Attilio Momigliano's fundamental study, L 'indole e ii riso di Luigi Pulci (1907), 12 constitutes further
evidence of the relative dearth of book-length English criticism on the
•Salvatore S. igro, Pulci e la cultura medicea (Bari: Latena, 1972). This monograph of fewer
than a hundred pages is part of the Letteratura ltaliana Laterza series on 11 Quattrocento.
'Paolo Orvieto, Pulci medieuole (Roma: Salerno, 1978). For a favorable review of this book
by Edoardo Lebano, see Italica 51 (1980): 290-92.
'See Andrea di Tommaso, "Pulci, Luigi." Dictio11ary of llalia11 Literature. 1979 ed.
'Leigh Hunt, Stories from the Italian Poels (London: Chapman and Hall, 1846), I, 283: Pulci
"was a true poet of the mixed order, grave as well as gay:·
••John Owen, The Skeptics of /he Italian Re11aissance, 3 ed. (London: Sonnenschein, 1908),
159.
"Lewis Einstein, Luigi Pulci 011d /he Morga11te Maggiore (Berlin: Emil Felber, 1902). Rpt.:
Nendeln: Kraus, 1977. The only other books in English which focus on Pulci at any length
seem lo be the follo,ving: John Raymond Shulters, Luigi Pulci and /he Animal Kingdom
(Baltimore: J. H. Furst, 1920), and Giacomo Grillo, Two Aspecls of Chiuolry: Pulci 011d
Boiardo (Boston: Excelsior Press, 1942). The 6rst is a revision of a 1918 University of Illinois
doctoral thesis, and the second a monographic tribute to chivalry. Perhaps a more useful
work, containing the 6rst canto of the anonymous Orio 11do and selected cantos of the
Morga nte, is J. 0 . M. and Mary A. Ford, The Roma11ces of Chicalry in /10/1011 Ver:re ( ew
York: Henry Hold, 1904).
"Attilio Mornigliano, L 'lndole e ii riso di Luigi Pu lei (Rocca San Casciano: Cappelli, 1907).
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Quattrocento figure who exerted such remarkable influence on English
Romantic poets, such as Lord Byron and Sir Walter Scott. While eminent
scholars such as E. H. Wilkins,13 Leo Spitzer, 1 • A. Bartlett Giamatti," and
Edoardo Lebano, 1 • have published articles in English on specialized areas
of Pulci's oeuvre, these articles total fewer than a dozen. In Italy, meanwhile, scores of essays and notes on Pulci have appeared since the close
of the second World War.1 7 It is not our purpose, however, to review the
history of Pulci criticism point by point. Rather, these observations are
made at the outset to stress the importance of every English article on
Pulci and to call for much lengthier and more detailed analyses of fl
Morgante in English-speaking countries.
As is widely known among scholars of Italian le tters, Pulci's Morgante
was first published in a complete edition of twenty-eight cantos, or cantari,
as the author preferred to label the major divisions of his poem, only in
1483. At that time the work was called the Morgante maggiore, meaning
the "greater Morgante" and not " Morgante the Great" as Hunt asserts, to
distinguish it from the earlier, partial editions of twenty-three cantari
printed in 1481 and 1482. The complete work is based on two major
sources. The last five cantos, composed in the early 1480's, derive their
inspiration from the Spag r,a in rima. But the first twenty-three cantos,
written more than a decade earlier, have a totally different model or
source. In cantare XIX, stanza 153, Pulci makes explicit reference to the
anonymous Orlar1do as the basis for the greater part of his epic:
Tanto e cb'io voglio andar pel solco ritto,
che in sul Cantor d 'Orlando non si truova
di questo fatto di Margutte scritto,
ed ecci aggiunto come cosa nuova:
ch'un certo libro si trovo in Egitto,
che questa storia di Margutte appruovo
e l'aiitor si chiama Alfamenonne,
che fece gli Statuli delle do1111e. 18
While the Statuti delle donne referred to in the last verse is an imaginary work by a non-existent author, the Cantar d 'Orlando is an extant,
"Ernest H. Wilkins, "On the Date of the Composition or the Morga11/e or Luigi Pulci,"
PMLA, 66 (1961), 244-50.

"Leo Spitzer, "Crai e Poscrai o Proscilla e Posquacchera Again," 1/alica, 21 (1944), 154-69.
"A. Bartlett Ciamatti, " Headlong Horses, Headless Horsemen: An Essay on the Chivalric
Epics of Pulci, Boiardo, and Ariosto," in llalia11 Literature Roots a11d Branches, ed. Ciose
Rimanelli and Kenneth J. Atchity ew Haven: Yale University Press, 1976), pp 265-307.
"Edoardo A, Lebano, "Luigi Pulci and Late Fifteenth-Century Humanism in Florence,"
Re11aissa,ice Quarterly, 27 (1974), 489-98.
"See, for example, the bibliography on Pulci in igro, op. cit., pp. ~9.
"Luigi Pulci, Morgante, ed. Franca Ageno {Milano: Ricciardi, 1955). All future quotations
from the Morgante will be from this edition.
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though incomplete, poem in ottava rima which Pio Rajna brought to
literary world's attention in 1869 in a series of articles in the Propugna
9
' Few scholars, however, took serious note of Rajna's discovery until
1886, when Johannes Htibscher published the Orlando in Volume 60
the romance philology journal Ausgaben und Abhandlungen. 20 Recen
it has been noted that even after 1886 most Italianists were hesitant
treat the Morgante as a rifacimento, or reworking, of an earlier text un
De Robertis's 1958 study "gave the Orlando the central position whi
it clearly deserved in any account of the Morgante. " 21 Upon examining
HUbscher, we 6.nd that he prefaces the Orlando text with a long and
useful introduction in German. He divides his remarks into.four sectiom
and an appendix. The first section, "Die Handschrift," not only contains
an exact description of the manuscript's preservation but also includes a
summary of the manuscript lacunae and problems of pagination; the
second, entitled "Vergleichung des Orlando mit dem Morgante," makes
a comparison of the two works, oftentimes concentrating on the differences in style and narrative; the third, "Verhaltniss des Morgante zum
Orlando," offers compelling textual evidence for the contention that Orlando is the unquestionable model for Pulci's poem; the fourth, "Die
Quellen des Orlando," discusses possible sources of the anonymous text,
including L 'En tree de Spagne, the prose version of Uggieri ii Danese, and
Storie di Rinaldo; the appendix lists images and similes found in the
Orlando which the reader may compare \vith those found in the Morgante. Hilbscher's edition, now almost a hundred years old and often
difficult to obtain, remains the sole printed version of Orlando available
to scholars.
Rajna, who gave the untitled manuscript the name of Orlando in honor
of the poem's chief protagonist, describes the fragmentary and unfortunate condition of the unbound pages in these terms:
II poema . . . ci e conservato da un codice in
foglio pervenuto nel secolo scorso [the eighteenth century] alla Laurenziana dalla biblioteca Palatina .. . . Piuttosto che un vero codice,
e una congerie di fogli slegati e rinchiusi in una
busta; non e quindi a meravigliare che ce ne
manchi ii principio, la 6.ne e alcune parti qua e
la. 22
"Pio Rajna, " La matena del Morgante in un ignolo poema cavalleresco del secolo XV," //

Propugnotore, U (1869), Parle I, 7-35, 220-52, 353-84 .
....Orlando''.· Die Vorloge zu Pulci's "Morgame'; Johannes HObsche r, ed., Ausgoben und
Abho11dlungen ausdem Cebiete der roma 11/sche11 Philologie, 60 (1886). All of my quotations
from the Orlando will be from this edition.
"Mark Davie, " Pulci's Margutte Episode Re-Examined," /tolia11 Studies, 33 (1978), 29.
" Rajna, p. 8.
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Since we shall limit our observations on Pulci's treatment of the Orlando
primarily to the first can tare of the Morgante and the corresponding first
two cantos of the anonymous poem, Rajna's description points to an immediate problem: the first page or two of the manuscript are missing. The first
stanza of the Orlando that we have corresponds to octaves 16 to 19 of the
opening cantare of Pu1ci's work. How closely Pulci's first fifteen stanzas
follow the anonimo's composition is not known. We can, however, make
certain suppositions based on parallel structures and contents of the subsequent cantos; this is a method, for instance, employed by De Robertis. In
both works religious invocations begin every canto. Often Pulci's prayers
are simply remakes, rifacimenti, of those in the Orlando. Let us compare
two such invocations, the 6.rst from the Orlando (VII. l) and the second
from the Morgante (IV. 1):
Gloria in excelsis Dio uerace,
Padre e figliuolo e spirito sancto,
In terra manda agli uomini la pace
E buona uolonta in ogni canto.
Laudamus te, Idio, Jo far ci piace.
Benedicimus te con umil pianto;
Glorificamus te, signor mio degnio,
oi t'adoriamo con tutto il nostro ingegnio.

Gloria in excelsis Deo e in terra pace
Padre e Figliuolo ed Ispirito santo;
benedicimus te, Signor verace,
laudamus te, Signor, con umil canto,
poi che per tua benignita ti piace
l'abate nostro qui consolar tanto,
e le rnie rime accompagnar per tutto,
tanto che il fior produce al6.n buon frutto.
We easily note that Pulci repeats all but one of the anonymous poet's Latin
liturgical phrases, omitting only Glori.ficamus te to avoid needless repetition of the Gloria concept already found in the first verse and to allow for
his self-referential identification as poet in the concluding couplet. Pu1ci
also uses the same rhyme words, with the exceptions of "tanto" for
"pianto" and for the change of rhyme in the rima baciata, which expresses
a different thought. He modernizes, of course, "sancto" into "santo" and
inverts the order of "verace" and "pace" to emphasize peace by having
it at the end of the 6.rst verse.
Since every extant canto of the Orlando begins with a traditional cantastorie invocation, almost certainly the first canto likewise opened with
such a plea for aid. Nevertheless the supplication undoubtedly differed
from the octave which begins the Morgante in tone, if not in content. For
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the anonymous poet never treats religious matters in so humorous a fashion as Pulci does, for instance, in the first quatrain of his poem. Although
Wilkins claims that in all the religious invocations "Pulci's humor is silent,"23 it is not difficult to find underlying humor in Pulci's opening
paraphrase of the initium sancti Evangelis secundum joannem when he
ironically inserts the formulaic "al parer mio" rather than assigning credit
to St. John (italics mine):
In principio era il Verbo appresso a Dio,
ed era Iddio il Verbo e 'l Verbo Lui:
questo era nel principio, al porer mio,
e nulla si puo far sanza Costui.
Pero, giusto Signor, benigno e pio,
mandarni solo un degli angel tui,
che m'accompagni e rechimi a memoria
una famosa, antica e degna istoria.
We should also note that Pulci, in the above stanza, transforms the standard epic invocation to the muse into a call for any one of God's angels
("un degli angel "), a change typical of the contari popolareschi. Similarly,
a classical allusion to Philomena in stanza three of the Morgante's first
canto is probably not in the missing page(s) of the Orlando. As Einstein
comments, "there are practically no traces in the Orlando" of PuJci's
"frequent mythological allusions." 24 The anonymous cantastorie probably
would not have had classical training; what classical allusions he knew he
gleaned from the romances and chansons with which he was personally
familiar.
The first stanza of the Orlando which we have corresponds, as noted
earlier, to stanzas 16 to 19 of the Morgante's first canto. The anonimo
commences to speak of the "grand'onta" which has covered the paladin
Orlando. Since we know from the preceding octaves of the Morgante that
the disgrace results from Carlo's believing the traitor Gano's poisonous
words about Orlando, much of the missing part of Pulci's source undoubtedly deals with the story of Gano and his jealousy of Orlando. But Pulci's
amplijicotio of the Orando's first stanza into four stanzas in his own poem
does not follow his characteristic procedure. Usually he models his stanzas
one-for-one on his Jonte, except where he adds episodes. The octaves of
the first two cantos of the Orlando form the basis for the initial canto of
the Morgante in the manner detailed on the chart found in the appendix.
As can be seen, in most cases octaves in the two opere match each other
in a one-to-one relationship. Only occasionally does Pulci enlarge a source
stanza into two or more stanzas, such as when Ori. I. l becomes Morg. I.
.,Ernest Hatch Wilkins, A History oflta/ia11 Literature, rev. ed. (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1974), 159.
"Einstein, pp. 28--29.
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16---19; Ori. I. 2 becomes Morg. I. 19-20; Ori. I. 6 becomes Morg. I. 25-26;
Ori. I. 8 becomes Morg. I. 27-28; Ori. II. 11 becomes Morg. I. 49-53; and
Ori. II. 12 becomes Morg. I. 53-54. In these cases Pulci makes greater use
of longer and livelier dialogues than does the anonymous poet. The first
two stanzas of the second canto of the Orlando do not have a counterpart
in Pulci because they constitute an invocation and would break the story
line of Pulci's one continuous can tare. With other stanzas in the Orlando
Pulci condenses their essential message into a few lines in another stanza.
For example, stanzas 3 and 4 of the anonimo's first canto recount a dialogue between Orlando outside the walls of the monastery and the monks
on the inside; this essential information Pulci sums up in the second half
of stanza 21 of his first cantare.
But we must ask in what ways the author of the Morgante modifies his
octaves which do parallel on a one-to-one basis those of the Orlando. Does
he merely imitate in a rote fashion their rhyme and content? Or how is
his poem a significant improvement over his source material? These are
crucial questions which we must now consider.
First of all, Pulci does not hesitate, as we have seen, to employ the
rhymes invented by the earlier author. If a stanza in one work corresponds
in subject matter with one in the other work, they almost always share
some of the same rhyme endings, if not identical rhyme words. Here are
examples of rhyme words from two consecutive stanzas in each of the
works:
Ori. II. 22
saetta
ferito
ueretta
lito
frecta
inuelinito
uarcho
archo

Morg. I. 63
saetta
incartava
verretta
gambettava
vendetta
andava
varco
arco

Ori. II. 23
adosso
polcone
d'osso
rouerscione
percosso
uallone
gentile
barile

Morg. I. 64
adosso
punzone
l'osso
pone
percosso
vallone
collo
crollo

These examples reveal closely related rhyme schemes. In fact, identical
words are parrotted for half of the rhymes. Clearly Pulci was interested
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in taking great advantage of existing rhymes, but he had the flexibility to

drop archaic rhymes and the creativity to invent new ones readily.
A more significant modification of the Orlando in the Morgante is the
reduction of the number of epithets and formulas used as "fillers" in the
hendecasyllabic verses. lo the anonimo's poem we find obvious traces of
the oral cantastarie tradition in the riempitivi, the set phrases of five or
six syllables or the banal adjectives almost void of meaning used to complete the eleven-syllable lines. Examples of riempitivi from the first two
cantos include, but are not limited to, such phrases as "la vergine pia," "(el)
coote Orlando," "crudo e rio," "duro e fero," "(o) baron pio," "o buon
guerieri," "virtuosa e bella," "onesti e uirtudiosi," and "uolentieri." Pulci
for the most part avoids these empty formulas, and much-improved verse
results. Two examples to illustrate this change follow. Orlando II. 16
reads: "El conte Orlando ueggendo l'aspecto / Diceua: saocto abate, datti
pace. " Pulci drops "El conte" and the archaic-sounding "sancto" and
writes much more succinctly (Morg. I. 56): "Orlando, che turbato cosl ii
vede, I gli disse presto:-Abate, datti pace." lo Ori. II. 4 we read: "Ma
dimmi chi tu se', o buon guerieri, / E settu adori ii figliuolo di Maria." In
Pulci's version "o buoo guerieri" and " ii figliuolo di Maria" are omitted
(Morg. I. 42): "Di grazia, ii nome tuo vorrei sapere; / se se' cristiano, deh,
dillo in cortesia." In both the above cases the lines from the Morgante say
more in the same space and convey their meaning more smoothly than
do the parallel verses in the Orlando. This results in great part from the
omission of empty formulas or riempitivi.
However, reminiscences of the oral tradition by no means disappear
completely from Pulci's work. The widespread use of conjunctions, so
characteristic of the canterini, is found in both the Orlando and the
Morgante. In the fifth stanza of the first canto of the Orlando four lines
begin with the conjunction "E" or "Ed"; likewise in the corresponding
stanza in the Morgante there are still two verses beginning with "e." A
better example of this use of the connective in the Morgante is found in
the fifty-fourth octave of the first cantare (italics added):
accio ch'ognun sia piu sicuro e certo
come e' son morti, e non abbin paura
andar soletti per questo deserto;
e perche vegga la roia mente pura
a quel Signor che m 'ha ii suo regno aperto,
e tratto fuor di tenebre si oscura.E poi taglio le mani a' due fratelli,
e lasciagli alle fiere ed agli uccelli.
Stanzas 68 and 75 of Morgante l are also good examples of the cantastorie-inHuenced style of writing which employs much polysyndeton, or a
plethora of coordinating conjunctions.
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As aspect which oftentimes distinguishes the Morgante from the Orlando is the detail of plot with Pulci uses to enliven his narrative. Pulci's
opus is not entirely a reworking, octave by octave, of the earlier work; new
sections have been added. In the opening of cantari new stanzas relating
to Morgante indicate, for instance, the new focus that Pulci is taking in
moving the giant from the periphery of the action to stage center. Likewise the stanza quoted earlier which alludes to the Cantor d'Orlando
draws attention to the fact that the Margutte episode is not found in the
anonymous poem. In addition, the character development is also more
polished in Pulci than in the anonimo, as empty epithets no longer create
easy stereotypes. As a result of added details and fuller character development in the Morgante, it is more noteworthy and much more readable
than the Orlando.
Yet another important distinction is the presence of humor in Pulcisomething which is generally lacking in the earlier work. For instance, the
anonimo paints the initial encounter of Orlando and Morgante in rather
dull colors (Ori. I. 28):

Alla finestra ii gigante n'andaua
E uidde Orlando, quel baron perfecto,
E a Jui dice: che uai tu cercando?
ote the repetition of "E" and the formula "quel baron perfecto." But in
Pulci's description Orlando marches boldly up to the giant's door and
knocks loudly on it, and the poet invents a quick dialogue to follow this
action (stanza 40):
-Chi bussa qua?-pur sempre borbottando.
-Tu 'l saprai tosto-gli rispose Orlando.
In two lines of verse--one rhymed couplet-Pulci conveys a lasting image
to the reader of Orlando impatiently waiting at the timorous giant's door,
and the poet accomplishes this in half the lines it took the Orlando to do.
Such points as Pulci's quickness of dialogue and adept use of humor soon
override or make up for his close following of the Orlando's rhyme endings and rhyme words. Even if the anonymous work were complete, it still
would not have the fullness of character development that Pulci's poem
has. The Orlando's chief protagonist-"el buon conte"--dominates almost every octave and leaves very little room for the rounding out of other
dramatis personae. The anonymous poem nevertheless constitutes a fascinating document for the comparatist who approaches it in the desire to
appreciate most fully Pulci's modus operandi.
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Distortion as a Means of Reassessment:
Marguerite De Navarre's Heptameron
and the "Querelle Des Femmes"
by
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The crisis of sexual assault, with its many psychological implications,
occupies a significant place in the narrative of Marguerite de Navarre's
Heptameron, composed in the first half of the sixteenth century at the
height of the "Querelle des Femmes." If the storytellers conclude that
parjaite amitie is with few exceptions inaccessible, it is in the scenes of
sexual aggression that one witnesses the ascendancy of human passion
over the formalized code of courtly love. 1
V.-L. Saulnier has called the Heptameron a hybrid work in which the
artist vacillates between "peinture gauloise" and "commentaires eleves." 2
If Marguerite is tempted by the aesthetic pleasure of the "anecdote piquante," she also feels obliged to provide a moral correction in the commentary following the racy narrative.
Saulnier's interpretation is based on the assumption that the commentaries are uniformly unambiguous. We find, however, that the presence of
divergent viewpoints in the commentary insures conflict and ambiguity.
Furthermore, Saulnier overlooks the power of narrative strategy in forcing the reader to reconstruct the moral without overt intervention by the
narrator. It is the purpose of this study to show how Marguerite provides
a rethinking of Renaissance values through the distortion of the context
in which the values are presented.
If Saulnier disregards the persuasive power of narrative, he very aptly
coins the term inquietisme to describe Marguerite's anxious view of human relationships. Interpreting Saulnier's remarks, Marcel Tete! states,
"It could be said that the pessimistic restlessness stems from the strong
'K. Kasprzyk, " L"Amour dans "Hemptambon. De l'ideal a la realite," in Melanges offer/es
ti Raymond Lebegue (Paris: Nizet, 1969), pp. 51-57. All references to the Heptameron will
be made to the edition prepared by Michel Fran~is (Paris: Garnier Freres, 1967).
'Marguerite de Navarre, Thedtre profane, ed. V.-L. Saulnier (Geneve: Droz, 1966), p. XVIXVH.
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evangelical tendencies, especially as it brings her to the Pauline view d
human weakness. " 3
A closer look at the tales of sexual assault reveals that it is not so mu
human weakness that Marguerite is highlighting, but specifically the
weakness of the male sex-man's failure to follow what Maurice Rat refert
to as "le code de la route de !'Amour," formalized behavior in courtship.•
Marguerite sets out to correct the negative image of woman portrayed as
ill-tempered, deceptive, and abusive in such works of the previous centuf')
as Les Quinze Joies de Mariage and Les Cent Nouvelles Nouvelles. She
counters Rabelais' portrait of woman as changeable, fickle, inconstant, and
imperfect with a series of episodes in which women prove to be strong,
steadfast,and true to their ideals.• While Bertrand de la Borderie depic
his Amye de Court of 1542 as a greedy opportunist, Marguerite recounts
two tales (10, 21) in which ambitious suitors use their charm to beguile
women of higher social or financial standing.
Departing from the literary convention of panegyric and declamation
used by her male counterparts in the "Querelle des Femmes," Marguerite
initiates an oblique attack through a deliberate distortion of the context
of courtly love in the scenes of sexual assault. According to Wolfgang Iser,
the "coherent deformation" of the social norms and historical thought
processess-what he terms the repertoire of the literary text-is a fundamental condition for communication between text and reader.8 If the
norms presented in the text were an exact replica of the dominant values
of the society from which they were selected, there would be little to
engage the reader. The author has to uproot and recode the norms within
the framework of the literary text. The process of recoding tends to illuminate those values selected and to negate those values passed over. As a
consequence of the recoding, the literary text "questions the signals of
external reality in such a way that the reader himself is to find the motives
underlying the questions, and in doing so, he participates" (Iser, p. 74).
Marguerite deliberately forces her readers to reexamine the institution
of courtly love by the consistent deformation of its context in the scenes
of sexual assault. Parfaite amitie, the value selected from Renaissance
ideology, is represented only as a static ideal defined by Parlamente in the
commentary following one of the tales (19): "J'appelle Parfaictz amans .. .
ceulx qui cherchent, en ce qu'ilz aiment, quelque perfection, soit beaulte,
bonte ou bonne grace; tousjours tenans a la vertu, et qui ont le cueur si
hault et si honneste, qu'ilz ne veullent, pour mourir, mectre leur fin aux
'Marcel Tete!, Marguerite de Naoorre's Heptameran: Themes, Language, and Structure
(Durham, North Carolina: Duke University Press, 1973), p. 10.
•Maurice Rat, "L'Amour courtois et l'Heptam~ron de la reine de Navarre," Revue des deux
mondes, 15 septembre (1966), p. 228.
'Fran~is Rabelais, Le Tiers Livre, ed. M.S. Screech (Geneve: Droz, 1964), p. 227.
' Wolfgang Iser, The Act of Reading: A Thoory of Aesthetic Response (Baltimore: John Hopkins Press, I 978), p. 69.
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choses basses que l'honneur et la conscience repreuvent" (L 'Heptameron,
p. 151). By contrast, the violation of the ideal-sexual assault-assumes a
prominent position in the dramatic narration of the tales. As a result, the
ideal is negated at the action level of the text.
The tales depicting sexual aggression belong to two categories. The first
group involves men driven by an irrational sexual desire to attack women
who have no inclination toward them. In this group involving a muleteer's
wife and her valet, a prior and a nun, and a Franciscan who deceives a
young mother, the concept of parfaite amitie never comes into play, since
the male aggressors are excluded by birth and vocation from the conventions of court. Into the second category we place those tales in which
sexual assault puts an abrupt end to honnete amour. Here the noble
woman has been responsible for restraining both her own sexual inclination and that of her suitor, who eventually tires of serving without physical
gratification. In his assault, the noble suitor is virtually indistinguishable
from the lowborn assailant.
Marguerite de Navarre differs from many authors of popular tales in
that she fully develops the physical and emotional portraits of her characters. Such attention paid to personality traits and notations of atmosphere
-indices in Roland Barthes' terminology-is more typical of psychological novels. Folktales dwell more commonly on functions-complementary or consequential acts.' In the tales of sexual assault, Marguerite
accents the indicial units of the narrative in order to focus on the psychological effects of rape. The indices are not to be confused with bits of
information whose meaning is explicit. Indices demand decoding by the
reader, and it is through the process of deciphering their implications that
the reader gets caught up in the atmosphere of fear, tension, and disillusionment so characteristic of the tales of sexual aggression (Barthes, p. 23).
Tension is a pivotal element in the act of sexual assault. Nowhere are
we more conscious of this tension than in the scenes in which a woman
is attacked by a man with whom she has had no previous involvement. The
apersonal narrator, remote and omniscient, protracts the opposition of the
victim and the assailant by constantly shifting the focus in a sequence of
contrasting portraits.8 The physical and moral attributes of the woman
have as their correlates corresponding vices in the man.
Recounting the tale of the muleteer's wife and the valet (Tale 2), Dame
Oisille, whose own piety is exemplary, sets the virtue of the muletiere ("si
vraie femme de bien') against the vulgar nature of the valet, "qui . .. se
montra plus bestial que Jes bestes avecq lesquelles il avoit este long temps"
(p. 19). The narrator gradually inflates the image of the woman, who
' Roland Barthes, "Introduction :I !'analyse structurale des recits," in Poelique du rkit (Paris:
Editions su Seuil, 1977), pp. 19-20.
' Barthes makes t.h e distinction between personal narration and apersonal (impersonal) narration. The personal narrator appears to be present in the text and seeing through the eyes
of the protagonists, p . 40
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progresses from "pauvre femme" at the outset of the attack, to "ung bon
gendarme" who fights all the harder at seeing her own blood shed, and
finally to the "martire de chastete" that she becomes at her burial. There
is a corresponding deHation of the male portrait formed by a series of
negative indices. His mental state is repeatedly described as desperate.
His lust, "sa meschante concupiscence," only adds to his mental instability,
and frenzy has replaced reason in him: "Mais il estoit si embrasse de
fureur, qu'il n'y avoit en luy lieu pour recepvoir nul bon couste" (p. 20).
The narrator underscores the atmosphere of terror and violence with
repeated reference to the valet's frantic gestures: "si grand coup d'espee
par Jes reings," "luy redonna encour plusieurs coups," "vingt cing plaies
mortelles."
ot all the tales of sexual aggression are set in an atmosphere of peril
and violence. Where the rape hinges on deception rather than on superior
strength, the narration affords greater opportunity for comic interaction.
Such is the case in the twenty-third tale, recounted again by Dame Oisille,
in which the family priest sleeps with the wife of his parishioner shortly
after she has given birth to a child. Marguerite uses the devisant to develop her criticism of priests who take advantage of their role as confessor.
In this instance, the husband makes the mistake of asking the priest when
he may resume sexual relations with his wife. The priest gradually tempers
his earlier interdiction. He gives the man permission to visit his wife after
two o'clock in the morning, and thus provides himself with a strategy for
gaining access to the woman's bedchamber.
Once again,the indicial level of the narrative is essential in creating the
atmosphere in which the tale unfolds. Criticism of the Franciscan order
is an explicit goal expressed in the subtitle: "La trop grande reverence
qu'un gentil homme de Perigord portoit a l'ordre de sainct Fran~oys ... "
Even the choice of the Latin form /rater, applied to the monk at the very
moment he begins to contemplate forbidden pleasures, provides a comic
note:
Le beau pere, durant ces propos, apres avoir
plus beu gu'il n'estoit besoing, regardant la
damoiselle, pensa bien en luy-mesmes que, s'il
en estoit le marry, ii ne demanderoit poinct
conseil au beau pere de coucher avecq sa
femme. Et, ainsy que le feu peu a peu s'allume
tellement qu'il vient a embraser toute la maison, or, pour ce, le /rater commencea de
brusler par telle concupiscence, que soubdainement delibera de venir a 6n du desir, que, plus
de trois ans durant, avoit porte couvert en son
cueur.
(pp. 187-88)
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Unlike the portrait of the valet which simply establishes the crude,
unrefined nature of the assailant, the portrait cited above demystifies the
friar. Wine and pretty women affect him as strongly as they do his lay
brothers. The indices stress more his human qualities than his status as a
depraved, debauched impostor.
The narration is atypical of the accounts of sexual aggression for two
reasons. Peril is noticeably absent from the bedroom scene, and the narrator omits all description of the sexual liaison. The dominant tone up to the
departure of the monk is comic. The utter preposterousness of the situation, in which a woman fails to distinguish her husband's body from that
of a stranger, introduces a comic element that lingers until the abrupt shift
in tone at the moment of recognition. The humor is enhanced by the use
of direct discourse as the woman addresses her bedfellow. She speaks in
a teasing, half-reproachful tone, but is answered only by the fearful silence
of the priest.
The ellipsis or fade out technique can be explained not only by the fact
that the woman gives herself willingly in the belief that the bedfellow is
her husband, but by the fact that the author and narrator choose to focus
on the moment of recognition as well as on the possible consequences of
rape.• In order to amplify the tone of despair, the narrator draws us into
the woman's thought process, recreat"d by the voice of the omniscient
narrator.
The didactic intention of the narrator, her need to attack the Franciscans for placing too much faith in good works and for failing to teach the
redeeming quality of God's mercy, necessitates the apersonal narrative
technique. The subordination of functions to indices as a dominant characeristic of this tale can best be seen at the critical point of the recit-the
suicide of the young mother: "Allors, vaincue de la douleur, poulsee de
desespoir, hors de la congnoissance de Dieu et de soy-mesmes, comme
femme enragee et furieuse, print une corde de son lict et de ses propres
mains s'estrangla" (p. 191). The accumulation of past participles stressing
woman's despair and alienation intensifies the moment of suicide.
The reader's ability to recall thematic and structural similarities in the
e concerning the muleteer's wife, cited above, will shed light on the
'IIOUilg mothers's fate. The two women are both victims of sexual aggresand both die as a consequence. Paradoxically, one is venerated as a
result of her courage and faith, while the other risks eternal damnation by
· g her own life. The contrast might lead the modern reader to fault
young mother for her lack of courage in facing the situation. The
ator intervenes, however, to force a different interpretation. The distion to be made is not between courage and lack of courage, but rather
een proper instruction, with emphasis on God's grace, and faulty
tion, with excessive emphasis on good works (p. 190).
cites distortion, expansion, and its opposite, contraction (ellipsis) as governing forces
-.mation, pp. 4&-48.
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The young mother's spiritual isolation lies in obvious contrast to the
direct and personal relationship which exists between Sister Marie Heroet
and God in the twenty-second tale. o doubt the didactic nature of Dame
Oisille accounts for the overemphasis of the perspective of the narrator in
the tale about the young wife's suicide. Oisille's main goal seems to be the
reform of Franciscan instruction. When Geburon narrates the story of
Sistem Marie Heroet, he develops all of the narrative perspectives; we
view the action from the point of view of the narrator, characters, plot,
and reader (Iser, p. 35).
The structure of the narrative at all levels reHects the conflict inherent
in sexual assault. The former asceticism of the priest contrasts his new
hedonism: "d'un moyne bien meigre, ii en feyt ung bien gras . . . de
pasteur ii devint loup" (p. 76). Direct discourse invites open opposition
between the assailant and the unwilling victim and gives the protagonists
the opportunity to present themselves while the narrator remains in the
background. Sister Marie's strong and direct manner of confronting the
priest makes his advances seem all the more ludicrous and hypocritical.
An inventory of the specific indices brings to light a deliberate imbalance on the indicial level of the text. The portrait which the reader constitutes of the Benedictine priest is derived largely from negative qualities
attributed to him: loup/regnard/ypocrite/pauvre homme. In contrast,
Marie's strength and virtue show up more often in her actions than in
static portraits. Only the priest reduces her to an object to be admired. He
notes her "bouche si rouge et si plaisante" (p. 177), and finally, after failing
to break her courage, confesses that she is indeed "une perle d'honneur
et de virginite" (p. 185). Geburon has chosen to portray Sister Marie by
what she does, as an octant in Greirnas's terminology.10 She confronts her
adversary, she acts, and she holds her ground. She dares to bypass corrupt
temporal authority to appeal directly to God. Even the final sentence of
the tale shows her actively reforming the abbey and praising the Holy
Spirit (p. 185). The priest, who has built his reputation on "being seen"
withdraws to a monastery "oii ii ne voulut plus estre veu de personne."
In the characterization of the woman as self, representing intemality,
activity, and consciousness, and the male as other, or extemality, passivity,
and physicality, Marguerite de avarree shows what Dorin Schumacher
has defined as a feminist orientation.11
Iser has demonstrated that the creation of tension in the narrative
structure secures "uptake" or the involvement of the reader. The tension
is generally producted by the violation of expected norms (Iser, p. 89). If
the rape scene is to be a reHection of real life, the reader will expect the
0
' Barth cites distortion, expansion, and its opposite, contraction (ellipsis} as governing forces
in llJIJTation, pp. 46-48.
" Dorin Schumacher, "Subjectivities: A Theory of Critical Process," in Feminist Literary
Critfcism: Erp/oration in Thecry, ed. Josephine Donovan (Lexington, Kentucky: University
of Kentucky Press, 1975), pp. 32-33.
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assault to take place in an atmosphere of terror and violence, already
recreated in the second tale involving the muletiere. While Sister Marie
faces moments of extreme peril: physical violence, threat of excommunication, and imprisonment, comic elements abound in the interchange
between nun and priest. When the priest orders Marie to look at his face,
she first refuses but then obeys: "elle le trouva si laid, gu'elle pensa faire
plus de penitence que de peche a le regarder" (p. 178). The source of
humor is not her situation, one of extreme risk, but the perspective of the
narrator, who has overemphasized the ugly, obese bearing of the priest.
Further on, when the priest admonishes Marie for being conscious of her
breasts, she responds with such spunk and wit that we experience more
the humor of the situation than the peril: "Je scay que j'en ay, et certainement, vous ny autre n'y toucherez poinct" (p. 178). Resolved to explain the
presence of antithetical elements-<ianger and humor-the reader concludes that Geburon uses humor to highlight Sister Marie's courage in
confronting the lecherous priest. When asked by the priest for proof of her
\'irginity, she replies, "Yous m'avez tant tenu de propos de folle amour que
\.'OUS me portez quej'estime plutost que vous me voulez oster ma virginite,
que de la visiter" (p. 182). The comic implications of Marie's speech show
ber presence of mind in the face of danger, while lust, frustration, and
&ilure reduce her adversary to irrationality: "comme ung homme furieux
et non seulement hors de conscience, mais de raison naturelle" (p. 179).
The portrayal of the irrational, anirnalistic aspect of man's passion,
contrasted with female courage and strength of character, appears to be
object of the tales dealing with sexual attack by an indifferent assailant.
hrguerite suggests her own disillusionment with perfect love as an ideal,
wever, in the episodes recounting the gradual degeneration of honnete
ll'IOur. Her disillusionment sterns from man's general inability to live up
the code of parfaite amitie, which recognizes physical or spiritual
ection as its object and virtue and honor as its guiding force. One of
principal differences between the episodes dealing with an indifferent
· ant and those involving amis lies in the intense disappointment expeced by the woman as she sees her suitor subordinate consideration for
well-being to the urge of sexual desire.
The reader shares the woman's deception as a result of the embellished
ai ts of the man placed at the start of the tales. Following the tradition
the courtly romances, the narrator creates a parallel between the moral
physical attributes of the man and the woman.12 In the fourth tale, the
ty and grace of the gentleman match the comeliness and fair com·on of the Princess of Flanders, identified by Brantome as Marguerite
• •a arre (pp. 28-29). While Floride is of a slightly higher social standing
e with the " Lallstic" and "Les Deux Amanz" of Marie de France, in which each
attribute has as its correlate a corresponding virtue in the woman, Lais, ed. Alfred
(Oxford, 1947).
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than Amadour in the tenth tale, both are exceptional in their youthful
beauty and grace. Thus the indices enumerated at the start of the narrative suggest parity rather than disparity. The reader begins to make certain projections based on the very positive personality indices attributed
to the two characters, but the reader's expectations of the male character
are later disproved at the functional level of the plot. 13 Tension resulting
from false expectations forces a reevaluation of the man's character.
Our expectations are met in the tales involving an indifferent assailant.
From the start, the narrators indicate the cunning, lustful nature of the
male aggressor. o modification of our first impression is demanded. The
image-building is consistently reinforced by negative epithets and misdeeds. When it is a question of honnete amour, however, the ami appears
eminently worthy of his lady's respect. A closer reading does bring to light
the faintest suggestion of qualification on the part of the narrator. The
Princess of Flanders notes the excessive boldness ("grande audace') in the
gentleman's proposal of hom1ete amour (p. 28). Later we learn to suspectthat vanity motivates his behavior rather than the perfection of the princess. In the only comic note of the tale, he stands before a mirror in his
shirt and night cap admiring his appearance: "luy sembla bien, en soy
mirant, qu'il n'y avoit dame en ce monde qui sceut refuser sa beaulte et
bonne grace" (p. 83). Perfect love, as defined by Parlamente, is said to be
inspired by perfection in another. The gentleman, however, believes that
his own beauty merits the love of a beautiful woman. He seems to be
incapable of the selfless exchange of souls required in parfaite amitie.
The attentive reader senses a similar, implied qualification in the portrait of Amadour (fale 10). To begin with, the narrator Parlamente twice
mentions Amadour's common sense ("le sens si bon"), a quality essential
for strong leadership. Further on, Amadour's many schemes for staying
close by Floride force a reinterpretation of common sense to mean
shrewd, cunning, covert behavior. Marcel Tete) has already noted the
frequency with which the verb deliberer is applied to Amadour. ••
The narrator also qualifies the common sense attribute by saying that
it accompanies "une si grande et naifve beaulte, qu'il n'y avoit oeil qui ne
se tint contant de le regarder" (p. 55). Does Parlamente, whose disillusionment with male inconstancy is expressed repeatedly in the Heptameron,
fault Amadour for his vanity? She also forewarns us of a third quality, his
boldness: "Mais ce qui le faisoit encores plus estimer, c'estoit sa grande
hardiesse" (p. 56). To be sure, courage and daring are fitting virtues for
heroes, yet combined with an overpowering sense of one's own physical
appeal, daring may lead to sexual aggression. Taken individually, the in"See lser's chapter on " Grasping the T ext," pp. 107-34, for a discussion of the reade.r's role
in consistency-building.
14
Marcel T ete!, "Une Reevaluation de la dixieme nouvelle de l'Heptamb'on, "Neuphilologls·
che Mitteilungen, 72 (1971), pp. 563--09.
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dices are praiseworthy, but as a constellation or gestalt, they form a
less-than-perfect portrait of the suitor.
In addition to the very different character traits applied to the two
categories of assailants, the atmosphere in which the sexual attack talces
place is not the same. We have seen that the exaggerated portrayal of the
indifferent assailant enables the narrator to combine humor and danger.
Aside from the comical portrait of the gentleman in front of the mirror,
we find little humor in the confrontation between amis. Such unrelieved
gravity intensifies the despair of the women who see their own welfare
and reputation threatened by the violent emotions of their companions.
At the moment of crisis, differences between the "gentlemen" and the
indifferent lower-class assailants disappear. In spite of their earlier avowed
love for the ladies, the men use force and violence to achieve their end.
The gentleman nearly suffocates the Princess of Flanders with the bedspread. In bis attempt to rape Floride, Amadour pursues her "avecq toute
la force qu'il luy ffut possible" (p. 72). Floride's attempt to disfigure her
face with the stone from the chapel floor only heightens his desire for
vengence. 15 In his threat to possess her in spite of her deformity, Amadour
reveals that hatred and spite rather than love move him to act. Floride
recognizes the extent of his desire for vengence in the drastic transformation of his physical appearance: "Et, quant Floride veit son visaige et ses
oeilz tant alterez, que le plus beau tainct du monde estoit rouge comme
feu, et le plus doulx et plaisant regard si orrible et furieux, qu'il sembloit
que ung feu tres ardant estincellast dans son cueur et son visaige ... " (p.
78). She searches in vain for signs of the old love, but sees only his desire
to talce her by. force.
Floride and the Princess of Flanders find themselves in an equally
perilous situation as that of the other female victims, but with one additional disadvantage-astonished disbelief. In the passage above, Floride
6ghts her unwillingness to believe that this frightening face belongs to the
man who had spoken to her of building a lasting friendship on a firm
foundation ("ung seur et ferme fondement," p. 64). The emotional impact
of betrayal weakens the power of the woman to defend herself.
For Floride, Amadour's failure to obey the code of parfaite amitie only
" I see no textual evidence to support M.J. Baker"s statement that Floride deliberately falls,
leaving the chapel because she regrets her gesture. She wishes to cover up her motive for
disfiguring her face, but she shows no signs of regret, "Didacticism and the Heplomeron: The
Mis-Interpretation of the Tenth Tale as an Exemplum," French Review, XLV, Special Issue,
no. 3 (1974), 84-90. Recent criticism has attacked Lebegue·s interpretation of the tale as an
exemplum praising the courage and unffagging virtue of Floride and denouncing the bestiality of Amadour, "La Femme qui mutile son visage," in Ccmples-nmdus des sknces de
lirnnk 1959, avril-septembre (Paris: Academie des Inscriptions et BeUes-Lettres), pp. 17684. Along with Baker, Donald Stone,·· arrative Technique in L'Heplameron," Studi fra11 cesi II (1967), 473-76, and Marcel Tetel, "Une Reevaluation," have attempted to
demonstrate a degree of complicity on the part of Floride and a certain ambiguity in
Marguerite's attitude toward the pair.
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persuades her that the ideal lies beyond man's grasp. Amadour represents
human perfection for her, and with his fall, she exchanges the ideal of
parfaite amitie for the love of Christ (p. 81). Donald Stone, Marcel Tete!,
and M. J. Baker agree that Floride's entrance into monastic life is motivated more by disillusionment with the ideal than by religious fervor. Of
the women depicted in the Heptameron, Floride is not alone in seeking
refuge in monastic life once interpersonal relationships have proven faithless.
We see then that by forcing a confrontation between the code of parfaite amitie and sexual desire in its most desperate manifestation, Marguerite sets the ideal in question and forces a reassessment of the code.
Within the narrow context of the five tales involving sexual assault, the
blame lies with the man. In fact, later in the thirty-fifth tale, Parlamente
states that in matters oflove, she has yet to find a trustworthy man (p. 260).
Even the most admirable man is sometimes driven by a combination of
human vanity and rashness to sacrifice the code and the woman's welfare
for immediate physical gratification.
By highlighting the disturbing psychological consequences of rape for
both the assailant and the victim, Marguerite does not aim at discrediting
the entire male sex. She is more moderate than her male counterparts in
the "Querelle des Femmes" who interpret inconstancy as a biological
disorder of the female sex. She simply demonstrates that while men may
have come a long way towards refining their baser instinct, there is still
room for improvement.

The Historical Evolution
of the Death of King John in Three Renaissance
Plays*
by

Carole Levin
University of Iowa

Although King John died of dysentery in 1216, three Renaissance
dramas, John Bale's King Johan, The Troublesome Reign of King John,
and Shakespeare's King John, reflect the influence of late medieval legends that John was dramatically poisoned. Bale and the anonymous author
of The Troublesome Reign emphasize the horror of the king's death,
dwelling upon his role as a religious leader; Shakespeare, however, separates John from the kingship, focusing our attention upon a frightened
man. This separation echoes the medieval political theory that the kingship is composed of two bodies.' By deliberately stripping away the Christian images that surround John's death in the earlier plays, Shakespeare
establishes a contrast between John the man (the body natural) and the
ideal of kingship (the body politic), the patriotic ideal enunciated by Faulconbridge. Examination of the medieval chronicles and the two early
plays demonstrates that Shakespeare, although concerned about the responsibilities of the ruler, removes kingship from a religious context, turning King John into a more political statement.
I
King John's reign (1199-1216) was known most notably for its problems.
These included the mysterious death of his nephew Arthur, a threatened
French invasion, a civil war with the barons, and a papal interdict. John
himself was excommunicated, and in making his peace with Pope Innocent III he turned England into a papal fief.
'I would like to thank the ational Endowment for the Humanities whose grant to attend
the summer seminar "Shakespeare and Human Experience'" (1979) made writing this essay
possible. Prof. Arthur Kirsch, who directed the seminar, was helpful and e ncouraging in
every way. I would also like to thank the other participants of the seminar, especially Profs.
Anne Hargrove, Howard Adams, Joan Gilliland, and Elizabeth Otten, who read the manu•
script at various stages. Prof. Katherine Voss Frank was also most helpful.
' Ernst H. Kantorowicz, The King's Two Bodies: A Study in Mediaeval Political Theology
(Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1957).
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One of the earliest chronicles to embroider on John's death was written
in verse around 1320. John is said to have gone before his parliament (in
itself anachronistic) and vowed "that he would make such a fight / As to
feed all England ... with a goodwife's loaf'-meaning, probably, that he
intended to throw all the kingdom's resources into waging war, no matter
what privations this might mean for the populace. Such callousness is in
harmony with the chronicle's portrait of John as cruel. A monk hears about
John's vow before parliament, and it horrifies him:
The king hath made a luckless oath
That he shall with a white loaf
Feed all England, and with a shoulder.
Surely it were a wicked fight;
Better far we both should die.
Resolving to poison John for the good of England, even at the cost of his
own life, the monk doctors some plums and contrives to share them with
the king. The poison kills them both. The chronicier heartily approves. Of
John he says, "In hell I hope he has his reward." 2
This account of John's death demonstrates a certain progression from
Roger ofWendover's earlier and more accurate one. Wendover said of the
dying John that "his sickness was increased by his gluttony, for that night
he surfeited himself with peaches and new cider, which greately increased
and aggravated the fever in him. " 3 A century later, these unhealthy
peaches had become poisoned plums. The moral cause-and-effect in Wendover, which traced John's death to the sin of gluttony, was heightened
by the fourteenth century chronicler to show an appropriate reprisal
overtaking tyrannous misrule. John was so demonic in his villainy, only
murder could be a proper end for him.•
In mid-fourteenth century France the poisoning story underwent even
further refinement, in a revision of the Brut chronicle in French prose,
which was translated into English before 1400. In this version, John came
to Swyneshede, and as he sat down to his meat, he asked a monk how much
the loaf that was set before him on the table cost. The monk replied, "but
a half-penny."" ow," said the king, "Andy may !eve, soche a !of shall be
'A n Anonymous Short English Metrical Ch ronicle, EETS, OS o. 16, ed. Edward Zettl
(London: Oxford niv. Press, 1935), lines 928--1019. All lines are rendered into modem
English.
' Roger of Wendover'., Flowers of History, trans. J. A. Giles (London: Henry G. Bonn, 1959),
II, 378.
'For example, see Richard Grafton, ed., The Chro11icle ofJoh11 Hardyi11g from the begyn•
11yng of Englond (London: R. Craftoni, 1543), folio Cl. Hardyng died about 1465. Robert
Fabyan, The New Chronicles of E11gland and France, in Two Parts, ed. Henry Ellis (London:
Printed for F. C. andJ. Rivington, 1811), p. 322. The first edition of Fabyan was 1515. A Short
English Chronicle in Three Fifteenth Century Chronicles, ed. James Cairdner (Printed for
the Camden Society, 1880; reprinted Johnson Reprint Corp., 1965), p. 19.
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worth XX s. [twenty shillings], or halfe yere be gone." The monk was
appalled to hear that the King intended to force the price of bread to such
a price that would starve his subjects simply to enrich himself.
He added poison to a cup of good ale and brought it before the king,
and kneeling, said, "Sir, wassailel for never dayes of your lyve, drank ye
soche a coppe." To convince John of the worth of the draught, the monk
drank first; John then drank of the cup as well. Both monk and king died,
though the chronicler, again thinking of the moral value of his narrative,
gave the monk a quick death, and John a horrible lingering one.5
This last version is clearly the source for a number of chronicles of
England printed in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries. The
chronicles published in the 1490's have, however, changed one crucial
detail. The monk, instead of poisoning John in good ale, shares with the
king a goblet of poisoned wine.• The story had assumed its basic shape and
this essential form was Eucharistic. The modifications wrought on the
story brought together bread, wine, a table; a betrayal is revealed, a sacrifice made. The action, however, is a reversal of the Gospel. The monk
becomes a kind of saintly Judas, and John a kind of parodic Christ, for
whom the bread is a means for extortion rather than charity. The evolution of the legend is interesting, that three hundred years after John's
death, it is described in a scene reminiscent of a crucial moment in the
gospels. It is possible that John was p~rceived by this time as superhumanly villainous, and so could only be destroyed by supernatural
means.
At the same time that this vision of John as a villain had developed,
however, it was being challenged by Protestants recasting John as a hero
because of his quarrel with Pope Innocent III. When Henry VIII broke
with Rome and established his English church, propagandists, under the
direction of Thomas Cromwell, started looking for historical precedents.
By means of selective omission, by de-emphasizing or ignoring the miseries of John's reign- the death ofJohn's nephew Arthur, the loss of French
territory, the civil war-John could be presented as a precursor of the
Reformation, a prophet of the new faith three centuries ahead of his time,
a pioneer in resisting the tyrannies of Rome.7
The new vision of John was already available to Thomas Cromwell in
' Friedrich W. D. Brie, ed., The Brut, or the Chronicles of England, I, EETS, OS No. 131
(London, 1906), pp. 169-70.
' The Cronycles of the Londe of Eng/ode (Andewarpe: C. de Lee w, 1493), chap. cxlv; Chronicles of Eng/ode (London: Julyan otary, 1515), folio !xii. The Chronicles of England (St.
Alban '.f Chronicles) (London: W. de Worde, 1515), folio lxxxvii. John Rastell's Pastyme of the
People, written in 1530, brieBy mentions the rumor of John's death by poison, ed. T. F.
Dibdin (London: F. C. and J. Rivington and Co., 1811), p. 111 .
'John Elliott's article, "Shakespeare and the Double Image of King John," Shakespeare
Studies, I (1965), 65-84, is extremely useful on this double vision of John. See also, Carole
Levin, ''A Good Prince: King John and Early Tudor Propaganda," The Sixteenth Century
Journal, 11, (1980), 23-32.
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the 1530's from the writings of William Tyndale and Simon Fish, who had
described John as "this good and blessed king of great compassion." In
their hatred of the Pope, both of these early Protestants saw John in a
heroic light." Once John was changed from villain to hero, the legend of
his death, with its crypto-religious tone, could be used to advantage. The
poisoning monk could be made to suggest Judas himself, and John a martyr
in the mould of Christ.•
II
In the 1530's John Bale, a fervent Protestant, convinced Cromwell of
the value of plays as propaganda. Bale had a troupe of 6ve players who
toured England putting on his plays. His most famous play was King
Johan, which he first wrote before 1536, and revised and presented before
the Archbishop of Canterbury at Christmas, 1539. 10
A very early history play, Bale's King Johan also clearly uses the morality structure, as both Irving Rihner and David Bevington have pointed
out. 11 For much of the play, John could be any good king, not merely the
historical John, and other characters, such as Dissimulation and Sedition,
are traditional morality play abstractions. E.M.W. Tillyard comments,
however, that "though John is a kind of English Everyman, the life of the
play is contemporary Protestant propaganda, and allegorical characters
are constantly turning into actual historical ones." 12
If the John of medieval legend was so demonic that murder was the only
fitting death for him, Bale's hero-king deserves nothing but a martyr's
crown. Barry Adams shows that Tyndale was the main inspiration for
'William Tyndale, The Obedie11ce of a Christio11 Ma11 (1528) in Rev. Creenslade, ed., The
Works of Wil/tom Ti11dole (London and Clascow: Blackie and Son, 1838), p. 211 ; Simon Fish,
A Supplication of the Begga rs (1528) in William Huse Dunham, Jr., and Stanley Pargellis,
eds., Ccmploillt 011d Refo rm ill England (New York: Oxford Univ. Prl)SS, 1938), pp. 89-90.
The statement in the text is by Fish.
'The official records make it clear that the people of the 1530's still believed in the poisoning
of John three hundred years earlier. One night in 1538, while drinking with three laymen,
Friar Geoffrey Turner incautiously expressed the view that John had gotten just what he
deserved when he was poisoned with a cup of wine. His drinking companions were outraged
enough to report him to the authorities. Three years earlier, a clerk named John Hale had
publicly prayed that Henry Vlll's "death l beseech Cod may be like the death of the most
wicked John, sometime King of this realm, or rather to be called a great tyrant than a King."
Henry's government interpreted Hale's statement as an open incitement to assassinate the
King, and Hale was executed as a traitor. Letters and Papers Foreign 011d Domestic of the
Reign of Henry VIII arranged and catalogued by James Cairdner (London: H.M.S.O. 1888),
Xlll, 658; Vlll, 609.
10
1n 1548 Bale revised the play again for presentation before Edward VI; in 1561 it went
through yet another revision.
"Irving Ribner, The English History Play in the Age of Shakespeare, rev. ed. (London:
Methuen, 1965), p. 34; David Bevington, Tudor Drama a11d Politics: A Critical Approach to
Topical Meaning (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 1968), p. 99.
"E.M.W. Tillyard, Shakespeare 's History Plays (New York: Macmillan, 1947), p. 111.
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Bale's play;' 3 though by Bale's time there would have been other positive
discussions of John available.••
From the beginning ofBale's play.John embodies all the characteristics
of a great religious leader as well as ruler. We know very early that God
has chosen King John to save England. Widow England tells the King,
"For God wyllyth yow to helpe the pore wydowes cause" (line 129). John
promises to help if her cause be "trew and just" (line 24). We also see John
stand up to Sedition from the beginning. "I saye hold yowr peace and
stand asyde lyke a knave" (line 112). Though John is critical of the church,
it is not because he lacks Christian faith, but rather because the church
John wants is not corrupt but "of faythfull hartes and charytable doynges"
(line 430).
The critical moment in the play occurs when John agrees to turn England over to the legate as a papal fief. While it is easy to make the Pope
a villain for making such a demand, John's heroism at this moment of
submission is far more difficult for the playwright to portray. Instead of
making John look weak at this point, however, Bale brilliantly stresses that
John's primary characteristic is compassion. Even when his nobility has
betrayed him, John calls out, "What blyndnes is this? On this peple, Lord
have mercy!" (line 1475). John finds that commonality is poor and blind,
and that the Pope has not only excommunicated him and placed an interdict on his country, but is encouraging a French invasion. It is not fear that
makes him submit, but rather his decision to keep Englishmen from dying.
John says:
0 Englande, Englande, shewe now thyselfe a
mother;
Thy people wyll els be slayne here without
nomber.
As God shall judge me, I do not thys of cowardnesse
But of compassyon, in thys extreme heavynesse.
Shall my people shedde their bloude in suche
habundaunce?
Naye, I shall rather gyve upp my whole goveraunce. (lines 1717-22)
For Bale, John is a man of such courage and compassion that the evil
urch cannot let him live. Bale relates the story of John's poisoning as it
ared in the late fifteenth century chronicles, but he deftly reshapes
-\dams, ed., John Bole's King Johan, p. 25.
or example, see Robert Barnes, A Supplication Unto Henry VIII, 2nd ed. (London: J.
, 1534); Thomas Swynnerton, Mustre of Sclsmotyke Bis.shops (pseud. John Roberts:
n: J. Byddell, 1534).
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it in the Protestant cause. Dissimulation decides to poison John because
the king is still attempting to protect England from the evils of the Pope.
He knows, however, that he must have a better excuse to convince people
that this was a just action. He therefore tells Sedition:
And thys thu saye to colour with the thynge,
That a penye lofe he wolde have brought to a
shyllynge.
Sedition is at first incredulous. " aye, that is suche a lye as easely wyll be
felte." But Dissimulation assures him "Amonge fooles it never wyll be out
smelte" (lines 2022---25). At the same time he is proclaiming it to be the
slanderous invention of churchmen, Bale is exploiting the legend that had
developed over hundreds of years and was the crown of the villainous
interpretation of John.
With further irony, Bale puts into the mouth of Dissimulation the
speech from the English Brut. Dissimulation tells John to drink the wine
since
The dayes of your lyfe never felt ye suche a
cuppe,
So good and so holsome ....
By my faythe I thynke a better drynke never
was. (lines 2107-08, 2110)
Dissimulation so praises the drink that John, ever generous, insists the two
of them share it. After some hesitation, Dissimulation agrees to do so, thus
killing them both. John's last thoughts are for England:
Farewell, swete Englande, now last of all to the;
I am ryght sorye I coulde do for the nomore.
(lines 2178-79)
Bale again tackles the question ofJohn's ill reputation through his character Verity.
I assure ye, fryndes, lete men wryte what they
wyll
Kynge Johan was a man both valiant and godley. (lines 2193-94)
Despite John's death, the end of the play is hopeful. Imperial Majesty
appears on stage representing the Tudor monarch Henry VIII who will
finish what John started, and thus save England. The John of Bale's play
lived heroically and died a martyr, a fitting example to the people of early
Tudor England of a king who also functions as a religious symbol.
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By the Elizabethan age the acceptance of John's death by poisoning
(whether portrayed sympathetically or not) can be found in a variety of
histories. 15 The works that most strongly reflect attitudes toward John in
the Elizabethan period, however, are John Foxe's The Book of Martyrs
and Holinshed's Chronicles. They are aJso significant because they are
probably the main sources for The Troublesome Reig n of King John and
Shakespeare's King John. 18
While Foxe is sympathetic to John, the John of The Book of Martyrs is
not of the stature of the hero of Bale's play. Foxe presents John as a good
man, who is also weak, and for whom everything goes wrong once he gives
into the corrupt Church. The people of England are reminiscent of the
weak and blind commonalty of Bale's play. They listen avidly, for example,
to a false prophet, who was the mouthpiece for the treasonous priests.
"Lies grew upon lies; so that every day new slanders were raised on the
king, and not one of them true." 17
John is "thus compassed about on every side with enemies." The Pope
has excommunicated him and is encouraging the French to invade. John's
own people, instead of giving support, are listening to the lies of the
priests. John decides he must make his peace with the Pope. Innocent
insists the king give up his crown to the papal legate and receive it back
only on condition of his fealty. Unlike Bale, who excuses this act, Foxe
terms John's submission "a wicked error." 18
But John's submission does not heal the breach between him and his
subjects. The bishops, priests, and monks continue with their treasons and
conspiracies. In despair John confides, "Since I submitted myself and my
land .. . to the church of Rome (sorrow come to it!) never a thing hath
prospered with me, but all hath gone against me." 19
The French invade England with the support of many of the English
nobility until the English learn of French plans to deprive them of everything in victory. The nobles return to their king to find him dying, "traitorously poisoned by a monk." 2 ° Foxe's motive for the poisoning is that the
"For example, see A cronicle of years, wherein ye shall find the names of all the kings
(London: J. Judson, 1558?), p. Aiii; Parke r Society, Early English Poetry, Ballads, and Popular
Literature of the Middle Ages, edited from Original Manuscripts and Scarce Publica tions,
Vol. Ill: Thomas Deloney, Strange Histories (London: Printed for the Pe rcy Society, 1851),
p. 31 ; R.M., " A New Ballade" in Ancient Ballads and Broadsides published in English ill the
Sixteenth Century .. . preserved it, the library of Henry Huth (London: Whittingham and
Wilkings, 1867), pp. 43--45; Richard Grafton, A Chronicle at large, standard edn. by Henry
Ellis (London: Prin ted for J. Johnson, 1809), p. 246; John Stowe, Anna/so/England (London:
R. ewbery, 1592), p. 257.
"The Arden Edition of King John, 4th ed., ed. E. A. J. Honigmann (Cambridge: Harvard
Univ. Press, 1954), pp. xi-xiii.

"The Acts and Monuments ofJohn Foxe: With a Life of the Martyrologist and Vindication
of the Work, ed. George Townsend (London: Seeley, Burnside, and Seeley, 1843-1849; rpt.
New York: AMS Press, 1965), 11, 330--31.
" Ibid., pp. 331 , 333.

" Ibid., p. 338.
'°Ibid., p. 340.
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monk is in sympathy with the French-a far more political motive than
those of earlier accounts.
Holinshed's Chronicles is far less kind to John than Foxe. Though a
strong anti-Catholic bias dominates the narrative, this does not make the
authors sympathetic to John, though there are several concessions. While
Arthur is portrayed as arrogant, the authors do concede that John fell
under suspicion when his nephew died, "whether worthilie or not, the
Lord knoweth." 21 And if the authors do not absolutely charge John with
Arthur's death, they do relate a number of other atrocities from medieval
chronicles.
In terms of John's death, the Chronicles offers a number of variations;
John may have simply died of ague, he could have been poisoned by a
monk, or-a new one-John may have been poisoned by a conspiracy of
his own servants. But however he died, he left his country in great turmoil,
and this is the moral the authors of Holinshed's Chronicles see in his reign.
What really killed John, they report, were the "manie anguishes and
vexations.... Here therefore we see the issue of domesticall or homebred
broiles, the fruit of variance, the gaine that riseth of dissention, whereas
no greater nor safer fortication can betide a land, than when the inhabitants are all alike minded." 22
The morals of Foxe and Holinshed's Chronicles reappear in The Troublesome Reign of King john and Shakespeare's King john. 23 The Troublesome Reign, an anonymous play, was written between 1587 and 1591,
and published in 1591. The author apparently wished to write a popular
patriotic drama relating contemporary issues to the past. 24 Instead of
presenting Bale's version of John as a pre-Reformation opponent of
21
Holirished 's Chroriicles of Er1gla11d, Scot/arid, a11d Irela11d, ed. Sir Henry Ellis (London:
J. Johnson, 1807-08; rpt. e w York: AMS Press, 1965), n, 286 .
.,Ibid., p. 337.
" Whi.le it is generally accepted that The Troublesome Reign predates Shakespeare's King
John, a few critics disagree. See, for example, Honigmann, ed., King John, p . 1 viii. For the
majority view, see Ribner, who says, "The weight of e vidence confirms Shakespeare·s dependence on The Troublesome Reig n," (The Eriglish History Play, p. 119). Also, Geolfrey Bullough, Na"ative and Dramotic Sources of Shakespeare (New York: Columbia Univ. Press,
1962), IV, 22 states, ''That The Raigne includes so many more scenes, incidents and motifs
is one reason for thinking that Shakespeare came second; and the nature of his divergences
deliberately supports the idea." J. L. Simmons, "Shakespeare's King John and Its Source:
Coherence, Pattern, and Vision," Tula11e Studies;,, English, 17 (1969), 65--66, demonstrates
"fairly conclusively" that The Troublesome Reign antedated King John by comparing their
treatment of Arthur's death as the motivation for the nobles' rebellion with the Holinshed
source; Simmons goes on to say, "In what is the structural crux for both plays, The Troublesome Reign is recognizably close to Holinshed, but King John s relationship to the chonicle is hardly comprehensible without the intervening accentuation in The Troublesome
Reig11 of Arthur's death in conjunction with more purely historical and political motivations."
-◄ M. M. Reese, The Cease of Majesty: A Study of Shakespeare's History Plays (London:
Edward Arnolds, 1961). p. 82.
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Church abuse and papal power, the author of The Troublesome Reign
intended John's reign as a mirror for the dangers of domestic dissension
and foreign interference. 25 Unlike Bale's John, however, the John at the
end of The Troublesome Reign has deteriorated. From the "warlike Christian" he was in the beginning, at the end he is exposed as morally corrupt.
This is despite the fact that John is the defender of religious liberty in
England. 28
According to John Elson and Virginia Carr, probably the most significant source for The Troublesome Reign was Foxe. The author borrows
Foxe's characterization-John is a good man who is also Hawed, and after
his submission to the Pope his world falls in on him. Elson also contends
that Bale's play was a source for The Troublesome Reign, but this is debatable. Elson attributes the dramatic success of the play to two factors: one
is the barons' revolt after Arthur's death, and the other is the character
of Faulconbridge, the Bastard. His magnetic personality is built up from
slight hints in Polydore Vergil and Holinshed.27
The Troublesome Reign is infused with a fanatic Protestant spirit, and
the Catholic Church is satirized. The play's purpose is stated in the prologue:

You that with friendly grace of smoothen brow
... Vouchsafe to welcome (with like curtesie)
A warlike Christian and your Countryman
For Christ's true faith indur'd he many a storme
And get himself against the Man of Rome,
Until base treason (by a damned wight)
Did all his former triumphs put to fight.
(prologue)
John is shown at the beginning of the play as a good king with a just
claim to the throne- though his later worry over his nephew raises questions of how good John himself believes his claim to be. John early promises his lords,
Yet John, your Lord, contented uncontent,
Will (as he may) sustain the heavie yoke
"Bullough, Narrative and Dramatic Sources, JV, 9. All subsequent references to The Troublesome Reign are from this edition.
"F. P. Wilson, Shakespearean and Other Studies, ed. Helen Gardner (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1969), pp. 31-32.
"John Elson, "Studies in the King John Plays,'' in Joseph Quincy Adams Memorial Studies,
ed. James C. McManaway, Giles Dawson, and Edwin E. Willoughby (Washington, D.C.: The
Folger Library, 1948), pp. 183-97; Virginia Mason Carr, The Drama as Propaganda, a study
of The Troublesome Raigne of King Joh11 (Salzburg: Salzburg Studies in English Literature,
1974).
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Of pressing cares, that hang upon a Crowne.
(Part I, lines 12-14)
John also early shows himself the protector of the English church. When
the legate demands that John accept Stephan Langton as archbishop, the
King answers Pandulph by saying,
Tell thy Maister so from me, and say, John of
England said it, that never an Italian Priest of
them all, shall either have theythe, tole, or poling penie out of England, but as I am King so wil
I raigne next under God, supreame head both
over spiritual and temprall: and hee that contradicts me in this, Ile make him hoppe headlesse.
(Part I, lines 978-84)
In this speech John is certainly talking as a precursor of Henry VIII and
in a manner his anti-papal audience would love. With dramatic telescoping (for the point would actually require months of discussion) Pandulph
tells John that he is
accursed discharging every of they subjects of
all dutie and fealtie that they doo owe to thee,
and pardon and forgivenes of sin to those of
them whatsoever, which shall carrie armes
against thee, or murder thee.. . . Furthermore
I charge thee Philip King of France, and al the
Kings and Princes of Christendome, to make
war upon this miscreant. (Part I, lines 995-99,
1004-06)
King Philip is delighted to follow the legate's bidding, even though he has
just agreed to a truce with John, and bound it by the marriage of his son
to John's niece.
John's critical error, according to the author of The Troublesome Reign,
is his decision about Arthur, whom he has captured. 28 John says of Arthur,
" Here I would disagree with Carr (The Drama as Propaganda, p. 80), who sees the fate of
Arthur as but one of a series of incidents that happen to John in The Troublesome Reig11. I
believe she is overstating her point when she claims that " the T.R. presents the blinding not
as a great crime, but asa sin which prevents John from being as great as he might have been."
Though the author of The Troublesome Reig11 does not make the fate of Arthur as horrifying
as Shakespeare does, I still see it as the critical factor in John's downfall in this play as well.
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"He never will forget his claime, I would he livde not to remember it. "
(Part I, lines 1101-02). While John is shown to be morally corrupt in his
dealings with Arthur, the author of The Troublesome Reig11 softens our
response to the ordered mutilation and /or murder of Arthur. The Troublesome Reigns Arthur is a young warrior instead of the child of Shakespeare's King j ohn. And Arthur proves to John he indeed will not forget
his claim when he tells his Uncle upon being captured, "Might hath prevayled, not right, for I am King / Of England, though thou weare the Diadem" (Part I, lines 1096-97). John ambiguously tells Hubert de Burgh, who
is keeping Arthur in custody:
. .. Hubert, keep him safe!
For on his life doth hang thy sovereign's crown,
But in his death consists thy sovereign's blisse.
(Part I, lines 1119-21)
When Hubert fails to take the hint, John send messengers to him with
orders to put out Arthur's eyes to render him useless as a claimant. John
says, "Why so, then he may feele the crowne, but never see it" (Part I, line
1663). Hubert believes this action is against God 's law, and refuses, deciding on the subterfuge of telling John that Arthur is dead (while keeping
him hidden).
It is possible that John, by ordering the blinding of Arthur, has decided
to spare his nephew's life, as Carr suggests.•• Certainly he acts surprised
when Hubert tells him the blinding killed hi nephew: "What is he dead"
(Part I, l.ine 1667). Still, on hearing the news of his nephew's death, John
shows no remorse. "Then with him dye my cares" (Part I, line 1668), he
remarks jauntily. His nobles, however, are horrified. "Was ever heard a
deede of more inhumane consequence?" they a k. "Your foes will curse,
your friends will crie revenge" (Part I, lines 1672-73). John's response is
to fall even more deeply into a moral slough. "Saucie, unciviU checkers of
my will. Your tongues give edge unto the fatall knife: That shall have
passage through your traitorous throats" (Part I, lines 1682-84). Upon
re8ection, however, John decides that killing Arthur was a mistake. But
he decides this for pragmatic reasons rather than moral ones.
His death hath freed me from a thousand
feares,
But it hath purchased me ten times ten thousands foes,
Curst be the Crowne, chiefe author of my care,
ay curst my will that made the Crowne my
care:
"Carr, 71,e Drama as Propaga11da, p. 123.
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For killing him whom all the world laments.
(Part I, lines 1689- 90, 1709-10, 1714)
And so John is delighted, "the joyfulst man alive," when Hubert tells
him that Arthur is actually alive (Part I, line 1739). While John is a murderer in intention, be is not one in fact. With dramatic irony, no sooner
is this announced than the Prince kills himself in a fall while attempting
to gain his freedom . Hubert comes to tell the nobles that Arthur is indeed
alive at the very moment they come across his broken body and conclude
John 's guilt. The barons' motives in rebelling are not, however, completely
sympathetic. ot only are they mistaken about how Arthur died, they are
also far too heavily influenced by the Pope's wrath. They tell each other,
"Besides, the Pope, on perill of his cursse, Hath bard us of obedience unto
John" (Part II, line 87).
In a revealing discussion with the Bastard, John sees himself as a king
most "opprest with cares" (Part II, line 226), but realizes that this is due
to his own failings. He has been excommunicated, but worse, is having
problems with his own people.
The multitude (a beast of many heads)
Doo wish confusion to their Soveraigne,
The Nobles blinded with ambitious fum es
Assemble powers to beat mine Empire downe,
And more than this, elect a forren King.
(Part II, lines 233-37)
The commons and the nobles are wrong to forsake their king, but neither
is John blameless himself.
0 , England, wert thou ever miserable,
King John of England sees thee miserable:
John, tis thy sinnes that makes it miserable.
(Part U, lines 238-40)
The moral health of king and country depend upon each other. John
realizes that due to him England is o troubled he must make his peace
with Rome. He does this purely out of policy, however; he has no change
of heart about the evil of the Catholic Church. He tells himself,
Peace, John, here comes the Legate of the
Pope,
Dissemble thou, and whatsoere thou saist,
Yet with thy heart wish thei r confusion.
(Part II, lines 282-84)
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As in Foxe, The Troublesome Reign has a French invasion that the
English nobles aid. Prince Lewes describes the English nobles who have
taken his part as poisoning their country.

Well, Meloun, well, Jes smooth with them
awhile,
Until we have as much as they can doo
And when their vertue is exhaled drie
Ile hang them fro the guerdon of their help
Meane while wee'! u e them as a precious poyson
To undertake the i sue of our hope.
(Part Il, lines 593-98)

This passage strengthens the identillcation of John as physically representing England since John himself will ac tuall y be poi oned just as the realm
is so treated symbolically. When the nobles learn that Lewes plans their
destruction once he gains ascendency, they realize their true duty. Then,
says one noble to another, "As for my selfe, I will in haste be gon: And
kneel for pardon to our sovereign John" (Part II, lines 782-83).
John meanwhile is grievously ill, in part from despair: " For done I am
deadly wounding griefe" (Part II, line 787). John's illne s reflects the troubled state of the realm resulting from his failure of moral leadership.
Because he is ill he stops to rest at Swinstead Abbey, where the monks
determine to murder him. Throughout The Troublesome Reign is a comic
contempt for the men of the Church. Earlier John sends the Bastard to
discover the state of the monasteries, and he finds the monks completely
corrupt. They are hoarding money and fornicating with nuns. At Swinstead Abbey there is a comic scene where one monk is so exci ted over his
plot to murder John he does not hear the entrance of th e Abbot. Hearing
the monk mutter to himself, the Abbot is immediately convinced the
monk intends to murder him. He cries, "Alas, good Thomas doo not
murther me, and thou shalt have my place with thousand thanks" (Part
II, lines 899-900). The monk explains that his target is actually the king,
and the Abbot, in his relief glad ly approves the plan. This comedy robs the
murder of some of the horror we feel in Bale-but The Troublesome
Reign 's John is also not of the stature of Bale's King, and thus this reduction of horror is fitting.
While dying, John ha an insight into his own unworthiness. "Methinks
I see a cattalogue of sinne, Wrote by a fiend in Marble characters" (Part
II, line 1048). He also realizes how wrong he was to make his peace with
the Pope. He says to the Ba tard,
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... I tell thee man,
Since John did yeeld unto the Prie t of Rome,
or he nor his have prospered on the earth:
Curst are his blessings, and his curse is blisse.
(Part II, lines 1074-77)
As Rihner points out, the John at the end of The Troublesome Reig n is
something of a tragic hero, who, because of his own weaknesses ·•...
cannot accomplish the great mission with which he is entrusted and who
finally dies in defeat, although under hi successors his cause is ultimately
triumphant. " 30
As in Bale's King joha11, in The Troublesome Reign, John 's death gains
significance by prophesizing the coming of Henry VTII.
I am not he shall buyld the Lord a house
Or roote these Locusts from the face of earth:
But if my dying heart deceave me not,
From out of these Joy nes shall spring a Kingly
braunch
Whose armes shall reach unto the gates of
Rome,
And with his feete tread downe th e Strumpets
pride,
That sits upon the chaire of Babylon.
(Part II, lines 1081--S7)
That disclaimer ("I am not he") is reminiscent of the affirmation of John
the Baptist in Luke 3:16: "But one mightier than I cometh. " This whole
passage, in fact, has markedly criptural tones, with its echoes of various
Old Testament prophecies of the coming of the Messiah, and its typically
Protestant use of the passage in Revelation concerning the Whore of
Babylon and her imminent destruction. The effect of all the biblical diction is to endow Henry VIII with that crypto-religious quality that had
lurked about John's death for centuries. John's role now is merely to make
straight the way.
By 1591, John's fight with the Popec a ed to be useful propaganda; he
no longer offered a precedent that justified Henry in fighting with Rome.
That fight had long been won; England had her own church, and Henry
was justified by his own success. If the two kings resembled one another,
then John was obligated to Henry for the honor, and not vice versa. The
Troublesome Reign had a more timely duty to perform: to preach that
God alone can discipline a sovereign, and to denounce rebellion. The John
of Th e Troublesome Reign still represents England itself, and is king as
'

0

Ribner, The English History Play, p. 82.
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body politic. His weaknesses are reflected in the weaknesses of the country. Still the way to cure these problems is through loyalty to both country
and king. When the nobles are disloyal they are poisonous. This has
become the lesson of John's reign to those who lived w1der Elizabeth's:
Ob y your sovereign, even if the monarch is not ideal. 31
III
If one accepts the view of the majority of scholars, that The Troublesome
Reign antedated King john then The Troublesome Reign was clearly
Shakespeare's main source.32 But Shakespeare changed the thematic emphasis in several important places. His King John is a far more political
play than either The Troublesome Reign or King Johan. The religious
issues informing the earlier plays became part of the question of the
sanctity of the ruler. Ernst Kantorowicz has discussed Shakespeare's Richard II as a play which utilizes the theory of the king's two bodies.33 I would
like to suggest that in King john Shakespeare begins his exploration of the
ideas that come to fruition in the later history play, and he does this
particularly in the way he treats John's death, as well as the respon e of
Faulconbridge to the deaths of both Arthur and John.3 4
Geoffrey Bullough has written, "One may wish that Shake peare had
not scamped John's end by omitting the poisoning scene and alluding to
it so briefly. " He goes on to ask, "Was it through dislike of anti-clerical
satire, or a feeling that the method of John's removal did not matter, or
just a wish to finish the play quickly."" Bullough disagrees with Waller"See, for example, the 1571 Homilie Against Wilful Rebellion, which di cusses John in this
context: J. Griffiths, ed., The Two Books of Homilies to be read in Churches (Oxford: University Press, 1859), pp. 593-95.
"See note 27 above. While 1 believe my discussion or the play supports the conclusion that
King John was written arter The Troublesome Reign, and probably soon before Richa rd II,
this conclusion is not necessary to the comprehension of the play as I read it.
" Kantorowicz, The Killg's Two Bodies, pp. 24-41.
"The relationship of the Bastard to King John is critical to our understanding or the play.
The character of the Bastard develops as John diminishes in stature. Between them, argues
Adrien Bonjour, "The Road to Swinstead Abbey: A Study of the Sense of Structure of King
John, "Journal of Eng/isl, Literary History, 1 (1951), 273, "Shakespeare attained a remarkably balanced structure by a dynamic representation of hvo closely connected characters
whose evolution curves are, in their contrast, almost pe rfectly symmetrical." James Calder•
wood , " Commodity and Honor in King Joh 11," U11iversity of Toro11to Quarterly, 29 (1960),
341-53, agrees with Bonjour that the structure of the play is the decline of John and the moral
ascendency of the Bastard, but links the the me with the terms commodity and honor, the
Bastard's emerging sense of honor. William Matchett, " Richard's Di vided Heritage in Ki11g
Joh 11, "Essays i11 Criticism, 12 (1962), 231-51 , suggests that at the end of the play the Bastard
best expresses kingly qualities. By the last act, "John, a king incapable of kingship, is finally
replaced in action by the man most capable of it." While I found Matchett's discussion useful
and perceptive, I believe, withJ. L. Simmons, ("Shakespeare's Ki11g Jol111," pp. 70-71 ), that
the Bastard is not himself the ideal king, but is rather as a loyal citizen envisions this idea .
.. Bullough, Na"alive and Dramatic Sources, IV, 22.
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stein's early statement on the image of King John that "every change from
his source that Shakespeare made was for a greater dramatic effect and
liner dramatic truth."•• Bullough concludes, "This is a debatable assertion. "3 ' I believe that Wallerstein is correct; Shakespeare deliberately
chooses to downplay the manner of John's death to emphasize his representation of kingship.
In King john Shakespeare uses both the medieval Catholic vision of
John as well as the newer Protestant one. John Elliott's work has placed
the play within this context. Elliott suggests that Shakespeare drew his
material from the two conJlicting visions of John deliberately so that he
"could produce a fresh and thought provoking treatment of a familiar
subject." The double vision Shakespeare exploits causes the audience to
view John sympathetically, even though Shakespeare deliberately makes
his king a usurper. "In King john the theme of usurpation leads ... into
an analytical study of political pragmatism and of the realities of the
political world. " 38
In King john, Shakespeare tones down the fanatical Protestant spirit of
The Troublesome Reign. He cuts the comically derisive scenes about
monks and nuns, and only refers to them obliquely .
. . . The Bastard Faulconbridge
Is now in England, ransacking the Church,
Offending charity (III.iii.171-73)
Only the tension between Pope and King remains. As a result, by being
more subtly portrayed, the quarrel actually becomes the more disturbing,
and remains strictly political.3 8 Pandulph, the Papal legate, is a shrewd,
amoral man who welcomes the murder of Arthur because it will lessen the
English loyalty to John. When Prince Louis grieves that Arthur is captured, Pandulph tells him he should instead exult; Arthur does not matter,
and this will aid Louis' attempt to take over England:
How green you are and fresh in this old world!
John lays you plots; the times conspire with you;
This act so evilly born shall cool the hearts
Of all his people and freeze up their zeal,
That none so small advantage shall step forth
To check his reign but they will cherish it.
(III.iii.145--46, 149-52)
"R. Wallerstein, King John in Fact and Fiction (University of Pennsylvania, 1918), p. 43,
cited in Bullough, Narrative and Dramatic Sources, IV, 22.
"Ibid.
"Elliot, "Shakespeare and the Double Image of King John;· pp. 81 , 76.
"Simmons, "Shakespeare·s King John ,·· p. 58.
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Unlike the king in The Troublesome Reign, Shakespeare's John is a
usurper, a man of " borrow'd majesty" (l.i.4). Even his mother admits:
Your strong possession much more than your
right
Or else it must go wrong with you and me:
So much my conscience whispers in your ear,
Which none but Heaven and you and I shall
hear. (l.i.40-44)
It is possible Shakespeare made John clearly a usurper so that his later faU
becomes more just. The character of John in this play is in some ways part
of the pattern of aspiration Anthony Esler noted in the plays of the
1590's.4° Arthur's right over John is hint d at as well by the title Earl of
Richmond John offers his young rival (II.i.552). This was the exact title
Henry Tudor held before becoming king by defeating the usurper Richard
III. John 's usurpation also makes us qu stion the issu of kingship. There
is an ironic echo when John and other characters refer to him as
"England." The ideal of the body of the king representing the country is
tainted when that king's right is not just.
Even though he i a u urper at the beginning of the play, however, John
is shown to have courage. "I do defy thee, France" (II.i.155). After promising de6ance, however, John agr ees to a peace with France that gives away
most of England's possessions. He promises his niece Blanche in her marriage to Prince Louis that her dowry shall
. . . weigh equal with a queen:
For Anjou, and fair Touraine, Maine, Poitiers
And all that we upon this side the seaExcept this city now by us beseig'dFind liable to our crown and dignity
hall gild her bridal bed. (Il.i.486-90)
This defiance and then rather craven submission foreshadows John's relations to the church as well.
At Srst John is shown as the defender of Engli h liberties in almost the
same speech as in The Troublesome Reign. John, referring to himself as
the "mouth of England" (III.i.78), tells Pandulph to warn the Pope
. . . that no Italian priest
Shall tithe or toll in our dominions;
but as we, under Heaven, are su preme head,
So, under Him, that great supremacy
0
Anthony Esler, The Aspiri11g Mi11d of the Elizobethall You1Jger Ge11eratior1 (Durham:
Duke Univ. Press, 1966).
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where we do reign we will alone uphold
Without the assistance of a mortal hand.
(III.i.79-84)

This speech prefigures the claims Henry VlII would make in the 1530's.
Philip II accuses John of blasphemy. John responds to this charg in a
speech th at furth er explains his position and clearly summarizes the
abuses of the medieval church.
Though you and all the kings of Christendom
Are led so grossly by this meddling priest,
Dreading the curse that money may buy out;
And by the merit of vile gold, dross, dust,
Purchase corrupted pardon of man,
Who in that sale sells pardon from himselfThough you and all the rest so grossly led
This juggling witchcraft with revenue cherish,
Yet I alone, alone do me oppose
Against the Pope and count his friends my foes.
(lll. i.88-97)
Pandulph proves th rightness of John's criticisms by immediately cursing
and excommunicating John and offering canonization and worship as a
saint for anyone "that takes away by any secret course thy hateful life"
(III. i.l 03-04).
As in Th e Troublesome Reign, the capture of Arthur is the turning point
of the moral deterioration that eventuall y consumes John. And Shakespeare makes his Arthur a far more sympathetic victim than in The Troublesome Reig n Arthur is still a child and personally not concerned with
forcing his claim. How to deal with Arthur is clearly difficult for John, and
far more of a moral dilemma than in the previous play. John takes a long
time (about forty lines) to get to the point where he can actually say he
wants Arthur dead. He comes up to it only to back away again. "I had a
thing to say, but let it go" (Ill.ii.43) and "I would into thy bosom pour my
thought; But, ah, I will not" (Ill.ii.63-64). When he finally gets to the point,
however, John is brutally economic with words, as if the thought is so
horrible it cannot be cloaked in whole sentences.••
King John: Death.

Hubert: My lord?
King John: A grave.
"This scene is an interesting contrast with Richard Jll's order to have his nephews murdered. Richard, while he plays wi th language, does not express any of the qualms I think can
be deduced from John ·s speech.
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Hubert: He shall not live.
King John: Enough. (lll.ii.76)
The John in Shakespeare goes through a much more sincere repentance
after Arthur's supposed death than he- does in The Troublesome Reign.
Unlike the king of The Troublesome Reign, Shakespeare's John realizes
the death of Arthur is not only politically inept, it is also morally wrong.
John says to himself abou t the nobles:
They bum in indignation. I repent.
There is no sure foundation set in blood,
No certain life achieved by other's death.
(IV.ii.103-05)
But th repentance comes too late.•• Once the wheel of fortune has
started to tum, it cannot be stopped. Though Hubert does not kill Arthur,
he dies anyway, in circumstances that lead the nobles to conclude John's
guilt. John is informed that France is lau nching an enormous attack, while
his mother has just died. John is so overwhelmed that he makes his peace
with Innocent and delivers his crown to PanduJph. Unlike the John of The
Troublesome Reign, who is dissembling, Shakespeare's John is simply so
weakened he cannot defend the realm himself. He tells Pandulph,
This inundation of rnistempered humor
Rests by you only to be quali£ed.
Then pause not; for the present time's so sick
That present medicine must be ministered
Or overthrow incurable ensues. (V.i.12-16)
The death of Arthur works symbolically to weaken John so that he
submits to the Pope. Arthur's death works symbolically also to illuminate
the concept of the king 's hvo bodies. In a pictoral representation of this
them , Hubert picks up the body of the dead Arthur, who by claim of
l gitimacy ought to have been king. The Bastard says to Hubert:
How easy dost thou take all England up
From forth this morsel of dead royalty!
The life, the right, and truth of all this realm
ls fled to heaven; and England now is left
to tug and scramble. (IV.iii.141-46)
"Though the re pe ntance does not save Arthur's life, nor save John from his poLitical trials,
there is no sense tha t he is beyond redemption because he ordered Arthur's death. ln this,
John is re minisce nt of Angelo in Measure for Mea sure.
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England is represented by Arthur, and yet in the body politic is deprived
of him. As Kantorowicz explains, death was the one way to separate the
king's two bodies. The phrase about Arthur as "morsel of dead royalty"
echoes in John's last speech, where he refers to himself as " module of
confounded royalty" (V.vii.58).
Though Shakespear continue the tradition that John is poisoned by a
monk, he makes very little of it. It occurs offstage, and Shakespeare never
bothers to identify the poisoner, nor does he avail himself of the imagery
of bread and wine and table. The ma1111er in which John was poisoned
seems to have become a dead issue by Shakespeare's time, no longer
demanding to be expressed in Christian imagery. Even the supposed fact
of John's poisoning is de-emphasized. ln V.iii. John says,
This fever, that hath troubled me so long
Lies heavy on me; 0 , my heart is sick! (V.iii.3-4)
Unlike the other plays, all the events surrounding the poisoning occur
offstage. We learn of it three scenes later when Hubert tells the Bastard,
"The king, I fear, is poison'd by a monk" (V.vi.23). No fuller motive or
description is given. The bodily effect of the poison seems but to be a
continuation of the fever John was already suffering from :
There is so hot a summer in my bosom
that all my bowels crumple up in dust:
I am a scribbled form , drawn with a pen
Upon a parchment, and against the lire
Do I shrink up. (V.vii.30-34)
John's death through burning fever is foreshadowed throughout the
play. During the fighting the Bastard exalts:
Ah majesty! how high thy glory towers
When the rich blood of kings is
set on lire! (Il.i.350-51)
A speech by Pandulph also prepares us for John 's fate.
And falsehood falsehood cures, as fire cools lire
Within the scorched veins of one new burn'd.
(III.i.203-04)
After King Philip abandons the newly made peace with John at Pandulph's behest, John storms at him:

King Joh11
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France, I am burn'd up with inflaming wrath,
A rage whose heat hath this condition
That nothing can allay, nothing but blood.
(III i.266-68)
Philip's response, "Thy rage shall burn thee up" (ITI.i.270), is ironically
prophetic of John 's later description of his poisoned fever in the la t act. 43
In the last act, though John is still the king, the separation of the king's
two bodies hinted at by the death of Arthur, is more full y expressed. John
the man no longer acts kingly. Instead, Faulconbridge provides an image
of what the king should be, aying first, " ow hear our Engli h king, for
thus hi royalty doth speak in me" .ii.128-29), and then r ferring to John
as "gallant monarch " and "warlike" (V.iii.148;176) even though we have
just observed him as weakly and sickly. Faulcon bridge ven instructs John
on kingly behavior:
Be great in act, as you have been in thought
Be stirring as the time, be fire with fire.

.i.45;48)

And in a sense John tu rns ome of the functions of the king hip over to
Faulconbridge when he tells him, "Have thou the ordering of this present
time" (V.i.77). In certain ways the Bastard has taken over the duties of the
kingship without le sening in any way his loyalty to King John and thus
to England. Faulconbridge's vision of John re presents for us the body
politic. Shakespeare has divided the king's two bodie , and to make this
division evident, de-emphasizes John's death. As Simmons says, "[n the
light of the Bastard's vision, John as a man becomes an irrelevancy, and
his quick removal is artistically and thematically just. .... ActuaUy, however, it is John as king who is irrelevant.
While John's death is "made genuinely tragic by its language." 40 its
tragedy is that of a Hawed man, rather than of any demonic or divine
character. As May Mattson points out. " In both Th e Troublesome Reign of
King John and Ki11g Johan the king dies prophesyi ng the English Reformation. " 46 Shakespeare deliberately refrains from using John in this way.
John's last lines deflate, rather than build him into something more than
he is.
"E. C. Pettet, .. Hot Irons and Fever: a note on some of the imagery of King j ohn," Essays
in Criticism, 4 (1954), 128-44.
"Simmons, Essays i11 Criticis m, 4 (1954), 126-44.
" Michael Manheim, The Weak Klug Dilemma i11 /h e Shakespearea11 Hislory Play (Syracuse:
Syracuse niv. Press, 1973), p. 142.
••May Mattsson, Five Plays about King Joh11 ( tockholm: Almquisst and Wiksell International, 1977), p. 84.
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ALI this thou seest is but a clod
And module of confounded royalty.
(V.vii.57-58)

It is instead the Bastard who is left with the closing speech of rousing
patriotism.
In Shakespeare's play we are in some slight degree returning to Roger
of Wendover's account that John died of a fever. Shakespeare's John is
neither so evil nor so saintly that he can only be destroyed by a deliberate
act that echoes back to the Last Supper itself. Shakespeare is concerned
about kingship, and the responsibilities of the ruler, but he does not place
it within the deeply religious context of either the medieval chroniclers
or Bale or the author of The Troublesome Reign. Shakespeare's play is far
more a political statement about the duties of kingship and citizens: that
a people must be loyal to the ruler even if he is not ideal. As John ceases
to represent the ideal of kingship his symbolic significance also lessens. As
a result, Shakespeare allows his John to die what is essentially a natural
death.

A Question of Influence: Two Sixteenth-Century
Lutheran Music Sources
by

Laura Youens
Diversity of Maryland

In 1956, the eminent German musicologist Lothar Hoffmann-Erbrecht
published a catalogue of the manuscript Bostock, University Library, MS
Mus. Saec. XVI-49 (henceforth Bostock 49). 1 This large musical source was
compiled and copied in 1566 by Jacob Praetorius (c. 1530-1586), principal
organist at St. Jakobi in Hamburg from 1558 to his death. According to the
lengthy Latin preface to his Opus musicum excellens et novum, Bostock
49 originally comprised eight groups of compositions organized by genre.
Only four of these groups are extant, and, from an inscription on the
binding, it is clear that the other four sections were bound in a second
volume which has not been located. Of the four surviving groups of pieces,
the first contains Te deum laudamus settings, responsories, and introits;
the second, Masses, furth er organized according to the number of voices
required for p rformance; the third, Alleluias, short prayer responses, and
Benedicamus Domino settings; and the fourth, Psalms, hymns, and Magnificats (canticle for the Office of Vespers). All 204 compositions are therefore liturgical and were intended for a conservative, Latin-oriented
Lutheran service. Only forty-eight of those 204 works are attributed to
such composers as Josquin des Prez (c. 1440-1521), Thomas Crecquillon
(c. 1480 and 1500-d. 1557?), Sixtus Dietrich (c. 1493-1548), Heinrich Isaac
(c. 1450-1517), Cristobal de Morales (c. 1500-1553), and Adam Rener (c.
1485-<:. 1520).
Hoffmann-Erbrecht noted that considerable portions of Opus musicum
had been copied from publications issued in the 1540's by the Wittenberg
music publisher Georg Rhaw (1488-1548).2 The fifteen major collections
of music issued by Rhaw between 1538 and 1545 were designed for practical use in Lutheran services and were widely dispersed over Germany, so
1

Lothar Hoffmann-Erbrecht, "Das "Opus musicum· des Jacob Praelorius von 1566," Acta
musicologico, 28 (1956), pp. 96-121.
' Ibid ., p. 101
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it is not surprising to find the Hamburg organist relying so heavily upon
Rhaw's books. Fifteen of the twenty-four Magni.Beats at the end of Rostock
49 had been printed by Rhaw in Postremum Vespertini Officii opus . . .
Magnificat octo modorum seu tonorum numero XXV (RISM 15444).s Of
the thirty-six responsories which appear in the Grst group of compositions,
fully thirty-two were drawn from the two volumes of responsories by
Balthasar Resinarius (Harzer; c. 1485-1544) which Rhaw printed in 1543.4
Praetorius relied more upon the contents of the first volume than upon
those of the second since he copied Nos. 1-6, 7-12, and 36-41 of Volume
I in the order in which they had been printed earlier. Of the twenty-three
four-voice psalm settings in Rostock 49, all but the last were taken from
Rhaw's Vesperarum precum officio psalmi feriarum et dominicalium dierum tocius anni (RISM 15405). There is, consequently, little doubt concerning Praetorius's access to and use of the Rhaw prints, which enjoyed
a wide circulation throughout Lutheran Germany because of their practical, service-oriented format and the printer's close association with Martin
Luther and Philipp Melanchthon.• Other contemporary manuscripts,
such as Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Mus. MS 1536, had been
copied primarily from available printed collections, so Praetorius's practice of borrowing from printed partbooks cannot be labelled an unusual
one.
However, Holfmann-Erbrecht was certain that "Ober diese Druckwerke hinaus hatte der Schreiber der Handschrift sicher manche anderen
Quellen zur Verfligung, die heute nur noch zum Teil bekannt sind"
(Beyond the prints, the writer of the manuscript surely had other sources
at his disposal which today are known only in part)." His attention had
been caught by the numerous notational d.ilferences between the manuscript and the print versions of the Resinarius responsories; he was particularly struck by the many examples of minor color (♦ ♦) in the manuscript
which appear as dotted-minims and semiminims in the Rhaw print(6·♦l 
Based on information sent to him by Rudolf Gerber, he guessed that there
might be a connection between Rostock 49 and another large and important source of Reformation polyphony-Leipzig, Universitatsbibliothek,
MS Thomaskirche 49 /50 (henceforth Leipzig 49/50). However, he was
unable to compare the repertories of these two manuscripts because the
'RISM is the acronym for the musicological progect Repertoire intemation11le des sources
musicoles, sponsored since 1951 by the International Musicological Socie ty and the International Association of Music Libraries. The RlSM numbers for sixteenth- and seventeenthcentury music anthologies are taken from Series B1, Recuetls imprlmb XV/'-XVI/' siecles.
Lu te chrono/ogique (Munich-Duisberg: G. Henle Verlag, 1960).
'Inge-Marie Schroder, ed., Balthasa r Resi,,a rius. Respon.rorlorum n umero octoginta, 2 vols.
(St. Louis, Missouri: Concordia Publishing House, 1955-1957).
' Both Luther and Melanchthon wrote forewords for Rhaw publications, Luther for S11m plumiae j 1JC1Jndae (RISM 1538 1) and OJ!iciorum (ut 00Ct1nt) d e NatitJitate (RlSM 1545'}. The
standard work on Rhaw is Georg Rhaw's Publicaffon.r f or Vespers by Victor H. Mattfeld
(Brooklyn, New York: Institute of Mediaeval Music, Lld., 1966).
•Holfmann-Erbrecht, op. cit., p. 101.
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location of Leipzig 49 /50 was unknown in 1956. The holdings of the
Thomaskirche library, in the keeping of the University of Leipzig (now
Karl-Marx-University) since 1930, had been moved out of Leipzig for
safekeeping during the last months of World War II and were not returned
until 1959.
Until the appearance of Wolfgang Orrs catalogue of the Thomaskirche
manuscripts 49 / 50 and 51 in 1977 and of this author's doctoral dissertation
on the music for the Mass from Leipzig 49 /50 in 1978,7 scholarly attention
to the Leipzig manuscript was restricted to brief comments within the
context of a more general study. Only Rudolf Wustmann, in his history of
music in Leipzig, bothered to record a partial list of titles, and his description is interrupted by numerous, anachronistic references to the cantorate
of Johann Hermann Schein (1616-1630) and is marred by mistakes and an
arbitrary ordering of titles according to the church calendar.• Four years
later, in 1913, Johannes Wolf characterized Leipzig 49 /50 as "vielleicht
die wertvollste handschriftliche Sammlung lateinischer Kirchenmusik
von evangelisch-deutschen Boden" (possibly the most valuable manuscript collection of Latin church music from the German Lutheran area),•
although he restricted his description to general physical characteristics
and a list of the composers whose names he found in the manuscript. A
number of scholars have mentioned Leipzig 49 /50 as a source for works
by a specific composer: Arthur Moorefield for compositions by Johannes
Galliculus, 10 Gerhard Plitzig for Mass Propers by Heinrich Isaac, 1 1 Willibald Gurlitt for Johann Walter's setting of Psalm 118 Beati immaculati
in via,,. Helmuth Osthoff and Bonnie Blackburn for works by Josquin des
Prez, 13 and Holfmann-Erbrecht for compositions by Thomas Stoltzer. 1•
The records of the University of Leipzig library show that Rudolf Gerber
had examined Leipzig 49 /50 in 1936, and Holfmann-Erbrecht undoubt'Wolfgang Orf, Die Musikhandschriflen Thomaskfrr:he Ms. 49/50 und Ms. 51 der Unioersiliitsbibliothek Leipzig (Leipzig: VEB Deutscher Ve rlag fUr Musik, 1977) and Laura Youens, " Mu.sic for the Lutheran Mass in Leipzig, Universitlitsbibliothek, MS. Thomaskirche
49/50" (Ph.D. clissertation, Indiana Unive.rsity, 1978).
' Rudolf Wustmann, Musikgeschichte Leipzigs, 3 vols. (Leipzig: B. C. T eubner, 1909), 1:
118-12.3.
' Johannes Wolf, Handbuch der Notationskunde, 2 vols. (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hartel, 191~
1919), 1: 452.
'°Arthur A. Moore6eld, An Introduction to Johannes Ca/lieu/us (Brooklyn, New York: Institute of Mediaeval Music, Ltd., 1969), p. 65.
'Gerhard Patzig, ""Liturgische Crundlagen und handschriflliche Oberlieferung von Heinrich
Isaacs Choralis Constantinus" (Ph.D. dissertation, Eberhard-Karls-Universitlit, TUbingen,
1956), p. 194.
" Willibald Curlitt, "Johannes Walter und die Musik der Reformationszeit," Luther-Jahrbuch, 15 (1933), p. 54.
" Helmuth Osthoff, Josquin Desprez, 2 vols. (futzing: Hans Schneider Verlag, 1956), 2: 21,
and Bonnie Blackburn, "Josquin's Chansons: Ignored and Lost Sources," Journal of the
American Musicological Societv, 29 (1976), pp. 30-76.
"Lothar Hoffmann-Erbrecht, Th omas Sroltzer: Leben und Scl,affen (Kassel: Johann Philipp
Hinnentbal Ve rlag, 1964), pp. 167-168, 43.
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edly postulated a connection between that source and Rostock 49 on the
basis of Gerber's information and Wustmann's description. With the publication of his monograph Thomas Sto/tzer: Leben und Schaffen, HoffmannErbrecht wrote that he had finally had the opportunity to compare the
two sources. His conclusion reads, "In Format, in der Anlage nach liturgischen Gesichtspunkten und auch in der Auswahl der Werke lassen sich
zwischen beiden Manuskripten Beziehungen nachweisen, so da man annehmen muss, Praetorius habe die Leipziger Handschrift gekannt" (In
format, in its arrangement by liturgical use and in choice of works, one can
see connections between both manuscripts; thus, one has to assume that
Praetorius knew the Leipzig manuscript). 10
Leipzig 49/50 consists today of live partbooks, the first four bound in
the original white leather and the vagans or fifth partbook in brown
leather. A sixth partbook is lost.18 The front cover of each of the extant
books, in addition to the usual blind-pressed borders, carries the initials I.
R. M., the voice designation (tenor, vagans, etc.), and the date 1558, which
last provides a terminus post quern for the compilation. Leipzig 49/50
contains compositions by sixty-four composers, although only twenty-nine
are named, and only eighty-eight compositions are attributed out of a total
of 243 works ranging in size from lengthy plenary Masses to brief twovoice responsory verses. Among the prominent non-German composers
represented are Jacques Arcadelt, Carpentras (Elzear Genet), Clemens
non Papa, Thomas Crecquillon, Antoine de Fevin, Heinrich Isaac, Josquin
des Prez, icolas Gombert, Cristobal de Morales, Pierre de la Rue, Jean
Mouton, and Jean Richafort. German composers with compositions in this
collection include Wilhelm Breitengraser, Sixtus Dietrich, Wolfgang Figulus, Hein.rich Finck, Johannes Galliculus, Isaak Hassler, Wol.lf Heintz,
David Koler, Georg ottelein, Bartholomew Reitveltus, icolaus Schierrentinger, Ludwig SenB, Thomas Stoltzer, Johann Walter, Johann
Wircker, and Martin Wol.lf.
The music of Leipzig 49/50 is predominantly Latin-texted and sacred.
Seventeen cycles of various types (Proper, Ordinary, and plenary), twentylive introits (including fourteen by Thomas Stoltzer), twelve sequences,
four Alleluias, and six miscellaneous compositions (responses and settings
of the Lord's Prayer) are intended for the musical celebration of the Mass.
Works for the Office of Vespers include eighteen Magnilicats and numer11 Ibid ., p. 44.
"As the set is currently constituted, Sfteen compositions for six to eight voices are missing
one to three voices; one of those works is an entire Mass. Many sets of partbooks f'Tom the
second half of the sixteenth century include a Se,:tus volume that is markedly slimmer than
the others, and it seems unlikely that fifteen works would have been left without one or more
voices in a finished set of partbooks. U one postulates six books in the original set, then it is
possible that the entry " Cantiones socrae varlorom, sind 6 Bucher" of the Catalogus Llbrorom Musicorom Scho/ae Thomane, completed on January 18, 1679 by Johann Schelle,
refers to Leipzig 49/50 (see Arnold Schering, "Die alte Chorbibliothek der Thomaskircbe
in Leipzig," Archiu for Musikwisseruchafl, l [191S--1919), p. 278).
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ous antiphons. A large number of Latin motets, the exact function of which
remains to be determined, were also copied into Leipzig 49/50. Only
fifteen works have German or macaronic Latin/ German texts, all of which
are sacred. The outstanding exception to the sacred character of this
source is Die schlacht vor Pavia by Hermann Matthias Werrecore, a
lengthy Italian "battle madrigal" of the type made popular by Janequin.
It is generally assumed that Leipzig 49/50 was copied in Leipzig, although there is no definitive prpof of that assumption. According to Wolfgang Orf, the manuscript was presumably organized under the di.r ection
of Melchior Heger, cantor of the Thomaskirche from 1553 to 1564. 11 He
officially quit his post in 1564 to take a preaching position in Wiederau and
gave a number of music manuscripts to the Leipzig Town Council, whose
members ordered their storage in the church library at St. Thomas. However, in the inventory of the books donated by Heger, prints and manuscripts are only very cursorily identified; the entry "Vier geschriebene
partes in weis schweinen ledder gepacket" is typical. 1 • It cannot be
proven beyond any doubt, therefore, that the five books of Leipzig 49 / 50
were in the Thomaskirche library until the beginning of the twentieth
century, when the above-mentioned musicologists listed them as being in
the possession of that library.
A number of composers whose works were copied in Leipzig 49/50
studied or worked in Leipzig, and the Leipzig origin for the partbooks
seems more probable because of the presence of those works. For example, Wilhelm Breitengraser, to whom Ego sum resurrectio, lte in orbem,
Paternoster, and Veni sancte spiritus are attributed, attended the University of Leipzig in the summer semester of 1514. 1 • "Matthias Heckel de
Redwitz" matriculated at the University of Leipzig in 1482, and this man
may well have been the composer of Veni sancte spiritus (a different
setting) and Libera me Domine in Leipzig 49/50. A Matthias Eckel was
employed as a Rentschreiber at the Dresden court of Duke Georg der
Bartige (ruled 1500-1539) in 1516 and received some money from the
Leipzig Town Council for a motet on the thirty-ninth chapter of Ecclesiastes.20 In addition, the conservative, Latin-texted repertory of this
source accords well with the outline for the Lutheran service established
in 1539 in the Kirchenordnung zum A nfangfiir die Pfarrherrn in Hertzog
Heinrichs zu Sachsen v. g. h. Furstenthum. 21 However, a more detailed
examination of the correspondence between this liturgy and the Leipzig
49 /50 repertory must be saved for a later date.
"Orf, op. cit., p . 34.
" Ibid., p. 173.
"Rudolf Wagner, "Wilhelm Breitengnser und die Nurnberger Kirchen- und Schulmusik
seiner Zeit," Die Musikforschung, 2 (1949), p. 171.
'oYouens, op. cit., p. 270.
"Emil Sehling, Die evangelischen Kirchenordnungen des 16. Johrlwnderts, 15 vols. (Leipzig: 0 . R. Reisland, 1902-1913, and TUbingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1955-1975), I: 264--291. The
additions of the 1540 and 1555 editions are printed in smaller type with the 1539 text.
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Fourteen scribes, most of whose hands are present in all five partbooks,
copied the 243 pieces of Leipzig 49 /50. These hands vary greatly in
appearance, ranging from copperplate neatness to hasty scrawl. Two of
the copyists, Andreas Richter and Johannes Wircker, also copied portions
of MS Thomaskirche 51 in which their names are signed.•• These two
scribes and their anonymous confreres may have worked from an index
which did not survive with the partbooks since the order of the compositions is roughly the same from one partbook to the next. A sporadic attempt to organize the repertory by genres can be deduced from the
presence of thirteen groups of textually or functionally similar works. One
finds two groups of Masses, one of introits, two of Magnificat settings (the
first consisting of eight works by Sixtus Dietrich), one of Alleluias and
sequences, two of German or macaronic pieces, one of compositions by
Thomas Steltzer which follows the church calendar, and one lengthy one
of fifty numbered motets. Such clear organization is, however, lacking in
many parts of the manuscript. The "Cum sancto spiritu" from Missa De
beata Virgine by Josquin des Prez is succeeded for example, by a fourvoice fragment to the words "Magnalia Dei," the alto voice of Ludwig
SenH's Psalm 129 De profundis, the five-voice Missa De profundis by .
Griintlerus Trojanus based upon the preceding psalm, the motets Apparuit benignitas by Johannes Galliculus and Super salutem et omnem
pulchritudinem by I. Janin, and an anonymous responsory Goude Maria
virgo. Besides the pairing of the Ordinary cycle with the alto voice of its
model, there is no discernible coherence to this set of works. It should be
emphasized here that Restock 49 is organized throughout according to
genre, without the organizational lapses evident in Leipzig 49/50. More
than a few sixteenth-centu.r y German musical sources are arranged by
genre and/or church year, such as manuscripts 31-33, 39, 40, and 42 of
the Landesbibliothek in Stuttgart and MS 1 /E/24 of the Slichsische Landesbibliothek in Dresden. Also, the liturgical disposition of the Rhaw prints,
known to have been utilized by Praetorius, is quite clear. Therefore, it is
not inconceivable that Praetorius drew upon sources other than Leipzig
49/50 for an organization by musical function that is much more consistent than that of the Leipzig partbooks.
However much one might argue about the relationship between the
two sources "in Format, in der Anlage nach liturgischen Gesichtspunkten," (Hoffmann-Erbrecht) one cannot ignore the fact that Restock 49 and
Leipzig 49/50 share twenty-one concordant compositions (see Table 1).
Allan Atlas, in his study of Rome, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, MSC. G.
XIII. 27, has pointed out that "while the recognition of a large number of
concordances between two sources may serve as an initial step toward the
conclusion that those sources are closely related, such evidence is by itself
not necessarily indicative of such a relationship." 23
"Orf, op. cit. , p. 32.
"Allan Atlas, The Cappello Giulia Chansonnler (Rome, Blblioteca Apostol/ca Valicat1a,
C G. XIII. 27) (Brooklyn, New York: Institute of Mediaeval Music, Ltd., 1975), p. 40.
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CORDANT COMPOSITIO S OF LEIPZIG 49 / 50
AND ROSTOCK 49

Number lncipit

Habemus ad
Dominum

Function

Composer

Location in Leipzig
49 / 50 and Restock 49
a. 3•/ 3•/ fX / 3•
b. Section lll, Response 3

Mass
Preface anonymous

2

Missa Pange lingua

Ordinary
cycle

Josquin
des
Prez

a. 4-12/ 4-11'/4-I0•/ 4-10'
b. Section II, Mass 2

3

Resurrexi et adhuc
tecum sum

Introit for
Easter

a!liculus
6ohannes

a. 35'-36•/33-J3• /20-21 &
33"-34'/34-35
b. Section I, Introit I 0

4

Conscendit Jubilans
(Festurn nunc
celebre)

Hymn for anonymous
Ascension

a. 42-44 /44-44•/ 16-19/2930
b. Section IV, Hymns 22-24

5

(Puer natus est nobis)
Et filius datus est

Sixtus
Dietrich &
Heinrich
Isaac

a. 34'-35•/ 31'-33/ 32'-33 /
32'-33'
b. Section I, Introits 3a and b

6

Benedicite Domino
omnes AngeLi

Introit for anonymous
St. Michael

a. 40-40• & 133• I 38'-39•
131- 131 •J105•-106/ 40'-4 l V
& !31'-132'

7

Crates aunc omnes

Sequence
for
Christmas

8

Veni sancte spiritus

Sequence anonymous
for
Pentecost

9

Missa Veni sancte
spiritus

Ordinary
cycle

Josquin
des
Prez(?)

a. 61•-65·/61-65/56--58• I
65•-69· I 56•-6 I•
b. Section II, Mass 8

10

Non ex viri.li semine
(Veni redemptor
gentiurn)

Hymn for
Advent

Heinrich
Finck

a. 136'/132'/106' - 107/
133'-134
b. Section IV, Hymn 2

11

Cum sancto 'tiritu
from issa
De beata Virgine

Conclusion
of Gloria
from Mass

Josquin
P1ii

12

Missa Christ ist
erstanden•

Plenary
Mass
cycle

Johannes
Ga!liculus

Introit for
Christmas

a. 30' & 40•/ 39'-40/ 4040'/42-42·
b. Section m, o. 2

Adam
Rener

a.

32·-33/ 16'- 17142-42'/44'
-45'
b. Section Ill, o. 12

• . 14411~9'~JQ1P,-kt?

6

a. 24S-247· /266'-269 '/
226·-229/ 162'-164'
b. Section U, Mass 7

6ohannes
alliculus

a. 179-181 / 175•-178•/
156' -158 / 174·-176·
b. Series IV, Maga. 24

Magnificat (7.tonl)

Vespers anonymous
canticle

a. 253•- 254• /278--280•/
235-236' /260•...,263
b. Section IV, Maga. 18

15

Passio Domini nostri
Jesu Christi

Passion Antoine de
setting for Longueval/
Holy Week
Jakob
Obrecht

a. 261•-264' /291-293•/
344'-247 / 270·-272'
b. Section III, All. / Seq. 7

16

Aetemo gratias patri

17

13

Magnificat (5. toni}

14

Vespers
canticle

Hymn

1whann
alter

a. 266/ 294----294'/ 248--248'/
273-273'
b. Section IV, Hymn 33

(Stritus Oorni.nl}
eplevit orbem

Introit for anonymous
Pentecost

a. 276'-277 / :104----304•
258 /282'- 283
b. Section I, Introit 14

18

Te decet laus et
honor

Responsory anonymous
for St.
Michael

a. 134-134'/ 131'-132'/
106--106· / 132'-133'
b. Section I, Resp. 19

19

Herodes hostis impie

Hymn for anonymous
Epiphany

a. 138--138• / 134----134' /
108--108' 1135-136
b. Section IV, Hymn 9

20

Magnificat (6. toni}

Vespers
canticle

Adam
Rener

a. 154•-156/280'-&82•/
236'-238/ 263-264'/
101 & 103'
b. Section IV, Magn. 15

21

Magni6cat (I. tonl)

Vespers
canticle

Adam
Rener

a. 260-261/ 288'- 290'/
242'-244 / 268•-270/ 101 •
-102
b. Section IV, Magn. 3

Table 1. Concordant Compositions in Leipzig 49 /50 and Rostock 49.
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If Praetorius did indeed borrow the Leipzig partbooks and copy twentyone pieces from them, can his use of this manuscript be proven in the
absence of any corraborative evidence? In this case, the techniques of
stemmatic recension, available and standard in textual criticism for centuries, have been called into play with some special accommodations to
musical notation. Musicologists have been interested in the adaptation of
textual criticism to music only since the late 1950's, when Renaissance
scholars discovered that those techniques could shed some light on the
increasingly vexing problem of the interdependence of musical sources.
In 1958, Franz Krautwurst defined the premises of musical filiation and
encouraged its use in the study of Reformation-era manuscripts:
In the study of manuscripts, filiation denotes
both the derivation of whole or part of a manuscript from one or several others, and the work
of ascertaining and proving this derivation. To
afliliate a manuscript means to use the dependence thus discovered in order to consider the
manuscript's proper place in history.2 •
The basic premise of filiation is that manuscript scribes and printers, being
only human, would err in copying a work or setting it into type. Those
errors would then be perpetuated by later scribes and printers who used
the first source as a model. Those succeeding scribes and printers would
then inevitably superimpose their own new errors or variants onto those
copied from the model. When one traces the course of these errors and
variants, the result will be a stemma or a "family tree of the genetic
relationship of the sources. " 2 $ It has not been possible for musicologists to
rely upon the standard rules of textual recension as set forth by Paul
Maas•• and Reynolds and Wilson 27 without considerable alterations. Musical notation is very complex with its special symbols for pitch, duration,
rests, meter, and ligatures ("a notational symbol that combines within
itself two or more pitches and by its shape defines their rhythm"), 28 and
one is not infrequently confronted with several notational possibilities for
"Franz Krautwurst, "Grundslitzliches zu einer Filiation geistlicher Musikhandschriften der
Refonnationszeit," Bericht iiber den siebenten /nternationalen Musikwissenschaftlichen
Kongress Koln (Kassel: Blirenreiter Verlag, 1969), p. 167, as translated by Lothar HolfmannErbrecht in "Problems in the Interdependence of Josquin Sources;· fosquin des Prez: Proceedings of the International Josquin Festival-Conference, ed. Edward E. Lowinsky
(London: Oxford University Press, 1976), p. 286.
"Holfmann-Erbrecht, " Problems," ibid .
"Paul Maas, Text Criticism, trans. Barbara Flower (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1958).
"L D. Reynolds and . C. Wilson, Scribes and Scholars: A Guide to the Transmission of
Greek and Latin Literature (London: O,cford University Press, 1968).
""Ligature," The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 20 vols., ed. Stanley Sadie
(London: Macmillan Publishers Ltd., 1980), 10: 852.
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the same combination of pitch and duratian. For example, these notes
.li 9 ii o
can also be written 9 ti, 4?
or ~ 4 e II,
without altering the musical interpretation. When faced with several way
of writing the same passage, the Renaissance scribe tended to fall into
habitual copying patterns, and any variants which could reasonably be
attributed to such scribal habits must be labelled as insigni6cant. . ot all
of the musicologists who turn to stemmatic recension have agreed upon
the signi6cance or insigni6cance of various classes of variants. It is generally agreed that a significant variant must be one that two scribes could
not make independently of each other or that a musically-educated scribe
could not remove on the basis of logic. The following variants, with certain
exceptions, rank as insigni6cant: 29
1) Melodic cadences in Renaissance music are frequently standardized
patterns. A change from one commonly-employed cadential formula
to another can easily be assigned to cribal choice, i.e.

hJr JiJ }J

II

to

i

2) Accidentals were often left to the performer to supply, although a
scribe might choose to provide a sharp or Hat which was not indicated in his model. Accidentals applied according to the rules of
musica ficta were thus left to the scribe or printer to add to the
music or not.
3) Any two notes on the same pitch could be changed to a single note
of the same total duration of the repeated pitches, and, conversely,
any sustained pitch could be broken up into repeated notes. This
variant can, however, be a signi6cant one, especially if the change
was made to accommodate a text variant. For example, Leipzig
49 /50 contains an anonymous Kyrie eleison which is transmitted in
three other sources with the trope text Kyrie Jons bonitatis. 00 The
trope text is omitted in Leipzig 49 /50, and, consequently, many
repeated pitches from the other sources are combined into sustained
notes in the Leipzig version. Performance from Leipzig 49 /50 with
the trope text added proves to be impossible because there would
be too few notes in the discant voice for too many syllables of text:

@Hid ,II

~
"'
IHI@
,I 1°

Chri- ste, u- ni-ce De-i Pa- tris ge- ni-te
4) Scribes and printers frequently changed a ligature into individual
notes or individual notes into Ligatures. One of the principal rules of
text underlay, or text-music alignment, in the Renaissance states that
all of the notes of a ligature must be sung on the same syllable of text;
'"Atlas, op. cit. , pp. 46-47.

••w. H. Fre re, ed ., Croduale Sarisburien e (London: Plainsong and Medieval Music Society,
18!!4, rpt. 1966), pp. 2'-3' .
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however, scribes were frequently cavalier in their disregard of this
rule, and, here again, scribal notational habits were often a factor,
negating the possible significance of this variant in most instances.
5) As defined by Willi Apel, minor color consists of a blackened
semibrevis followed by a blackened minim. Usually, the blackening
of a note indicates that a third of its value is to be removed, and
minor color probably denoted triplet rhythm originally. By the late
fifteenth.century, however, minor color was changed into a dotted
rhythm equal to a dotted minim followed by a semiminim.31 Both
means of indicating that dotted rhythm are found interchangeably.
Significant variants would include changes in pitch other than those noted
above, optional si placet parts, confilcting attributions, breaks for the page
tum at precisely the same place in two or more sources, and, most obviously, substantial differences in one melodic line or an entire polyphonic
complex. Certain text changes, such as misspellings and additions or replacements of texts, also fall into the category of significant variants. Once
an error or variant is defined as significant and its course through a number
of sources traced, then that variant can be classed as separative or conjunctive. A conjunctive variant helps to show that two manuscripts are more
closely related to each other than to a third source (assuming more than
two copies of that work). Separative errors demonstrate that one source
is independent of another because one contains an error from which the
other is free.
Stemmatic recension is not without its problems, as Allan Atlas has also
pointed out. In order to establish that family tree of source relationships,
one must know the chronology of those sources, and many Reformation
manuscripts can be only very generally dated to half or quarter of a
century. Also, the techniques of sternmatic recension are based upon the
assumption that any copy is derived from one model, whereas "horizontal
transmission," or the simultaneous use by a scribe or printer of more than
one model, is often a factor. Certainly, horizontal transmission must be
considered in the case of Rostock 49 and Praetorius's reliance upon Georg
Rhaw's prints.
A promising beginning from which to posit a possible relationship between two sources is the presence of works that are extant today only in
those sources or in those two plus one or two others. A composition with
a large number of concordances was obviously a popular work, and the
Missa Pange lingua ( o. 2 from Table 1), Resurrexi et adhuc tecum sum
(No. 3), "Cum sancto spiritu" from Missa De beata Virgine (No. 11), Missa
Christ ist erstanden ( o. 12), Passio Domini nostri Jesu Christi ( o. 15),
and Aeterno gratias patri ( o. 16) survive today in eight or more sources
"Willi Apel, The Notation of Polyphonic Music 9()()-/6()(}, 4th ed. (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The Mediaeval Academy of America, 1953), p. 128.
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(there are thirty-five concordances for the Passio Domini and forty-seven
for the Missa De heata Virgi11e). The value of these compositions, therefore, as indicators of a connection between the Leipzig and Rostock
sources is diminished by their widespread dissemination. Four of those
twenty-one concordant works are found today only in Rostock 49 and
Leipzig 49 /50: Hahemus ad Dominum (1 o. 1), Conscenditjuhilans ( o.
4), Veni sancte spiritus ( o. 8), and Herodes hostis impie ( o. 19). Four
pieces are extant in one source other than these two: Missa Veni sa11cte
spiritus ( o. 9), also copied in Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Mus.
MS 6 (fols. 106"-122'); Magnificat 7. toni (No. 14), also in Budapest, National Szechenyi Library, MS Bartfa 22 (No. 62); (Spiritus Domini ) Replevit orhem o. 17), also in Dresden, Sachsische Landesbibliothek, MS
I / D /505 (154-155); and Te decet taus ( o. 18), also present in Greifswald,
Bibliothek der Ernst-Moritz-Arndt-Universitat, MS Lat. 4° 67. I have included two other compositions for consideration, even though both (Puer
natus est nobis) Et filius ( o. 5) and Benedicite Domino om11es Angeli
o. 6) are extant today in more than three sources; both works supply vital
information in answering the question of how Leipzig 49 / 50 and Bostock
49 are related.
The hymn Herodes hostis impie and the sequence Ve11i sancte spiritus
are given almost identical reading in Rostock 49 and Leipzig 49 /50, the
only variants falling into the insignificant classes of accidentals or ligatures.
The one melodic variant in the two copies of (Spiritus Domini) Replevit
orbem is a cadential one, which must also be classed as unimportant. Both
sources, however, carry the non-liturgical phrase "sancti spiritus adsit
nobis gratia" in the bass and tenor voices only, and both sources omit
measures 17, note 2 through measure 19 of the discant voice. An examination of (Spiritus Domini ) Replevit as transmitted in Dresden, Sachsische
Landesbibliothek, MS l / D /505 reveals that the missing passage is a repetition of measures 15 through 17, note 1. Conceivably, both Praetorius and
the Leipzig scribe could have omitted that passage independently upon
the assumption that the repetition was erroneous. But the simultaneous
omission of one pas age with the addition of new words in the tenor and
bass in both manuscripts constitutes a striking coincidence of variants.
An even more striking parallel wa uncovered when I compared the
extant copies of (Puer natus est nobis) Et jilius datus est, the introit for
Mass on Christmas Day by Sixtus Dietrich. This introit is the second in a
series which is headed "Sequuntur Introitus diversorum tempo.rum festorum et feriarum" in the alto and tenor partbooks of Leipzig 49 /50 and
is anonymous in both the Bostock and Leipzig sources. The attribution to
Sixtus Dietrich comes from Rhaw's Officiorum (ut vocant) de Nativitate
Circumcisione Epiphania Domini, & P11rificatio11e &c (RISM 15455). In all
four partbooks of Leipzig 49, one of the scribes (not the one who copied
the Dietrich introit) added an extra setting of the introit verse (Cantata
Domino canticum novum) Quia mirabilia fecit (Psalm 97: 1) across the
bottom of the open page (verso side of one folio to the recto side of the
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succeeding one). That additional verse was composed by Heinrich Isaac,
the great Franco-Flemish contemporary of Josquin des Prez, and belongs
with a Christmas antiphon from Officium I of his masterwork Choralis
Constantinus, Volume Il.33 Thus, th e Dietrich antiphon comes supplied
with two verses, one by Dietrich and one by Isaac. In contrast, Bostock 49
transmits onl y one verse with the Dietrich antiphon, but that ver e is the
one by Isaac and not the one properly belonging with that antiphon and
printed with it in RIS 15455. An examination of the other sources shows
that the combination of Dietrich antiphon and Isaac verse could have
come from no other surviving source but Leipzig 49 /50. It is necessary to
inject a note of caution: Bostock 49 does omit the Dietrich verse, and one
cannot rule out the possibility that both copies were deri ved from a parent
model rather than Bostock 49 from Leipzig 49 / 50. If so, that parent model
has been lost.
Any furthe r corroborating evidence of a direct link between Bostock
and Leipzig failed to turn up in the course of continuing comparison and
examination. In most instances, a comparison between a composition in
Rostock 49 and the same work in Leipzig 49 /50 disclosed the presence of
at least one separative error. For example, two such separative errors are
present in Benedicite Domino omnes Angeli for the Feast of St. Michael
the Archangel on September 29. The di cant, alto, and bass voices of this
introit were copied twice in Leipzig 49 /50; in measures 29 and 30 of the
bass voice in both copies, the Leipzig scribes erroneously added a dot to
a semibrevis e and subtracted half the value of a semibrevis g , producing
parallel octaves between the tenor and bass. Praetorius's copy is correct,
and it is not likely that he would have recognized the Leipzig copy as
incorrect without scoring the four voice parts. In another passage, however, Praetorius was at fault, and the Leipzig scribes were correct. At
measure 47 in the bass, Praetorius inserted an unnecessary semibrevis f
and omitted a semibrevis c in measure 52, note 2. Praetorius's version
results in a tenor-bass cadence on a major second. The third source of this
piece, Greifswald, Bibliothek der Ernst-Moritz-Amdt-Uni versitat, MS Lat.
4° 67, consists of a manuscript addition to a copy of Georg Rhaw's Sym phoniae jucu11dae (RISM 15388). Onl y the discant and bass partbooks
survive. Be11edicite Domino was not entered into the bass partbook, and,
unless the bass voice was copied in either the alto or tenor books, Praetorius could not have copied the complete piece from the Greifswald
partbooks.
Longer and more substantial variants are found in the Missa Veni
sa11cte spiritus for five voices. A conllicting attribution must also be added
to the total of separative errors found in all three extant copies of this Mass
Ordinary cycle. Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Mus. MS 6 is the
earliest source. This lavishly-decorated paper choirbook was copied by the
" Anton Webern, ed ., Hehirlch Isaac. Chora/is C,mstantinus 11, Denkmaler der Tonkunst in
Osterreich, vol. 32 (Vienna: Ar taria, 1909).
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famous Franco- etherlandish scribe and spy Pierre Alamire before his
retirement in 1534. Chronologically, then, Leipzig 49/50 falls into the
middle ground with Rostock 49 being the latest source. Only Bostock 49
carries an attribution for this work, and that attribution, astonishingly
enough, is to Josquin des Prez. This greate§t of the Franco-Flemish musicians died in 1521, and 1566 is an extremely late date for a unique attribution. Josquin authorities have queried this attribution, not only because of
the date of 1566 but also because Josquin left no complete five-voice
Masses among the nineteen that are accepted as genuine.34
Neither Praetorius nor the Leipzig scribe could have taken his copy of
the Missa Veni sancte spirtus from Alamire's manuscript. By way of illustration, measures 15 through 22 of Kyrie I in Munich 6 and Leipzig 49/50
can be seen to be dramatically different. Likewise, Praetorius could not
have obtained his version from Leipzig 49/50. Separative errors can be
identified in all 6ve movements, with the Sanctus and Agnus of Bostock
49 especially rich in readings which could not have been derived from the
Leipzig partbooks.
Separative errors and a confilcting attribution also distinguish the Magnificat 7. toni which is assigned to Josquin in both Leipzig 49 /50 and
Budapest, National Szechenyi Library, MS Bartfa 22. Praetorius was evidently unaware of these attributions and headed the work "Incerti authoris." Both the Leipzig and Rostock versions are riddled with mistakes
which make transcription difficult. Separative variants, not necessarily
errors, make it apparent that Praetorius did not copy this work from
Leipzig 49/50; the melodic line for the alto voice of the "Et exultavit" is
considerably more florid in Bostock 49 than in Leipzig 49 /50.
Of all the works examined for evidence of a relationship between Rostock 49 and Leipzig 49/50, only (Puer natus est nobis) Et filius, Herodes
hostis impie, Veni sancte spiritus, and (Spiritus Domini) Replevit orbem
would seem to support Hoffmann-Erbrecht's assumption of direct borrowing by Praetorius from the Leipzig partbooks. There are no indications
either that the Leipzig partbooks were ever sent to Hamburg or that
Praetorius travelled to Leipzig, and it is difficult to imagine Praetorius
borrowing only four compositions from the 243 in Leipzig 49 /50, especially in light of his copious copying from the Rhaw prints. One can further
question Praetorius's presumed reliance upon the Leipzig 49/50 repertory when one takes into account speculations concerning Praetorius's
musical training. Praetorius was born in Magdeburg where the eminent
German theorist and composer Martin Agricola (1486-1556) taught at the
town's Protestant Lateinschule, and Praetorius might have studied with
Agricola. 35 The lengthy series of fifty numbered motets in Leipzig 49/ 50
contains eight by Agricola, four of them unique, and the second series of
Magnificats includes a Magnificat 3. toni by him, also unique. Wolfgang
04
Ostholl', op. cit., 2: 288.
,.Hoffinann-Erbrecht, "Das 'Opus musicum,' " p. 96.
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Example 1. a. Missa Veni sancte spiritus, Kyrie I, mm. 15-22, according
to Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Mu . MS 6.
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Example 1. b. Missa Veni sancte spiritus, Kyrie I, mm. 15-22, according
to Leipzig 49 /50.
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Figulus (fopfer; c. 1525-probably 1589), who completed his education at
the University of Leipzig and who worked as Thomaskantor and university teacher from 1549 to 1551, knew Agricola, to whom he referred as
"mein giinstiger Herr und guter Freund," used his theoretical writings for
classes at the university, and possibly studied with Agricola before 1545
when he was hired as cantor at the city school in Lilbben.38 It is possible
that Figulus brought these compositions of his friend and presumed
teacher to Leipzig, but, if so, why would Praetorius, another presumed
pupil, not copy these works into his own manuscript? Of course, four of
the eight parts of the Opus musicum are lost, and the Agricola motets and
other works from Leipzig 49/50 might have been entered into those
missing four sections. However, the Magnijicat 3. toni is not part of the
Rostock 49 repertory which does comprise a collection of Magnificats in
its present state.
It cannot be denied that the repertories of both manuscripts are overwhelmingly Latin-texted and intended for a conservative Lutheran service. The large number of concordances and the similarity of liturgical
purpose played a large part in Hoffmann-Erbrecht's decision to link the
two sources. As mentioned earlier, Leipzig 49/50 was probably compiled
for use in Leipzig's Lutheran churches. Rostock 49 was not apparently
intended for use in Hamburg at Praetorius's church since it is dedicated
to Duke Johann Albrecht I (1525-1576) of Mecklenburg-Schwerin, who
had actively promoted the Reformation in his area despite the opposition
of his brother Duke Ulrich IIl.37 Only in 1540 was a Protestant Kirchenordnung published for Mecklenburg, and that order is a conservative, largely Latin one, related in many ways to the Saxon church order
observed in Leipzig. The title-page of Opus musicum makes it clear that
Praetorius chose his repertory "secundum Saxonicarum r:itum et ordinem." However, many Lutheran services of the mid-sixteenth century
were similarly conservative in their retention of Latin texts and a conservative cast to the repertories of Rostock 49 and Leipzig 49/50 does not
imply a certain relationship between them.
The large number of compositions shared between Rostock 49 and
Leipzig 49/50 is, to my mind, evidence only that both Praetorius and the
compiler of Leipzig 49/50 (Heger?) were interested in collecting Latintexted polyphony for use in a Protestant worship service. Stern.rnatic recension does not show a strong connection between these sources, and,
unless the missing second volume is found and proves definitively that
Praetorius borrowed from the Leipzig partbooks, one must reject the
assumption that Leipzig 49 / 50 served as one of several sources for the
Opus musicum of Jacob Praetorius.
,.Heinz Funck, Marlin Agricola: Eln friihprotestantischer Schulmusiker (WolfenbUttel:
Georg Kallmeyer Verlag, 1933), p. 62.
••Holfmann-Erbrecht, op. cit. , p. fT'/.
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One of the least understood facts of Elizabethan administrative history
is the importance of the clerkship of the Privy Council. Considered a
position of "no small esteem," this "office was singularly rich in men of
di tinction." Indeed, with the exception of a select few privy councilors,
it was the Council clerks who handled the lion' share of the day-to-day
business of English government. 1
While several important studies on the Tudor Privy Council have
parenthetically discussed the office routine and the personalities of some
of the clerks, none have acknowledged their true significance. It is the
purpose of this paper to investigate not only the historical development
of the office, the quality of the men called to serve, and their work patterns, but most importantly to make a beginning at revealing the true
cope of their inlluence and responsibilities that made them so central to
Elizabethan administration .•
The significance of the clerks of the Privy Council rests in their unique
relation hip to both the principal secretary and the Council. Chosen specifically to serve the needs of the latter, they were placed under the
' British Library, Add. Mss. 25,416, f. 4b. E. R. Adair, ""William Thomas: A Foregotten Cle rk
of the Privy Council," Tudor Studies, ed . R. W. Se ton-Watson (Free port, .Y ., 1969), 133.
' The following are some of the more important works on the Privy Council and the office
of secre tary of state: G. R. Elton, The Tudor Revolution in Cooornment (Cambridge, 1953);
David Kyn aston, The Secretary of State (Levenham, Suffolk, 1978); A. J. Slavin, Politics a11d
Profit· A tudy of Sir Ralph Sadler 1507-1547 (Cam bridge, 1966); 0 . E. Hoak, The KiTlg's
Council i11 the Reign of Edward VI (Cambrige, 1976); M. 8 . Pulman , The Elizabethan Pn·vy
Council i11 the Fiflee11-Seve111ies (Berkeley, 1971 ); F. M. G. Evans, 17,e Principal Secretary
of State (Manchester, 1923); W.R. D. Jones, 17,e Mid-Tudor Crisis, 1539-1563 (N.Y., 1973);
D. M. Loades, The Reig n of Mary Tudor: Politics, government, a11d religio11 /11 E11gla11d.
1553-1558 .Y., 1979); A. F. Pollard, " Council, Star Chamber, and Privy Council nder the
Tudors: Ill , The Privy Council; · English Historical Review, XXXVUI (1923), 42-60; E. R.
Adair, "The First Clerk of the Privy Council," Law Qua rterly Review, XXXIX (1923), 24044; "The Privy Council Register," EHR., XXX (1915), 69 704; "The Rough Copies of the
Privy Council Register; · EHR., XXXVIII (1923), 410-22.
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direction of the former who, as the Monarch's chief secretary and only
secondarily an ex-officio member of the Council, did not have complete
authority over them. In theory, crown business was divided between the
Council and principal secretary. The Council handled matters of arbitration,jurisdiction, domestic affairs, and the collection and disbursement of
extraordinary revenues. On the other hand, the Crown, through the aegis
of the principal secretary, handled prerogrative matters such as foreign
affairs, religion, and dynastic policies. Though frequent exceptions can be
found to this rule of thumb the important point is that it was the clerks
of the Privy Council who were best situated to take advantage of this
division of responsibility. The structural untidiness of serving two masters
not only required them to function in both prerogative and Council matters but also became their most reliable instrument in establishing a curiously intangible but nonetheless real power, the anonymity of which made
their office far more in.Huential than at first might be suspected."
Of all the principal secretary's clerical staff, the Council clerks alone
participated in the deliberations of the Privy Council-that body "outside
of which a man's influence hardly existed."• They were mainfestly of
greater reputation than the French and Latin secretaries, the four clerks
of the signet, and the privy seal clerks who were not official "civil servants"
but only servants of the principal secretary's household and utterly dependent upon his direction. Unlike these, the Council clerks were appointed
by letters patent, received a state salary, and were engaged and dismissed
only at the Monarch's and Council's discretion. Equal in social standing to
the principal secretary, the Council clerks we re second to him only in
"knowledge and official capacity." In most instances they were more experienced and qualified in foreign and domestic affairs than a majority of the
privy councilors. Able, informed, and influential, they were in their day
the deputy ministers for both foreign and home affairs.$
Born of the administrative genius of Thomas Cromwell, the fortunes of
the Council clerkship, like those of the Privy Council, varied with the
competency of the monarchs and their principal secretaries. Under Henry
VIII and Cromwell the cle rkship emerged as an efficient and potentially
influential office. When Cromwell fell from power inJune'l540, the Coun• Although the principal secretary and his personal staff initiated a great deal of business they
wd not usually issue 6nal instruments except to ambassadors and foreign rulers. On the other
hand, the Council and its clerks both initiated government actions and issued all but the most
binding and formal instruments of Gnal instance.
'Elton, The Tudor Constitution (Cambridge, 1965), 92.
•Ibid., 270. Evans, 226-7. Pulman, 157. Hoak, 162. A.G. R. Smith, 500. Elton, Tudor Reoolution, 360, reminds us that "clerks of the signet had no business to write council matters."
Under Cromwell several signet clerks were very important civil servants, but by the 1560's
it is the Council clerks who are the chief secretarial underlings of Tudor government. From
Walsingham's death in 1590 to 1596 when Sir Robert Cecil became the next Secretary of
State, most of this office·s responsibilities were assumed by Lord Burghley. During those
years his personal secretary Henry Maynard temporarily assumed much of the important
detail work in foreign affairs normally exercised by the clerks of the Council. Smith, 500.
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cil became free for the first time to supervise the whole of royal affairs.•
With the replacement of the first clerk Thomas Derby by William Paget
in August 1540, Council and clerical procedure began to be standardized.
At this time the King and Privy Council determined:
that there should be a clerk attendant upon the
said Council to write, enter, and register alJ
such decrees, determinations, and other such
things, he should be appointed to enter in a
book, to remain always as a ledger, as well for
the discharge of the said councilors touching
such things as they should pass from to time, as
also for a memorial unto them of their own proceedings. 7

as

With this order "the Council ceased to be an almost solely advisory body
and acquired a truly executive position." With increasing frequency governmental action took place directly upon the Council's orders without
the interposition of instruments under the Great, privy, or signet seals.•
Three years later a junior clerk was appointed to assist and provide continuity in the temporary absence of the senior clerk. 9
Another significant innovation in the Privy Council under Henry VIll
was the collection and storage of alJ Council papers in a smalJ room at
Westminster. Here the domestic records were arranged according to subject matter and foreign correspondence according to geography. It was
this "systematic organization" of Council documents which would play
such an important role in the subsequent formation of the State Pape r
Office and also give notice of the rise of a "new, essentially bureaucratic,
institution." 10
Despite the dominance of Protector Somerset, and later ortbumberland, in the government of Edward VI, the privy councilors' power remained sufficient to the task of personal enrichment and the overthrow
of Somerset. The number of clerks serving was increased from two to
three (1547) with the junior clerk charged with keeping the Council register. Also, keepers of the Council chamber and door were appointed for the
'Elton, Tudor Rer,olution, 351-52.
' Public Record Office, Acts of the Privy Cou11cil ofE11g land (hereafter: APC) Ill, ~- He nry
Vllf s Council clerks we re the foUowing: Thomas De rby 0anuary 1553-August 1540), William
Paget (10 August 1540-23 April 1543), John Mason (28 September 1541-18 December 1545),
William Honnings (23 April 1543-April 1550). and Thomas Chaloner (16 ovember 1545May 1552).
'Leonard W. Labaree and Robert E. Moody, ''The Seal of the Privy Council;· EHR. (1928),
XXXXlll, 194.
' PRO., Letters and Papers, Foreig11 and Dom estic, He11ry VIII (hereafter: L. & P.), XIX, i,
#263.
'°Conyers Read, Mr. Secretary Walsingham and the Policy of Queen Elizabeth (Oxford,
1925), I, 431. Hoak. 160-61.
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first time. By the end of 1550 Council and clerical procedure involving
meetings, correspondence, and private suits had been standardized sufficiently to provide subsequent Tudor Councils with a relatively consistent
framework of adm.inistrative routine. 11
The inordinant size of Mary's Council, as well as the power struggle that
developed between Gardiner and the secular nobles, created a "factiousness" that need not have been. That her administration remained as stable
as it did was due less to her leadership than to her husband Philip's political
abilities and the continuity of service among the small inner circle of Privy
Counc.ilors and clerks she inherited from Edward VI. 12 Her most important innovation was procedural. In May 1555, the Council petitioned Mary
and Philip for and received their own authenticating device. Called the
"Privy Council Seal" to distinguish it from the more historic privy seal, it
was placed in the custody of the senior clerk of the Council. Initially used
to ensure secrecy and eventually tp attest to a document's authenticity, it
was applied en placard directly to the outside Hap of the folded document
so as to seal the wax or shellac beneath. This new seal at last gave formal
recognition to the Council as an executive agency of government. 13
By the close of Mary's reign the outline of Council bureaucracy had
been sketched. It only remained for Elizabeth and her chief counselors to
establish a compact but efficient body of privy councilors served by a cadre
of able Council clerks. Thereafter, Council and principal secretary increasingly relied upon these subordinates to re.lieve them of many pressing and
important responsibilities.
Of Elizabeth's twelve Council clerks, three, Bernard Hampton, Francis
Allen Ouly 1553-c. fall 1566), and W.illiam Smith Ouly 1553-c. ovember,
1565), were inherited from her sister Mary. However, because most of the
Council records have been lost for the early years of Elizabeth's reign, this
study will concentrate on the remaining nine.
These clerks were an extraordinary group of men. Edmund Tremayne
(3 May 1571-September 1582), Deputy Butler of Devonshire, former Marian ex.ile, and expert on Irish affairs became, in the words of a modem
scholar, "very close to the perfect servant" because of his "evenhanded"
care of Council business. 14
"Hoak, 162-64, 265, and Appendix 3. Jones, 41-59. ln addition to Honnings and Chaloner,
whom he inherited from his father, Edward Vl 's Council clerks were: Armagil Waad (15471553), Sir Thomas Smith 0anuary-March 1548), William Thomas (19 April 1550-Sumrner
1553), and Bernard Hampton (24 September 1551-c. September 1570). Hampton did lose
office for a time at Mary's accession.
"Loades, 84-5, 227, 252-54. Penry Williams, The Tudor Regime (Oxford, 1979), 31. Jones,
41-59.
"Labaree and Moody, 190-202.
"Dictionary of National Biography (hereafter:DNB), eds. L. Stephen & S. Lee (London,
1917). Pulman, 157. APC., X, 269. Unlike the vast majority of second-level civil servants in
Elizabeth's reign, these nine council clerks were historically significant enough to warrant
biographical sketches in the DNB.
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Sir Robert Beale (8 July 1572-27 May 1601), a Suffolk man, Marian exile,
and eyewitness of the St. Bartholomew's Day Massacre, became the clerk
of the Council par excellence. An able theologian who had studied in
Zurich and Strasburg, as well as Gray's Inn, he was noted for his insistence
on religious toleration and steadfast refusal to accept torture as a legitimate means of extracting confessions. Expert in civil law, a member of the
Elizabethan Society of Antiquaries, and an ardent book collector and
writer, he was a formidable parliamentarian who was to lay the foundation
for some of the most important changes in seventeenth-century English
constitutional history.••
Sir Thomas Wilkes (18 July 1576-1 March 1598) was the doyen of diplomats among the clerks of the Council. Indeed, no other Elizabethan diplomat served so many overseas missions and few could match his skill at
negotiation or his facility with foreign languages. Widely traveled, experienced in military matters, and a noted puritan with many Calvinist friends
in Europe, his advice became central to most Council foreign policy discussions. 18
Henry Cheke (18 July 1576-August 1581), Lord Burghley's nephew, was
the son of Sir John Cheke, a former Secretary of State, tutor to Edward
VI, and one of the chief restorers of Greek learning in England. A highly
educated and traveled linguist, he served only five years before becoming
secretary to the Council of the orth. 11
Sir William Waad (August 1583-23 August 1613), a puritan from Yorkshire, is best remembered for the zeal with which he brought Jesuits and
recusants to justice. A man of international reputation, he played a central
role in implicating Mary Stuart in the Babington Plot, thwarting the Essex
rebellion of 1601, and under James I investigating the Main and By Plots.
A student of Gray's Inn and close friend of Jean Bodin, the celebrated
French publicist, he was also an experienced diplomat. 18
Sir Anthony Ashley (19 March 1587-July 1596), a widely traveled Dorset
man, was the Council's naval expert. Editor and translator of an important
Dutch naval treatise, Council watchdog to the 1589 Drake expedition, and
"secretary for war" in the 1596 Cadiz expedition, he was eventually suspended from his clerical duties for alleged misconduct in the latter venture.'"
"DNB.

"Ibid.
" Ibid.
••Ibid. PRO., Calendar of State Papers, Domestic. Edward VI, Mary, Elizabeth I and]arnM
/ (hereafte r: Cal. Domestic), V, 2.53; VI, 199; VII, 515.
" DNB. Though in disgrace after July 1596, Ashley apparently re tained title to his office
throughout the remainder of Elizabeth's reign until resworn under James I (29 AprU 1603May 1610). APC, XXXII, 496. HMC., Ca[e,,dar of the Manuscripts of the Marquis of Salisbury, Preserved at Hatfield House, Hertfordshire, (hereafter: Sallsburv Mss. ), Xl, 537. Cal.
Domestic, V, 415, 506. Edmondes, Smith, and Waad were also retained by James I. APC,

xxxn, 496,497.
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Daniel Rogers (5 May 1587-Febrnary 1591), of Wittenberg, the only
foreign born clerk, was a gifted linguist with proficiency in six languages
including Greek. He had studied under Melanchthon and later at Oxford.
Aside from routine clerical duties, he served several diplomatic assignments to Denmark and Germany.2°
Sir Thomas Smith (December 1587- ovember 1609), an Oxford educated Berkshire man and Latin expert, came to the office of Council clerk
after serving as personal secretary to Robert Devereux, Earl of Essex. An
able man, he later and concurrently held the office of "Clerk of the Parliament in the Lords."2 1
The last clerk appointed in Elizabeth's reign was the noted diplomat Sir
Thomas Edmondes (29 June 1599-January 1614). A Plymouth man who
had previously served as secretary of the French tongue, he was selected
to replace his close friend and mentor Sir Thomas Wilkes who had died
the year before. Edmondes went on to serve James I in several important
offices including membership in the Privy Council.""
These were the men chosen by Elizabeth to serve as Council clerks. 23
Each was widely traveled;• multilingual, highly educated, and most had
prior clerical •• and diplomatic 28 experience. Four were specialists: Edmondes in diplomacy, Wilkes in Diplomatic and military concerns, Ashley
0
APC, XV, Ill. DNB.
"DNB. Salisbury Mss., XVI, 44~4. Cal. Domeslic, IV, 509, 565; Vr□ , 14, 563. ot to be
confused with his namesake who was Secretary or State rTom 1572-1576.
"DNB. References to Thomas Windbank, William Mi.II, and a Mr. Harris as clerks of the
Council are all misleading. Windbank was a clerk of the signet who occasionally Siled in for
a sick or absent Council clerk. Mill was a clerk of the Council "in Star Chamber" and Harris
was simply misplaced by the French ambassador in London. Ibid., XXl. APC, XIV, 288.
Salisbury Mss., I, 198; III, 214, Cal. Domestic, V. 542. Elton, Tudor Reoolutio11, 26~.
PRO., Calendar of State Papers, Foreig11 Series of the Reigri of Elizabeth (hereafter: CaL
Foreig11) , x:ri, iv, 27.
"A shrewd judge of men and fully aware of the sensitive nature of a Council clerk"s office,
Elizabeth insisted on having the 6nal say as to who served in this post. Daniel Rogers, for
example, "was sworn of the clerks of her Majesty's honorable Privy Council upon signification of such her Highness's pleasure delivered unto their Lordships by Mr. Secretary Walsingham." APC, XV, iii. See also Cal. Domestic, 11, 364.
"Several had been Marian exiles. The remainder had taken tours of the Continent which
was the chief avenue to competency in foreign languages in Elizabeth's reign.
"Five served as embassy secretaries in Paris: Roge rs with Sir Henry Norris 1566-1571;
Wilkes with Sir Valentine Dale 1573-1576; Waad served Sir Amyas Paulet 1576-1579; Beale
served Sir Francis Walsingham 1571- 1573; and Edmondes with Sir Edward Stalford 1583'

1590.
"These were Tremayne, Beale, Wilkes, Waad, Rogers, and Edmondes. Elizabeth periodically invited the Chancellors of Oxford and Cambridge to prepare lists or promising graduates who would be suitable for diplomatic service. Montague Burrows, \Vorlhies of All Soulr
(London, 1874), 91 . Most Council clerks also had previously served as diplomatic couriers.
This was a dangerous assignment that required above average physical stamina and an
adequate knowledge of the languages of the countries traversed. More important, such
service acquainted the courier with the customs of diplomatic procedure. E. J. B. Allen, Pos/
and Courier Service i11 /he Diplomacy of Early Modern Europe (fhe Hague, 1972), chs. 11,
IV, and Vil.
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was a naval expert, and Waad in matters of recusancy and treason. The
other five, Beale, Tremayne, Cheke, Rogers, and Smith concerned themselves primarily with the full range of domestic concerns with occasional
excursions into foreign policy matters.
In an age of Counter-Reformation politics, it was necessary that these
clerks, who handled so much domestic and foreign intelligence, should be
of a decidedly protestant religious persuasion. That seven of the nine held
"puritan" sympathies is no surprise considering secretary Walsingham's
role in their selection. 27 What is a surprise is that Elizabeth, despite her
known anti-puritan sentiments, approved each of the appointments. Perhaps she saw the value of having clerks whose pronounced religious convictions guaranteed a permanent interest in protestant England's
survival.'"
Accordingly, all clerks of the Council were required to take an oath of
office very similar to that taken by the privy councilors. Administered by
the principal secretary, the oath bound the clerk to defend the Queen's
"person, honour, Crown, or dignity royal," and "keep secret all matters
committed and revealed unto you or that shall be treated as secret in
Council." This oath was no idle gesture, as the Spanish ambassador and
others regularly offered "great means" to the clerks for such intelligence.
As early as December 1568 Guerau de Spes had succeeded in securing the
assistance of Council clerk Bernard Hampton in learning "all that passed
in the Council."'"
On rare occasions, when the subject was of an unusually sensitive nature, the clerks were excluded from Council discussion. Bernardino de
Mendoza, the Spanish Ambassador in London, reported to Philip II in
October 1579 that:
The Queen . .. summoned the whole of the
Council to again give her their opinion with
regard to the marriage. They met many times
"They were Tremayne, Beale, Wilkes, Waad, Rogers, Smith, and Edmon des. "'Puritan" is
used in the sense stated by M. M. Knappen , ·•... the outlook of those English Protestants who
actively favored a reformation beyond which the Crown was willing to countenance." Tudor
P11 rila11/sm (Chicago, 1939), viii.
"Bri tish Library, Lansdowne Mss., 17, f. 135. DNB. APC, XV, iii. Cal. Domestic, 11, 364.
Evans, 226-27. As with Walsingham, Elizabeth certainly had little cause to doubt a puritan's
patriotism. She clearly saw the value of puritan diplomats negotiating with Huguenots when
on diplomatic assignment in France. Huguenot activities always " reduced the likelihood and
clfectiveness of French Assistance to her archenemy Scotland" and later Spain. OeLamar
Jensen, "Franco-Spanish Diplomacy and the Armada; · From the Renaissa nce to the OJunler
Reformation ( ew York, 1965), ed. C. H. Carter, 206. DNB., XX, 690. Between 1581 and
1584 Beale was employed in negotiating with Mar y Stuart because of "his notorious bias in
favor of puritanism.'" Ibid., 11, 4.
"Cal Foreign, XXII, 121. PRO., Calendar of Letters and State Papers Relating to English
Affairs Preserved Primarily ill the Archives of Sima11cos (hereafter; Cal. Spaitl ), II, 93, 96,
227. Cal. Domestic, VI, 286. C. Hughes," icholas Faunt"s Discourse touching the Office of
Principal Secretary of Estate, Etc., 1592,"" EHR., XX (1905), 500-501. Hoak, 162-63. APC,
IU, 362.
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and on the seventh instant were in session from
8 o'clock in the morning until seven at night,
without stirring from the room, having sent the
clerks away which as I have told your Majesty
is very rarely done and only when something
very secret and important is being discussed. 30
One need but glance at the Council's meeting schedule to appreciate
the demands on a clerk's time. In the early days of Elizabeth's reign it met
an average of three days a week but in the final decades "it was accustomed,'' said Sir Julius Caesar, "that some of the said Council met almost
every day." Sunday was the chief Council day with meetings on 913 of
1411 Sundays for which there are records. In 1598 it sat on forty-nine of
fifty-two Sundays. As with earlier reigns this day proved the most suitable
for hearing "private suits." This was the day when the largest number of
councilors were free from other official workday duties. It was also the
time when they traditionally gathered for "common prayer" and when
the numerous petitioners were freest to place their requests before the
Council. Monday was the next most common day for meetings (504 of
1411) and so on down to Saturday (350 of 1411).31
Even these figures fail to give the complete picture of the clerk's work
load. Meetings lasting all day or occuring early in the morning and late at
night were not uncommon, nor were multiple sittings of up to four times
a day, at different locations on the same day, or on special holy days. They
do not include those times when the Council divided itself with some of
the councilors sitting, for example, at Richmond for the Christmas season
while the remaining councilors stayed behind at Westminster to wind up
outstanding business. This "Council out of Court" would handle the bulk
of business that arrived daily and send most significant originals, or summaries of the same, to the court. Such divisions of the Council also divided
the clerks, but since the clerk with the "Council at Court" kept the register, the clerks were often busier than the records indicate. 32
The Council clerks had to arrive early to oversee the preparations of the

••eat. Spain,

11, 702 .
.. APC., vn, 33-34, 267, 302, 305; VITI , 180; XI, 313-14; XXIV, 166, 172; XXXIV, 545; XXXV,
302; XXXIX, 18. H. W. V. Temperly, .. Memorandum of Sir Julius Caesar," EHR., XXVU
(1913), 127- 29. Th.e regularity with which the Council issued state ments restricting their
meeting times to three or four days a week is proof that such schedules rarely worked. The
clerks repeatedly spoke of their "daily attendance" upon the Council. APC., VII, 33-34, 267,
306; VIII, 180. 8 . L. Lansdowne Mss., XXXI, !f. 108-9; DNB., I, 643 .
"Hughes, 503, Pulman, 165. T. Wright, ed. Queen Elizabeth and Her Times, (London , 1838),
II, 445. 8. L., Egerton Mss., 2074, F. 57. APC., VII , 29, 32; VHI, 60; XI, 176-77; XVI, 119;
xx, vii; XXI, 35; XXII, 70; xxm. 375; xxv, 340; xxvm, 404. Salisbury /lfss., rv, 539-40.
Col. Spain, 11, 702. From the reign of James I on, the clerk with the council at Whitehall
was responsible for keeping the register, not the cle.rk who was with the court. Elton, Tudor
Revolution, 324.
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Council chamber as well as the organization of agendas and incoming
correspondence. At the meeting's conclusion they would remain behind
to supervise the completion of reams of paperwork that would require
signature at the next day's session. Thus a clerk worked seven days a week
from early morning to late afternoon and then was often on call at the
Court throughout most of the evening to receive incoming posts and take
care of important and not so important business of individual councilors.
Like the four signet, clerks, the Council clerks' desire to share the work
load and accompanying fees produced a rotating work schedule. However, because the number of clerks serving at any one time varied from
one (1571-1572) to as many as six (1587-1591) they were forced to develop
a bewildering variety of schedules, none of which lasted for any significant
length of the time. 33 Edward VI's three clerks had asked for and received
permission for two of them always to be present at the Council board, with
the third free of responsibility for a fortnight at a time. 34 It is not known
if this schedule was still functioning in the early part of Elizabeth's reign
but when the appointment of Wilkes and Cheke brought the total clerks
to four it was agreed that each would be in attendance for three periods
of two months in each year. Their schedule looked like this:30
Jan. - Feb. = Cheke & Tremayne
Mar. - Apr.= Tremayne & Beale
May. - Jun. = Beale & Wilkes

Jul. - Aug. = Wilkes & Cheke
Sep. - Oct.= Cheke & Tremayne
ov. - Dec. = Beale & Wilkes

But this schedule never functioned very well. 1n August 1581 Cheke
retired, in September 1582 Tremayne died, and it was a year later before
William Waad was sworn "third clerk." Then both he and Beale were
repeatedly sent on extended diplomatic and domestic assignments that
left Wilkes with the brunt of clerical responsibility. As exhaustion set in,
the latter pleaded for an additional clerk to be appointed along with a new
work schedule, similar to that of the signet clerks, that would allow each
clerk two months free time for every month served. Elizabeth adamantly
refused both requests. The best any Council clerk could ever hope for in
Elizabeth's reign was one month off for every month of service and this
rarely occurred. Repeated interruptions of i.11-health, diplomatic missions,
and out-of-council domestic assignments kept them from operating under
the luxury of a set schedule of attendance. 36
Since most clerks had their homes in London they found that even
during their time off they were continually called in to assist with Council
" Cal. [)qmestic, I, 90.
"APC, IV, 82-83.
" Ibid, XI, 4-5. This schedule was designed to provide continuity in service each time a new
two month period began. The exception was November-December.
" DNB. B. L., Cottortian Mss., Titus B. Vil, r. 30. By the reign or Charles I the clerks or the
Council served five weeks with eleven off. C. E. Aylmer, The KiTlgs Seroo11ts ( ew York,
1961), 152.
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business. So disgusted with this situation did Wilkes become that on one
occasion he threatened to sell his London residence and move to his farm
in Downton, Wiltshire "where I mean to hide myself till God shall bless
me with some better fortune; and being so far removed from London, I
shall not be able to attend so much as I have done . .. " 3 7
Administratively, the Council clerks had the responsibility of overseeing the activities of a host of lesser members of the clerical staff. Foremost
among these were the "clerks extraordinary" who were also required to
take an oath of office and who held their posts in reversion with the
obligation to assist and learn all the duties of the ordinary clerks. Unpaid
and with no rights to the fees of the office, they simply looked forward to
becoming a "clerk ordinary." 38
Another member of the Council staff was the "Keeper of the Council
chamber," who first emerges in the person of Peter Saxon in October
1547.39 Under Elizabeth three men are known to have held this post;
Robert Jones (c. 1567-1574), Robert Langham (c. 1574-1580), and Humphrey Rogers (1580-c. 1612).40 Their duties were to prepare the chamber
for each Council meeting and act as its "doorkeeper." In this latter function they could "insolently" control access to the Council chamber by
extracting extortionist fees from anxious suitors. 41 Keeper Langham described his responsibility by saying:
ow sir, if the Council sit, I am at hand, wait at
an inch. I warrant you, if any make babling,
"PEACE!" (say I) "What ye where ye are?" If I
take a listener, or a prier in at the chinks or at
the lockhole, I am by and by in the bones of
him; but now they keep good order. They know
me well enough. If [it] be a friend , or such one
as I like, I make him sit down by me on a form,
or a chest [and] let the rest walk, a God's
namel 42
In performing his second function the keeper ,of the chamber provided
fresh cut "boughs and flowers" to beautify each Council session, 43 and on
" B. L., Cotton., Titus B, VII, f. 30. So important was their service that even when they had

time off the clerks had to obtain "special license" from the Queen to be absent from London.
Wilkes spent such a month at his estate in Wiltshire in May 1591 "not having seen it two years
before." A. Collins, ed., Letters a11d Memorials of Stale, I (London, 1746), 325-26.
" APC, XIV, 385; XVIII, 11; XXIX, 740. Salisbury Mss., I, 496; IV, 439. DNB. Only three
of Elizabeth's clerks served first as "clerks extraordinary." These were Rogers, Ashley, and
Edmondes. DNB., XVII, 117. Salisbury Mss., IV, 439. APC, XXIX, 740; XXXVI, 132.
,. APC, ll, 135.
•• Ibid., VII, 212, 342; Vlll, 75, 98, 219, 369, IX, 102, 326; X, 203; Xlll, 376; XVI, 11; XVII,
207; XXXll, 498.
41
Ibid., XXXIV, 438-39. Cal. Domestic, IX, 573. Hoak, 161.
0
E. K. Chambers, The Elizabethan State (Oxford, 1923), I, 69, note# 2.
"APC, VII, 212,342; VIII, 75,219,369; IX, 326; X, 203; Xlll, 376; XVI , 11.
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occasion purchased new seat cushions and implements to tend the fireplace.•• His annual salary for such "diligent" efforts was £10 45 and a diet
for him and his assistant at "the table kept in the signet chamber." 48
A third "common servant" of the clerks of the Council was the "keeper
of the Council chest." Under Elizabeth it was Randall Bellin who saw to
it that the chest and its contents were both safely kept and always available
to the Council no matter where it might travel." He made certain that
sufficient paper, ink,pens, dust, and wax were provided for the Council's
and clerks' writing needs.•• For this he was provided an average of £ 13
6s. 8d. per annum.•• In addition, he saw to it that extra standishes, canvas
bags for record storage, and paper books for Council records were available.•• Occasionally a new hinge or chest would have to be purchased.••
Within the Council chest were kept not only these writing supplies but
also the current register, account books, correspondence, recognizances
and bonds, depositions, and even bags of money. As the Council registers
were completed they were turned over to the Keeper of the State Paper
Office for safe keeping. Unfortunately, this procedure was not continued
in the early years of James I's reign, with the result that all the registers
for the years 1604-1613, along with numerous other Council documents
which were kept in "two chambers" under the Banqueting Hall at Whitehall, were burned in the "great fire" of January 1618.02
Additionally, there were many little known messengers of the chamber,
assistants, and professional copyists, who helped not only the Council
clerks but also the clerks extraordinary and the keepers of the Council
chamber and chest.•• By Elizabeth's reign the clerks had become too
important to do the acutal writing of the register and so they employed
deputy clerks to do it for them. For their convenience the clerks always
had a "little room" adjoining the Council chamber where they and "their
"Ibid., IX, 102; XI, 341; XVIJ, 207 . Under James I the number of Keepers of the Council
chamber was raised to two. Ibid., XXXll, 498. See also J. Vernon Jensen"s 'The Staff of the
Jacobean Privy Council" Huntington Library Quarterly, XXXX (1976), 37-38.
"APC., 11, 135; Ill, 332; vu, 212, 342; VIII, 75, 98, 219,369; IX, 102,326; X, 203; xm, 376;
XVI, II; XVU, 207.
"Ibid., XXXVI, 177-78. Cal. Domestic Add., VI, 439. Under the Stuart kings the Keeper of
the Council chamber began to take an oath of office. APC., XL, 2.
"APC., VIII, 277; XX, 107; XXI, 55; XXIV, 486. Adair, EHR., XXX, 700.
"A PC., XX, 107; XXI, 55, 240.
" Ibid., vm, 126-27; IX, 150; XI, 172.
10

/bld., IX, 150; XVII, 318; XXV, 520.

" lbld.,IX, 219; XX, 107; XXIV, 486; XXX, 521.
" Ibid., XXXlll, vi; XXXVI, 342, 348, 354-55. There is no evidence that the Keeper of the
Council chest was paid any salary other than what he could save from bis regular allotment
for supplies. However, under James I he received a salary of 40 marks (1614-1618), £36
(1619-1624), and £40 (1624-1625). J. V. Jensen, 37.
"One of these was William Trumbull, later clerk of the Council under James I, who "long
served Sir Thomas Edmondes in his employment beyond the seas and in the Council chamber without any recompense." Salisbury Mss., XV, 391.
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servants" could "sit and write." During Council meetings one of the two
clerks oversaw the business of this outer office. The other clerk would
attend Council sessions, read correspondence and petitions to the assembled lords, take rough notes of decisions reached (clerks never recorded
discussion) and letters to be sent, and then read them back to the lords to
see if he had accurately grasped their in fended meaning. If approved, the
clerk ordered his assistant to enter these items in the registers along with
the names of the councilors in attendance.••
The clerks maintained other records for the benefit of Council sessions
and their own clerical duties. Of special importance were "formulary"
books which provided exact models for drafting every kind of Council
document. Complex in organization and extensive in scope, these collections alone deserve a separate study.•• Like their Edwardian predecessors,
Elizabethan clerks "kept little books of record showing who had received
an official copy of a letter or,just as important, who at the court might have
asked for the original copy or the 'minute' thereof."•• There were books
of "proclamations," "Penal Statutes," "Certificates of the Musters,"
"Edicts and Ordinances" of foreign states, as well as lists of counties,
justices of the peace, judges, "principal gentlemen" of the realm, ships,
and sea coast forts. There were also maps, copies of the oaths of office taken
by new councilors and clerks, and minutes of all Council mettings. 57
It was in the management of this extensive office routine that the clerks
developed subtle ways of inlluencing Council policy. Charged with the
responsibility of receiving and sorting incoming correspondence as well
as with keeping minutes of unfinished business, the clerks naturally prepared the first draft of the Council agenda. This allowed them to include,
exclude, and rank items for consideration in the second and final drafts
drawn up by the principal secretary. That such a duty had an important
influence on Council deliberations is shown by the numerous letters, with
"gifts" included, begging the clerks to expedite and inffuence specific
matters before the Council. 08
"Ibid., VI, 461. Adair, EHR., XXXVIII, 416-20; EHR., XXX, 703. APC., XXXII, 222. C.
Read, I. 426. Pulman, 156.
"Tremayne's "precedent" books are B. L., Add. Mss. 32323 and Harleian Mss., 4943. Beale's
are B. L., Add. Mss., 48150 and 48018. Clerks of the signet also kept such books but litt.le
of them remains. Elton, Tudor Revolutio11, 267--68.
'"Hoak, 158.
"Putman, 110, note# 124, 162, note #45, 192, 216. Hoak, 277, note# 10. C. Read, I, 428-29,
439. B. L., Lansdowne Mss., 69, f. 121. Cal. Domestic, III, 181. APC., VIII, 219; IX, 166; X,
265, 317; XX, 107; XXI , 55; XXVIII , 602. PRO., S.P. 12/ 260, If. 70-73.
,.APC., Xlll, 384. Temperley, 127- 29. J. E . Neale, TheEl1wbetha11 House of Commons ew
Haven, 1949), 335. Salisbury Mss., IV, 429; VII, 473-74; XVI, 198. Cal. Domestic, II, 705;
V, 420. Cal. Foreign, XIX, 567--68; XX, 164, PRO., S.P., 12/ 226, f 87. H.M.C. Report on the
Manuscripts of the Earl of A11caster (Dublin, 1907), 314. Robert Beale received a smoked
salmon from Or. John Shulte who desired his help in securing, the re lease of a younger
brother from debtor prison . Cal. Foreign, XX, 164. The Pembrokeshire borough of Haverford west sent £2 to Waad " to solicit our cause" and 2 s. to Mr. Waad's man " lo remember
[remind] his master." Neale, 335. See also Salisbury Mss., XIV, 198.
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The clerks had another indirect but meaningful influence on Council
business through the formulation of Council correspondence. The principal secretary had neither the time nor specialized knowledge to draft all
such letters. Consequently, the clerks were instructed to collect the pertinent information, formulate the substance of the council's letters, and
submit wide-spaced "fair copies" of the same to the board for signature.
A skilled and opinionated clerk could easily so word a dispatch as to
influence both domestic and foreign policy.••
The clerks' broad diplomatic experiences were regularly drawn upon
in Council foreign policy deliberations. Though Council registers were not
designed to record such information, the frequency with which the clerks
prepared diplomatic instructions and served foreign assignments is evidence of this fact. Together they served a total of thirty mostly nonresident diplomatic assignments during their clerical tenure. Such service
was not only a mark of high honor and special royal confidence but also
a clear statement on their importance in Elizabethan government. Their
endless handling of diplomatic correspondence at the Council chamber
kept them abreast of significant foreign developments and made them a
logical choice for such assignments. Elizabeth's preference for non-resident diplomacy led her to favor men of proven diplomatic experience,
who, on short notice, could serve as diplomatic troubleshooters in pressing
international situations. 80
These clerks also fulfilled "domestic" diplomatic duties such as drawing
up instructions for departing diplomats, preparing position papers on international law, and negotiating with European diplomats on assignment
in London. Frequently, they were sent to discover these foreign ambassador's instructions before they were presented to an unprepared Elizabeth. 61
On one occasion Wilkes was ordered to acquaint the French Ambassador in London with important intelligence on French affairs that had not
yet been received by that ambassador. 82 Another time, Beale was sent to
smooth the ruffied feathers of the Danish ambassador in London who felt
his living quarters were paltry compared with those given to the English
ambassador when he was in Denmark. 88 On yet another occasion Beale
was hastily ordered to meet with the recently arrived Danish ambassador
"C. Read, I, 425.
'°DeLamar Jensen , .. Power Politics and Diplomacy 1500--1650," The Meaning of the Renaissoncea11d Reformation, ed. R. C. De Molen (Boston, 1974), 350. Thomas Smith did not serve
a diplomatic mission until 1604. Salisbury llfss., XVI, 185-86, 495; XVII, 69, 433.
"Cal. Foreign, XIV, 46S-64; XIX, 217, 434. Cal. Spai11, III, 190--91. APC., XVIII, 37, 433;
XX, 58; XXI , 446-47; XXVIII, 175; XXX, 118-119,599-600. Cal. Domestic, V, 135-36. PRO.,
List and Analysis of Sta te Papers Foreign Series, Elizabeth I, II, #268. PRO., S.P. 12/ 229,
f. 105. D. Digges, ed., The Complete Ambassador (London, 1655), 359. The principal secretary·s chief personal secretnry could on oreasion draft instructions and correspondence for
diplomats. Smith, 492.
"PRO., S.P. 12/ 229, f. 105.
"Cal. Domestic, V. 135-36.
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so he could not protest to Elizabeth that he had been unanswered in his
complaints of English depredations.••
The clerks also handled a multitude of private disputes "betwixt party
and party." Most of these disputes came from individual petitioners who
were either too poor to seek a remedy in the ordinary courts of law or felt
. unable to obtain justice in those same courts. They were individuals who
appreciated the power of both the councilors and clerks to influence the
course of justice. More than the privy councilors, it was the clerks who
labored in these quasi-judicial matters.••
In times past the Council had often heard and decided many of these
disputes but this practice was both burdensome to its business as well as
offensive to the regular courts who felt threatened by the Council's power
to arbitrate these matters. Thus, increasingly during Elizabeth's reign, the
Council directed the clerks to relieve its agenda of most of these suits in
either of two ways. First, they were to investigate each dispute and prepare a Council letter, signed by the councilors, "overruling an obstinate
person," who was "made to acknowledge his fault." Or, after inquiring
into the disagreement, the parties in question were "remitted to some
court of justice or equity or recommended by letter to some justices in the
country to compound the clilferences." If the individuals involved refused
to abide by a clerk's decision, they were threatened with imprisonment.
For those disputes still handled by the Council itself, the clerk's assistance
was again required. On one occasion when the Council was unsure of the
penalty for military desertion it referred the matter to Common Pleas and
directed William Waad, who was also a justice of the peace for Middlesex,
to attend and "learn what the Lord Chief Justice and Justices of Middlesex think fit punishment for certain runaways from her Majesty's service." So important did the clerks become in this quasi-judicial process
that even during their time off they were hounded by suitors, thus
forcing the Council to rule that only clerks "attendant" could be so
approached.••
Clerks often used their influence in the Council when it came to settling
their own disputes with outside parties. In 1550, William Thomas, a clerk
of the Council, brought extreme pressure to bear on ichollls Ridley,
Bishop of London, to allow him to receive as a royal grant the prebend of
"Cantleurs" in St. Paul's. Instead Ridley desperately wanted it for Edmund Grindal, one of his chaplains. In the end Ridley prevented Thomas
from alienating the prebend to himself and his heirs, but not before he
04
APC., XXIX, 393-94.
" Ibid., XX, 230-31; XXIV, 227-28. Cal. Domestic, II, 242; IV, 492-93. Elton, Tudor Reoolution, 101.
"APC, XIII, 394--95; XIV, 173-74; XVIII, 181--83, 398; XIX, 88-89, 228; XX, 195-96; XXII,
15, 199-200; XXIV, 159, 227-28, 304; XXV, 97; XXVI, 166; XXVII, 73-74; XXX, 635-36;
XXXII, 132-33, 501. C:0/. Domestic, II, 52,171,242,560; VI, 3,226. PRO., S.P. 12 /188, f.
185; 12/229, f. 43; 1591 /21, f. 393-94.
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himself was summoned before the Council and made to feel his cause was
hopeless.67
In another instance Robert Beale asked the Council to restrain the
Monmouth iron makers from exceeding th eir quota, which was threatening the value of his own steel patent.68 If a clerk was about to serve or was
serving a diplomatic mission the Council could be very protective of his
interests. In October 1586, just days before Thomas Wilkes departed for
the Low Countries, the Council ordered one of his Downton neighbors,
yeoman Robert Snelgar, to appear before the Council and give answer to
"certain matters as should be objected against him by Mr. Wilkes." 8 8
The Council clerks also labored in disputes "betwixt some party ... and
the Queen's Majesty." These dealt primarily with breaches of peace and
treason. The former required the clerks to imprison suspects and/or summon them before the Council to answer charges. Unless extremely important, such matters were never heard immediately. The clerk merely took
"recognizances" from the suspect parties ordering them to keep the peace
and report back daily or suffer imprisonment. Each time the party reported to see if the Council would hear his case a fee was assessed for
entering the appearance in the register. Once th e lords consented to hear
the matter, procedure differed little from that of private suits, with the
clerks again doing most of the work.' 0
More sinister and unwelcome was the clerk's duty with regard to treason. He was empowered by the Council to seek out, arrest, and interrogate
political suspects. o other task demanded such intense and sustained
effort. For nearly tw nty years th e Council kept these clerks at the center
of investigation for every suspected plot agai nst the Crown. Procedure in
these matters was quite different from that in private suits and breaches
of peace. Suspect parties were seldom ordered to appear before the Council for fear they would Hee England. Instead, the clerks, with the help of
local authorities, would suddenly arrest the accused, commit them to
prison, search their homes, open and reseal their mail, "examine" their
wives and children, and place relatives and acquaintances under house
arrest, often in the clerks' own homes." ext, the clerks would draw up
a list of questions to be used in the subsequent interroga tion, with only
highborn suspects being examined by the privy councilors themselves.72
During the interrogations the clerks were often assisted by Thomas Nor" Adair, LQR, XXXIX, 145-46.
" APC., XXVlll, 611-12.
" Ibid., XIV, 244 . See also XVlll , 165 & Col. Domestic V, 116.
" APC. , V, 374; Vil , 296; XVIII, 175; XX, 274-75; XXII , 14; XXlV, 11 3, 11 8, 329; XXVI,
425-26; XXVII , 337. B. L., Egerton Mss., 2074 ff. 33-34. Adair, EHR., XXXVIII, 412-14.
" C,,/. Domestic, VI, 183-84. PRO., S.P. 12/ 163, ff. 130, 132-33; 12 / 224, r. 38. Salisbury Mss.,
V, 114-15; Vil, 193-95, 404-5; VIII, 74- 75. T . C. Law, " Father William Crichton, S.j .,'' EHR.,
VIII (1893), 697-703. DNB. Elton, Tudor Co11stitutio11, 80.
" APC., XXXI , 151 - 2. B. L., Ege rton Mss., 2034 , ff. 19-54.
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ton, the notorious Elizabethan "rackmaster." While Norton did his dut)',
the clerks took notes of an y forced confessions.7 3 Once these men were
brought to trial, the clerks were frequently required to attend court, give
testimony, and even prepare the brief used by the judges. On occasioning
a clerk delivered the death warrant, as Beale did to the condemned Mary
Stuart. 14
The daily itineraries of the clerks demonstrate their deep involvement
in these affairs. Thomas Wilkes' hastily written schedule for 15 May 1585
reads:
To send for John eve to the Tower. To send for
[William) Bird of the Chapel and that his home
be diligently searched. To have Richard Howell, alias Smith, sent up. Item: To consider how
to proceed with Baker of Walton. Item: to prepare examinations for the Earl of Arundel and
the Lord William (Howard] against the morrow. To examine Mr. [Edward] Ateslow upon
the letter of late sent from Mr. Secretary [Walsingham], . .. to consider what is to be done
with Lady Margaret [Howard]. To consider that
gentlemen [Warders] should be appointed to
my Lord of orthumberland and likewise to
the Lord William [Howard]. 75
At the end of one especially busy day of examining political prisoner ,
Wilkes wearily wrote to Walsingham asking to be excused from "coming
to Court this night .. . having not eaten or drunk this whole day."76 Thus,
along with the principal secretary, these clerks played the central role in
the discovery and resolution of every "plot" from that of Ridolphi in 1571
to the Lopez Conspiracy of 1593-94.7 7 So important did they become in
these investigations that their names were occasionally included, along
"W. D. Cooper, ""Further Particulars of Thomas Norton; · (lrchaeologia, XXXVI, (1855),
105--19.

"B. L., Egerton Mss., 2074, f. 64. B. L., Add. fss., 48029, f. 68; 48 116, ff. 338-45. Later,
reflecting on the results of this assignment , Beale concluded his "name was made odious to
the whole world." Salisbury Mss., IX, 377.
" Catholic Record Society, The Ven. Philip Howard Earl of Arundel, 1557- 1595. {London,
1919), 123. My bracke ts.
"PRO., S.P. 121164. f. 68. Waad on one occasion reported: ··1 spent four hours with him Ia
prisoner) be fore I could bring him to confess anything:· Salisbury Mss., VIII , 413-14 . Others
also complaimed of the "unpleasant and painful toil" involved in interrogating prisoners.
William Murdin, Collection of State Pa pers relatfog lo Affairs ill the Reig n of Queen Elizabeth (London, 1759), 95.
" The published and unpublished manuscript sources are too numerous to list but some
secondary works to read are: L. Hicks, A11 Elizabethan Problem (N.Y., 1964). A Dimock,
''The Conspiracy of Dr. Lopez," EHR, IX (1894), 440-73. Pollard, The Political History of
Eng land (N.Y., 1969).
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with the Que n, Burghley, and Walsingham, on lists of individuals to be
killed or eized by the conspirators.7 8
Particularly significant is the fact that only a Council clerk might serve
as acting principal s cretary when the latter was on assignment outside
the country. In three such absences Walsingham's "most trusted counsellor in public affairs," Robert Beale, occupied this important position (1578,
1581, 1583). It is true that when Walsingham was ill, but still close enough
to the court to express his opinion, one of his private secretaries or even
a signet clerk might temporarily supply his place as the Queen's confidential secretary. But none other than a clerk of the Council, who had taken
the oath of office, could represent the principal secretar y before the Council board itself. That a Council clerk could assume one of the two most
influential positions on the Council for extended periods of time bespeaks
the confidence placed in both the man and his office.79
Aside from the numerous responsibilities already discussed, the clerks
were expected to sit in the House of Commons as an important buttress
of government policy. Because the Council did not hesitate to recommend
them to borough officials as possible candidates for the Commons, all nine
repeatedly erved in Parliament. However, the boroughs did not always
respond favorably to the Council's suggestions. In 1586 the burgers of
Gatton, Surrey rejected the Council's suggestion of William Waad and
elected another.•0 At the same time, the boroughs were often eager to
have a sympathetic voice close to the Council and so were amenable to
such suggestions. Such was the case with Thomas Wilkes when the
borough of Southampton chose him for their representative in the 1586
Parliament.••
Robert Beale was the most spectacular example of parliamentary service by an Elizabethan clerk. His intrepid and resolute Puritanism made
him an "implacable and troublesome" critic of Archbishop Whitgift's use
of the Court of High Commission. In the 1593 Parliament, he and James
Morice, an attorney for the Court of Wards, emerged as the outstanding
proponents of a constitutional approach to parliamentary grievances that
made the English common law the foundation of the revolution in Stuart
times. 82
" Pollard, Ibid., 395 note # 1.
" 8. L , Add. Mss., 48115, ff. 338-45. Evans, 50, note #2. C. Read, 1,349; Ill, 349,427. HMC.,
Tl,e Manuscripts of His Grace the Duke of Rut/011d (London, 1880), I, 140. Salisbury Mss.,
Vil, 404. Apparently James I saw nothing wrong with allowing a signet cle rk to serve as
acting principal secre tary. Salisbury Mss., XV, 43.
'°Neale, 187-88. PRO., Returns of Members of Porliame11t: E11gla11d / 213- 1705 {London,
1878), 408, 413, 416, 418, 420, 422-25, 427, 430-32, 437-38, 442, 447, 451 , 454, 460. The
Council had recommended Waad to Gratton because the kinsman or one Catherine Copley
was impUcated in the Babington Plot and she had "the nomination" of the two representatives for the town.
11
eale, 178-79.
u eale, Elizabeth I 011d Her Parliame11ts (New York, 1966), 11, 194, 224,267, 435-38. Beale
was one or the first English lawyers to give "an exordiurn on Magna Carta," Ibid., 66.
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This determined stand against government policy was not what Elizabeth expected from her loyal officeholders, and before the 1593 Parliament ended, Beale had been examined by the Council and placed under
house arrest. Consequently, Beale and his puritan supporters, Wilkes and
Waad, were conspicuously absent from the 1597-98 Parliament, though
still active in clerical affairs.•• In addition to these major duties the clerks
were given a host of miscellaneous responsibilities from playing cupid for
match-maker Elizabeth to preventing the erection of a "scandalous" London theater.••
It took only a few years of such schedules and pressures before a clerk
experienced exhaustion, continual headaches, and "decaying" eyesight."'
But the office of clerk was too prestigious and lucrative to resign. A clerk
"ordinary" drew a salary of £50 a year which, like the principal secretary's
£100 salary, was paid in quarterly installments by authority of a Chancery
warrant under the Great Seal. In addition, he could dine free of charge
at the principal secretary's table.•• More important were the posted fees
that could be collected as a by-product of managing the Council's paperwork. Some of these were: 1Os. from a person of "ability" appearing before
the Council on a charge of contempt or "other notorious misdemeanor,"
6s. 8d. for entering an order in the Council register, £1 for copies of such
entries, 6s. 8d. for bonds and recognizances and discharge of the same, and
£2 from a privy councilor upon his swearing in. 87
A clerk's office was often a means for obtaining additional posts, with
the result that each clerk averaged four positions besides his clerkship.
While membership in Parliament may not have been very lucrative at 2s.
a day, its other benefits, especially if one was representing one of the more
wealthy boroughs, could be substantial. Six of the clerks were justices of
the peace and it has been estimated that the office alone was worth between £500 and £1000 per annum by the end of Elizabeth's reign.••
Other posts obtained by these clerks that carried lucrative stipends and /or
fees were Secretary of the Council of the orth, •• Muster-Master General
of the Low Countries,•• Lieutenant of the Tower,"' Deputy Governor of
"Ibid., 227-326.
••PRO., S.P. 12/ 156, If. 58-59. APC, XXX, 146.
"B. L., Cotton. Mss., Titus B. VII, f. 30. See also Beale's and Tremayne's complaints: Cal.Domestic, I, 683; II, 251.
.. HMC., Report 011 the Manuscripts of Lord Mo,itagu of Beaulieu (London, 1900), 57-58.
PRO. , Cale,idarof Patent Rolls, Elizabeth I (hereafter: CPR.), V, # 1357. Clerks under James
I continued to receive the same £50 salary. Cal. Domestic, VII, 615. Most itemized "extraordinary" expenses involved in carrying out Council business were reimbursable. APC., I, 562;
II, 113, 270, 285, 322.
"L. & P., XIV, i, #743. B. L., Add. Mss., 48018, f. 670.
"Williams, 98-99. The six were Tremayne, Beale , Wilkes, Waad, Ashley, and Smith.
"APC, XIII, 196. Salisbury Mss., IX, 377. Held by Beale and Cheke with a salary of £33
6s. 8<1. per annum and extensive fees.
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the Mines Roya]•• and numerous diplomatic assignments with their significant stipends, expense accounts, gifts, and rewards. Five of the clerks
became knights bachelor, which title privy councilor Dr. Thomas Wilson
estimated was worth between £1,000 and £2,000 a year.83
Unlike earlier and subsequent reigns the Elizabethan Council clerkship
was rarely a stepping-stone to higher office. Elizabeth preferred to keep
men in the same office for as long as possible. This produced stability and
a high degree o( competence in her civil service and in no way suggests
that the Council clerkship was of less moment than under Henry VIII or
James I where it was often a ladder to higher office. Indeed, unlike James
I's clerks, one never reads of their Elizabethan predecessors complaining
that their office was weak and insigni£cant, only that their responsibilities
were too demanding.••
Furthermore, a Council clerk's position often won him crown leases on
rich land. While most of Beale's, Wilkes', Waad's, and Rogers' success in
this area came also as a reward for diplomatic services, it was their proximity as clerks to men like Burghley and Walsingham that ensured success
in this matter.•• Likewise, Waad's, Beale's, and Wilkes' good fortune in
landing lucrative monopolies in hemp, steel, and salt production must be
attributable to the same reasons.•• The success of several of these clerks
in obtaining lucrative wardships added signi6cantly to their annual incomes."'
So there is ample evidence that most clerks of the Council prospered
as a result of their service. It appears that their individual incomes easily
equaled those of the upper gentry in England. Their frequent complaints
of "poverty" and "necessity" were simply the expected and accepted
procedure for wrangling non-salaried remuneration from England's frugal
queen. Sir Thomas Wilkes, for all his grumbling, left his family a substantial
estate at Rickmansworth, Hertfordshire and moveable goods worth nearly
'°PRO., S.P. 12/ 260 IT. 70-73. APC, XXVII , 602, 607 . Cal Domestic. Ill , 181. Held by Wilkes
and Waad.
" DNB., XX, 403. Held by Waad with a sti pend of £1 00 per annum.
" Ibid., II, 4. Held by Beale. See DNB. for each of the clerk s for a fairl y comprehe nsive list
of their offices.
" Williams, 98-99. See Cary M. Dell's "Elizabethan Diplomatic Compensation: Its . ature
and Variety," Tl,e j oumal of Britisl, Studies, XX, no. 2 (Spring, 1981), 1-25 and "Thomas
Chaloncr's Diplomatic Expenses in Spain," Bulleti11 of tl,e fll slitute of Historical Researcl,
llll (1980), 118-24 fo r a brillian t refutation of the myth of the insufficiency of diplomatic
pay in Elizabethan England .
..J. V. Jensen, 31-33, 41.
" APC., XV, 423. Salisbury Mss., VIII , 438. Ca l. Domestic, I, 506; VI, 109, 267. Wincheste r
College Mss., nos. 4970 & 26,277 . PRO., "Signe t Office Docqu ts," I, Ind. 6800, IT. 542 & 570.
PRO., " Patent Rolls" C. 66/ 1451 , Membranes 35-38.
"APC., XVI, 420, XVIII, 105. PRO ., S.P. 12/ 225, IT. 93, 11 5, 145. W. H. Price, Tl,e Euglisl,
Patents of M011opoly (Boston, 1906), 143.
"CPR., II, 123. J. 1-lurstfield, Tl,e Queer, s Wards: Wardship a 11d Marriage u11der Elizabet/,
l (Cambridge, Mass., 1958), 125-7, 347--8.
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£2,000. Sir Thomas Smith bequeathed an estate valued at £20,000 when
he died in 1609. 98
But with the accession of James I, clerical complaints about their office
rose dramatically. The increasing size and workload of the Jacobean Council, the steadily mounting number of commissions and committees which
had to be served, plus the "heavy absenteeism" among the clerks, resulted
in an exhausted and depressed clerical stair. They increasingly went unpaid and otherwise unrewarded due to the near bankruptcy of the government. Add to these the effects of inflation and the onus of association with
an unpopular monarch and it is not surprising that the Council clerks
repeatedly sought retirement or advancement as a means of escaping the
drudgery of their office. Clearly, the heyday of the Council and its clerkship had ended. 99
The Elizabethan office of clerk of the Privy Council owes much of its
importance to developments in earlier Tudor reigns. But only as Elizabeth
established an efficient and cohesive Council and replaced Mary's clerks
with those of her own choosing does the Council clerkship come to have
real significance. For the first time in the history of the office a reign was
of sufficient length and stability to permit such precedents to bear fruit.
Consequently, the office of clerk of the Privy Council attained an importance unequalled either before or since.

91
Williams, 9S-99. PCC., Probate# 11, XCI, 35 Lewyn. Price, 143. Aylmer, 204, tells us that
in 1630 Charles rs three Council clerks each had a total minimum income of £1000 to £
3,051 in fees, pensions, diets, and other offices. The ability of strategically placed civil servants to raise their income .. dramatically .. is a well documented fact. Adair, "William
Thomas," Tudor Studies. Slavin, Politics a11d Pro.fit. H. R. Trevor-Roper sees royal service
as remarkably lucrative under Henry Vlll and Elizabeth. "The General Crisis of the Seven•
teenth Century," Past & Present, XVI (1959), 31-64 and "The Gentry 1520-1620," Economic
History Review Supplement, I, 1953.
" J. V. Jensen, 31-33, 41.
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The term "demon" has embraced a variety of meanings over the centuries, and, while it can include the notion of one's own inner genius, or of
a sprite midway between the gods and men, it is usually construed as an
evil spirit, as Augustine said long ago:
. . . there is scarcely a man, no matter how well
read and learned, who would dare say by way
of praise to his slave, You have a demon, or who
could doubt that the man to whom he said this
would consider it a curse? Why, then, are we to
subject ourselves to the necessity of explaining
away what we have said when we have given
offence by using the word demon, with which
every one, or almost every one, connects a bad
meaning, while we can so easily evade this necessity by using the word angel?'
However, as Wayne Shumaker tells us in his The Occult Sciences in the
Renaissance, the existence of demons in the older sense is attested to in
'An earlier version of this paper was delivered at the December, 1981 meeting of the
Modem Language Association, in ew York City, in a program arranged by the Spenser
Society.
'The City of Cod, translated Marcus Dods 'ew York: The Modern Library, 1950), IX.19,
p. 298. General studies on demonology that have proved useful in writing this paper include
Margaret A. Murray, The Cod of the Witches (New York: Oxford University Press, 1931, rpl.
1970); Europe's 111ner Demons: An Enquiry Inspired by the Great Witch-Hun/ (New York:
Basic Books, Inc., 1975); Christina Hole, Witchcraft in England (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1947). See also the lengthy article, "Demons and Spirits," in the Encyclopedia of
Religion and Ethics, ed. James Hastings, 13 vols. (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1908);
and the entry "Demons" in The Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible, ed. George Arthur
Buttrick, 4 vols. (New York: Abingdon Press, 1962).
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the Hermetic corpus, and they can be divided into the categories of good,
indifferent, and hostile.• Augustine wished to make them all hostile or
evil, and to separate them from the angelic hierarchies; and he completely
ignores the category of the indifferent demon, whom Shumaker perceives
as representative of the unseen but keenly felt powers of nature.
Both Tasso and Spenser, the authors under discussion here, have
created a variety of fascinating creatures that are technically demons or
answer to the name of demons. The church's attempt, as we have seen
manifested in Augustine, to stamp out all knowledge and interest in pagan
deities by labeling them as evil spirits," in particular the fallen angels, did
affect their treatment in poetry, but often, as is particularly the case with
Tasso, the problem of reconciling literary and theological demonology was
resolved through the creation of a rich series of allegorical figures partaking of both traditions, or, in a few instances, by taking bona fide pagan
spirits and passing them off as Christian angels. For purposes of this paper,
a demon will be construed as any immortal spirit, whether invested in a
body or not, that acts as an intermediary between the gods (or God) and
men. In this sense, it includes all allegorical figures, for even the virtues,
if they are real things, act as God's agents with man. As James ohrnberg
put it in The Analogy of the Faerie Queene, " the character of the daemon
has a wider application ... for the daemon shares its otherness .. . with a
whole range of allegorical personifications."•
The first demon we encounter in the Gerusalemme 5 is the angel Gabriel; he is actually a double of Hermes, the intermediary between God
and man, the messenger God. As Tasso puts it,
The gentle Gabriel called he from the rest;
'Twixt God and souls of men that righteous
been
Ambassador is he, for ever blest,
The just commands of heaven's eternal King,
'Twixt skies and earth, he up and down doth
bring.
(I. xi, 4-8)
'Wayne Shumaker, The Occult Scie11ces ;,. the Re11aissa11ce: A Study;,, Intellectual Pattems
(Berkeley, California: University of California Press, 1979), p. 73.
'Christina Hole, in her Witchcraft in England, speaks of the worship and magical invocation
of ..... the gods and nature-spirits of paganism ... and their eventual transformation into
the demons of the Christian era . . . (p. 46)."
4
James ohmberg, The Analogy of the Faerie Queene (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1976), pp. 768--9.
•All references to the English translation of the Gerusolemme libero to, the Jerusalem Delivered, are to the version of Edward Fairfax ( ew York: G. P. Putnam's sons, 1963), and will
be provided in the text of the paper. However, all of the Fairfax versions have been checked
against the Italian text in the edition of Francesco Flora (Poesie, vol. 21 of LA Letteraturo
Italiano, Storio E Testi (Milon: Riccardo Riciordi; n.d. ]).
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In the ninth canto, God identifies the devils as evil demons, and sends his
other demon, Michael, to disperse them:
To that dear Bock my mercy hath in cure
How Satan from hell's loathsome prison sends
His ghosts, his sprites, his furies, and his fiends:

Bid them to Acheron's black Hood repair,
Fit house for them, the house of grief and pain;
There let their king himself and them torment;
So I command, go tell them mine intent.(IX, !viii, 6-8; lix, 5--8.
And toward the end of the poem, in the eighteenth canto, Michael appears
in a vision to Godfredo and predicts his victory against the pagans. Thus
the narrative of the Gerosa lemme is Banked by two good demons, emissaries between man and God-Gabriel and Michael.
In contrast to these demons, Ismeno, the evil magician who has forsaken Christianity for the Muslim persuasion, is a summoner of spirits
rather than a spirit himself; his counterpart in The Faerie Queene is Archimago. Tasso, speaking through Ismeno, distinguishes good from evil
demons in the Augustinian sense:
The sprites impure, from bliss that whilom fell,
Shall to your service bow, constrain'd by skill.
(II, iv, 5-6)
The wizard Hidraort, another summoner of spirits, functions as a kind of
white witch, in opposition to lsmeno (see Merlin in The Faerie Queene),
but he also owes his powers to the demons he can summon. Most of the
time, however, he is content to work his so-called magic through more
ordinary means, by sending his bewitching niece Armida to undermine
the Christians:
Medea or false Circe changed not
So far the shapes of men, as her eyes spreeding
Alter'd their hearts, and with her siren's sound,
In lust their minds, their hearts in love, she
drown'd.
(IV xxxvi 5--8)
Generally, the good demons and the good witches seem to be less powerful than their hostile counterparts, or at least less willing to employ the
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supernatural. In the fourteenth canto, another white witch, an aged sire
that gets all his power from herbs, refuses to raise up demons:
or yet by help of devil or aid from hell
I do this uncouth work and wond'rous feat;
The Lord forbid I use or charm or spell
To raise foul Dis from his infernal seat;
But of all herbes, of every spring and well,
The hidden power I know and virtue great,
(XIV, xlii, 1--6)
And the spirit who guards the Christian knight Raimond (in pagan terms
his own genius, in Christian terms a guardian angel), does function magically, as do the gods and goddesses in Homer's Iliad, by placing himself
between his charge and physical harm, but when Raimond is wounded,
he must also seek magical cures in the woods to cure his charge, instead
of seeking divine intervention:
But th'angel pure (that kept him) went and
sought
Divine dictamnum out of Ida wood;
This herb is rough and bears a purple flower,
And in his budding leaves lies all his power;
(Xl, lxxii, 5-8)
Unlike the Christian angels, the devils have the traditional power of
demons to interfere with the forces of nature on their own, and without
the command of witches or wizards:
.. . the devils (that saw the sure decay
Of their false kingdom by this bloody war)
At once made heav'n and earth with darkness
blind,
And stirr'd up tempests, storms, and blust'ring
wind.
(VII,

CXV '

5-8)

And in canto 8 the wicked spirit, Alecto, appears to have carried out a form
of demonic possession among the Christian soldiers:
'Mongst them Alecto strewed wasteful £ire,
Envenoming the hearts of most and least;
With rage th'Italian lodgings, never ceas'd;·
From thence into the Switzer's camp it went,
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And last infected every English tent.
(VIII, lxxii 1-2, 6--8)
Alecto is a demon who can take shapes at will, either male or female, as
when she comes to Soliman in the shape of an old man and goads him to
kill the sleeping Christians: "whose looks were grave,/ Whose cheeks were
bloodless, and whose locks were hoar,/ Mustachios sprouting long, ... "
(IX, viii, 2-4)
Another shape-changing spirit, and one that is clearly an intermediary
between the gods and men, in this case between the evil god Satan and
Argantes, is presented in the seventh canto:
Argantes such thy present danger was,
When Satan stirr'd to aid thee at thy need,
In human shade he forg'd an airy mass,
And made the shade a body seem indeed;
Well might the spirit for Clorinda pass,
Like her it was in armor and in weed,
In stature, beauty, countenance, and face,
In looks, in speech, in gesture, and in pace;
(VII, xcix)
As we shall presently observe, this sprite invites comparison with Spenser's false Florimell.
Finally, in the thirteenth canto, Tasso equivocates by simultaneously
denying the existence of pagan demons and replacing them with the fallen
angels. One cannot replace what does not exist, obviously. First the pagan
belief in the demons of the enchanted wood is stated:
United there the ghosts and goblins meet
To frolic with their mates in silent night;
With dragon wings some cleave the welkin
fleet,
Some nimbly run o'er hills and valleys light;
A wicked troop that with allurement sweet
Draws sinful man from what is good and right;
And there with hellish pomp their banquets
brought,
They solemnise : thus the vain pagans thought.
(XIII, iv.)
These original demons are regarded as false and delusions, but then the
"real" demons, the evil ones, heralded by Satan, come:
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Hear! ye amid the empty air that dwell,
Hearl all ye devils that lie in deepest hell,
(XIII, vii, 3,4)
As souls of men in bodies clothed be,
So every plant a sprite shall hide and hold:
With trembling fear make all the Christians
flee,
When they presume to cut these cedars old,(XIII, viii, 3-6)

The pagans, then, are not even allowed to have their own demons; they
must be reshaped in terms of Christian demonology before they can reenter the forest from which they have been evicted by Augustine and his
followers.
Thus Tasso, in the Gerusalemme, presents both good and evil demons;
the evil demons are clearly superior in power and might, with the exception of Michael and Gabriel, historical figures of angelhood whose reputations precede them and make it impossible that their power be
diminished. One is God's announcer, like Hermes, i.e. Gabriel; the other
is Cod's punisher, the avenging Michael, who defends the right. The
pagan demons of genius appear in the form of guardian angels, and the
mass of pagan demons simply as the evil one and his followers. In fact, as
we have seen, Tasso casts doubt on the veracity of the pagan demons to
the extent that he chases them out of their own forest to be replaced by
evil Christian demons who, interestingly enough, pretend to be wood
sprites in order to delude Rinaldo and prevent him from cutting down the
forest to make armaments for the Christians. Tasso, then, clings tenaciously to late Christian attitudes toward demonology, but the pagan spirits often reassert themselves and take over from their paler Christian
counterparts.
At no time does Spenser attempt to provide his reader with a consistent
portrayal of demons in his Faerie Queene. Pagan and Augustinian concepts of demonology are freely mixed together, innocent or at least indifferent demons make cameo appearances in the midst of more devilish
or angelic types, and the author's attitude toward his creations ranges
from the serious to the fanciful. Guyon, for example, in reading his book
of fairy Jore, comes upon an alternative to the Edenic account of creation,
one that makes the first man an elf animated, given soul by the demon fire.
This elf then unites with another demon to produce the faeries, the titular
subjects of The Faerie Queene:•
'All quotations from The Faerie Queene are to the edition by Thomas P. Roche.Jr. ew York:
Penguin Books, 1978), and line references will be provided in the text of the paper.
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It told, how first Prometheus did create
A man, of many partes from beasts deriued
And then stole fire from heauen, to animate
His worke, for which he was by /oue depriued
Of life him selfe, and hart-strings of an AEgle
riued.
That man so made, he called Elfe, to weet
Quick, the first author of all Elfin kind:
Who wandring through the world with wearie
feet,
Did in the gardins of Adonis find
A goodly creature, whom he deemd in mind
To be no earthly wight, but either Spright,
Or Angell, th'authour of all woman kind;
Therefore a Fay he her according hight,
Of whom all Faeryes spring, and fetch their
lignage right.
II, x, 70, 5-9; 71.
On the sober side, the magi, those who summon demons, are obviously
to be taken seriously. Not only do both Archimago and Merlin possess the
magician's or witch's traditional power to summon demons, but they are
themselves demonic-Archimago in his Protean ability to change his
shape at will, indicating the instability and moral waywardness of the evil
spirit, and Merlin, the white magician, in his spiritual origins, in both
senses of spiritual, for he is the child of a sprite and a nun: " . . . wondrously
begotten, and begonne/ By faJse illusion of a guileful Sprite, / On a faire
Ladie onne, . .. " (III, iii, 13, 3-5).
The most interesting, the most fully described demon in The Faerie
Queene, is the one placed in the snow-shaped body of the faJse Florimell.
We even know its sex-masculine; its origin-hell, by way of heaven; its
speciality-female impersonation:
A wicked Spright yfraught with fawning guile,
And faire resemblaunce aboue all the rest,
Which with the Prince of Darknesse fell somewhile,
From heauens blisse and euerlasting rest;
Him needed not instruct, which way were best
Himselfe to fashion likest Florimell,
e how to speake, ne how to vse his gest,
For he in counterfeisance did excel!,
And all the wyles of wemens wits knew passing
well. (III., viii., 8)
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The false Florimell is much more carefully developed than the false Clorinda of Tasso, and the sexual ambiguity of the figure is exploited in the
wooing scenes between her and Braggadochio and Qater) Blandamour.
Ironically, this abductor of souls, this male spirit in women's clothing and
snow-based body, is constantly being abducted, and her initial abduction
parallels the abduction of Florimell, by Proteus. One is a lady in distress,
the other a distressful lady impersonator who illuminates the lack of perception of real beauty and love that marks her suitors. At the same time
that the false Florimell is a demon in the Augustinian sense, she also has,
as A. C. Hamilton has told us, classical associations with the hermaphroditic Venus, the bearded Venus dressed in woman's clothing, and the
phantom Helen that Paris carried olf instead of the real one, as it appears
in Euripides' account. 7 And her humorous adventures are formed from a
mixture of romance and fairy lore, thus bearing on the category of the
indifferent spirits. The character is too complex, too rich, for simple Augustinian definition; "she" moves the plot forward, adds a note of high
comedy in an otherwise serious section of The Faerie Queene, and, when
her work is done, she disappears, leaving nothing but her vestments behind:
Her snowy substances melted as with heat,
e of that goodly hew remayned ought,
But th'emptie girdle, which about her wast was
wrought.
V.iii.24, 7-9.
Her career spans three books of The Faerie Queene; she is an active
protagonist in affairs of love, beauty, friendship, a kind of snow queen of
the faeries, as deceitful as Duessa, but infinitely more attractive, more
substantial despite her lack of substance.
Spenser, in developing the character of the spirit of Genius in the
Bower of Blisse canto, may have drawn upon atale Conti's chapter on
Genius, where that figure is, first, seen as parallel to the good and bad
angels of the Church Fathers: "The ancients thought that each man had
with him, from the moment he was born, two spirits, one bad, and the
other good, who watched over us. And they thought that they were born
with us. " And in a later passage from Conti, Genius emerges as the guardian angel: "The Genius received its name-as the Latin version would
have it-from Gignendo, a bringing forth, either because he is born with
us or because, through the grace of the gods, he was entrusted as a guardian of those giving birth to children. He is believed sometimes to be
secretly encouraging us, sometimes dissuading us, steadying our entire
'The Faerie Queene, ed. A. C. Hamilton (New York: Longman, 1977), annotations on HI.viii.6
and 8, p . 376.
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life. It is almost like a governor of our mind and will (IV, iii)." 8 Thus the
evil Genius appears in the Bower of Bliss and the good genius, or the
guardian angel, in the eighth canto, rescuing the famished Guyon from the
rigors of Mammon's temptation. As the angel says:
Yet will I not forgoe, ne yet forget
The care thereof my selfe vnto the end,
But euermore him succour, and defend
Ag~st his foe and mine: . . . II, viii, 8, 3-6.
Thus Spenser, in a fine mixture of pagan and Christian demonology, contrasts, in the same book, the evil genius of the bower of bliss with the
ministering angel of the knight of temperance- the one inhibiting growth
and fertility with the poisoned fruits of illicit pleasure, and the other
promoting moral growth after Guyon's escape from the sterile caverns of
the money god.
The wood sprites, or indilferent demons, appear in the flrst book of The
Faerie Queene, where the Fauns and Satyres come to rescue Una from
Archimago; characterless, and almost featureless, they move as an indistinguished group, whose only real function, apparently, is to represent untutored but uncorrupted nature. A second group of wood sprites serves a
comic purpose-the Satyres in book 5, whose sexual proclivities put Malbecco to shame, visiting their favors upon Hellenore with absurd profusion. And the flgure of the devil, developed anciently from the horned
god,• our most recent example being Pan, is trivialized in the person of
Malbecco, whose horns have come to him, courtesy of his wife Hellenore,
whose goatish appearance signifies lust but conceals avarice, and whose
position on all fours degrades his manhood:
Which when Malbecco saw, out of his bush
Vpon his hands and feete he crept full light,
And like a Cote emongst the Cotes did rush,
That through the helpe of his faire homes on
hight,
And misty dampe of misconceiuing night,
And eke through likeness of his gotish beard,
He did the better counterfeite aright:
So home he marcht emongst the horned heard,
' Frankfurt, 1581, t4v. Translation by John Mulryan and Steven Brown, forthcoming, Cornell
niversity Press.
' Cf.Murray, The God of the Witches, chapter 1, "The Horned God," pp. 23-45; see also my
article, "Literary and Philisophical Interpretations of the Myth of Pan from the Classical
Period through the Seventeenth Century," vol 28 of the Acta Co11 ve11tus Neo-Lali11i Tu ronensis, ed. Jean-Claude Margolin (Paris: Libraire Philosophique J. Urin, 1980), pp. 211- 18.
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That none of all the Satyres him espyde or
heard.
111.x.47.
Finally, as a parallel to the mass hysteria invoked by the Furylike sprite
Alecto in Tasso's Gerusalemme, there is one suggestion of demonic possession recorded. Britomart's nurse Glauce offers this theory to explain Brit'
mart's profound discontent:
But this sad euill, which doth her infest,
Doth course of natural! cause farre exceed,
And housed is within her hollow brest,
That either seems some cursed witches deed,
Or euill spright, that in her doth such torment
breed.
III.iii. 18, 5-9.
Thus Spenser runs the whole gamut of demon lore-drawing from the
Bible, mythology, and folklore, he presents good, bad, and indifferent
demons. Unlike Tasso, he has no particular quarrel with pagan demons,
and invokes them both positively and negatively in The Faerie Queene.
The main difference between Tasso and Spenser in their treatment of
demons is the greater importance of humor in Spenser's demonic figures.
The absurd Malbecco and the devilish false Florimell, and the insatiable
Satyres, have no counterparts in the Gerusalemme. Taking demonology
as a branch of the supernatural, I would conclude by saying that it is more
finely integrated in The Faerie Queene than it is in the Gerusalemmethe tone, the atmosphere is right. In the unreal world of The Faerie
Queene, the demon is very much at home; on the real battlefields of the
Gerusalemme, they often become mirror images of their mortal counterparts. However, it can be said of both poems that they are the richer for
their demon lore, and the mixture of pagan and Christian traditions enriches their presentation of the supernatural-freeing it from a mere
imitation of the partisan spirits of the classical epic.

Antonio Possevino, S.J.
as A Counter-Reformation Critic of the Arts
by

John Patrick Donnelly, S.J.
Marquette Unive rsity, Milwaukee

The Protestant Reformation called into question many traditions and
practices of the Church, including the traditional relation of art to religion.
Many Protestant theologians, for instance Calvin and especially Zwingli,
condemned religious statues and art as idolatrous or superstitious, partly
on the basis of Old Testament prohibitions. Luther and Lutherans approved of religious paintings but rejected the cult of the saints that had
figured so largely in medieval and Renaissance religious art. In the Lutheran tradition religious art was more closely tied to the Bible, another
manifestation of the solo scriptura principle.' In Catholic circles as well
there arose lively discussions which culminated in a hurried declaration
during the closing days of the Council of Trent. The Council defended the
use of religious art from the charge of idolatry-images are not to be
revered for themselves but only because of the holy subjects that they
represent. Images are useful because they imprint in the faithful the
teaching of the faith and the miracles our God has worked through his
saints. Hence religious images raise hearts to God and put vividly before
the faithful models of holy living. Finally the Council warned against
abuses of religious art: the faithful must be taught to avoid idolatrous or
superstitious use of art; art must not give rise to either doctrinal error or
indecent thoughts, hence it is to be supervised by the bishops who are to
see to it that no indecent or unusual images nor new miracles are included
in religious art. Implicit in the Council's statement was greater ecclesiastical control over religious art.2
'Carl C. Christensen, Art and the Refonnalio11 ;,, Cenna11y, (Detroit / Athens: Wayne State
niversity Press/ Ohio University Press, 1979); Margarete Stirm, Die Bilderfrage in der
Reformation, (GUtersloh: Verlaghaus Gerd Mohn, 1977); Charles Garside, Zwingli a11d the
Arts, ( ew Haven: Yale University Press, 1966), pp. 76-183.
' Hubert Jcdin, Kirche des Glauberis, Kirche der Geschichte, (Freiburg: He rder, 1966), ll, pp.
460-498, " Entstehung und Tragweite des Trienter Oe krets Uber die Bilderverehrung";
Anthony Blunt, Artistic Theory in Italy, 1450-/600, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1962),
pp. 102.-136; tmile Mille, Lari reUgieux de laji,i du XVI' siecle, du XVI/' siecleet du XVI/I•
siecle: bude sur l 'ico,iographie apres le Concile de Trente, (Paris: Armand Colin, 1951), pp.
1- 107; E. Kirschbaum, "'L'infiusso del Concilio di Trento nell" arte," Cregorianum, 26 (1945),
pp. I00-116.
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During the sixteenth century, Italy, the home of the greatest and most
innovative artists, was also extremely rich in theore tical discussions of art.
In the wake of the Council of Tre nt a number of churchmen began to
write treatises that filled out the short, generic prescriptions of the Council. Among them were the two saintly cardinals of Milan, Carlo and
Federigo Borromeo.3 More influential and fully worked out than the Borromeos' writings was the long treati.se of Cardinal Gabriele Palleotti of
Bologna. Recent studies by Paolo Prodi have made his treatise well
known.• This study examines the treatise on art written by the influential
Jesuit diplomat and writer Antonio Possevino. The re is considerable literature on Possevino, but it concentrates on his diplomatic activity while
rather neglecting his writings, particularly on art.•
Possevino's treatment of art first appeared in his Bibliotheca Selecta of
1593, an enormous work of some 1200 folio pages covering ·almost every
aspect of Renaissance learning. 6 Romeo de Maio calls it "the bibliographic
catechism of the Counter-Reformation;"' Pietro Pirri sees it as an updating of Vincent of Beauvais's Speculum Majus 8 and terms it the " Encyclopedia of the Counter-Reformation."• The Bibliotheca Selecta was first
printed on the Vatican Press in 1593; there were subsequent editions at
Venice (1603) and Cologne (1607). lt came armed with an unusual distinction: a warm prefatory letter by Clement VIII. Its treatise on poetry and
painting was reprinted separately in Lyons in 1594 and 1595. Parts of the
treatise on painting have been reprinted recently.10
'Carlo Borromeo, lnstruclionum fabricae et supelleclilis ecclesiaslicae libri II ... , (Milan,
1577); reprinted in Paola Barocchi, Tratlati d'arte de/ Cinquecento, fro manierisma e cvntroriforma, (Bari: Laterza, 1960-1962), HI, 1-1 13; Federigo Borromeo, De Pictura sacra
(1964), edited by C. Castiglioni, (Sora, 1932).
'Gabriele Paleotti, Discvrso i11tomo alle lmagini sacre e profane, div/so ;,, citlque librl,
(Bologna: A. Benacci, 1582), reprinted by Barocchi, Trattati, II, pp. 117-509. Paolo Prodi,
II Cardinale Gabriele Palleotti (1522- 1597), (Rome: Edizione di storia e letteratura, 1967),
11, 526-562; "llicerche sulla teorica delle ar ti fig urative ne lla rlforma cattollca," A rchivlo
itaUano per la storia de la pieta, 4, 1965, pp. 121- 212. Procli's article gives a good review
of recent scholarship on the relationship of the Counte r-Reformation to art, pp. 123-140.
' There are scattered comments on Possevino's art criticism in Blunt, pp. 112, ll4, 118, 127,
136.
'
"Antonio Possevino, Bibliotheco selecta de ratione studiorum, ad disciplinas, et ad salutem
onmium gentium procurandam .. ., (Venice: Apud Altobellum Salicatium, 1603). Referenre1
are to this edition, henceforward abbreviated as B.S., unless otherwise noted. The Bibliotheco Selecta also contains a theological justi6cation of religious images, Book 8, chapters 16
and 17.
' Romeo de Maio, Michelarigelo e la coritroriforma, (Bari: Laterza, 1978), p. 257.
"Pietro Pirri, S.J ., Giuseppe Valeriano, S.l, arcMtetto e pit/ore, 1542-1596, (Rome: ln·
stitutum Historicum Societatis lesu, 1970), p. 214.
' Pietro Pirri, S.J., " L'architetto Bartolomeo Amrnannati e i Cesuiti," Archivium Historicum
Societal/$ /em , 12, (1943) p. 9.
0
' Paola Borocchi, Scritti d 'arte de/ Ci11quece11to, (Milan and Naples: Ricciardi, 1971-1977),
I, pp. 42-53, 454-459. De Maio, p. 215, refers to two Ce.r man editions but I think they are
ghost editions.
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Possevino begins his treatment of painting by quoting the famous comment of Horace ut pictura poesis, a poem is like a picture. 11 This analogy
between art and literature, plus many other lines illustrating the analogy,
tie Possevino's treatment of painting with the preceeding thirty-two chapters on poetry in Book XVII of the Bibilotheca Selecta. The analogy is
continually reinforced by references to the Ars Poetica of Horace. Indeed,
one page quotes Horace four times for a total of eighteen lines. 12 The use
of the A rs Poetica and its analogy between art and literature put Possevino
squarely within a tradition of art criticism that began with Leon Battista
Alberti and flourished down into the eighteenth century. 13 Following
Horace, Possevino saw the purpose of peotry and art as identical and
twofold: ut'ilitas et iucunditas. 14 This combination was also a commonplace of Renaissance criticism. 15
After his introductory remarks Possevino discussed the areas of knowledge that the painter, like the poet, must master. The painter will need
encyclopedic knowledge because he must not only recreate the real historical world in its complexity, but he is also called to paint fanciful and
fabulous scenes. Relying on classical authors, particularly Pliny the Elder,
and dressing out his prescriptions with classical examples, Possevino argued that the painter must know arithmetic, geometry and optics for the
proper construction and proportion of his paintings. Since he must depict
the human soul and all its emotions, he must study philosophy, particularly
moral philosophy which treats the passions. To understand anatomy and
how the limbs function painters should study Galen. This demand for vast
erudition on the part of painters may strike us as naive, but Horace had·
recommended it for poets, and Alberti together with many other authors
had transferred the requirement to painters. 16
In keeping with the purpose of the Bibliotheca Selecta as an encyclopedic guide to previous literature, Possevino next devotes a chapter to discussing ancient and modern authors who had written on painting. After
brief bows to Aristotle and Vitruvius, Possevino summarizes Book XXXV
of Pliny the Eider's Natural History, the locusclassicus for the history and
11

B.S., p. 539. The analogy between poetry and painting is developed by Horace in the A rs
poetica, 361-365. For a study of the analogy in Horace, see the articles by Wayne Trimpi,
"The Meaning of Horace·s Ut Pi(!/IJ ra Poesis, '" The j our11al of the Warburg 011d Caurtauld
lnstitule, 38, 1973, pp. l-34; ""Horace"s 'Ut Pictura Poesis'.· The Argument for Stylistic
Decorum," Troditio, 34, (1978) pp. 29-73.
" B.S., II, p. 543.
" Rensselaer W. Lee, " Ut Pictura Poesis: The Humanist Theory of Painting," Art Bulletirl,
22, (1940) pp. 197- 269. Lee does not refer to Possevino, whose tract would have confirmed
many of his arguments.
"B.S., II, p. 539.
" Lee, pp. 226-228. According to Paleotti ""uffizio del pittore sara ... dare diletto, ad insegnare e movere l'affetto ... ," Barocchi, Scritti, I, p. 334.
" B.S., n, pp. 539-540; Lee, pp. 212, 235-242; Blunt, p. 148.
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theory of ancient art. 17 Like much in the Bibliotheca Selecta, these passages are derivative. More interesting is his discussion of sixteenth century
authors. He recommends Albrecht Diirer's book on proportion and Pomponio Gaurico on sculpture. The best book on the nature and use of color
is that by Julius Caesar Scaliger. 18 Good general treatments of painting are
to be found in the books of Pierre Gregoire, Gregorio Comanini, and
Giovanni Battista Armenini. 19 He then gives a Jong summary of the contents of Armenini's De veri precetti della pittura, which we may pass over
except to note that Armenini and Possevino consider that the seven greatest painters of their century were Raphael, Michelangelo, Titian, Correggio, Sebastiano del Piombo, Giulio Romaoo, and Andrea del Sarto.20
Possevino's recommendation of Comanini and Armenini has in part a
religious basis. Comanini, an Augustinian canon, laced his work with pious
moralizing. Armenini started his career as a painter, spent his middle
years touring Italy and studying works of contemporary art, and ended by
becoming a priest and writing his book.21 Possevino also recommends
Cardinal Palleotti's Discorso i11tomo a/le imagi11i sacre e profane. 22
Possevino devotes a separate chapter to the works of Bartolomeo Ammannati and Giovanni Andrea Gilio (Lilius). Here again religious reasons
control his discussion. Ammannati, a personal friend of Possevino, was one
of the leading sculptors and architects of the mannerist movement. Late
in life he underwent a religious conversion, willed his wealth for the
refurbishing of the Jesuit church and college in Florence, and wrote a
famous letter to the artists of Florence denouncing his early sculpture as
Jascivious.23 His late works were chiefly religious. Gilio is best known for
his Dialogi which severely criticized Michelangelo's paintings for their
nudity. Possevino follows Gilio in demanding that artists must be as historically precise as possible, relying on the best historical evidence and not
their creative imagination when they paint sacred scenes. Thus St. Joseph
at the manger and St. Peter in scenes from the gospels should not be
painted as decrepit old men. St. Jerome should not be pictured with a red
cardinal's hat since such hats were introduced by Innocent IV in the
thirteenth century. The thieves crucified with Jesus should be shown as
"B.S. II, pp. 540-541. E. Sellers, commentator; K. Jex-Blake, translator, The Elder Pliny 's
Chapters 011 the History of Art, (Chicago: Argonaut Publishers, 1968).
11
8.S., II, pp. 541-542. Scaliger, De subtilita/e ad Hieronymum Cardarwm, (Frankfurt,
1576.)
"Pierre Gregoire, Syntaxes artis mirabilis, i11 libros septem digestae .. ., (Lyons, 1583),
probable identification; Comanini, II Fig i11a avero de/ fine de/la pittura ... , (Mantua, 1561);
Armenini, De'veri precetti de/la pittura libri Ill 11e' qua/ con bell' ordine . .. si dimostnmo
{ modi principali de/ disegnare .. . , (Ra ven11a, 1586), JI, p. 542.
•• B.S., 11, p. 542.
"Baroccbi, Scritti, I, p. 1060; B.S., p. 542.
"B.S., 11, p . 542.
"8.S., II, p. 543; Pirri, "Ammannati," passim. Ammannati's letter is reprinted by Baroccbi,
Trattali, III, pp. 115-123.
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nailed, not roped, to their crosses since the three crosses discovered by St.
Helena were physically similar and had nails marks.•• Possevino warns
artists against painting the false miracle stories found in the apocryphal
gospels. Before they take up their brush, painters should consult with a
theologian who is learned in sacred history. Such consultation became
common in seventeenth century practice.•• Rather surprisingly, Possevino shows no interest in iconography and does not discuss the use of
symbolism in religious paintings. Possevino's passion for historical accuracy was shared by both humanist scholars and Counter-Reformation
churchmen who wanted uniformity and distrusted popular religious and
artistic traditions which delighted in stories from the apocryphal gospels
and medieval legends of the saints. The desire for accuracy was not
a conservative impulse but rather a reflection of scholarly reformism
directed against long standing traditions. Possevino wrote most of the
Bibliotheca Selecta at Padua, not far from Giotto's frescoes in the Arena
Chapel which were largely based on the apocryphal gospels. The traditional images of St. Joseph and St. Jerome were deeply rooted in artistic tradition and easily survived the attacks of Possevino and other
reformers.
Possevino is particularly critical of painters who picture Christ during
his passion as handsome and unharmed. He singles out the flagellation
scene in Rome by Sebastiano del Piombo which suggest Christ was being
scourged with strands of woolen yarn rather than harsh thongs. The gospels present Christ at many different ages, as both suffering and triumphant, thereby affording artists a variety of subject matter, but within each
gospel scene artists should picture Christ as he was. As a model for the
depiction of agony Possevino recommends the famous classical statue of
Laocoon. Giving prescise examples he demands that martyrdoms should
be vivid and bloody. To the objection that art consists in the display of skill
in rendering the human anatomy he retorts, "I firmly assert that the
highest art, which imitates reality itself, both expresses martyrdom in the
martyrs, tears in the weeping, sorrow in the suffering, glory and joy in the
risen, and fixes them in our hearts. This is indeed the substance of art. " 28
In rejecting art for art's sake and insisting on historical accuracy and
maximum religious impact, Possevino was very much within the main
current of Counter-Reformation art criticism. 27 Later he returns to this
topic and devotes a whole chapter to urging that in depicting martyrdoms
and especially the passion of Christ painters must enter psychologically
"B.S., 11, p. 544. Possevino borrows examples from Gilio's Due dialogi, (Camerino, 1564),
pp. 83, 84. On Gilio, see Barocchi, Scritti, I, 1095-1097. A similar demand for historical
accuracy is made by Comanini, Raphaello Borghini, and both Borromeos: Prodi, "Teorica",
p. 132; Blunt, pp. 110..112.
"B.S., 11, p. 545. MAie, pp. 16, 17.
"B.S., II, p. 545.
"Blunt, pp. 126-127.
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into the mind of Christ and the martyrs in their sufferings so that they can
convey this sense to viewers. Of course he cites Horace's injunction, "If
you want me to weep, you must first weep yourself." To help painters
enter the mind of the suffering Christ, he recommends that they use the
meditations of Louis de Granada and other authors who have written on
the passion. 2 • One suspects that Possevino would have approved the dramatic realism of Caravaggio who was working at Rome while Possevino
was writing the Bibliotheca Selecta.
Possevino touches only lightly on another common theme of Renaissance art criticism, decorum, when he states that art works must be
adapted to their subject matter, their probable audience, and the place
where they are to be displayed. He develops this theme mainly through
a series of quotations from the poets Horace, Prudentius, and Claudian. He
associates himself in passing with Gilio's criticism of nudity in Michelangelo's Last Judgement, referring to the painter only as "a man otherwise
outstanding. " 28 His criticism is gentle and certainly sincere, more than can
be said for the savage and hypocritical criticism that Pietro Aretino and
Ludovico Dolce leveled at Michelangelo's use of nudity.30
Possevino devotes a whole chapter to attacking nudity in both painting
and sculpture which decorate "the facades and turrets of buildings, the
villas of the nobility, and the interiors of homes."3 1 Mostly such pictures
celebrate scenes from pagan mythology, but in fact they are the hook by
which Satan drags men down into hell. This sort of art gives a handle to
the Protestant iconoclasts, but its chief evil is that it fills minds and hearts,
which should belong entirely to God, with lustful thoughts. Possevino
laments that, now when the spread of the Gospel in the Indies is driving
the statues of the demons from their temples, in Europe itself the demons
are destroying Christian worship by evil books, false philosophy, and pictures of nudes and statues of satyrs which destroy piety and foster adultery. Religious subjects are so handled that they arouse Just rather than
devotion and are so mixed with pagan subjects that religious feeling gradually dissipates. In earlier days popes such as Gregory the Great directed
the removal of pagan statues from Rome, and recently Pius V and Sixtus
V have ordered the removal of similar statues from the Vatican and Capitoline. Possevino tactfully says nothing about the role of Renaissance popes
and churchmen in commissioning and erecting such images. Plato, Aristotle and the other pagan philosphers forbade pictures of nude women
since these gave rise to evil desires-what then should the Christian magistrate whom God has enlightened do? The painting of such pictures threatens the conscience of the artists too, for who can paint these subjects
without being filled with lustful thoughts? Who are we to dispute with
"B.S., II, pp. 546--547.
"B.S., II, pp. 543-.545; on decorum, see Lee, pp. 228-235; Blunt, pp. 122-124.
0
' Blunt, pp. 123--124; Lee, 232.
ot all Jesuits shared Possevino's harsh judgement on Michelangelo's use of the nude; de Maio, p. 265.
"B.S., II, p. 547.
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God, who provided our first parents with garments to cover their nakedness after the Fall? These passages are the most personal and passionate
in Posse vino's treatise.32
Certainly there was a puritanical current in Possevino, as in most Counter-Reformation clerics who wrote on art.•• The austere and puritanical
stance of the Counter-Reformation Church in the decades following the
Council of Trent has often been pointed out, but during this same period
secular mannerism in ~atholic Europe was giving a new emphasis to the
nude, especially the female nude, that is not found in the early Renaissance. Often the treatment was sensuous and provocative, sometimes
downright pornographic. Possevino had intimate contact with this sort of
art. Several times his diplomatic missions brought him to the court of
Emperor Rudolf II at Prague where the loves of pagan gods and goddesses
were a chief subject of art. But more important for his violent reaction was
probably the erotic mannerist cycle of the loves of the gods by Giulio
Romano in the Palazzo del Te at Mantua. The Palazzo was a private villa
for the ducal Gonzaga family, but as a young man Possevino served as
tutor and chaperone for two Gonzaga princelings, both of whom became
cardinals. Later in life he had many dealings with the Gonzagas and was
chosen to preach the funeral sermons for a Gonzaga duke and duchess.
Possevino, therefore, was probably familiar with Giulio Romano's frescoes
at the Palazzo, some of which John Shearman has recently described as
lascivious.•• In his youth Possevino edited a collection of obscene and
anti-clerical poems by his friend and patron Lelio Capilupi, which was
later put on the Index.35 He mentions this in the Bibliotheca Selecta and
then prints long selections of religious verse by other members of the
Capilupi family, perhaps as a way of reparation.•• The zeal of the convert
also surfaces in interesting ways during his diplomatic career. While conducting a Russian ambassador to Rome, he wrote ahead that nude statues
at the Ambassador's lodging should be draped since they would compromise the spiritual standing of the papacy in the eyes of those brought up
" D.S., II, pp. 547--549.
"Possevino even writes, "cum si quis honesti aliquid in corde retineat, vix seipsum conspicere audeat nudum:· B.S., II, p. 548.
" John Shearman, Mo11neris-m, (Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1967), p. 145.
" Lclius Capilupi, Ce11to11es ex Virgilio, (No place, publisher, or date). Capilupi's second
poem, for example, applies to the offspring of the furtive union of monks and nuns a line
usually applied to Christ in Virgil's ··messianic" eclogue (IV, 7): "lam progenies caelo dirnittitur alto." pp. 21-22. I have ll600 the Vatican Library's copy of this very rare work.
" D.S., JI, pp. 283 ff. (l 593 edition). Here is not the place to explore Possevino ·s literary
criticism, but it displays a moralism parallel to his art criticism. Possevino wrote two treatises
on poetry. The first, Tractotio de perfectoe poeseos rotio11e, was published in 1576 under the
name of Lorenzo Gambara, a well-known poet, who was Possevino's friend and perutent.
Possevino's manuscript autobiography describes the circumstances of its composition: Opp.
NN., 336, f. 92rv. The TroctaHo is a violent attack on obscene mythological poems and
describes the principles that should govero the Christian poet. Possevino's second treatise
on poetry, that in the Bibliotheco Selecta, is not quite so extreme in its condemnation of
pagan poetry.
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in the Russian-Byzantine tradition. 3 1 Possevino was, incidentally, one of
the few westerners in the sixteenth century to express an appreciation for
Russian art. 38 Possevino also wrote the Cardinal Secretary that several
artistic Agnus Deis being prepared for the Orthodox princes of Wallachia
and Moldavia should be "without nude pictures. """ Several years later he
wrote from Padua to Baccio Valori, Commissario of the Grand Duke of
Tuscany, that several nude pictures in the grand chapel of the Church of
San Lorenzo should be veiled since "such an ugly spectacle" gives great
offense to strangers of other nations. The pictures that he objected to were
certainly the Pontormo frescoes in S. Lorenzo. Other reformers also objected. The frescoes were destroyed in 1738.40 Several times in his life
Possevino served as an agent for securing religious art for important persons such as the duke of Bavaria" and the duke of Mantua.••
Let us return to the Bibliotheca Selecta. The book on poetry and painting concludes with a long chapter on that new art form of the sixteenth
century, emblems, which was added to the 1603 Venice edition.43 Emblems, as is well known, soon attained enormous popularity throughout
Western and Central Europe, not least among Jesuit writers.•• Possevino
begins by praising the usefulness of emblems and emblem books, particu"P. Pierling, editor, Bat/wry et PO$$eviTlo: Docume11I$ i11edi/$ stir /es rapports du Saillt-Siege
avec /es S/ar;es, (Paris: Leroux, 1887), p. 217: Possevino to the Cardinal of Como, 6/ 9/ 1582:
"Per amore di Nostro Signore vostra signoria illustrissima si degni ordinare che si avisi chi
avesse cura di porre o panni di razza o altro in Belvedere (se ivi alloggiera l"ambasciator) che
non ci si pongano panni nei quali sieno imagini o ignude o etniche; e t che quella Cleopatra
di Belvedere e t sirnili altre cose poco decenti non sia in alcuno modo vcduta, percioche ne
restano, come scrissi, scandalizatissirni e t si confermano nei loro errori."" The best study of
Possevino·s Russian mission is Stanislas Pol~in. U11e te11ative d'u11io11 au XVI' siecle: la missiori
religieuse d e Pere A11toille Possevi110 S.l . e11 Moscovie (1581- 1582), (Rome: Pont. lnstitutum
Orientalium Studiorum, 1957).
" Hugh Graham, editor and translator, The Moscovio of A11to11io Possevi110, S.J., (Pittsburgh,
University of Pittsburgh Center for International Studies, 1977), pp. xvi, 39, 53, 54.
.,Archivio Segreto Vaticano, Borghese Ill, 14, B. I, f. 248v, letter of Possevino to the Cardinal
of Como, 131611583.
'°Firenze Biblioteca azionale Centrale, Ms. Ri11ucci11i, 27 (M-S), unpaginatcd, 20/2/ 1589.
On the objection of others, see Blunt, p. 122. Giorgio Vasari, The Lives of the Painters,
Sculptors and Architects, (New York: Dutton, 1927), Ill, pp. 253-54, describes the frescoes
that Possevino objected to .
.,Firenze BNC, Ms. Rinuccini 27 (M-s) unpaginatcd, 20/ 2/ 1589.
"Archivum Romanum Societatis lesu, Opp. NN. 332, ff. 177,220. Pirri, Valeria110, p. 225.
"8.S., 11, pp. 550-52. The section contains a reference to a book published in 1593 and
appeared in the 1595 Lyons edition of Possevino·s treatise on poetry and art, so it must have
been written between 1593 and 1595.
"A monumental introduction to emblem lite rature is Arthur Henkel and Albrecht Schone,
Emblemata, Ha11dbuch zur Sim,bildkunst d es XVI. und XVl/. jahrhu11derts, (Stuttgart: J. B.
Metzler, 1967). More convenient and recent are Pete r Daly"s books, Literature in the Lig ht
of the Emblem, (foronto: University of Toronto Press, 1979) and The European Emblem:
Toward an Index Emblematicus, (Waterloo, Ontario: Wilfrid Launer University Press, 1980).
Richard Dimler has published an on-going series of articles on Jesuit emblem writers in the
Archivum Historicum Societatis l esu, 1976-.
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larly books of emblems based on the Old and ew Testaments. He is
distinctly less favorable to attempts to convert pagan mythological stories
to Christian use by typological or moralizing allegories, a theme that was
common in emblem books. He mentions several authors, notably Marsilio
Ficino, who have used pagan myths this way but feels that pagan myths
should be employed with utmost caution.•• Only after these preliminary
remarks does Possevino turn to the difficult problem of defining emblems,
a problem that continues to vex scholars even today.•• Following the
commentary that Claudius Minones added to his edition (Antwerp, 1574)
of Andrea Alciati's pioneer emblem book, Possevino points out that almost
any decorative device, even those on walls, vases, and clothes, can be
called an emblem in the broad sense. In the specilic sense at issue the
emblem contains three elements: a short inscription (usually an aphorism
or adage), a picture, and a poem which helps explain the inscription and
the picture. Usually the meaning of the emblem should not be immediately obvious but should require learning and reflection to discover the
link between the inscription and the picture. He then distinguishes the
emblem from proverbs, parables, and puzzles. Like most Renaissance
writers, Possevino does not, however, distinguish the complete emblem
from the impresa as sharply as would many modern scholars. 41 He recommends nineteen authors of emblem books and recapitulates the rules of
emblems with stress on religious and ethical content.••
The concluding sections of Possevino's treatment of emblems deal with
the images on coins, military standards and Hags, topics that at first seem
somewhat unrelated, but in fact the devices and images on coins and Hags
were closely related to emblems. Like the impresa coins, medals and Hags
often had two of the three elements of the emblem, the motto or maxim
(illscriptio) and the figure (pictura) but obviously lacked the poem (subscriptio) . Coins, medals, and Egyptian hieroglyphics (to which Possevino
adverts briefly) provided inspiration for many emblem writers. Possevino
displays his erudition by describing fifty-three different figures that are
found on Roman coins. He then compares these figures unfavorably to
Christian symbols such as vi tis vera, bonus pastor ovium, soljustitiae, and
via, veritas et vita, but he fails to note that many of his Christian symbols
are literary and can be expressed as figures only with difficulty, for instance
via, veritas et vita. After a short discussion of the symbols used on the
standards of the Roman legions Possevino argues that Christian Hags and
standards should contain either a cross or other specifically Christian image. He concludes by remarking that family heraldic devices should em"The Renaissance use of ancient mythology and its justi6cation, see Jean Seznec, The Survival of the Paga11 Gods, (Ne w York: Harper Torchbooks, 1961), translated by Barbara F.
Sessions.
"Daly, Lilera/11re, pp. 3-36.
"Compare B.S., II, p. 551, with Daly, Literature, pp. 21- 25.
"B.S., 11, p. 551.
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ploy scriptural mottos and avoid anything likely to foster old family
antagonisms.49
Possevino's treatise on architecture, which has been described as "short
but dense," 00 includes three chapters (16 to 18) at the end ofBook XV, "De
Mathematics," of the Bibliotheca. 51 The .first two chapters will puzzle
modern readers. They ask whether the principles of architecture should
be drawn from Vitruvius, the Roman architectural writer, or from the
scriptural description of Solomon's temple, which is the most perfect of all
buildings. Possevino begins by pointing out that there were divinely inspired tabernacles before Solomon's temple and that the description of the
temple in Ezechiel is mysterious. Moreover, much has been invented over
the centuries that was unknown to the ancients, .for instance cannons and
gunpowder. Human reason develops ideas from sense data, from experience, and the cultivation of scholarship. Architecture should not be a blind
following of Vitruvius or of some attempt to reconstruct Solomon's tempel.52
Possevino's concern on this matter de rives from the circumstances in
which he wrote this part of the Bibliotheca, but to which he gives no
direct hint. While he was in Rome late in 1591 and during 1592 to see his
book through the press, two Spanish Jesuits at the Roman College were
also preparing a work on architecture. Jeronimo Prado and Juan Bautista
Villalpando were continuing their massive commentary on Ezechiel by
including in great detail an attempt at reconstructing Solomon's temple,
complete with many lavish drawings. Most of this was the work of Villalpando, who was a·fervent proponent of Vitruvius and a former student of
Juan de Herrera, the chief architect of Philip II. ViJlalpando's Vitruvian
reconstruction of Solomon's temple was, of course, put forth as the divinely inspired model for Christian church architecture. Possevino's treatise on architecture is then a quiet polemic against the "divinely inspired"
a priori architecture ofViJlalpando, although the Spaniard's name is never
mentioned.53 Possevino, the amateur, buttressed his position by pointing
out that his treatise is based on frequent conversations about architecture
that he had with Bartolomeo Ammannat.i and with the Jesuit priestarchitect Giuseppe Valeriano, a disciple of Michelangelo who had many
years of experience in designing Jesuit colleges and churches. He cites
Valeriano's claim that architecture cannot be simply copied out of Vi.. B.S., II, pp. 552----53. Interestingly, Daly's modern treatment, Literature, pp. 25-32, also
related emblems to medals and heraldry.
0
' Pirri, Voleria110, p. 215.
"B.S., II, pp. 285-291. Most of the treatise on architecture is reprinted in Pirri, Valerio110,
pp. 379---387.
"B.S., II, pp. 285, 286.
"B.S., II, pp. 285-287; Pini, Vale-ria110, pp. 28, 29, 214- 216. The publication of Prado and
Villalpando's Ill Ezechielem. Expla11atio11es el apparatus Urbis el Temp/I Hierosolymitoni
commentariis et imoginibus illustratus, (Rome, 1604), Vol. II/ 1, was much delayed.
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truvius but depends on careful thought and observation. Great as Vitruvius was, much that he taught is second-hand, obscure and misleading.
Writers on architecture such as Alberti and Daniele Barbaro have criticized Vitruvius. Those who try to apply the rules of Vitruvius without a
careful study of design end up with buildings that either collapse or have
a mutilated appearence with parts that seem plastered together. The
essence of architecture consists not in knowing the five Vitruvian orders
but in.mastery of the five sources of good architecture: invention, learning,
rules, observation, and use. either should architects look to Solomon's
temple for inspiration. God gave an understanding of architecture to the
gentiles as well as to the Jews. His providence allowed the temple to be
destroyed, and all attempts to rebuild it have failed. Moreover, the temple
was designed for Jewish worship, which had requirements and ceremonies
very different than Christian worship. Just as the passing away of the
Jewish temple and its worship was providential, so too was the preservation of the Pantheon and other Roman temples and their conversion and
use as Christian churches.••
Having disposed of Villalpando and his pretensions, Possevino turned
to a hard-headed discussion of the considerations that have to be taken
into account by architects and those who hire them, especially churchmen. Buildings, he argued, should have three major qualities: firmitas,
utilitas, and ve11ustas. His discussion puts less stress on ve11ustas, beauty,
which consists in symmetry and proportion, than on more practical considerations. Special subsections take up the choice of proper environment
(locus), soil, location, and building materials. Possevino, who earlier in life
had played a major role in the foundation of many Jesuit colleges and
seminaries, had little to say about the esthetics of architecture, but he
made shrewd comments on what part of a city is best for building a church
so that it will attract worshipers, especially among the nobility, on what
type of soil is best, and on how wind, weather, and water affect buildings.
It would not be out of place to recall that the very last sentence of St.
Ignatius Loyola's Jesuit Constitutions requires that colleges should have
healthy locations with pure air. Possevino dwelt on what type of stone
should be used, but unlike S. Carlo Borromeo he showed no interest in
whether cruciform churches are more appropriate than circular ones. His
references to the Pantheon and his esteem for Palladio, who in contrast
to Borromeo praised circular ground plans, suggests that Possevino had no
objection to central churches.••
In the course of his discussion Possevino included many precise references to architectural writers. While he recommended passages from
Vitruvius and Daniele Barbaro, his favorites were Alberti and Andrea
" B.S., II, pp. 286--288.
" B.S., II, pp. 288-291.
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Palladio. His taste inclined to the classical rather than the mannerist or
proto-baroque strains in the architecture of his day.••
The Bibliotheca Selecta reveals that Possevino was not merely a man
of action but also one of the most versatile and erudite scholars of his age.
Many of its parts are original contributions, for instance the treatises on
education, geography, history, and its plan for world evangelization. The
treatises on art and architecture are less original, and Possevino's stress on
the moral and religious impact of art crowds out much concern for esthetic
goals or practical techniques; still he voices concisely attitudes which were
common among churchmen during the Italian Counter-Reformation and
thereby deepens our understanding of a complex age that was crucial in
the development of the Church .

.. Ibid Pirri, Valeria 110, p. 216. It seems to me that Pirri, Valeria 110, pp. 215-217 is a bit too
eager to attribute almost all of the tract on architecture in Possevino to Valeriano and slights
the contributions of Arnmannati, Possevino himself, and other sources.

Vegetable Love:
Metamorphosis and Morality
in Hesperides
by

Frances M. Malpezzi
Arkansas State University

Recent critics of Hesperides, less content than their predecessors with
the plucking of but one of Herrick's golden apples, the examination of its
beauty, and the savoring of its sweetness, have attempted the task of
surveying the landscape of the entire garden, elucidating the pattern of
its design, and identifying the various species of plants growing therein.
The emphasis now is on seeing Hesperides as an integrated and thematically unified construct.' The studies by Whitaker, Chambers, Deming,
Rollin, and De eef are concerned with the ceremonial mode that pervades the poems in Hesperides. • The consensus of these writers is that
Herrick uses ritual to preserve transitory human experience through the
permanence of art and to transcend death through the immortality of
poetry; thus, they consider mode and theme unifying factors. The essays
of John L. Kimmey, on the other hand, suggest that the unity of the book
is based on the persona and the three roles he plays: the poet, "fusing
classical and Christian motifs to write poetry that will make him eternally
famous"; the aging lover, "searching for rejuvenation through the company of young mistresses and through participation in bucolic life"; and
the Londoner-in-exile, "banished to western England during a period of
social and political upheaval." 3 Illuminating the literary and religious con'For surveys of Herrick criticism, see the following: Elizabeth R. Hageman, " Recent Studies
in Herrick,"" ELR, 3(Auturnn 1973), 462---471 ; Joseph A. Glaser, " Recent Herrick Criticism:
Sighting in on One of the Most Elusive of Poets,"' CL.Al, 20(1976), 292-302; Ted-Larry
Pebworth el al., "Selected and Annotated Bibliography," in 'Trost to Good Verses' : Herrick
Tercentenary Essays, ed. Roger B. Rollin and J. Max Patrick (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1978), 237-281.
'Thomas R. Whitaker, " Herrick and the Fruits of the Garden,"" ELH, 22 (195S), 16-33; A.
B. Chambers, "Herrick and the Trans-shifting of Time," SP, 72(1975), 85-114; Robert H.
Deming, Cere mon y a,1d Art: Robert Herrick's Poetry (The Hague: Mouton, 1974); Roger B.
Rollin, Robert Herrick ( ew York: Twayne, 1966); A. Leigh De eef, 'This Poelick Lifurgie':
Robert Herrick 's Ceremonial Mode (Durham: Duke University Press, 1974).
' John L. Kimmey, "Order and Form in Herrick's Hesperides, "JEGP, 70(1971), 255-268 and
" Robert He rrick's Persona," SP, 67(1970), 221-36.
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ventions with which the poet worked, Heather Asals finds the continuity
of Hesperides in the figure of a persona, who, like Solomon, acts as a
teacher and preacher; in the metaphorical language derived from biblical
Wisdom literature; and in three Solomonic themes-wisdom, kingship,
and wealth.•
While the critical interpretations briefly presented here are diverse, at
times disparate, one common assumption does emerge: Herrick is a poet
with more skill and seriousness of purpose than previously credited.
Though we might disagree with one or more of the approaches postulated,
we are nonetheless led to an awareness of the variety and complexity in
Hesperides. o longer can we think of Herrick as a minor poet with
somewhat trivial and frivolous concerns; nor can we justifiably ascribe the
epithet "sensuous pagan" to this poet who was both a classicist and a
Christian.
The study that follows will cross some paths that have already been
made in the garden and may dive rge onto a few as yet unexplored, without trampling any of the flowers in the process. My concern is with the
thematic statement Herrick makes about the metamorphic power of love.
Love in Hesperides has the ability to change the individual, sometimes for
better but often for worse, depending on the nature of that love. The
concept of love expressed within Hesperides is not unlike that articulated
by another Anglican poet-priest, John Donne, in a sermon on Proverbs
22.11 :
Love is a Possessory Affection, it delivers over
him that loves into the possession of that that he
loves; it is a transmutatory Affection, it changes
him that loves, into the very nature of that that
he loves, and he is nothing else.•
For Herrick as well as Donne, Love is the great Alchemist.
In Noble Numbers, we see the pattern of God's great love for man.
Through His providence, through His mercy, \!lld through the affiictions
He makes man to bear, God's love can shape the sinner into a saint. In the
celebrations of the church calendar, Herrick records the main events in
the life of Christ, who, in His descent to earth, allowed His glorious divinity
to be metamorphically subsumed in human flesh. In singing the redemptive power of Christ's shape-changing, the poet provides the reader with
a lesson of love in the divine sphere, a love that is perfect and self-sacri6.cing, and he suggests the properly devotional amatory response to God's
goodness. In contrast, Hesperides shows us the imperfect, often sel6.sh, and
'Heather Asals, "King Solomon in the Land of Hesperides," TSLL, 18(1976), 362-80.
'George R. Potter and Evelyn M. Simpson,eds., TheSermo11sof}oh11 Do11ne (Berkeley: Univ.
of California Press, 1962), I. 3., 184-185.
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self-destructive nature of earthly love. Hesperides records the excesses
and distortions of love, the consequences of physical and spiritual inordinateness. Love which is distorted and inordinate has the power to change
the individual, to metarnorphosize him. The recurrence of metamorphic
experiences provides us with a formal and thematic link in Hesperides. It
is not only the times that transshift: virgins become pansies; jealous
women, marigolds; a bonny lass, the Hower of the wall; Cupid becomes a
bee; virgins sick of love are turned to Howers; and a "mortal part" becomes
a vine. This essay will cliscuss the concept of metamorphosis operant in the
poems and will focus on two poems which contain metamorphic experiences, 'The showre of Blossomes" (H-883) and "The Vine" (H-41). 8 An
understanding of these experiences will help us define the nature of man
and of love within the Hesperidean garden.
In analyzing the hieroglyphic of a kiss in Herrick's "A Nuptiall Song,"
Ronald Berman concludes:
... when we see a Protestant minister writing
fairly complex poetry about sensuality, and
when this poetry invites us to make figural comparisons, we may suspect that the overtones
will range from the sensual to the sinful. The
lovers in this and other poems of Hesperides
rejoice in their innocent sensuality, but, as Milton was so well to depict, that state of sensual
innocence was long behind us. In all the Hesperides poems there is a highly intellectual opposition or tension between the sensual life and
the Christian view of that life. I think it an error
to conceive of Herrick's eroticism as mediated
by pagan weltschmerz; he is, however, very
much concerned with the play of values between eternal and earthly love.7
The desire Berman notes of the lovers to return to a state of sensual
innocence has led some critics to see Hesperides as an idyllic world of
pagan delights, an escape into soft primitivism. But Berman is correct in
pointing out that Herrick and his audience would have perceived such a
world long gone. When we see Hesperides from the perspective of a
unified construct, we recognize that it is not a locus amoenus we are in
but the fallen world. Like most gardens, Hesperides is not without a snake.
We are constantly asked to make both explicit and implicit comparisons
'J. Max Patrick, ed., The Complete Poetry of Robert Herrick

ew York: Doubleday, 1963),
pp. 26 and 372-373. All further references to Herrick's poetry will be from this edition.
'Ronald Berman, " Herrick's Secular Poetry," ES, 52(1971), 22.
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between the world of Hesperides and prelapsarian Eden. And we cannot
help being aware of the distance between the two.
As Burton several times notes in the Anatomy, man underwent a metamorphosis because of the Fall:
But this most noble creature, (one exclaims) 0
pitiful change! is fallen from that he was, and
forfeited his estate, become a wretched mannikin, a castaway, a caitiff, one of the most miserable creatures of the world, if he be considered
in his own nature, an unregenerate man, and so
much obscured by his fall (that some few
reliques excepted) he is inferior to a beast: man

in honour that understandeth not, is like unto
beasts that perish, so David esteems him: a
monster by stupend metamorphosis, a fox, a
dog, a hog, what not? How much altered from
that he was; before blessed and happy, now miserable and accursed.8
Just as man changed as a result of original sin, so in Hesperides is he
continually seen to undergo further metamorphoses as a result of his
actual sins (these metamorphoses also become representations of the sins
themselves). The physical and spiritual distortions of many of the characters in Hesperides contrast sharply with the beauty and glory of the unfallen primal pair in the Edenic garden. In Hesperides we are confronted
with the lame, loose-hipped, squint-eyed, hook-nosed, kidney-lipped wife
of Jolly (H-163); with Mumma, a blear-eyed woman withered with years
(H-222); with Jone, who continually counts her seven hairs, three black
and four white (H-531); and with Smeaton, who has two and thirty corns
on a foot (H-704). We are graphically reminded, as we so often are by the
characters in a Breughel painting, of the way sin has perverted the image
of God in man. We also meet with spiritually twisted characters: Scrobble's
wife, the adulteress (H-126); Batt, who pervers~ly turns the procreative
force to a destructive end as he begets children in hopes his wife will die
in giving birth to them (H-184); Gubbs, who would bound for joy to see
his children drowned (H-200); Brock, whose mouth is furred with oaths
and blasphemies (H-273); Moon and Snare, the usurers (H369, 631); and
Tap, who sold his mother's spectacles for beer and would sell her eyes and
nose for beer and ale (H-829). Hesperides records physical and spiritual
deformity and the perversion of love in marital, farnilial, societal, and
spiritual relationships. Instead of helping us escape to the world of soft
primitivism, Herrick reminds us of the harsher realities of life. The very
"Robert Burton, The Anatomy of Melancholy, ed. F1oyd Dell and Paul Jordan-Smith
York: Tudor Publishing Company, 1927), p. 113.
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senses which bring us pleasure also convey the repulsive to us. While some
poems steep us in sensual delight, others have the opposite effect. Ugliness, deformity, and spiritual perversity are as much a part of the garden
as beauty and delight (and as we see in some poems, that delight itself is
deceptive and can mask spritual perversity). Hesperides is a world in
which "Woe succeeds a Woe, as Wave a Wave" (H-48), a world in which
things transient and mutable decay and die, and a world in which the
spider love has entered and can, indeed, transubstantiate all.
One of the most important poems for providing us with a moral norm
by which we can gauge characters and events in the garden is "The showre
of Blossomes" (H-883). The poem is significant because it recapitulates in
part the experience presented in a number of earlier poems. In the poem,
Cupid descends to earth metamorphosized to a shower of blossoms. The
persona, "halfe drown'd" (1.2) in the sensual delights of "such sweets
commingled" (1.4), cannot tell whether his sight is more pleased or his
smell. He immerses himself in the sensuality of the blossoms, rolling about
"Without a thought of hurt, or feare" (1. 8). Then Cupid changes shape
again, this time becoming a bee and wounding the speaker. The action of
the poem thus far repeats in part the experience of "The Dream" (H-40),
"Love's play at Push-pin" (H-44), and "The Cheat of Cupid: Or, The
ungentle guest" (H-81). In these poems, the speaker is stung, pricked, or
wounded by Love. "The showre" also repeats, though less directly, the
experience of all those poems throughout Hesperides in which the persona
complains of the sufferings wrought by Love. But "The showre" goes far
beyond recapitulation because this time the persona insightfully concludes on the nature of the experience. In the moralization of the last
three lines of the poem, he makes "use" of the mishap:

Where most sweets are, there lyes a Snake.
Kisses and Favours are sweet things;
But Those have thorns, and These have stings.
Though brief, the poem is nonetheless richly significant. Drawing on the
Edenic myth and to some extent on the Metamorphoses, the poem provides, in miniature, a drama of Everyman's experience in his Bower of
Bliss.
The poem externalizes for us a tropological application of the Metamorphoses and of Genesis. In the former, Cupid, like all the classical gods and
goddesses, represents an aspect within the individual. Here, Cupid, like
Jove ravishing Danae by a shower of gold, descends to earth in a shower
of blossoms. This descent of Cupid is a tropological manifestation of the
individual's descent into the cupidinous realms of the self. Danae was
de8owered in a golden shower; the speaker, given a veritable plethora of
Rowers through which to romp, loses his innocence just as Danae did: he
is violated by Cupid's pricking. The second metamorphosis that takes
place indicates that the realm of self to which the speaker has descended
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is (while deceptively pleasing) essentially harmful and potentially selfdestructive. Indeed, the phrase "halfe drown'd" in line 2 already signaled
this. The speaker revels in his cupidinous nature and is wounded by that
nature.
Such a reading of the metamorphic experience in the poem is consistent with a Renaissance and seventeenth-century understanding of the
signi6cance of the various metamorphoses in Ovid. One might note, for
example, Sabinus' commentary on the title of Ovid's book:

Titulus inscribitur Metamorphosis, hoc est,
transformatio. Finguntur enim hie converti ex
hominibus in belluas, qui in hominis 6gurae belluae imrnanitatem gerunt: qualis sunt ebriosi,
libidinosi, violenti & similes, quorum appetitus
rectae rationi minirne obtemperat. 9
Likewise, in Spenser's Bower of Bliss episode-his application of the Circe
myth, Acrasia transforms men into "6gures hideous, / According to their
mindes like monstruous. " 10 The outer transformation is but a reHection of
the more signi6cant inner perversion, and Acrasia is but representative of
their misdirected love, their innermost desires and lusts which have bestialized them. Such is also Milton's reading of the Circe myth as he makes
use of it in Com us. The Attendant Spirit makes clear that when men give
way to the appetites of the Hesh, the image of God in them is transformed
and they are bestialized:
Soon as the Potion works, their human count'nance,
Th'express resemblance of the gods, is chang'd
Into some brutish form of Wolf, or Bear,
Or Ounce, or Tiger, Hog, or bearded Goat,
All other parts remaining as they were.
And they, so perfect is their misery,
Not once perceive their foul disfigurement,
But boast themselves more comely than before,
And all their friends and native home forget,
To roll with pleasure in a sensual sty.11
•Georgius Sabinus, Fabularum Ovidii lnterpretatlo Tradita in Academia Regiomontana,
1559, n.p., n.pag.
10
]. C. Smith and E. DeSelincourt, eds., Spenser. Poetical Works (London: O,cford Univ. Press,
1966), p. 139.
"Merritt Y. Hughes, ed.,John Milton. Complete Poems and Major Prose (New York: Odyssey
Press, 1957), p. 91.
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Herrick's speaker in "The showre" rolls \vith pleasure in his own sensual
sty, and he does so because he has been transformed-in descending into
the libidinous self, he has perverted the image of God in him and he has
abandoned reason, which would have warned him of his imminent danger. Like Spenser's Verdent, he has put off his armor so as to dally in the
Bower, and in consequence he suffers a wound.
The action of the poem also reenacts the Fall. The Fathers tell us that
each actual sin is a repetiti_on of the sin original, and we have a dramatic
manifestation of that here. We have a persona in a pleasant garden that
delights the senses. He is innocent; he does not think of harm befalling
him. He is, in fact, seduced through the pleasures of the senses. He then
comes to know pain. But it is a fortunate fall, for he learns from the
experience. He has knowledge of good and evil now, and he understands
something he previously did not. The import of the lesson is that appearances can be deceiving, the senses cannot be trusted, what seems pleasant
can bring pain.
Herrick's portrayal of love's duality and of man's inability to trust what
he perceives through the senses is entirely consistent with earlier religious, literary, and visual treatments of the topic. Augustine warns man he
must distinguish between the eye of reason and the carnal eye. In Spenser
it is the eye of reason that strips away the false semblaunce of Fidessa to
reveal the hag Duessa. In the visual tradition, Bronzino's Allegory is
worthy of note since it contains a symbol of the "perverted duplicity" of
love in the figure of a young girl who proffers a honeycomb. As Panofsky
has noted, the innocence of her face is not so appealing when we observe
that her dress covers a scaly, serpentine body. The offering itself appears
sinister when we realize that her hands are transposed (so that the left
hand is actually on the right arm).12 The very similar statement that "The
showre" makes about the nature of sensate experience should lead us to
examine more closely not only this poem, but also the others in Hesperides
in which the speaker revels in the sensuous.
One such poem is "The Vine" (H-41). In a poem which closely follows,
"On himselfe " (H-43), the speaker tells us:
Young I was, but now am old,
But I am not yet grown cold;
I can play, and I can t\vine
'Bout a Virgin like a Vine.
(11, 1-4)

What is merely analogy here for the aging lover is in "The Vine " actuality
within the illusion of a dream. His "mortal part" is "Metamorphoz'd to a
Vine" (II. 1- 2) which creeps and crawls about his mistress with wild abandon, making her a prisoner who "could not freely stir" (l. 16). When he
" Erwin Panofsky, Studies in /conolog y ( ew York: Harper &: Row, 1939), p. 90.
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reaches "Those parts, which maids keep unespy'd" (I. 19), the dream ends
and he wakes to hard reality.
We must not be misled by the face tious quality of the poem into thinking it without seriousness. For we have in the poem a persona who is
morally abhorrent. The very nature of the metamorphosis is particularly
damning. Generally we see me n turned into beasts because appetite overwhelms reason. Here the speaker had descended even lower on the scale
of being. He is not bestial but vegetative. The image created in the poem
is that of the garden gone wild after the Fall, unregenerate nature badly
in need of pruning. The speaker does not become an animal who rolls
about in the Bower of Bliss; he becomes the Bowe r itself. And in his
sinuous creeping and crawling motions, he is his own snake, his own
seducer, his own venomous and venerous destroyer.
In this 23-line poem, we are four times made aware of the complete
passivity of the woman-she is enthralled; she does not stir; she is held
prisoner by the green bonds of his venery. What he does want is a vegetable love: he wishes to entwine himself about the body of the woman
without being emotionally entwined himself. Her passivity is importantthere is no response on her part, no entangling emotional ties, no relationship at all. This is not the mutual fulfillment of physical need; it is, instead,
self-indulgence. When we get to what we would expect to be the climax
of the e roticism, the dream abruptly ends. All the speaker has recourse to
at this point is further self-indulgence in masturbation. In his rude awakening, he finds his Hesh "More like a Stock, then like a Vine" (I. 23). The
multiple meanings of "stock" signal the import of the consequences of the
speaker's metamorphosis. The OED not only defines "stock" as "a treetrunk deprived of its branches," but also notes it is "often associated with
stone." Thus Herrick suggests the speaker experiences a further descent
even lower on the scale of being. The OED further defines "stock" as "a
type of what is lifeless, motionless, or void of sensation. Hence, a senseless
or stupid person." This latter definition provides a telling commentary on
the character of the speaker. Herrick is most certainly punning with yet
another meaning of "stock"-"a thrusting sword," a pun which ironically
underscores the impotence of the speaker's dream since he awakes before
consummating his fantasy. Finally, Herrick plays on yet another meaning
of "stock"-the word can be "applied contemptuously to an idol or a
sacred image." What the metamorphosis tells us is that what the speaker
loves, what he venerates, is his own Heshly "part," and it is more than
appropriate that that is all he is left with at the end of the poem .
That the speaker's love is improperly directed and that such love distorts his nature is made even more apparent when we juxtapose the poem
with "To God" -114) in Noble Numbers, a poem in which the speaker
compares himself to mistletoe which winds about the Cross, his support
and foundation. In 'The Vine," the metamorphic power of love, the transmutation of the lover to the nature of that which is loved, clearly points
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to the quintessential danger of love that is improperly directed.
As Herrick takes us into the garden of Hesperides and showers us with
poetic blossoms, we descend into the sensuousness of his world and revel
in it. But the epigrammatic, incisive verse interspersed throughout the
lyric and pastoral modes in Hesperides, that terse poetry which portrays
the phy ical and spiritual grotesques of this world, functions as the sting
of the bee in the garden, the thorn of the rose. We are pricked to a moral
awareness which fqrces us to re-evaluate the idyllic illusion some poems
create. Thus, "The showre of Blossomes" not only presents an important
theme, but it emblematically suggests Herrick's method throughout
Hesperides as well. While the all-too-passive reader might allow himself
to be envined by the immediate sensuality of the garden, the keen edge
of Herrick's verse and the sharp, cutting vision of the consequences oflove
distorted prevent the bower from overwhelming us. Herrick has us roll
about in the bower of our venerous nature, then prunes us in a deft stroke.
While such poets as Herbert and Vaughan lead men through the temple
of the soul that they might be edified, Herrick takes them through the
garden of their own unregenerate nature. Though he often presents us
with a persona who echoes the voice of the ungodly man in The Wisdom
of Solomon, telling us that life is short and we must seize the day, the
overall design of Hesperides resounds with the belief that the pleasures we
would seize in this world are elusive, iJJusory, and destructive: "Where
most sweets are, there lyes a Snake." Through counsel and teaching, the
voice of Hesperides instructs men that they might be metamorphosized
from the beastly to the blessed and that they might come to sing their love
in nobler numbers.13
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In 1984 we shall be observing the six hundredth anniversary of the
death of one of England's great contributors, along with William of Ockham and John Duns Scotus, to the thought, learning, and literature of the
fourteenth century. John Wyclyf died at the comparatively advanced age
of sixty-four after two years' illness attendant upon a stroke, on St. Sylvester's day, December 31, 1384. He had been stricken a second time while
hearing Mass said by his curate in his parish church at Lutterworth, some
thirteen miles northeast of Coventry. We know nothing about his burial,
save that in accordance with medieval custom he was probably laid to rest
either near the altar of the church or in consecrated ground in the churchyard. evertheless, a committee of four at the Council of Constance reported to the Assembly that Wyclyf, having been successfully accused of
two hundred and sixty instances of heresy, should be punished by having
aUhis writing extirpated. The compliance of the Council was extended to
a decree which ordered "his bones to be dug up and cast out of the
consecrated ground provided they could be identified from those of Christians buried near. " '
It was not until the spring of 1428, however, that the order could be
complied with, the bones disinterred and burned, the ashes dumped into
the River Swift nearby. As Thomas Fuller puts it in The Church History
of Britain,
To Lutterworth they come, Sumner, Commissarie, Official, Chancellour, Proctors, Doctors,
and the servants (so that the Remnant of the
']. D. Mansi, ed., Sacrormn Conciliorom Nova et Amplissima Collectio (Paris, 190111) XXVII,
655; H. van der Hardt, Mag num Oectmienicum Constantiense Concilium (Frankfort, 1700)
IV, 149-157.
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body would not hold but a bone, amongst so
many hands) take, what was left, out of the
grave, and burnt them to ashes, and cast them
into Swift, a eighbouring brook running hard
by. Thus this Brook hath coRvey'd his ashes into
Avon: Avon into Severn; Severn into narrow
Seas; they into the main Ocean. And thus the
ashes of Wickliff are the Emblem of his Doctrine, which now, is dispersed all the world
over.•
We are concerned here with that dispersal, asking ourselves the que tion "What has survived to our time of the original text of the Reformer's
lectures and writings, of the materials directly inspired by him?" Oral
tradition to one side, we need to look at what might be called "the accepted text," and we shall do so under three headings: (1) The text of the
so-called Lollard Bible; (2) the writings in English, consisting of tracts and
sermons, and (3) by far the most difficult, the philosophical and theological
texts in Latin.
A person, the Doctor Evangelicus, who saw in Scripture the one sure
basis of belief, and who wanted these words in the hands of the laity,
Wyclyf naturally inspired the translation of the Bible into English. Beyond
inspiration, we have no certain knowledge that Wyclyf entered directly
into the translation. We do know that icholas of Hereford, and perhaps
four others, did accomplish what has come to be known as "The Wyclif
Bible," Hereford completing a rough, word for word rendition in broad
Midland English through the Book of Baruch, before he had to flee before
the condemnation of Archbishop William Courtenay in 1382. Thereafter,
the translation was perhaps revised and completed by Wyclyfs own secretary, John Purvey, again in Midland dialect, but with much greater felicity
of expression. These versions, in manuscript, circulated among a few
members of the upper classes, but in large measure they were the inspiration of the proletarian underdogs of the late fourteenth and early fifteenth
English society. We can see them being read quietly at the back of parish
churches into the middle years of Henry VIII's reign, when newer versions took hold of the popular imagination and "official" versions were
completed. The first printed version of this " Lollard Bible" came only in
1731, however, when John Lewis produced it in London. The whole text
of the Bible was then completed in a version by Forshall and Madden in
four volumes which Oxford University Press issued in 1850, some four
hundred and eighty-six years after Wyclyfs death. 3
'The Church Hi#ory of Britoin (London, 1655), 171.
'See Margare t Oeanesly, The Lo/lard Bible (Cambridge, 1920); H. B. Workman,joh11 Wye/if
(Oxford, 1926, 2 vols.); A. G. Dickens, '"Heresy and the Origins of English Protestantism" in
Britain a11d the Netherlands (ed. J. S. Bromley and E. H. Kossmann, 1964); Dickens's The
English Reformatio11 (New York, 1964) summarizes some of the trends.
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The fate of the second group of writings was somewhat different. The
little tract, the Wicket , wrongly ascribed to Wyclyf, was of sufficient interest to the continental reformers for it to appear in an edition of 1546 at
uremberg, reprinted at Oxford in 1612. A considerable number of separate tracts floated through England during the sixteenth century, their
style vigorous and direct. Gotthard Lechler, surely the dean of Wyclyf
studies on the continent, says of their style
that the exquisite pathos, the keen delicate
irony, the manly passion of his short, nervous
sentences, fairly overmasters the weakness of
the unformed language and gives us English
which cannot be read without a feeling of its
beauty to this hour.•
But two difficulties present themselves in dealing with these texts. Despite
the fact that editors had an English text which they could read without
difficulty, it was far from easy to determine which of the tracts had been
originally from the pen of the philosopher-theologian himself and which
from his disciples, or, indeed, from that of one of his numerous enemies.
Thus, when Thomas Arnold brought out three volumes of the Select
Works in a Clarendon Press edition of 1869-71 it became obvious that his
high-church views had determined which works were to be published,
and it was not until 1880 that an edition of the Early English Text Society
by F. D. Matthew produced the complete version, including those Arnold
had omitted. By that date, all the known English works had come to light
and had been printed, even those of undetermined authorship. We need
to remember, of course, that Wyclyf undoubtedly dictated to one of his
secretaries and that the latter took the words down, and filtered them
through his own dialectal background, a process which gave no concern
to either one, but producing a puzzle to the nineteenth century editor Wyclyffian ideas, but surely not always in the original state. We are thus
brought to the knowledge that by 1880 all the known English writings
were in the hands of people in a manageable form, so it was possible to
form some estimate of Wyclyfs theological ideas and to evaluate his sizeable contribution to the development of English language and literature.•
'Trialogus, (Oxford, 1869), v.
'The work continues at a steady pace . Anne Hudson and Pamela Cradon are editing a
four-volwne series of Wycliffite sermons, all once attributable to Wyclyf, but no longer so.
Hudson has published Seleclio11s from Eng/isl, Wyclijfite Writi11gs (Cambridge, 1978); Peggy
Ann Knapp, "The Style of John Wyclus English Sermons", De Proprletotibus Lillerarum
(fhe Hague, 1977, Series Practica, 16); Vaclav Murdroch, The WyclyJTroditio11 {ed. A. C.
Reeves, Athens: Ohio U. Press, 1979; Edith C. Tatnall, "John Wyclifand Ecclesia Anglicana",
]oumol of'Ecclesiostlcal History (XX, April, 1969), 19-43; A list of Wyclyfs writings which
Matthias Haccius lllyricus was willing to send to Queen Elizabeth through her Archbishop,
Matthew Parker, appears in "Matthew Parker,John Bale, and the Magdeburg Centuriators"
by orrnan L. Jones, in The Sixteenth Century ]oumol {XII, 1981), 45.
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We are thus brought to the third area of our inquiry, and one which
bears directly on the topic in hand, the Latin manuscripts in theology and
philosophy, texts which contain by far the most important of his ideas. One
might suppose, from the long series of printed texts from medieval scholars which have been issued since the Renaissance, and more especially the
Reformations, both Protestant and Catholic, that the western world would
have had in hand all the publications of Wyclyf, but this is amazingly not
so. His work was important enough to the continental reformers for the
Trialogus to be printed in 1525 at Basel.
It was, however, left to the industry and quickened inspiration of a
German, Gotthard V. Lechler of the University of Leipzig, to issue an
edition of the De Officio Pastorali in 1863, and of the Trialogus in 1869.
The inspiration for the publication of other texts had come in large part
from the increasing desire in the middle of the nineteenth century to
accumulate printed editions of the sources for the history of each nation.
The massive Monumenta Germaniae Historica and the Chronicles a11d
Memorials of Great Britain During the Middle Ages come to mind . In the
latter (the "Rolls Series") the Rev. Walter Waddington Shirley had published in 1858 the Fasciculi Zizaniorum Magistri johannis Wye/if, ascribed to Thomas Netter of Walden, which contained a life of Wyclyf and
a few of his Latin writings.
Beside these important beginnings of editions of Latin texts, there was
as yet no substantial corpus of his writings, such as was available for many
other medieval philosophers. It was left to the energetic work of Professor
F. J. Furnival and others to found in London, in March, 1882, The Wyclif
Society, the purpose of which was to publish in as short a time as possible
authentic texts of the Latin works, to be provided with critical apparatus,
indices, lists of sources, and side headings, but without translation into
English.
The first of these editions was a two volume Polemical Works in Latin,
by Professor Rudolf Buddensieg of the Vitzthum Gymnasium, in Dresden,
which he completed in 1881 and published in 1883, only two years before
the celebration of the Jive hundredth anniversary of Wyclyfs death. As the
editor pointed out in the introduction (v):.
Until the last few years, England has been singularly ungrateful to the memory of one of her
greatest men. She seems to have forgotten that
not only is John Wyclif the father of her prose,
but that he was also the first to do battle for the
maintenance of evangelical faith and English
freedom with a foreign power that openly denied to Englishmen the privilege of both.
The debt that Buddensieg and others felt they owed to bringing to print
the editions of manuscripts is one we can share, in that, as he put it
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True progress in historical study will not be arrived at by talking about these old writers, but
by letting them speak for themselves; not by
listening to what people say about them, but by
listening to their own words.
All this is, of course, splendid advice. But then we come to the inevitable
question,just what w.ere the ipsissima verha? and how do we make them
known? To find the answers to these simple questions, in the case even of
a single author, may take one, or many lifetimes. Let me share some of my
thoughts with you. But before I do so, let me recommend a charming essay
by Cullen Murphy in the June 1979 issue of Harper's, found on pages 45
through 63, entitled "All the Pope's Men: Putting Aquinas Together
Again." It is the familiar and enthralling story of the paleographical problems attendant on publishing the correct text of all the works of St.
Thomas Aquinas, started by the Leonine Commission a hundred years
ago, with the anticipated conclusion another hundred years hence, 39
volumes published to date. And the Commission, with all its dedicated
Dominican scholars, had already printed editions of the complete works,
from which at least to begin. One is saddened, though not surprised, to
learn that the first four volumes of the Summa Theologica, which were
rushed into print in six years "have to be completely redone."
Where, then, is the thrill, and where the dangers? What has caused
learned men and women to spend years hunched over manuscripts or
copies thereof, ultimately to produce a text (most often in the original
tongue, without complete translation) that would be read by a decreasing
number of people after them? The way is littered with the casualties. We
read in the Wyclif Society's Report for August, 1887, that "Mr. F. 0 .
Matthew . .. has more than once broken down in the attempt to work at
his own editions of Wyclif's Miscellaneous Tracts and the De Mandatis, so
that the appearance of these must be deferred till more leisure and
stonger health come to him." Or, "Dr. Auerbach has thrown up the work
he had undertaken to do for the Society."
Buddensieg says to the point, "I have spent more than seven years over
this work, making use, for my studies, of all the holidays and the leisure
hours left me by school duties upon the difficulties of copying and collating, of examining critically, correcting and printing texts of the later Middle Ages. I will not expatiate, for I profess not talking, only this: let each
man do his best - and say little about it!""
Why? The end is clear - the production of a clean text, new-minted
and fresh, a delight to the eye and the mind - the pride of workmanship
completed in the product. There is delight in reading (perhaps for the first
time in centuries) the words that once came from the mind, the mouth and
the pen of a thinker. I can remember the great Harrison Thomson at
' Wye/ifs Polemical Works /rt Latin (1883), I, v.
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Colorado, after a hard day of teaching and writing, saying, " ow, let's sit
down and have some fun! " with the copy of a medieval text of Grosseteste
or Wyclyf before us. And, of course, there is the belief that one is working
at the Opus Dei. Cullen's article concludes fittingly with a limerick:
A crusty old monk was thought odd,
For he labored at Latin unshod.
When his friends asked him "Why?"
He proclaimed with a cry,
"For the honor and glory of God!"
The word 'labor' is an appropriate one, doubly so when one works not
from the substantial body of printed texts which then can be corrected
from other and more reliable manuscripts, but from one manuscript or
perhaps dozens, none of which have been put in order by other hands, and
thus present to the editor an enchanting but hazardous minefield of raw
materials. I speak from experience, having edited Wyclyfs De Trinitate
from a scattered Bock of seven manuscripts, deposited now at Cambridge
University and in collections in Prague and Vienna.' Another text, the De
TempGre, which is just completed, comes from the collation of twentythree manuscripts, gathered from (and examined in) Dublin, Cambridge,
Lincoln, Vienna, Krakow, Stockholm, Pavia, and Venice. It all sounds so
simple. There is the delight of visiting manuscript collections, uncovering
if possible hitherto unreported manuscripts, reading and annotating for an
edition. One privilege the modern editor has over some of his nineteenth
century predecessors lies in the copying machines. At that earlier time not
very long ago it was necessary to cajole some archival custodian to let the
scholar take a treasure home with him, or for the editor or a copyist to
make a painstaking reproduction of the original by hand. Microfilm and
the like have put an end to that operation. But the labor is still ahead. As
one scholar puts it,
"At the head of a very large school I have a
difficult daily task to perform, requiring the full
working power of a man. This is my plea for
having spent more than twenty-two years in
preparing this edition." It was "the outcome of
holiday-leisure and or work up to the small
hours of the night. " 8
7
A. D. Breck, "The Manuscripts of John Wyclyfs De Tri11itate .. , Medieoolia et H11ma11islica
(VII, 1952), 56-70 and j ohann/s Wyclyf De Tri'llitate, in Studies a11d Terts ;,. Medieval
Thought, U. Colorado (1962) 196 pp.
•Rudolf Budde nsieg, De Veritate Sacrae Scn'pturae (1905), 1, viii.
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Several careful readings of the texts now laid before one begin to build
in the mind the desire to create some sort of pedigree, beginning hope-

fully with the original text as it came from the pen of the writer or that
of an amanuensis intent on rendering the idea as faithfully as possible.
Unhappily, in the case of Wyclyf and many another medieval writer, this
is almost impossible. We simply do not have the parent manuscript, in the
case of Wyclyf, because so much was destroyed, as in the great burning
of the codices at Prague in 1410. I confess that the successful production
of Stemmae is a baHJing activity, for lack of any identification of a common
origin of disparate texts:
It seems evident that the common source (X)
from which all our manuscripts have been copied, is not the first copy of all, but a text which
is in certain places so corrupt as to be quite
unintelligible, whose mistakes have been copied in all the nine MSS. and can be corrected
only by conjecture.•
Rudolf Beer agrees: " I have not been able to discover any family connection between the live manuscripts." The best source may not be the one
for which there are the largest number of copies: "It is not advisable . ..
to rely on the strength of numbers; for the critical passages must not be
counted but weighed." 10
Laying to one side, then, the problems of discovering the source (in the
absence of any manuscript of the parent generation, with, say an autograph or date in a known handwriting) we sort out our manuscripts according to the present location of each. For the De Tempore we have two
at Cambridge University, one in Lincoln Cathedral, another in Trinity
College, Dublin, live in Prague (divided between the State Library and
the old Archiepiscopal Collection), three in Vienna, and the rest divided
among libraries at Krakow, Stockholm, Pavia, and Venice. A careful examination of these different codices convinces us that (as might be supposed)
those copies (of the third generation, or at best the second) which are
closest to the missing original come from the British Isles; thus, we have
three, one at Trinity College, Cambridge, another at Lincoln Cathedral,
a third at Trinity College, Dublin, and a single but very important introductory page from Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge.
Those at Prague and Vienna appear to be close to one another, the
Royal Library text in Stockholm (in the handwriting of John Hus) a hurriedly done copy, the two from Italy offering interesting variants in signili' He.rzbcrg-Frankel and M. H. Oziewicki, De Simonia (1898) xi.
10
Rudolf Beer, De Compositione Homiliis (1884), ix.
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cant cases. one can be dated earlier than 1397, the rest from the early
part of the fifteenth century.
From these variant copyings, then, we select a single text which we can
use as far as possible as the "parent" in our effort to establish a useful and
reliable framework for the finished product. We take thus the Trinity
College, Dublin, version. But clarity of writing and beauty of illumination
alone may cover a multitude of errors, and be the despair of editors. Of
the Cambridge manuscript, Johann Loserth remarks: "Regular, if not altogether not beautiful, as the handwriting is, the text is faulty, full of more
or less serious blunders so that it cannot be said to have been well preserved on the whole in this text." " Later he comments that "Sometimes
we find such gross mistakes, that we are led to doubt whether the scribe
understood the meaning of the text. Yet the faults which spring from his
misunderstanding and careless writing (few of which can be corrected
with absolute certainty) impair the value of the MS less than his numerous
omissions." Faulty scribal redaction can indeed be a serious part of editorial frustration at this later date. Rudolf Beer, writing a text of the Questiones Logice Et Phi/osophice: remarks that
The copyist, we are almost forced to believe,
did his very best towards rendering his writing
as illegible as possible. The editor who has for
these eight years been occupied with fifteenth
century manuscripts of which many were
rather illegible, must admit that he never met
with so hard a paleographical problem as the
present one. All through the work we continually meet with sentences that must rather be
guessed at rather than read. 12
Dziewicke, working through a Vienna MS (4352, of De Logica ) which he
was copying out, found that
At last I succeeded in getting through the whole
of the Ms. It was needless to complain of the
crabbed writing which for illegibility surpasses
anything I had yet seen and equals anything I
have seen since, even among the worst of the
Prague MSS. This is a difficulty which all transcribers of Wyclyf will by this time have learned
to take as a matter of course. And yet it is but
fair to point out that in difficult passages, such
"Super Domin/calla (1887), xxxvi.
"Questiones Logice (1891), xxiii.
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as abound in Logica from beginning to end, this
very greatly increases the perplexity of the editor. More than once -and, I might say, more
than fifty times - I have been obliged to note
down the abbreviations of the Ms. with the unuttered reservation 'Unless the sign stands for
something quite different!' '"
Wide variations in the quality of scribal rendition come to ones attention, as in many another author's work. But there is a special problem with
our mar.uscripts - the transmission from England to Bohemia. The fascination which Czech reformers had for Wyclyf led, for instance, Jan Hus
to translate the former's Trialogus into Czech, with the assistance, in all
probability, of Jerome of Prague, between 1403 and 1407. In addition,
there was a steady How of manuscripts from England. We know, for instance, of the work of two young students, a Bohemian German, icholas
FaulJisch, or Faul6ss, and his noble Czech friend, George de Knychnicz.
In their anxiety to take as much as possible of Wyclyf home, and with the
threat of official censure in England, they worked hurriedly. Faced with
a difficult philosophical style to begin with, it is small wonder that their
work, which was corrected graviter at Oxford and elsewhere, (in Vigilia
Purificacio11is Sa11cte Marie Oxo11) should come to Prague with serious
errors, indeed Oagrant mistakes. Their purpose was laudable, their intent
pious. We think that Faul6sch, for instance, had even forged a certificate
of Wyclyfs orthodoxy purported to have been issued by Oxford University, and a piece of his gravestone as well: Ille Faulfiss portabit u11am
petiam lapidis de sepulchro ipsius Wiclif, quern postea Prage pro reliquis
ve11eraba11tur et habeba11t. ••
ot only for these men but for subsequent editors Wyclyfs Latin caused
considerable grief. Reginald Lane Poole, in an edition of the Tractatus de
Civili Domi11io speaks for all:15
ot a little of the difficulty attending the preparation of the edition is due to the peculiar nature of Wycliffe's Latin. The immense interval
that separates the style of his age from the comparatively pure Latinity of the twelfth century
is well known. But Wycliffe's Latin is base even
as compared with that of such of his predecessors as Ockham; there is a gulf between it and
"De Lcgica !,iv.
"Petri de Mladenowicz, Relacio j. Hus Causa Decem, 313, in ovotny, Fontes Rerum
Bohemlcarum (Prague, 1932), VIII, 107. See also 0. Odlozilik, "Wyclifrs Influence Upon
Central and Eastern Europe", Slavonic Review VII (1928), 634-48.
"De Civi/i Dominio (1900), I, xviii.
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that of Thomas Aquinas. Wycliffe in fact belongs to a time when scholars are ceasing to
think in Latin. It is significant of his position
that he is one of the founders of English prosewriting. To understand his Latin it is often necessary to translate it into English; certainly in
obscure passages this is often the readiest way
of getting at his meaning.
It is small wonder, then, that continental editors have faced a special
problem, that of the specially British accent of this philosopher. It is, of
course, a universal problem of every translator from one culture to another. It is compounded, however, by several related problems. One is
that of the abbreviations, textual emendations, side notes, and somewhat
vague references which abound. Beer, remarking a passage which completely baffied him confesses; "I have looked through everything in
Vienna, I have written to scholars in Leipzig, Berlin, Bonn, London and
Oxford, without being able to obtain or discover the information I required. "16
It goes almost without saying that every medieval writer's special
vocabulary, phrasing, and arrangement of words has idiosyncratic elements. In Wyclyfs case we begin early to catch on to his use of the active
infinitive for a related noun or for the passive voice, his old-fashioned use
of the double negative, his supply of is, iste, ille, ipse for the pronouns
which are of course missing in Latin. It becomes necessary to make lists
of such peculariaties before we can get into his style and make a relatively
smooth translation.
I have sometimes found it valuable to speak a phrase, sometimes a
whole passage aloud in order to catch the moment of utterance, finding
that it makes greater sense if I can imagine it spoken in a crowded lecture
hall, more for effect than for logical and sequential development.
Further, when one hopes for a consistently logical development of
ideas, he is thrown completely to one side with a series of arguments which
cannot be connected with the fundamental propositions of the thesis
which has been announced in the table of contents. Beer found that "Here
is rather a confrontation of mutually destructive ideas than a consistently
pursued argument."" He is laying down a few leading principles, suggested, rather than completed, and with side avenues which will be useful
to pursue in later tractates and lectures. Of punctuation, nothing need be
said, save that it is often scanty and worthless. Lane Poole, speaking of two
Vienna MSS comments, "I have ignored the punctuation and the use of
••De Composilio11e Homir,is (1884), xiv.

"Ibid., xv.
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capitals in the MS, which for the most part observes no rule either of logic
or grammar in these respects."'"
One last difficulty now rears its head - the use of quotations. Scriptural
quotations of course offer no problem, and as some manuscripts are studded with them, such a part of the reading can be gotten over with quickly.
The Doctor Evangelicus has earned his reputation for a fundamentalism
before the Fundamentalists in the number and use of Biblical words and
phrases in defense of his positions. But of other sources the story is not so
simple. What texts were available in toto and what came in jlorilegia or
books of quotations, we can not always be completely sure. " As Aristotle
says," even followed by title and chapter, may lead us nowhere for a sure
identIBcation of the exact words of the Philosophus. Even greater difficulty comes with ascription to Averrhoes, the Commentator. Although we
have the Juntine edition before us, the search for the suitable quotation
can take endless time. Indeed, it may be the most frustating part of the
work. "I am sometimes apt to think that I have too much assumed the
fidelity of Wycliffe's quotation or the correctness of the copies from which
he quotes" says Lane Poole in his edition of the De Civili Dominio .
Quotations from the Church fathers are abundant, but often without
chapter and verse. To give a typical example, the editors of the Leonine
edition of Aquinas found that
One citation from Augustine took two years to
find. Sometimes the sources are so protean that
not even Aquinas's contemporaries knew what
they were doing. One of Aristotle's books, for
example, had survived down to the Middle
Ages, only in Latin. Medieval scholars labored
for years to translate it back into Greek.
Decades later, translators vied to be the first to
render it into Latin. 19
Despite all these substantial difficulties, the Wyclif Society produced
one stately volume after another, bound in sober black with gold lettering,
the work of a series of dedicated editors in England and Germany, between 1883 and the advent of the Srst World War, the last volume being
the Opera Minora, edited by Professor Loserth. Only one text appeared
after that conflict, Loserth's rendering of F. D. Matthew's text of the De
Manda tis Divinis and the Tractatus de Sta tu bmocencie, with which the
former capped forty years of work for the Society. It was a new world:
"This edition itself was finally prepared for print and seen through the
"De Civili Domirlio (1900), I, xvii .
..Ibid., 1, xviii.
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press in the hard time of war and post-war under all sorts of troubles and
of both physical and mental want." With this publication, the work of the
Wyclif Society came to an end. But the process of editing was then picked
up again with fresh enthusiasm.
Scholars in Czechoslovakia, with a sense of gratitude for Wyclyfs share
in the Bohemian Reformation, the " Reformation before the Reformation"
as it were, continued the publication of articles and monographs, directed
doctoral dissertations at the Charles University, relating the work of Wyclyf to the intellectual and political milieu of East Central Europe and the
British Isles. Among their students the name of S. Harrison Thomson
stands pre-eminent. Beginning with his dissertation on the order of writing of Wyclyfs philosophical works, he went on to an edition of Books I
and II of the De Ente, only one product of his unflagging industry geared
to greatness of mind and penetrating insight. At his death he had amassed materials for an edition of the De Universalibus and for a complete manuscript catalogue of Wyclyfs works, similar to the Thomson
Grosseteste.
Thus matters stood - an imposing array of textual publications, all of
them in Latin with substantial outlines of the arguments, then a Renaissance, this time not the work of a society but of individual scholars, united
in ideas but separated in time and space. The possibility of, and opportunity for, a second Renaissance presented itself recently - the Sexcentenary of Wyclyfs death, which could be fittingly observed in 1984.
To this end (and for wider purposes) scholars have welcomed the form ation in the fall of 1979 of the " ew Wyclif Society," its headquarters at the
University of Ottawa English Department, with a newsletter edited by
Professor L. M. Eldredge. This organization might seem to be a continuation of the old Society, but readers were disabused of this notion. Commenting on the formation of the old Society in March, 1882 and its desire
to "keep on foot until all his most important genuine writings should be
given to the world through the press" the new editor wrote

They didn't quite succeed in bringing out all his
most important genuine writings, but what
they did produce still represents a major portion of Wyclifs Latin works. But their very success insured that our receipt of Wyclif would be
biased, for on the one hand he is presented as
the great reformer, the voice of one proto-protestant crying in the wilderness, and on the
other hand, he is made to appear in an intellectual vacuum. 20
••Murphy, "All the Pope's Men", 62.
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What, then, could be done? Without weighing the merits of this analysis
of the contribution of the old Society, one is delighted that the anniversary
will find a group in position, already engaged in preparing texts of the
remaining unpublished works. Ivan Mueller of the University of Freiburg,
for instance, is at work on an edition of Wyclyfs De Universalibus, for
which he has been loaned the substantial work of S. H. and his son W. R.
Thomson, a fundamental work for understanding Wyclyfs philosophy.21
Also nearing completion is my edition of the De Tempore 22 and the translation of the Wyclif Society's edition of the De Simonia, by T. A. McVeigh.
Other editions, such as a four-volume collection of sermons formerly attributed to Wyclyf are in the works, part of an increasing corpus of materials. W. R. Thomson is completing the catalogue of Wyclyfs writings which
will do much to deepen and enlarge our perception of the man and the
period. But the ew Society promises more in the way of encouragement:
"It is this partial view of events that the ew Wyclif Society seeks to
remedy. Although the name is designed to suggest continuity, the WS
is out to break new ground. What is needed is a greater sense of Wyclifs
context. " To this end, the new Society proposes to advise on the continued
publication of Latin texts, but also to support vigorously (though unfortunately not financially) translations into English of some of the basic works,
and monographs " that seek to analyze the philosophy of the period."
As an "umbrella society" in which scholars working in the period of the
late Middle Ages and early Renaissance in England can find mutual support for research and publication, this new effort can have nothing but
success. There remains only one difficult point to address: what about
publication?
It is conceivable that for some there is no necessity for the work to
appear in completed printed form; the thrill of detection may for them
be in the process and not in the product. Like Lord Acton, most of whose
great seminal ideas remained in the pigeon-holes of his desk until his
death, they may leave to others the added thrill (and possible disappointment, knowing what reviewers are like) of committing their offspring to
the world. But for most, "The Wyclyf' will be considered an uncompleted
project until it is issued into daylight and the scrutiny of others. I am thus
led to discussing some of the dangers of our operation, and so to seek for
some solutions:
1. When is a medieval text better left in the original, with annotations,
all the critical apparatus, and when is it best translated into another
language for a slightly larger audience? Or is translation (because of
the decreasing number of those who can read classical languages,
""The Order of Writing ofWyclifs Philosophical Works .. (Prague, 1929), 22 pages. See also
his 'The Philosophical Basis of Wyclifs Theology .. in The j oumal ofReligion Xl Qan. 1931),

~ll6.
"A. D. Breck, "John Wyclyf on Time .. in Cosmology, History, and Theology, ed. by Wolfgang
Yourgrau and A. D. Breck (Plenum Press, .Y., 1977) 211- 218.
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especially in their medieval form) absolutely essential? Are parallel
pages of Latin and English a good thing?
2. Considering the phenomenal increase in the cost of "hot type"
books, what are the most worthwhile alternatives?
3. Among the possibilities, what would be the reaction to microfiche or
similar publication of the text? 2 3
Well, there is the Wyclyf-it was born in the late fourteenth century,
dismembered and cloned in the fifteenth, scattered abroad in the sixteenth century, and is now being reassembled, perhaps not in the original
form, in the twentieth. Thrills? Yes, indeed, from the very beginning.
Dangers? Certainly; its father might not recognize it. Worth the trouble?
Yes, every energizing bit of it. Et est opus Dei.

" Parts of this paper were originally presented at a meeting of the Rocky Mountain Conference on British Studies at Reno, evada, ovember 7, 1981. In the discussion wruch fol lowed, Prof. Glenn Edwards, this year's editor of the joumal of the RMMRA brought
forward some very important suggestions gained from experience with computerized printing ofthe/ouma/, about which we need to know more as the demand for publication widens
and the problems of cost increase. (Parenthetically, two and a half dollars should bring the
ew Wyclif Society ewsletter for a year, including a list of members in various disciplines
and plans for the Sexcentenary observations, scheduled for 1984. Letters should go to The
ew Wyclif Society, Department of English, University of Ottawa, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
Kl 6N5).

Shakespeare's and Plutarch's Brutus:
Shakespeare's Dramatic Strategy to Undercut the
oble Image
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Modern critics of Shakespeare's Julius Caesar frequently challenge the
view that Brutus was in fact "the noblest Roman of them all,"' but only
rarely do they completely repudiate Brutus' characterization as a patriotic
idealist. They are of course aware of ironic and ambiguous elements in the
tragedy, but they fail to take the step that would seem obvious: to note
how Shakespeare undercut Brutus' noble image by carefully manipulating
materials from the principal source for the play, Sir Thomas orth's English translation of Plutarch's Lives. 2
Passages in the play singled out by critics as evidence of Shakespeare's
intent to portray Brutus as less than ideal include the orchard scene
(Il.i.10-34, p. 1111), where, as orman Rabkin observes, Brutus begins by
deciding to kill Caesar and then "proceeds through a set of rationalizations
that reveal the utter absence of foundation for Brutus' fears."• Hugh M.
Richmond points to Brutus' final words just before he runs on his sword:
'William Shakespeare, Julius Caesar, in The Riverside Shakespeare, ed. C. Blakemore Evans
(Boston: Houghton MifBin, 1974), V.v.68 (p. I 132). All further references to this work appear
in the text.
'Thomas North, trans., Plutarch's Lives of the Noble Crecia11s a11d Roma11s (1579; rpt.
London: David Nutt, 1896). All further references to this work appear in the text. See
Leonard F. Dean, '1ulius Caesar and Modem Criticism," The English Joumal, 50 (1961),
451-56, for a useful overview of modern commentary on Julius Caesar. Dean de tects major
shifts from (I) early twentieth century certainty that Shakespeare had styled an ideal gentleman by both Roman and English standards, to (2) doubt that Shakespea.re was in control of
Brutus" character, to (3) belief that Brutus is treated ironit-ally.
'Norman Rabkin, "Structure, Convention, and Meaning in Julius Caesar,·· Joumal of E11 glish a11d Cenno11ic Philology, 63 (1964), 244. All further references to this work appear in
the text. Rabkin sees Brutus as "a virtuous man whose vices-not very serious vices, perhaps:
vanity, inability to notice the vicious motives of those about him, a capacity to be deceived
by analogies of his own making-undercut but do not vitiate the nobility of the character
he demonstrates" (p. 244). Like Rabkin, Marvin L. Vawter, in .. 'After Their Fashion': Cicero
and Brutus in Julius Caesar, .. Shakespeare Studies, 9 (1976), 214, perceives Brutus· orchard
soliloquy as "a monstrous piece of rationalization ... to cover over a subjective conclusion
already drawn."'
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My heart doth joy that yet in all my life
I found no man but he was true to me.
I shall have glory by this losing day
More than Octavius and Mark Antony.
(V.v. 34-37, p. 1132)
Richmond then describes Brutus' words as "simply nonsense," observing
that Mark Antony "shook Brutus' blood-stained hand and then went on to
betray him," that Antony achieved more military glory, and that Imperial
Rome reached her cultural zenith in the Jong reign of Octavius as Caesar
Augustus.•
Even Mark Antony's ringing eulogy of Brutus (V.v.68-75, p. 1132), so
tempting to quote and interpret out of context, finds critics who are
unwilling to accept it at face value. Myron Taylor calls Antony's final
speech "great politics,"• and indeed we find evidence for Taylor's view
just one scene earlier when Antony acknowledges the expediency of cultivating Brutus' followers. He instructs his men regarding the captured
Lucilius: "Keep this man safe, / Give him all kindness; I had rather
have / Such men my friends than enemies" (V.iv.27-29, p. 1131). By
praising Brutus, Antony shrewdly reinforces his alliance with Brutus' and
Cassius' followers, making problematical any attempt to accept the speech
as simply a conventional tribute to a dead hero.
The play itself, then, offers evidence for an ironic interpretation of
Brutus, but an even stronger position is achieved when we compare
Shakespeare's Brutus with the same character in the play's primary
source, Plutarch's Lives. Although we read the Lives and Julius Caesar
with repeated shocks of recognition at the enormous amount of common
material and meet Brutus the republican in both works, we soon perceive
that Shakespeare does not lift Brutus from Plutarch's work and place him,
unaltered, upon the stage. In the Lives, Brutus' motivation to join the
conspiracy clearly proceeds from his desire to preserve the republic, while
in the play, his motives have been seen as self-serving,• and his behavior
willful.'
Because the play often follows Plutarch so·closely, one can be lulled into
accepting Plutarch's characterization as valid for both works. For example, Shakespeare's version of the notes urging Brutus to emulate his ancestor in freeing Rome from tyranny can seem simply a dramatization of the
following account from the Lives:
'Hugh M. Richmond, 'Julius Caesar," in Shakespeare's Political Plays, Studies in Lang. &
Lit. (New York: Random House, 1967), p. 216.
•Myron Taylor, "Shakespeare"s fulius Caesar and the Irony of History," Shakespeare Quarterly, 24 (1973), 308.
'Derek Traversi, Shakespeare: The Roman Plays (Stanford: Stanford Univ. Pr., 1963), p. 33.
All further references to this work appear in the text.
'Gordon Ross Smith, "Brutus, Virtue, and Will," Shakespeare Quarterly, 10 (1959), 367. All
further references to this work appear in the text.
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But for Brutus, his frendes and contrie men ...
did openlie call and procure him to doe that he
did. For, under the image of his auncestor
Junius Brutus, that drave the kinges out of
Rome, they wrote, 0, that it pleased the goddes
.. . thou wert here amonge us nowe. His ·tribunall (or chaire) where he gave audience during
the time he was praetor, was full of such billes:
Brutus, thou art a sleepe, and art not Brutus in
deede. ( orth, VI, pp. 189-90)
Shakespeare adapts closely, but with a subtle change. Where Plutarch says
that Brutus was openly urged by Rome's citizens to move against Caesar,
Shakespeare leaves Brutus to "piece it out" himself, which Brutus readily
-too readily-does.
Shakespeare also closely follows Plutarch's version of Brutus' key role
in the conspiracy. From Plutarch:
Nowe when Cassius felt his frendes, and did stir
them up against Caesar: they all agreed and
promised to take parte with him, so Brutus
were the Chiefe of their conspiracie. For they
told him, that so high an enterprise and attempt
as that, did not so much require men of manhoode, and courage to drawe their swords: as it
stoode them uppon to have a man of suche estirnacion as Brutus, to make everie man boldlie
thinke, that by his onelie presence the fact were
holie, and just. (North, VI, p. 190)
Condensed and enriched, the same notion appears in Casca's speech:
0 he [Brutus] sits high in all the people's hearts;
And that which would appear offense in us,
His countenance, like richest alchymy,
Will change to virtue and to worthiness.
(l.ili.157-60, p. 1111)
Shakespeare adapts Plutarch, incorporating into Brutus' characterization
the idea of manipulating appearances. For example, Brutus' euphemistic
prescription for the assassination contains a mix of cunning and eloquence
calculated to control appearances, to make the act seem "holie and just."
To that end, he whitewashes their plans: they will act "boldly," not
"wrathfully," "carve him as a dish fit for the gods," not "hew him as a
carcass fit for hounds," make the deed "necessary," not "envious," so that
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they will, as Traversi points out (p. 38), appear not "murderers," but
"purgers" (II.i.172-80, p. 1113).
Shakespeare's strategy here has still further implications because
Brutus' manipulative behavior contrasts with his self-concept of scrupulous honesty.8 From Brutus' claims that he is "arm'd so strong in honesty"
(IV.iii. 67, p. 1125), and that he "can raise no money by vile means"
(IV.iii.71, p. 1125), he does not see himself as guileful. Yet, on occasion,
Shakespeare shows us a Brutus as calculating as any character in the play.
Another of Brutus' characteristics, the willfulness which moves him so
relentlessly toward destruction, has its roots in Plutarch (see Smith, p. 367).
In fact, the passage noted above, in which the conspirators " all agreed and
promised to take parte . .. so Brutus were the Chiefe of their conspiracie"
( orth, VI, p. 190), becomes the first major indication of his authoritarianism. We observe him assuming control:
Bru. Give me you r hands all over, one by one.
Cas. And let us swear our resolution.
Bru.
o, not an oath! If not the face of men,
The sufferance of our souls, the time's
abuseIf these be motives weak, break off
betimes,
And every man hence to his idle bed.
(Il.i.112-17, p. 1112)
The passage establishes a pattern for Brutus' later catastrophic insistence,
over Cassius' violent protests, on permitting Antony to speak and on attacking at Philippi.
Shakespeare further emphasizes Brutus' willfulness by altering Plutarch's statement:
. .. they [the conspirators] durst not "acquaint
Cicero with their conspiracie, although he was
a man whome they loved dearelie, and trusted
best: for they were affrayed that he being a
coward by nature, and age also having increased his feare, he woulde quite turne and
alter all their purpose and quenche the heate of
their enterprise. orth, VI, pp. 191-92)
'Other examples of Brutus as manipulator are when he attempts to make Antony's speech
seem a generous concession of the assassins (III.i.235-42. p. 1119: lll.ii.55--59, p. 1121), and
his offer to "fashion" Caius Ligarius to the needs of the conspiracy (Il.i.21S-20, p. 1113).
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ln the play, the decision is Brutus' alone in spite of Cassius, Casca, Cinna,
and Metellus, in turn, urging Cicero's inclusion (ll.i.141-49, p. 1113).
Brutus' veto settles the matter.
In the Lives, Brutus' concern for Rome also emerges as pure loyalty to
the dying republic, even to the point of siding with Pompey, his father's
murderer, against Caesar b cause, as Plutarch tells us, Brutus preferred
"the respect of his contrie and commonwealth, before private affection"
orth, VI, pp. 184-85). In Julius Caesar, however, this concern seems
more a vehicle for Brutus' professions of his own honor and virtue. The
closest thing we find in Plutarch to the kind of self-aggrandizing statements Brutus makes in the play still emphasizes love of country over love
of self: "eyther I will set my contrye at libertie by battel, or by honorable
death rid me of this bondage" orth, VI, p. 211). Brutus renders essentially the same speech in Julius Caesar, but his words are more selfcentered than patriotic as he tells Cassius:
Set honor in one eye and death i' th' other.
And I will look on both indifferently;
For let the gods so speed me as I love
The name of honor more than I fear death.
(l.ii.86-89, p. 1107)
Shakespeare's strategy of juxtaposing Brutus' patriotic professions with
idealized self-concepts suggests a character more egoist than patriot and
argues for ironic characterization.
The play's clear distinction between the public and private figure of
Brutus provides further opportunity to observe Shakespeare's technique
in handling his source. o such distinction exists in the Lives where we
may, for example, observe Brutus displaying compassion both publicly and
privately. Plutarch describes Brutus' grief over the suffering of his Xanthian captives:
After the citye was burnt, they founde a woman
hanged uppe by the necke, holding one of her
children in her hande deade by her . . . when he
[Brutus] heard it he fell a weeping. (North, VI,
p. 213)
Shakespeare excludes any public demonstration of compassion. Brutus is
tender with Portia and with Lucius, his serving boy, but never publicly.
By careful selection from Plutarch Shakespeare creates a character
completely devoid of humor. For instance, he retains Plutarch's account
of the quarrel interruption, an incident at which Cassius laughs and Brutus
scowts (IV. ill. 124-38, p. 1126; orth, VI, 215-16), and ignores a particularly appealing and delightful passage. One of Brutus' friends, commenting on Portia's weeping over a picture of Andromache's final farewell to
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Hector, quotes Andromache's speech from Homer. Plutarch relates
Brutus' reaction:
Then Brutus Smyling aunswered againe: But
yet (sayd he) I can not for m y part say unto
Portia, as Hector aunswered Andromache in
the same place of the Poet: "'Tush, meddle thou
with weying dewly out / Thy mayds their task,
and pricking on a clowt." ( orth, VI, pp. 20304)

The passage seems charged with appeal, one likely to attract Shakespeare,
but he allows Brutus no humor, a deliberate strategy which suggests something is awry with Brutus' values. That Brutus hastens the Republic's death
in pursuit of an idealized self-image demonstrates his distorted sense of
honor.
Brutus' skewed sense of values foregrounds in the scene where, after
accusing Cassius of bribery, he indicates a willingness to accept money,
ignoring its obvious source:
I did send to you
For certain sums of gold, which you denied me;
For I can raise no money by vile means.
By heaven, I had rather coin my heart
And drop my blood for drachmaes than to
wring
From the hard hands of peasants their vile trash
By any indirection. I did send
To you for gold to pay my legions,
Which you denied me.
(IV.iii.69-77, p. 1125)
Surely Brutus does not believe that Cassius keeps his ill-gotten gold in one
pocket and his honest funds in another. If he accepts money from Cassius,
he must assume that some of it is tainted. The dramatization compresses
two separate incidents in the Lives: (1) Brutus, having expended all his
funds, asks Cassius for financial help, which Cassius gives, and (2) Brutus
chides Cassius for failing to condemn two of his men for financial transgressions in public office orth, VI, pp. 211, 217). Shakespeare's scene is
one of the play's best examples of the playwright's technique in manipulating his source, as well as one of the most ironically revealing.
Enough evidence accumulates, then, from even this brief examination
of Shakespeare's main source for Julius Caesar to further arguments that
we are not to accept Shakespeare's Brutus at face value. Plutarch's work,
with its explicit declarations of Brutus' virtue, has influenced the accep-
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tance of an idealized Brutus. This same source, however, works effectively
to demonstrate Shakespeare's dramatic strategy to undermine the noble
image he seems to create.

"Diuine Resemblaunce":
Colin Clout's Vision of Grace
by

John C. Ulreich
University of Arizona

Colin Clout's vision of the Graces is the imaginative center of Book VI,
and in a sense of the whole Faerie Queene, " the sacred noursery / Of
vertue" (VI. Proem 3),1 wherein both the Knight of Courtesy and the
reader are instructed in the "vertuous and gentle disciple" of the imagination ("Letter to Raleigh," II, 485). Spenser's readers have been virtually
unanimous in their agreement with C. S. Lewis, that the vision on Mount
Acidale is "the key to Spenser's whole conception of Courtesy." 2 But there
has been considerably less agreement about the precise significance of
Spenser's vision. ln particular, Colin Clout's rather prosaic gloss on his own
vision raises at least as many questions as it answers. Surely we are not
meant to read the vision in the narrowly reductive way that Colin himself
seems to do, as a didactic essay on "Ciuility. " But how, then, ought we to
construe those "gracious gifts" bestowed by the Muse (x.23)? The mere
presence of Spenser, thinly disguised, as a character in his own fiction
raises a whole series of further questions: How, precisely, are we intended
'Spenser's Faerie Queene (as also his letter to Ralegh is quoted from Spenser's Faerie Queene,
ed. J. C. Smith (2 vols; Oxford: At the Clarendon Press, 1909).
•Lewis, The Allegory of Love: A Study in Medieval Tradition (London: Oxford University
Press, 1936), p. 201. A. C. Hamilton, The Stn,cture of Allegory in 7he Faerie Queene'
(London: Oxford niversity Press, 1961), pp. 200-201, is only one of many recent critics who
have confirmed Lewis' judgment: the vision on Mount Acidale, he argues, is "the allegorical
centre of the book, and the whole poem . .. that sacred nursery of virtue which inspires the
poet to fashion his image of a brave knight perfected in al.I the virtues." Among the readings
which have helped to shape my own response to Spenser's vision, two are espec.ially conspicuous: Kathleen Williams, Spenser's World of Class: A Reading of 7he Faerie Queene' (Berkeley: The University of California Press, 1966), and Humphrey Tonkin, Spenser's Courteous
Pastoral: Book Six of the 'Faerie Queene' (London: Oxford University Press, 1972). Also
crucial to my interpretation is Judith Anderson's observation, The Growth of a Personal
Voice: 'Piers Plowman ' and 7he Faerie Queene' ( ew Haven: Yale University Press, 1976),
p. 184, that "the poet's role in Book VI ... [is) more dramatic" than it is in the earlier books,
"less impersonally exemplary, more private but more complexly symbolic."
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to conceive the relation between the visionary poet and his fugitive inspiration? or between that inspiration and its visible enactment? How, finally,
are we to construe the relation between the poet's unconscious inspiration, the "goodly fury" infused in him by the Muse (Pr. 2), and his conscious
imagination, the "diuine resemblaunce" (x.27) which represents the poet's
vision to his audience?
All of these questions would seem to reflect a problematic relation
between the content of Spenser's vision and its rather curious poetic form.
Most critics have agreed that the substance of Colin Clout's vision is
largely (although not exclusively) eoplatonic in origin.3 What has less
often been observed is that the form of Spenser's vision-the dialectical
progression from concrete presence through allegorical abstraction to
reincarnated symbol-can also be traced to eoplatonic sources. Colin's
method in unfolding the vision to Calidor has clear affinities with Ficino's
"four modes of multiplying the Gods and spirits."• Curiously enough,
however, this dual Neoplatonic genesis does not produce an obvious harmony of matter and form. On the contrary, the emblematic vehicle of
Spenser's metaphor seems ill-suited to express the complex tenor of his
vision. The rich suggestiveness of the vision itself is constricted-almost
contradicted- by Colin Clout's rather prosaic moralizing, as though the
poet himself had failed to appreciate the implications of his own symbolism.
This dissonance cannot be set down to negligence or ineptitude on
Spenser's part. On the contrary, Spenser's introduction of himself into the
poem argues a high degree of self-conscious artifice; Colin Clout's prosaic
explicitness suggests Spenser's deliberate intention to analyze his own
inspiration. His artifice calls attention to the fact of "resemblaunce" itself
and to the process by which symbols are actualized. By means of his art,
and by becoming conscious of it as art, Spenser is able to articulate the
dynamic relation between the "goddesse" who engenders his vision and
the "creature" who embodies it in poetic form (x.25). By introducing
himself into the poem, Spenser is able to contemplate his own participation in the visionary experience.
'As Harry Berger has observed, "A Secret Discipline: The Faerie Queene, Book Vl," in Fann
and Convention in the Poetry of &lmund Spenser, ed. William Nelson ew York, 1961), p.
71, Mount Acidale springs from "the rich iconographic tradition of Venus and the Graces
elaborated by the human mind in its long cultural dialectic. ·· For further elaboration of this
tradition see (besides Williams and Tonkin, cited above); D. T. Starnes, "Spenser and the
Graces," Philological Quarterly 21 (1942), 268-82; Donald Cheney, Spenser's Image of
Nature: Wild Man a11d Shepherd /11 "The Faerie Queene' ew Haven: Yale University
Press), pp. 224-36; Edgar Wind, Pagan Mysteries in the Renaissance (New York: W. W.
orton & Co., 1968 rvsd. ed.), passim; and Ernst H. Gombrich, "Botticelli's Mythologies,"
in Symbolic Images: Studies in the Art of the Renaissa nce (London: Phaidon Press, 1972).
•Marsilio Ficino, Commentary on the 'Symposium ; Opera Omnia (Basie, 1576), p. 1370;
cited and translated by Gombrich, 'Symbolic Images, pp. 59 & 211 n.95; modos . .. ita
Platonic/ quatuor habent multiplicandorum deorum.
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The immediate result of Spenser's self-consciousness is a disjunction
between the inspired experience of vision itself and the imaginative act
of recreating that vision. The former dies, however, precisely in order that
it might be reborn as the latter: inspiration is dismembered by analysis so
that it can be reincarnated as imagination. And in the last analysis, which
is a synthesis, these opposites are reconciled; the apparent discord between poetic suggestiveness and prosaic explictness is resolved in a higher
concord. Reunited by the symbolizing power of the poet's imagination,
the contrary dimensions of internal spirit and external letter are made to
interpenetrate, so that they are held in a productive tension between the
"diuine resemblaunce" (x.27) of concrete symbolism and the mundane
"semblaunt" (23) of Colin's abstract gloss.
The power which unites these opposites is symbolized by the poet's
mistress, for she is both the object of his vision, "a countrey lasse" (25), and
its figurative source, a "diuine resemblaunce" of Courtesy herself. As both
the Heavenly Venus and the nymph Humanitas, Colin's mistress is heavenly beauty humanized, the Platonic Idea embodied in human form. As
Isabel MacCaffrey observes, "at the visionary center of Book VI, invisible
heavenly Grace becomes incarnate."6 The appearance of Colin's mistress
poses the fundamental mystery of incarnation, the word of the poet made
Hesh:
Who can aread, what creature mote she bee,
Whether a creature, or a goodesse graced
With heuenly gifts from heuen first enraced?
(x. 25)

Both the figure of the poet's mistress and the question to which it gives
rise reHect the exegetical spirit of renaissance Neoplatonism. The Idea of
Beauty is expressed through the image of a woman, who becomes the ideal
she symbolizes.
This Florentine inHuence is felt not only in the philosophical content of
the passage but in its poetic form, for if Spenser's images are typically
eoplatonic, so is the allegorical structure in which he presents them. His
method is iconographic and emblematic: he presents us with a speaking
picture. 6 The development of the whole passage is more than a little
reminiscent of the procedures to be found in emblem books. We are
presented first with a picture: a hundred naked maidens are dancing,
"raunged in a ring" (11); they surround an inner ring of "three other
Ladies" who "both daunce and sing" (12); in their midst is a fourth, silent
' McCa!Frey, Spenser's Allegory: The Anatomy of lmagi11atio11 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1976), p. 355.
•Berger, "A Secret Discipline," p. 70, remarks that Colin's gloss "converts the vision into an
emblem. Here, he has replaced E.K." For a discussion of emblematic structure, see Rosemary
Freeman, English Emblem Books (London: Octagon Books, 1948).
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and motionless, set like Ariadne's crown amid the stars (13). As the picture
comes into focus, we become aware of its allegorical character: the three
madiens are "the Graces, daughters of delight" (15), and the fourth is "that
jolly Shepheards lasse" (16). Then Colin supplies a motto that identifies the
subject of the emblem:
They are the daughters of sky-ruling /oue,
By him begot of faire Eurynome.
The first of them hight mylde Euphrosyne,
ext faire Aglaia, last Thalia merry:
Sweete Goddesses all three which me in
mirth do cherry. (x.22)
Colin then glosses the picture for Calidore, reading moraliter, or tropologically. They are an image of Civility:
These three on men all gracious gifts bestow,
Which decke the body or adorne the mynde,
To make them louely or welJ fauoured show,
As comely carriage, entertainement kynde,
And all the complements of curtesie. (23)
He concludes with a moral, drawn from their pictorial arrangement:
"That good should from vs goe, then come in greater store" (24). Although
the moral is a little unexpected (as is the inverted order of the Graces
themselves'), the method so far seems deliberately and strictly emblematic: picture, motto, gloss, and moral.
Colin's exposition does not stop there, however; returning to the vision,
he speaks of the mysterious fourth damzell, who is "graced ... so much
to be another Grace" (26), but without either naming or denning her. His
commentary is not so much a moral gloss as a spiritual rhapsody: "Diuine
resemblaunce, beauty soueraine rare" (27). Spenser's allegorical reticence
here is surely deliberate: Colin does not analyze his mistress, he represents
her, in effect re-creates her. She is here neither the image of his mistress
nor an abstract significatio; she is the numinous reality behind her figurative, pictorial veil. We cannot see her, face to face, but we glimpse her
reflection, through a glass, darkly.
This symbolic translucence is the fruit of Spenser's allegorical method.
As Paul Piehler has suggested, medieval allegory "arises basically from the
'Spenser has inverted the conventional order: Thalia, Aglaia, Euphrosyne. And his picture
is also slightly unusual in having one Crace facing toward us (rather than away) and two
"froward '" (rather than toward). The more conventional arrangement appears in the Shepherds Calendar.
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interplay of the rational mind and the mythical, symbolic and intuitional
elements, and manifests itself as a type of symbolism in which the symbolic
element is translatable with relative directness into rational terms." 8
Spenser's allegory is similarly complex; the mere fact that some meanings
of an image are explicit, like the moral values assigned to the Graces, does
not preclude other, implicit meanings. As Angus Fletcher observes, " the
details of the Hermetic iconography matter far less than the reader's
willingness to open up his mind to a degree of mystery in the poem. ""
Colin's gloss is 'not meant to deny that mystery or to substitute for the
vision itself. Its purpose is rather to articulate the process by which symbolic meaning is made visible, as allegory, so that even Calidore may see
the Graces in their cosmic dance, "All raunged in a ring" (11). Spenser's
allegory circles round on itself, returning to the image of his mistress, the
"diuine resemblaunce" which enfolds within itself both letter and spirit,
both the explicit significance of Colin's gloss and the implicit meaning of
the vision itself.
Spenser's allegory re-infuses images with meaning. The articulation of
symbolic meaning has the effect of rationalizing images, since it necessitates a translation from implicit to explicit, from concrete to abstract. But
a proper allegorical reading requires not so much a translation as a sustained double-vision. 10 The poetic and philosophical traditions in which
Spenser writes do not lend themselves to casual simpli.6cation, nor do they
encourage us to reduce his allegory to unequivocal terms. Ficino's account
of his exegetical practice illuminates the eoplatonic spirit in which Spenser's symbols should be read, and at the same time suggests the relation
of Spenser's allegory to its medieval forbears:
Just as the Christian theologians find four senses
in the sacred word, the literal, the moral, the
allegorical and anagogical, and follow up the
one in one passage, and the other mainly in
another, so have the Platonists four modes of
multiplying the Cods and spirits and apply a
different mode of multiplication in different
places as it is fitting. I too am used in my com-

' Piehler, The Visionary Landscape: A Study in Medieval Allegory (London: Metheum &
Co.), p. ll.
'F1etcher, The Prophetic Moment: An Essay on Spenser (Chicago: The University of Chicago
Press, 1971), p. 129: "At heart the Hermetic typologies of The Faerie Queene are always
secret, that is, in the strictest sense they are mysteries."
0
' As Rosemond Tuve has shown, Allegorical Imagery: Some Medieval Books and Their
Posterity (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1966), p. 15, in "a fully developed allegorical image . .. every likeness is metaphorical in nature."
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mentaries to interpret and distinguish the deities differently as the context requires.11
Spenser's allegory is similarly multivalent. Some of his meanings are 'fixed'
by allegory; more of his meaning is defined by context. But allegory is a
veil that often conceals as much as it reveals, and the context of a given
picture may be very broad. Meaning of this unspecified kind must be
multiplied-unfolded rather than plucked.'" 'Allegorical' is perhaps the
best word available to describe such symbolism, provided that allegory is
understood, not as an imposition of conscious meaning, but as a way of
giving conscious expression to the unconscious presence of images. Insofar
as Spenser's images are deliberately allegorical, their meaning may seem
to us relatively superficial. Beneath this surface, however, one usually
discovers reservoirs of potential meaning, characterized by what Coleridge identified as an actual " translucence of the special in the individual"
-of Humanitas in Colin's rnistress-"of the eternal through and in the
temporal. " Such a symbol "always partakes of the reality which it renders
intelligible." 13
Allegory, therefore, implies a transformation of unconscious into conscious meaning. If the symbolic material of Colin's vision is drawn from the
unconscious, its poetic organization is informed by a conscious purpose.
And I believe that the vision on Mount Acidale is expressly designed to
explore the relation between the unconscious sources of Spenser's vision,
"deepe within the mynd," and its conscious reenactment in a "patterne"
of "braue nobilitie" (Pr. 5,6,4). The figure of Colin Clout is a dramatic
embodiment of this process: just as he transforms his "countrey lasse" into
a "diuine resemblaunce" of Grace (x.25,27), so he recreates the inexpressive song of his muse, his unconscious inspiration, as a conscious symbol,
the resemblance of his imagination.
This transformation is so crucial to the vision itself that it gives rise to
an actual crisis in Colin Clout, whose love for his mistress must be trans"Ficino, Commentary 011 the 'Symposium ; p. 1370; Combrich, Symbolic Images, pp. 59 &
211-12 n.95: Sicut Christiani Theologi in divi11/seloqbiisquatuorsensusobserva11t, litera/em,
moralem, allegoricum, a11agoglcum, el alibi quidem hu11c, alibi vero ilium praecipue
prasequu11/ur, /ta Plato11ici qua/uor habe11t multiplicandorum deorum, nominumque
modos, a/iumque multiplica11di modum alibi pro opportu11/ta/e secta11tur. Ego quoque slmlliter ill commentariis meis, alibi a/lier quate11us locus exiglt interpretari, et distillguere
numina co11suevi.

"Hamilton, The Structure of Allegory, p. 17, observes that "Metaphors such as tearing the
veil, or breaking the husk, wrongly describe this way of reading which sees so many meanings
held within the fiction , being present rather than hidden. Some other metaphor, that of
seeing the meanings in fiction as the expanding petals of a multifoliate rose might do, or any
other which describes the fiction as expanding from a clear centre, and our response as a
living one which grows into greater understanding the more we read."
..Samuel Taylor Coleridge, The Statesma11 s Manual, ed. W. C. T. Shedd ew York, 1875),
p. 438.
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formed. The kind of permanent ecstasy for which his imagination hungers,
and which poetry seems to provide, risks becoming mere self-delusion. His
vision must be dwelt in imaginatively, not literally.•• The danger is that
Colin will be tempted to lose himself in the vision and so destroy it, as
Calidore does when he attempts to literalize it. Mistaking a spiritual for
a material, an invisible for a visible reality, he attempts to appropriate the
former to the latter, to substitute a tangible presence for an imaginative
one. As Judith Anderson observes, "his act is an intention to touch the
vision, to grasp and assay its mysterious beauty. He does not as yet realize
that this is an intention, in reality, to dispel it. At his sight-insistent,
rational, and realistic-vision vanishes." 15 When Calidore attempts to
plunder the unconscious for his own conscious purposes, the vision disintegrates. Colin Clout, however, preserves the necessary metaphoric vision.
Though his inspiration is lost, it would seem irretrievably, he is able to
recover its substance by imagining the "beauty soueraine rare" of his
beloved.
Colin's crisis occurs not so much because Calidore has intruded into his
vision as because the vision itself has reached a climax: "Thy loue is there
aduanst to be another Grace" (x.16). The very intensity of Colin's rapture,
his virtual absorption in his own vision, suggests the inherent instability of
such an experience. Having achieved such a consummation, Colin would
seem to have only two choices: either he may seek to become wholly and
forever absorbed in his dream, or he may struggle to manifest its reality
14
As Berger has observed, "A Secret Discipline," p. 74: "the complete self-sufficiency of the
second nature, the total inward mastery of experience-this is no triumph at all, only delusion, if it takes itself seriously." MacCaffrey, Spenser's Allegory, p. 344, argues along similar
lines: "An unearned literal eden can only be baleful now for a human soul; paradise has been
definitively lost, and must be replaced, as Michael explains to fallen Adam and Eve, by a
paradise within." Tonkin, Spenser's Courteous Pastoral, p. 22, also remarks on Spenser's
awareness of the danger "that the poem will become an end in itself, that the over-riding
purpose of the work ... the projection of virtuous precept into virtuous action, will be lost
sight of. "
"Anderson, The Growth ofa Personal Voice, p. 194. The imaginative requirements of vision
have been explored in more general terms by Owen Barfield, in "Imagination and Inspiration," in lrlterpretalio11: The Poetry of Meanfog, ed. Stanley Romaine Hopper and David L.
Miller ew York, 1967), pp. 55-57. In a discussion of Arjuna's vision in the Bhagavod Gita,
Barfield observes that the purpose of a vision is "to raise the thinking, or the consciousness"
of the one who experiences it "from the ordinary plane to a higher one." The means to this
end is an i11spiralion-that is, a revelation by a spirit-being. We are told, however, not "to
draw conc.lusions for the lower plane from the higher one," for there are "two different
planes of consciousness with ... a 'threshold' between them ... and though it may be crossed,
it does not cease for that reason to exist." We cannot dwell literally on that higher, imaginative plane; to preserve our access to the visionary realm we must grasp it metaphorically,
by a kind of double-vision, so that phenomena of ordinary experience become expressions
of spirit. Barfield then goes on to draw an analogy between the threshold over which Arjuna
has crossed and the one which we may cross between consciousness and the unconsciousas when the unconscious is raised to consciousness by Colin's piping.
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in his waking life by communicating his vision. The first choice would,
inevitably, be fatal, for the poet himself as well as for his poetry. Colin's
only real alternative is to awaken his inspiration, so that it may express
itself through his conscious imagination. When Calidore's intrusion shatters the vision, the poet's first impulse is to withdraw (x.20). But Colin
thinks better of his despair and yields, graciously, to Calidore's curiosity;
he agrees to share his vision-recalling it, in fact, as he attempts to communicate its meaning to Calidore. His retrospective hymn to Gloriana
confesses his earlier self-delusion and acknowledges the public obligation
entailed by his poetic vocation (x.2-8). Once Colin has learned to subordinate his desire for a purely personal celebration to its proper expressive
function, he is able to communicate his inspiration and so to realize its full
imaginative value. It becomes truly his, possessed by him rather than
possessing him, when he shares it with another.
In order to communicate his vision, Colin must transform the visionary
presence of his mistress into the "divine resemblaunce" of a poetic symbol. His dream and subsequent commentary suggest a dialectical triad, in
which meaning is first received, than analyzed and reshaped, and finally
expressed. The vision itself represents not only the poet's mistress, the
object of his vision, but also the Muse who has inspired it, the mysterious
depth of the unconscious from which vision springs: "She made me often
pipe and now to pipe apace" (27). And because he has not broken the
circle of inspiration (as Calidore had), Colin is able to recreate the vision
of his Muse. Spenser has rendered the unconscious symbol in terms that
can suggest its meaning, consciously, so that the two experiences, intuitive
and discursive, are held in polar tension.
In the person of Colin Clout, Spenser shows us how an inspiration that
has entered into the poet-the rhythm of the dance which becomes the
rhythm of his music-is transformed by him into the symbolic expression
of his own imagination, the "diuine resemblaunce" of his Muse. The crux
of this transformation is Colin Clout's critical analysis of his own vision, for
it is this self-reflection which makes possible the transformation of unconscious inspiration into conscious imagination. In the vision itself the poet's
mistress is simply present, as a fact of his inspiration, "That with her goodly
presence all the rest much graced" (x.12). When Colin attempts to communicate his vision, he is driven to the sort of allegorical abstraction which
dissipates the image of his mistress; his unified perception of her is diffracted by his attempt to become conscious of her meaning. But this diffracting self-consciousness has also a positive side, for it enables the poet
to recreate his mistress, so that the meanings partially unfolded by Colin's
gloss are reenfolded and fused in the symbol of his mistress. As a result of
his effort, the poet's Muse becomes a conscious symbol rather than a
simple presence, the deliberate expression of his imagination: "Diuine
resemblaunce, beauty soueraine rare" (27). The word resemblaunce manifests Spenser's consciousness of his mistress as a symbol, a living image of
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divinity in humanity. The contrary ideas of mortality and immortality,
finite creation and infinite Creator, are thus held in polar tension by the
metaphor of incarnation, and the tension is emphasized by the poet's
doubt about his beloved's ontological status, "whether a creature, or a
goddesse" (25). This polarity is present in the original vision, but only
implicitly, in the simile which likens the Damzell to Ariadne's crown
" ow placed in the firmament" (13). The Damzell herself is presented
simply as a unity. As a symbol, however, she rt;ipresents a re-unification of
contraries. In the process of representing his mistress, the poet becomes
aware of the tension between divine inspiration, acting unconsciously
within him, and his own imagination, working consciously upon that inspiration, and it is this awareness which makes possible his recreation of the
Muse, so that she becomes both the "goddesse" whose grace has inspiried
his vision and the "creature" of the poet's own imagination, a "diuine
resemblaunce" of charity.
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The journal is published every January. The deadline for the submission of manuscripts is October 1.
SUBSCRIPTION I FORMATIO
Subscriptions to the journal is normally by membership in the Association at a cost of $10.00 per year for individuals and $15.00 for institutions.
For further information, please contact

Professor Charles P. Carlson
History Department
University of Denver
Denver, Colorado 80208

<Jhe
Sixteenth Century Journal
announces
the firsi volume 0£

Sixteenth Century Essays
& Studies
Charles G. Nauer!, Jr .. Editor

Cfhe 'Divine Community:
Trinity, Church and Ethics
in 'Reformation <Jheolo~es
by

John CR. Loeschen

ROCKY
MOUNTAIN
REVIEW
OF LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
.. .is a journal that is especially designed for ..
SCHOLARS-who are interested in British, American , classical, German, French,
Indian , Slavic, and Spanish literature.
SCHOLARS- who are interested in teaching English , foreign languages, and
composition in colleges and junior colleges.
SCHOLARS-who are interested in comparative literature, literary criticism, film ,
science fiction, ethnic studies, children 's literature, oral/ traditional arts,
computers in language and literature, humor , and other special topics.
SCHOLARS-who are interested in linguistics, dialects, names, popular culture,
and women's studies.
AUTHORS OF BOOKS-in any of the areas above who would like to see their books
listed in " Publications Received " and perhaps reviewed in the journal.
CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS- who are interested in knowing about conferences in the Rocky Mountain Region dealing with any of the subjects
above.
LIBRARIES A D OTHER INSTITUTIONS- who are interested in having quality
articles at the disposal of their patrons on the above subjects.
PUBLISHERS- who would like to set up displays at our conferences ($100 per tabletop exhibit), and/or who would like to advertise in our journal at the
following rates:
Three
Four
Once
Twice
Times
Times
Full Page (4 1;2 by 7 112)
Half Page (4 1;2 by 3 3/•)
Quarter Page (2 1/ 4 by 3 3/4)

$100
$60
$35

$190
$115
$65

$275
$165
95

$355
$210
$120

REFEREES- who would like to become members of our " Revolving Editorial
Board" by eva luating manuscripts in their area of specialization.
REVIEWERS-who would like to be sent copies of current books in their field in
return for writing a 300-word book review .
ANDA YO EELSEWITHANINTERESTI

LANGUAGEA DLITERATURE.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATIO , PLEASE CO TACT:
Ingeborg Carlson
Executive Director of RMMLA
Foreign Lan guages
Arizona State University
Tempe, AZ 85281

or

David W. Foster
Editor, Rocky Mountain Review
Foreign Languages
Arizona State University
Tempe, AZ 85281

For over fifty years, devoted to the publication of scholarly inquiries into classical and modern languages and literatures.
David Sonstroem

John S. Coolidge

Margaret]. Ehrhart

Lowell Lindgren

Gale C. Schricker

Syndy M. Conger

Miriam K. Starkman

John Dixon Hunt

M. Louise Salstad

Jonathan F. S. Post

Robert Currie

Eamon Grennan

PHILOLOGICAL QUARTERLY
THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
IOWA CITY

52242

A cordial invitation to join

The Renaissance Society of America
1161 Amsterdam Avenue, New York , N . Y. 10027
in its 27th year
Founded in 1954 to serve scholars in the Humanities and
Fine Arts who specialize in Renaissance tudies.
Individual Membership • 25
Institutiona l Membership 35
The Society publishes the Renaissance Quarterly , distributed to
members, and a Renaissance Texts series:
1. Alessandro Benedetti, Diaria de Bello Carolina (1496), edited
with introduction, translation, and notes by Dorothy M . Schullian. 1967.

2. Richard Pace, De Fructu qui ex doctrina percipitur (1517), edited
with introduction, translation, and notes by Francis Manley and
Ri chard S. Sylvester. 1967.
3. John Calvin, Senecae libri duo de cle111 e11tia commentariis il/11strati
(1532), edited with translation and notes by Ford Lewi Battles,
and with introduction by Professors Battles and Andre M. Hugo.
1969.
4. John Foxe the Martyrologist, Two Latin Comedies: Tit1H and
Gesippus; Cltrist11s Triumphans (1544; 1566), edited with introduction, translation , and notes by John Hazel mith. 1973.
5. Thomas Chaundler, Liber Apologetiws de omni statH /111111a11a e
naturae (c. 1460), edited with introduction, translation , and notes
by Doris Enright-Clark Shoukri. 1974.
6. Cebes' Tablet, edited with introduction by andra ider. 1979.
7. John of Ravenna , Dragmalogia de eligibili 11irae J!.e11ere (1404),
edited with introduction, translation, and notes by Helen Lanneau Eaker and Benjamin G. Kohl , 1980.

GEORGE HERBERT
JOURNAL

The George Herbert Journal is published twice a year, in the
Fall and Spring . Subscription rates are $7.00 per year ($10.00
foreign) . Back issues are available, as are sample copies for
those interested in placing a standing order.
Send all communications to :
Sidney Gottlieb, Editor
George Herbert Journal
English Department
Sacred Heart University
Bridgeport, Conn. 06606

•

CML seeks submissions on oil aspects of Classical and Modern Literatures
that reflect the knowledge and depth of the scholar's own discipline used
to examine problems recurring in both a Classical and a Modern Literature.

CML Subscription
Please check one of the following :
Individual
Institutions
1 year
$10.00 D
$12.00 D
2 years
18.00 D
23.00 D
3 years
27.00 D
34.00 D

AMOUNT
ENCLOSED $ _ _ __
(U. S.)

Countries outside U.S. add $1. 50 to each year's subscription to cover postag e.
Indiana Residents add 4% Sales Tax .
CML is published in October, January, April, and July.
NAME
ADDRESS _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE _ _ _ ZIP _ _ __
Address all correspondence, subscriptions, and submissions (SASE) to :
CML, Inc.
P.O . Box 629
Terre Haute, Indiana 47808

crHE GEI{jHTEENTH
CENTURY
Cfheory-and G/nterpretation
Published Winter, Spring·, and Autumn
by Texas Tech Press

Editors
Jeffrey R. Smitten
Joel C. Weinsheimer
Editorial Board
A. Owen Aldridge
Paul K. Alkon
Michael Fried
Alexander Gelley
Josue Harari
J. Jean Hecht
C. P. Ives
Isaac Kramnick
Lawrence I. Lipking
Christie V. McDonald
Earl Miner
Walter Moser
Mark Poster
Ralph W. Rader
Ronald C. Rosbottom
G. S. Rousseau
Remy G. Saisselin
Hayden White

Selected Contents of Volume 21 (1980)

Leopold Damrosch on-Johnson's Criticism
Robert Adams Day on Epistolary Fiction
Alexander Gelley on Character
Richard Harp on Goldsmith Biography
Dayton Haskin on Richard Baxter
George Armstrong Kelly on the New Hero
C. R. Kropf on Organic Unity
Christie McDonald on the Encyc/opedie
Donald Marshall on Richard Hurd
Michael Murray on Heidegger and Holderlin
Jayme Sokolow on Count Rumford
Subscriptions are $9.00 (individuals) and
$12.00 (institutions) per year, plus
$2.00 for mailing outside North America.
Address subscriptions to:
Texas Tech Press
Sales Office
Texas Tech University Library
Lubbock, Texas 79409
Other correspondence should be addressed to :
The Editors
The Eighteenth Century:
Theory and Interpretation
P.O. Box 4530
Texas Tech University
Lubbock, Texas 79409

€omitatus
A Journal of Medieval and Renaissance Studies
is pleased to announce the publication of Volume 12 (1981). The annual
deadline for submitting manuscripts is January 31 to The Center for Medieval
and Renaissance Studies, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA 90024 . Manuscripts are
accepted from graduate students throughout North America. Articles may be
in any field of Medieval or Renaissance study . Each issue 's best article is
awarded the fifty dollar St. Nicholas Prize.
Comitatus 12 :
S 7.SO per issue, individual
S12.50 per issue, institution

Comitatus 1-11 :
$108.00 per set
S 12.50 per single issue

Order from :
UNDENA PUBLICATIONS
P.O. Box 97
Malibu, CA 90265
Postage and handling, $ i .40. CaUfornia
residents, please add 6% sales tax.

